U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Broadstock
2019 Sierra Nevada Dr.
Atwater, CA 95301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Kane
Street Address
City, NY 11946
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert mendelson
708 Palmerpto Dr
Venice, FL 34293
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Brown
3100 Huron St, Unit 2r
Denver, CO 80202
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Kirkwood
173a Las Estrellas
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Hydrofracturing is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing exports of hydrofracture-derived natural gas would increase dramatically the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J+S e
Na
H, CT 06514
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

N. Dumser
313 Asharoken Ave.
Northport, NY 11768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diana Greiner
101 Lafayette Ave Apt 11e
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Schwarz
918 Chestnut St
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Kenna
4494 Mentone St.
San Diego, CA 92107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Enough is Enough -Stop Poisoning The Planet-Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A l
3361 Parker
Avoca, NY 14809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ardis Bazyn
2121 Scott Road No. 105
Burbank, CA 91504
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abbe Lyons
154 Westhaven Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Cooper
679 48th Avenue #6
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Borchers
Hc 65 Box 5080
Romney, WV 26757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bertha Figueroa
14342 Tedford Drive
Whittier, CA 90604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Smith
408 General Stilwell Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Broches
44 Pond Street
Wakefield, Ri 02879, RI 02879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alma Cormican
8 Mountain Trail
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet GROSE
45 Picatinny Road
Morristown, NJ 07960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adriana Di Cecco
P.O. Box 228
Topsfield, MA 01983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Dillemuth
1426 W Leland Ave Fl 2
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Dominiak
201 E. Mineola Ave.
Valley Stream, NY 11580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Davis
1234 Garrison Avenue
Port Orchard, WA 98366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Sorokas
5330 Suffield Ct
Skokie, IL 60077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abby Hotchkiss
16761 Blanton St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Fleiss
12125 Weddington St #3
Valley Village, CA 91607
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gil Medovoy
2327 Evenstar Lane
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Onur Agirseven
Department Of Mathematics, Msu
East Lansing, MI 48824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Harvey
Arroyo Sorrento Road
San Diego, CA 92130
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim ahern
6735 14th Stn
St Pete, FL 33702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Victor Zamora
16817 Yukon
Torrance, CA 90504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aimee Arceo
77 Cheshire Lane
East Amherst, NY 14051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Johnston
548 Sheridan
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Annelise Bazar
1369 Reeve St. #1
Santa Clara, CA 95050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Wagenheim
25805 S. Eastlake Dr.
Sun Lakes, AZ 85248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Olson
660 Dolphin Circle
Port Aransas, TX 78373
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Parker
6252 Wissahickon Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R albani
155 Ocean Ln Dr
Key Biscayne, FL 33149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Blazo
1830 Price Road
Youngstown, OH 44509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Del Colle
D2 Bristol Woods Dr
Bristol, RI 02809
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alda Bell
2600 Brentwood Road
Beachwood, OH 44122
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alec Behr
56 Boat Ramp Rd
Conway, NH 03818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Alexander
1419 W. Greenleaf Ave.
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexa Kasper
4632 Portofino Dr
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Pagoulatos
30 Carriage Pl.
Edison, NJ 08820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I'm concerned about the increase in fracking proposed in the US. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please refocus your efforts on cleaner, safer fuel technologies. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Tatem
601 Old County Rd
Severna Park, MD 21146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Gasner
270 Fifth St #3g
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Elias
7629 N Seneca Rd
Fox Point, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Undisclosed proprietary formulation for the process is more than likely to POISON the water table. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rumple Stiltskin
12453 Lewis St
Garden Grove, CA 92840
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Glick
17180 Pacato Ct.
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy & David Sillen
41 Eastport Court
Red Bank, NJ 07701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Allison
1340 Fieldbrook Rd.
Mckinleyville,Ca. 95519 Usa, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Page
2870 Humboldt Ave S Apt 1
Minneapolis, MN 55408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Allen
Po Box 11
Cedar Grove, NC 27231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Scott
119 Pacific St.
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Leazar
2608 Ingram Road
Garland, TX 75048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Mendousa
20 Cross Rd
Orleans, MA 02653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amichai Serri-Menkes
1275 Bonita Ave. #201
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur McLean  
159-34 Riverside Dr. W. # 7c  
New York, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Lauber
1004 Sussex Tpke
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Newfeld
4440 Denver Dr
Plano, TX 75093
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ana Jude
45 33 Los Feliz
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Arney
3534 Pakui Street
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A D'Ambrosia-Donner
333 W 10th St
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John H Anderson
4042 Albatross, Apt 38
San Diego, CA 92103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Gabel-Richards
424 Lamoine Beach Rd.
Lamoine, ME 04605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andreia Shotwell
3575 Pierce St.
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in South Florida and when driving the Turnpike I cannot see one roof covered with solar panels. Does someone have an explanation for that? Perhaps it is prohibited in sunny Florida to install those?

Sincerely,

Andreas Ohland
642 Woodland Ave
Cheltenham, PA 19012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angie Unruh
1925 S Vaughn Way Apt 302
Aurora, CO 80014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Hunt
901 Cr 2750
Honey Grove, TX 75446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Keim
626 E Marshall St.
San Gabriel, CA 91776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Murray
300 Southern Boulevard
East Marion, NY 11939
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Scott
4281 Scott Way
Calistoga, CA 94515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Brehmer
8060 Carmel Valley Road
Carmel, CA 93923
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Hedberg
7 Heather Way
Golden, CO 80401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Siegel
400 Park Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anu Garg
17315 146th Pl Ne
Woodinville, WA 98072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Oberstar
1735 Homestead Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Park
46 Snapdragon
Irvine, CA 92604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Pavlic
21390 E Glen Haven Circle
Northville, MI 48167
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Porsch
116 Valencia Circle
St Petersburg, FL 33716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Jones
334 W Cinnabar Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ara Cruz
2855 W. 23rd Ave. Apt. 6
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arash Alavi
402 Hobart Ave
San Mateo, CA 94402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gross
1053-38th St.
Des Moines, IA 50311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cjay Page
17780 E Vino Ave
Reedley, CA 93654
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Van Dorn
25122 Steinbeck Ave. Unit E
Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacie CHARLEBOIS
2829 Bay Village Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Armstrong
808 Jubal Way
Frederick, MD 21701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Rosene
26275 Se Wally
Boring, OR 97009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking has ruined water supplies in municipalities around the country. It has made people and animals sick. Why would you support fracking?

Sincerely,

Barbara Bacon
6317 Mendius Ave. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Scheunemann
5101 Hattiesburg Ave Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC THREAT to American communities and the climate! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and DENY ALL applications to export natural gas!!

Sincerely,

Robin Rae Swanson
308 Awakea Rd
Kailua, HI 96734
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen small
Pob 9554
Ketchikan, AK 99901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Gross
3015 Hobart Street
Long Island City, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daryl Schilling
11 Borica Street
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aamir Saeed
2425 B Dorrington St
Houston,, TX 77030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Sipiora
40 E Chicago Ave 202
Chicago, IL 60611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Perro
617 W Olin Ave
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

NO MATTER HOW YOU SLICE IT, FRACKING IS A TOXIC THREAT TO AMERICAN COMMUNITIES; THE FLORA AND FAUNA OF OUR LAND; AND THE CLIMATE. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann sprayregen
25 Chittenden
Nyc, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Sutherland
8029 Old Dairy Road
Sandy, UT 84094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Moritz
16517 78th Pl Ne
Kenmore, WA 98028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Schwimer
12 Remsen Rd.
Yonkers, NY 10710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graham Smith
612 E 35th St
Charlotte, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Rappeport
1807 Foxwood Road
Houston, TX 77008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Austin Fite
1474 Paseo De Oro
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ava Evans
16962 Oak View Dr
Encino, CA 91436
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Burch
1807 Four Seasons Dr.
Leadville, CO 80461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ridge
4925 Sw 56th Avenue Apt 4
Portland, OR 97221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Frankel
570 W 37th St
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Woods
1425 East Orange Grove Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Lipman
99 Pond Ave. #807
Brookline, MA 02445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate - ultimately, the planet. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Metcalf
35 Newmarket Rd.
Durham, NH 03824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lidestri
217 Parkwood Rd.
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Micheel
3300 Ne 164 St. E-3
Ridgefield, WA 98642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This process is just too dangerous to other resources.

Sincerely,

Bette Berg
Po Box 619
Arcata, CA 95518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Baker smith
11416 10th Ave S
Burien, WA 98168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Balfour Gerber
115 Sargent St.
San Francisco, CA 94132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Jervis
125 Gable Ct
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wood
12507 Greenwood Ave., North
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Scott
1400 S. Valley View
Las Vegas, NV 89102
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stewart
210 Washington St
Marietta, OH 45750
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Sharri LaPierre  
17002 Ne 50 Ave  
Vancouver, WA 98686  

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Brett
2331 Ocean Ave 5a
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerard McFarland
2529 Kevin Rd
San Pablo, CA 94806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barrie Stebbings
P O Box 449
Stinson Beach, CA 94970
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Batya Bauman
22 Lessey Street
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Bejgrowicz
10 N Plum St
Lancaster, PA 17602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Climate scientists are telling us this is the wrong to go – don't do it please!

Sincerely,

Barbara Novovitch
Po Box 411
Marathon, TX 79842
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Belle Sprague
15779 Country Club Drive
Chino Hills, CA 91709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Chase
423 Bowers Pl
Graton, CA 95444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mille Kohl
844 Kokomo Rd.
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Carpenter
407 N. Mendenhall Street
Greensboro, NC 27401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Carter
56 Mountfort Road
Yarmouth, ME 04096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Chambers
2779 Richland Street
Johnstown, PA 15904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rhodes
16432 N Picatinny Way
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Meyer
1597 Daws Rd
Blue Bell, PA 19422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Cohen
7 Ware St
Worcester, MA 01602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Drew
245 Sentinel Ave
Newtown, PA 18940
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Kerznar
2551 Nagawicka Road East
Hartland, WI 53029
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bette Wood
91 Lemmon Rd
Port Angeles, WA 98362
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Rodman
5994 Dunthorne Road
Anacortes, WA 98221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delcie Dobrovolny
1006 San Clemente Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Arnold
6716 Nw 62nd Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Flint
250 Fairmount Ave
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Basin
515 Se 19th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Moss
7000 A Monument Dr
Grants Pass, OR 97526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alberta Lesko
50 Corte De Sabla
Greenbrae, CA 94904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Award
1434 31st Ave
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Hawes
333 Veramendi
San Marcos, TX 78666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Mitchum
Po Box 1634
Silverdale, WA 98383
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betts Harley
2021 Irvine Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Pollack-Silver
P.O. Box 623
Arroyo Seco, NM 87514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fite
P.O. Box 1766
Lutz, FL 33548
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Fleche  
3  
Williamsburg, MA 01096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Ishida
1731 Casa Grande St
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Harley
665 Boulger Road
Stamford, VT 05352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dickinson
907 Demerius Street
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Dain
199 Harvard Circle
Newton, MA 02460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Menendez
1736 Ganges Ave
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Wells
400 Redwood St. #204
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Jones
610 Highland Drive
Rockwall, TX 75087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely,

Isabella Jackson
4 Norman Ave. Gloucester, MA 01930

Sincerely,

Isabella Jackson
4 Norman Ave.
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Saltzman
1555 S. Hayworth Ave., #9
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alethea Putnam
6506 28th Ave. N.E.
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Blackaby
467 Chenery Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Long
325 East 72 St.
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Blanca Delagarza
10207 Kirkaspen
Houston, TX 77089
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kristofer Terry  
145 N Whitcomb  
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Naylor
412 Normandy Cir
Nashville, TN 37209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Mullane
4084 Redwood Ave. #4
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Gendvil
131 Delaware Ave.
Staten Island, NY 10304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Rushford
538 Race Place
Oakdale, NY 11769
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It is absolutely devastating to the people whose land is fracked when they don’t own the mineral rights—and it’s the people with all the money who benefit from fracking, not the country, and certainly not the environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara MacAlpine
One Trinity Place
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Mager
870 Hollow Road
Phoenixville, PA 19460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Monier
545 Michigan Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Nuttle
2497 Wellesley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Walp
Po Box 316
Chestertown, NY 12817
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert McFarland
12 Ne 19th Court A211
Wilton Manors, FL 33305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobby Wynn
122 Bag End Road
Hendersonville, NC 28739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Tidwell
4410 Whispering Inlet Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susie Foot
1873 Cliff Ave
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Cline
135 Mound St.
Fair Oaks, PA 15003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonny McGowan
Po Box 2078
Carmel, CA 93921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Angelini
153 Uxbridge
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Reid
3005 East Saint Vrain Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Eason
6599 E Thomas Rd 1061
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Peterson
6704 Prairie View Dr.
Sun Prairie, WI 53590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S. Bradley Gillough
740 South Federal St., Apt. 209
Chicago, IL 60605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Strickland
1018 Woodvale Dr.
 Spartanburg, SC 29303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brent Eubanks
1601 Bridge Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Brewer
23196 W Crestwood Ln
Lake Zurich, IL 60047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Herres
5460 White Oak Ave Unit A-308
Encino, CA 91316
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Collins
1730 Wilstone Ave
Leucadia, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Lambert
3217 Perryman Way
Sacramento, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bright Dornblaser
5406 Mc Candless Street
Austin, TX 78756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigitte Desouches
800 Brommer Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Brock
111 Flint St. #6
Sun Prairie, WI 53590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nk Acevedo
261 E. Cottage St
Boston, MA 02125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Stotts
2207 Creststone Ct
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It hardly seems reasonable to be selling water for fracking in Colorado and elsewhere when the country is facing drought conditions and communities have difficulty supplying all the water citizens need or want for other applications. It also uses water that could be used for irrigation. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rupers
6440 Harmony Road
Sheridan, OR 97378
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Anthony
91 Park Ave. W
South Weymouth, MA 02190
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Beth Sweetwater
1639 Cat Lane
Santa Maria, CA 93454
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Shapiro
7033 N. Kedzie Ave.
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barara Slough
510 Canyon Rd
Hailey, ID 83333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Sterner
532 River Road
Beach Lake, PA 18405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Strand
118 Roxburg Ln
Alameda, CA 94502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing the export of fracked gas amounts to destroying our continent for the sake of allowing the companies involved to make large profits without even increasing the availability of their product in the USA. I would rail against fracking even for domestic use, but THIS is even more outrageous.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Dormont
23 John Hancock Dr
Monroe Township, NJ 08831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Donnelly
685 Lytle Ave,
Harbor Beach, MI 48441
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If I changed my car oil and dumped the oil onto the ground or into the nearby drain (which heads to the river) I would be breaking the law and wind up in serious trouble. Why are the rules so different for me than for your Big Oil friends who are getting away with murder - literally, of people, animals and eco-systems. Boo Hiss to you guys. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Pilcher
4385 Rose Hill Ct
Boise, ID 83705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Schurr
369 Warren Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Anderson
31 E Shoreline Pl
Shelton, WA 98584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Henson
12641 Vanowen St. #3
North Hollywood, CA 91605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Goodman
18 Tower Lane #1805
New Haven, CT 06519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Burak
109 Breeze Ave Apt 15
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margo Alexander
5585 Searsburg Rd.
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As a concerned American citizen and taxpayer, I believe that fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Wedemeyer
1413 E 57th St
Chicago, IL 60637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Turk
Pob 203
Hendersonville, NC 28793
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Visscher
1352 Waller St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverley Worster
1034 E. 450 Rd
Lawrence, KS 66047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Williamson-Pecori
1295 Silver Lane
Mckees Rocks, PA 15136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Byron Conley
1002 Craters Of The Moon Blvd.
Pflugerville, TX 78660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie mccullagh
311 River Rd
Red Bank, NJ 07701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Consider this quote from Margaret Mead: "It was not until we saw a picture of the earth, from the moon, that we realized how small and how helpless this planet is - something that we must hold in our arms and care for." Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Schreter
1905 Dixon Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmelita Banks
8338 S Perry Ave
Chicago, IL 60620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Cadzow
82 W Humboldt Pkwy
Buffalo, NY 14214
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Ann Holder, o.s.u.
3120 Naamans Rd., T-311
Willmington, DE 19810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Reynolds
711 Cross St. Nw
Huntsville, AL 35801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Kowalewski
22 Kensington Park
Lynn, MA 01902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why are we even still discussing this hideously wasteful, destructive practice of "gathering energy?" It takes more energy to get this small amount of non-renewable gas, which is of very poor quality, than is actually gathered. It's just plain stupid. Stop all fracking now. The planet can't take our crap any more! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Alleman
236 Stewart Ave.
Waukegan, IL 60085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Efrain Sanchez
St - 2 Hortensia St.
Hormigueros, PR 00660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candi Teachout
4820 Kimball
Kentwood, MI 49508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Candy Spilner
972 New Turnpike Road
Cochecton, NY 12726
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

We do not need any more fossil fuel development; nor should any more wealth go to the fossil fuel industry. Nor should they be allowed to pollute, as though that were a necessary evil. We DO need to support with greater enthusiasm development of sustainable energy sources. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Caponigro
609 W. 114th St., Apt. 2
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cameron Clark
1721 Gillespie St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bailey
114 Craig Road
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gaylord Smith
436 Whitehall St.
Lynbrook, NY 11563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cara Busch
740 Little Rock Creek Rd.
Cherry Log, GA 30522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cara Stiles
3877 75th
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlen Lovejoy
8935 Old Cedar Ave S Apt 304
Minneapolis, MN 55425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. AND PLEASE....what will it take for you to get on board with SUSTAINABLE POWER PROJECTS!!!????!!! WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR...THE END OF THE WORLD...WHICH IS HAPPENING RIGHT BEFORE OUR EYES + HELPED ALONG WITH FILTHY ENERGY POLICIES!!!????!!!

Sincerely,

Carol Pierce
6175 Rose Valley Rd.
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlo Cesarini
423 Cottontail Ln
Saylorsburg, PA 18353
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Peterson
5129 Solar Heights Drive
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Carmen Johnson
512 Canyon View Dr
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Newton
3020 Griffith Park Blvd, Los Angeles Ca
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Adele
2311bobwhite Dr
Odessa, TX 79761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Firestone-Gillis
411 Chinn St
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Davis
1326 Watchung Ave
Plainfield, NJ 07060
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Gold
2901a Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Krentzman
97 Woodland Street
Natick, MA 01760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Mone
538 Eleanor Dr
Woodside, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caryn Graves
1642 Curtis St.
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Shea
3666 E Armour Ave
Cudahy, WI 53110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Asrir
530 Shannon Way #4102
Redwood City, CA 94065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassandra Auerbach
1444 Fordham Ave.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Weissman
5119 Ventura Drive
Delray Beach, FL 33484
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate when performed irresponsibly and recklessly. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. What this will do instead is to not only put our drinking waters at risk, but release untold amounts of methane, a much more feared greenhouse gas. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Kimberlee Whitaker
2100 E Bristol St Apt L248
Elkhart, IN 46514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Clark
1423a Galisteo St
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy O'Leary Carey
17696 Cumana Terrace
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Tomaso
90 Tamalpais Road
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne sheats
2067 Holiday Park Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Brunje
30494 Camas Swale Rd.
Creswell, OR 97426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Henderson
6 Schofield Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire McDowell
1289 Idylberry Rd
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Collins
1935 Nault Road
Dover, DE 19904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Cook
439 East 51st Apt 2c
Ny, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curt Bohlen
176 Northfield Ave.
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Dunning
1504 Oak Drive
Berthoud, CO 80513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Reed
Tudor Dr
Pompton Plains, NJ 07444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Fletcher
150 Mt. Olympus Drive Nw
Issaquah, WA 98027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste Rogers
6219 E Hawthorne St
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Seargeant
2999 E. Ocean Blvd. #1740
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Alexanian
951 W. Emma Ave. #13
Coeur D’Alene, ID 83814
To Whom it May Concern:

Wow! The anti-environmental stance by the Obama Administration never ceases to amaze. It's like they're determined to speed up global warming instead of curbing it. If you think fracking is benign, then I'm sure you wouldn't mind living next door to a fracking site and wouldn't care if your water supply was destroyed by fracking chemicals or your air unfit to breath. And here we all thought that Obama was an environmentalist - boy, were we fooled. Fracking is a very destructive form of getting natural gas, so to want to ship it around the worlds, will only mean that our country's environment will be destroyed so a few gas/oil companies can get even richer. Absolutely despicable. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Janzen
11232 Dayton Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Graver
32 Cotherstone Dr
Southampton, NJ 08088
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marnie Gaede
772 Caldera Curve
South Fork, CO 81154
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Chalmers
8201 Camino Colegio #57
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Brigitte Sauget
258 E 78th St
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Alexandre
10345 Adams Place
Thornton, CO 80229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Patterson
178 Tiffany Road
Norwell, MA 02061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dave Hughes
325 Candler Street Ne
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Labrecque
Cumberland St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Liniman
6350 S. Canterbury Rd.
Parma, OH 44129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Mitouer
44800 Fish Rock Road
Gualala, CA 95445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cheryl Frank
829 Winton Rd S
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chesly zutaut
915 Greenview Dr
Fayetteville, TN 37334
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Buehler
39902 Lodge Lane
Lakeside, MT 59922
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Chism
15711 Rill
Houston, TX 77062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Callison
1133 Jefferson Street
Wenatchee, WA 98801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Miracle
30 Maple Rd.
Woodacre, CA 94973
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is time for our nation to get its head out of the sand when it comes to the reality of climate change.

Sincerely,

Charles A. Hoefel
5 Meridian Ave.
Key Largo, FL 33037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Stone
155 S 4th St
Santa Rosa Beach, FL 32459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Horowitz
1544 Granville Ave., Apt.201
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. All the arguments for fracking are economy-based. But they’re specious, because the only economic improvement would be in the oil companies’ profit lines. The rest of us would pay through every pore in our bodies for a long long time. Don’t mortgage our future. Fracking WILL have dire unintended consequences, and if we trust the oil companies to take adequate safety precautions, we are nuts. They cannot be trusted, as they have shown us hundreds of times, from the Niger delta to the Gulf to Valdez.

Sincerely,

Chris Brandt
77 E 4th St Apt 6c
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris OConnell
5344 N. Paulina St.
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Bradley
1383 Tucker Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Bonde
322 E 85th St Apt 1c
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christi Cox
6124 Greenwood Dr.
Paradise, CA 95969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Rice
11738 Goshen Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Sankey
252 Raytown Road
Sharon, GA 30664
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Binckley
127 Cottage Ave. Apt. C
Pt. Richmond, CA 94801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randal Chicoine
1218 9th Ave. West
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Forchelli
859 South Cottonwood Road
Walnutport, PA 18088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is the pursuit of idiots brainwashed and/or bought by climate-wrecking fossil fuel speculators. BAN FRACKING! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Jackson
337 West 71 Street, Apt.5
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Christopher
1410 Glen Leven
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Devers
1506 Twisted Oak Drive
Reston, VA 20194
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Jean Hayen, BVM
940 B Carmel Drive
Dubuque, IA 52003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please stop this madness before it's too late!

Sincerely,

Dennis Cafiero
240 Main St Apt 309
Little Falls, NJ 07424
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C. John Hildebrand
1212 Powderhorn Terrace #304
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Jordan
1225 Coontie Court
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bisbee
713 Justice Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80526
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Holub
3229 W. Penn St.
Philadelphia, PA 19129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Potts
4707 Holston River Ct
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue kirkpatrick
1980 Nelson Rd
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clark Jamison
1904 Vermont
Lawrence, KS 66046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia ciucci
125 Jewell St
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Payam Minoofar
900 Tioga Dr.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janie Thomas
29437 Gimpl Hil Rd
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Lobel
8111 Kenova St
San Diego, CA 92126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our water, land and air are contaminated so that Big Oil can get more profits and pay even less taxes! DO NOT ENCOURAGE THIS TERRIBLE ACTION!

Sincerely,

Carol Teodori
207 Boxwood Ct.
Mcmurray, PA 15317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ackerman
27 Hillwood Rd
Elkton, MD 21921
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher McNulty
809 Ridgewood Court
Opelika, AL 36801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Dare
1081 Court #810a
Memphis, TN 38104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Fornia
12220 E Gibson Rd #3
Everett, WA 98204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Moreno
23 Lomita Dr
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Murota
3365 Mcgraw Lane
Lafayette, CA 94549
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecile Valastro
23804 Sw Golden Pond Terrace
Sherwood, OR 97140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Smith
Vernon Avenue
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Cohen
1740 Sw 56 Ave
Plantation, FL 33317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Carter
18139 Erik Ct 258
Canyon Country, CA 91387
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Do you care about America? Do you care about the health of our planet? Or is doing a favor for your buddies in the gas industry more important to you than both? Seriously. Think about it. Take a stand and do the right thing. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the global climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Burke
2155 Harrison Blvd
Valparaiso, IN 46385
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Coddington
1250 Monomoy St., Apt. D
Aurora, IL 60506
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Carter
908 6th Ave
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Engle
244 Englewood Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Daily
34437 High View Dr
Pine, CO 80470
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reid Schumacher
328 S Clarkson St
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Converse
630 Pickford St
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Corinne Colen
515 Broadway Ste 5a
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinne Livesay
3955 E County Line N
Saint Paul, MN 55110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sammy Low
709 W Wiser Lake Rd
Ferndale, WA 98248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Perry
1710 Woodtrail Drive
Sparks, NV 89434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Tsitsivas
33586 Via Lagos
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Warren
2159 Trower Ave.
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Raupp
3116 Emerson Way
Bakersfield, CA 93313
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elissa White
87-89 Columbia St.
New York, NY 10002
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristina MacPherson
236 Del Monte Ave
Los Altos, CA 94022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caril Jennings
2545 Iowa Avenue
Ogden, UT 84401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Jones
8 Baldwin Ct
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Masciangelo
2854 Dover Lane #102
Falls Church, VA 22042
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Moore
401 C W 3rd St
Wilmington, DE 19801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Carscadden
4700 Sunny Place A
Concord, CA 94521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Stowe
P.O. Box 60487
Lafayette, LA 70596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace Schermerhorn
735 Dolores Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine stanton
1976 Tyler Ave
Mebourne, FL 32935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Stallard
222 Hidden Valley Rd
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Torres
18020 Carrollwood Drive
Dallas, TX 75252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lor Cubbison
P.O. 568
Milford, CT 06460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Jacopetti
4939 Deerwood Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick Pearsall
57 Yale Ave
Oakdale, NY 11769
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis Alley
7502 Peppers Ferry Blvd
Fairlawn, VA 24141
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. All this would accomplish is to deplete our resources and make the gas companies richer.

Sincerely,

C Weiss
10169 Mosby Woods
Fairfax, VA 22030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Skuse
1885 East Perkinsville Rd
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corey gordon
108 Oak St. Apt 403
Warren, PA 16365
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Lund
3641 Kaibab Circle
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindi dean
Hgkjfgj
Ghkj, NY 10580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl McKiernan
609 S Kennedy Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Anania
1819 Curtis St
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Quigley
7500 Dominican St
New Orleans, LA 70118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Lawrence
51 Davenport Ave.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel DeMeyer
4451 N. Austin Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Bartkewicz
321 Main Street
Port Monmouth, NJ 07758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Venning
203 W. 90th St., Apt. 10-B
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Rausher
4584 Bedford Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Schulman
124 Behrens St
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Kellum
9124 Brownridge Drive
Overland, MO 63114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wicks
Po Box 799
Rye, CO 81069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Miller
6507 N. 7th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David O’Donnell
310 E James St
Ely, MN 55731

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Anick
92 Rogers Av
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We do not yet know how to perform this extraction process safely. The need is not sufficiently great to take unnecessary risks.

Sincerely,

David Dresser
826 Neilson Street
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
David Roth
2520 Ne 7th
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Comfort
1460 Town And Country Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kerlick
6342 34 Av Sw
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kwasnik
58 Mackenzie Lane North
Denville, NJ 07834
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bosch
W4
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Chatfield
124 Eugenia Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Drew Cucuzza
351 Central Avenue
New Haven, CT 06515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Doiron
2621 Avenue B
Nederland, TX 77627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Dukler
1642 Old Ford Road
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is like taking a poison pill. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Evenson
Po
Bellingham, WA 98227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debaura James
2232 Cottage San Rd Trlr 9
Silver City, NM 88061
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Nicely
22212 State Route 9, Se
Woodinville, WA 98072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah levin
2092 Grandview Dr
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delene Hanson
10203 W. Ridge Rd.
Hales Corners, WI 53130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Elliston
984 Saint Charles Ave Ne
Atlanta, GA 30306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dh H
Bolinas Road
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Laughton
1829 Bunker Street
Anchorage, AK 99503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denée Scribner
1113 E 2nd Ave
Ellensburg, WA 98926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Shaw
12364 Harvey Rd
Clear Spring, MD 21722
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Wuthier
405 18th St.
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Deb Federin
1301 Canyon Blvd 310
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Guleke, Jr.
2320 Chestnut St.
Chester, PA 19013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David gusset
1611 Lincoln Street
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denis Langhans
2908 Country Club Rd Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hofmann
1269 N. 123rd Street
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Boom
Po Box 328
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Ricci
1411 S. Divisadero
Visalia, CA 93277
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Dillingham
1125 S Adams St
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Khoury
24325 Meridian Ave S
Bothell, WA 98021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Jacob
Steamboat Island Rd Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Luck
3204 Ne 27th Avenue
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne foster
4847 Ne 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Smith
3215 Whites Dr
Austin, TX 78735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Conrad
89 Dorcheser Ave.
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R. Dilworth
3410 Upper Gold Creek Rd
Sandpoint, ID 83864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Bright
59 Scholes St. #202
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Dirk Davenport
450 Church Avenue Nw
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Saichek
828 Clintonia Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Fink
111 W 74th St
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Armor
2924 Resor Rd.
Fairfield, OH 45014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Jones
407 Woodland Drive
Carthage, MS 39051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Smith
1314 Salzedo Street, #2
Coral Gables, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jewels Stratton
2233 Powell St
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Martin
3119 W Via Montoya Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Karney
424 Lynetree Drive
West Chester, PA 19380
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. MY OBJECTION IS NOT TO FRACKING PER-SE, BUT TO MAKE SURE SAFETY IS IN PLACE, THEN THE GAS SHOULD BE USED TO LOWER OUR ENERGY COSTS, NOT TO SHIP EVERYWHERE ELSE TO MAXIMIZE CORPORATE PROFIT AND MAINTAIN HIGH ENERGY PRICES HERE.

Sincerely,

Douglas Kelban
2596 Grand Avenue
Bellmore, NY 11710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doreen Fitzgerald
1057 Laramie Blvd Unit E
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kozarsky
366 Sierra Vista Ave., #12
Mountain View, Ca, CA 94043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Lane
3509 Udall Street
San Diego, CA 92106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Lee Butler
27 Heather Rd.
Port Deposit, MD 21904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dessa Kaye
P.O.Box 1397
Studio City, CA 91614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damien Scogin
65 Park Ter E Apt C47
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Sewall
740 Nw Cascade Ct.
Gresham, OR 97030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Martinsen
120 Cabrini Blvd Apt 106
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

In 100 years your great grandchildren will need that gas right here in the USA - they won't need a few more millionaires created in 2013 to keep them warm. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David MacKelt
9594 W Cherokee Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Mazzucchelli
123 W 93rd St Apt 8h
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Haney
19396 Sw Brookside Way
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristy Murray
17980 S. Redland Rd.
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Bry
1101 W 28th St 311
Minneapolis, MN 55408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Donaho
Pobox 962
Davis, OK 73030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Bliss
2261 Market St, #422a
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Mackay
Po Box 823
South Pasadena, CA 91031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Hajdukiewicz
2126 Grandview Ave
Monroeville, PA 15146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Angell
1539 Morse Rd
Battle Creek, MI 49014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Beardshear
1528 River Oak Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Devereux
142 Cedar Way
Black Hawk, CO 80422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don McKelvey
20950 Priday Ave
Euclid, OH 44123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Marks
250 Jenny Lind Drive
Harpers Ferry, WV 25425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Pedroza
1801 Shoreline Dr
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Smith-Remick
3041 Century Lane
Bensalem, PA 19020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Krejcik
56 Hope Lane
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Donovan
9176 Hayward Hill Road
Hemlock, NY 14466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donovan Snyder
9 Peacock Pl
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don mohler
801 E.State Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Tompkins
585 Hightop Drive
North Garden, VA 22959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Wisnewski
97 Spruce St
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

What good is economic recovery if we ruin our basics like water, "the water of life"? Where are our alternative energy = our massive conservations innovations in manufacturing, energy, etc, Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Dorsey
8 Maple Ave
Ipswich, MA 01938
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Solomon
3515 N. Damen Ave., #1
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Thompson
Po Box 800
Morongo Valley, CA 92256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug De Stefano
1253 N. Vulcan Ave
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Doug Miller
113 Woodland Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. At one point we are told that fracking is needed to decrease our dependence on foreign products, but now the proposal is to sell it. This doesn’t make sense. Gas sold to other countries will not reduce our dependence on imports.

Sincerely,

Douglas Orbaker
49 Wildwood Rd.
Mifflinburg, PA 17844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Tidd
24 Palmer Road
East Greenbush, NY 12061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrell Peck
603 East 4030 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kenna
2416 Bellevue Ave. #114
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D C petro
1223 E 3rd St
Bethlehem, PA 18015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D Pologruto
12918 Marcella Blvd
Loxahatchee, FL 33470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sandy Sobanski
358 East 19th St
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Koldys
36 Rockledge Loop
Torrington, CT 06790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Doone
11083 Lockshire Dr.
Frisco, TX 75035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Raymond
811 U St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Drevescraft
Po Box 266
Nederland, CO 80466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Ivey
514 West End Ave
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Mikulka
4 Crest Terrace
Montville, NJ 07045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Romano
759 La Playa St., #1
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Rosenberg
8930 N Regent Rd
Bayside, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Rosten
401 Cliff Park Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Pierce
13980 South Park Blvd.
Shaker Hts., OH 44120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. FRACKING SCARES ME MORE THAN ANY OTHER ISSUE I CAN THINK OF. PLEASE, DON'T DESTROY OUR PLANET THRU FRACKING. I BEG YOU !!!

Sincerely,

Dolores Showalter
321 Tigris Rd Ne
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Spencer
8614 Se Ash St
Portland, OR 97216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Sponseller
781 Park St Apt A
Columbus, OH 43215
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Tippett
Po Box 444
Byers, CO 80103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dameon Torrey
846 Gilbert St Se
Atlanta, GA 30316
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ulrich
3986 N Shasta Loop
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should not be exporting raw materials. That is the equivalent of exporting jobs.

Sincerely,

David Kozlowski
528 Calle Corvo
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duncan McFarland
445 Deer Path
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R Vilchez
712 Cedar Lane #6
Teaneck, NJ 07666
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myron Oleschko
21495 River Road
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Waugh
915 Lazy Lane
San Marcos, TX 78666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Burke
2425 Red Lion Rd
Bear, DE 19701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daryl Rice
887 Deep Run Road
Perkasie, PA 18944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kisner
203 S Rankin St
Natchez, MS 39120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Smith
737 Phillips Rd Ne
Massillon, OH 44646
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emmanuel Barajas
1613 S 49th
Cicero, IL 60804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fidencio Campos
400 E 10th St
Rock Falls, IL 61071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken gunther
11024 161st St. N
Jupiter, FL 33478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed McCarthy
Street Address
City, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eddy Robey
14413 Weddington St 6
Sherman Oaks, CA 91401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed green jr
550 E Church St., Apt 206
Elmira, NY 14901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tedick
Windsor
Dimondale, MI 48821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Dinerman
2129 Grand Oaks Ave
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Vanham
1118 Schriber Ave
Joliet, IL 60435
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Rengers
391 John Joy Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judi Edwards
3680 Sulphur Springs Ln
Bremerton, WA 98310
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Dyer
6604 10th St. B1
Alexandria, VA 22307
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cuprak
75 Dresden Ave
Gardiner, ME 04345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Casey
137 Jackson St. #1a
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Moore
311 Cedar Avenue
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Giles
215 Argonaut Rd
Saint Augustine, FL 32086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eldridge Hardie
2382 S. Fillmore St.
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. While I don’t think that fracking is a sound idea, I can’t see the logic of shipping our gas supplies to other countries while we claim that our goal is to be energy independent. It seems that the only reason is to fatten some companies bottom line. I think we had better take a longer term look at energy issues.

Sincerely,

Mike Ehr
2839 N. Summit Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Berens
328 Chimney Hl
Nashville, TN 37221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Wilson
2357 Del Amo
Torrance, CA 90501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Lehner
63 Terra Lane
Durango, CO 81303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Hawkins
103 Providence Mine Rd., Suite 102
Nevada City, CA 95959
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Davies
121 Argus Place
Sterling, VA 20164
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Guimarin
2088 Orestes Way
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Miller
P.O. Box 479
Cotati, CA 94931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Halbert
46454 Cherryfield Ln
Drayden, MD 20630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am a lifetime Utahn and a natural gas customer. I am mortified that I may unwillingly be part of the drive to exploit reserves that must be left undisturbed. Fracking is too much of a risk to our precious aquifers and fragile desert environment. I don’t want it here and I don’t want it in other people’s backyards either.

Sincerely,

Pam Harrison
462 N 2475 W
Slaterville, UT 84404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Maupin
5902 Gateshead Drive
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emile Dufour
495 Stevens Street
Lowell, MA 01851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Harting
274 Court St # 1-2
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Lane
526 W Anapamu St Apt B
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Enrico Ferorelli
50 W 29th St
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Poist
9701 Germantown Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ericson
413 Pawnee Ln
Estes Park, CO 80517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Soren Kisiel
8015 Lookfar Way
Bozeman, MT 59715

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Greenbaum
3820 39th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric mandelbaum
264 E Bdway, C2006
Ny, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. To the extent that we should take the risk, the benefits should be entirely ours, no the petroleum industry’s. What’s fracked here should be stacked here, in a manner of speaking. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Stietzel
239 Whitclem Court
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Fosburgh
1415 E Republican St Apt 203
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Sohl
71 Thomas St
Ashland, MA 01721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Wentworth
11800 Alderwood Loop
Anchorage, AK 99516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Nederhiser
1615 Seminole Ave. N.W.#4
Cedar Rapids, IA 52405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Edelburg
3019 41st Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Staus
3802 Brookdale Cir N
Minneapolis, MN 55443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elauterio martinez
1231 W.Francisquito Ave
West Covina, CA 91790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Moreno-Davis
1517 N Ave 53
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Eisentrager
55 Mount Tom Ave. #2
Easthampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E Valencia
Douglass St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Fasano
Po Box 207
Mendham, NJ 07945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanore Wickersham
3632 Augusta Dr.
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Morris
Street Address
City, IL 62966
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Dean
867 S Washington Ave
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisa Donnadieu
7249 E. Coronado Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Farrell
6035 Fieldston Rd.
Bronx, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Felver
28818 Ne Hancock Road
Camas, WA 98607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fern Gnesin
273 E 3rd St 1w
Ny, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mar Ferraro
718 Fulton
Aurora, CO 80010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Fewell
3002 Oak Street
Kansas City, MO 64108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faith Franck
10204 Docile Ct
Las Vegas, NV 89135
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fay Gitman
1323 Oak Road
Pottsville, PA 17901
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Ferrazzi
4209 Jackson Avenue
Culver City, CA 90232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Remember, you were elected to represent The American People and do what needs to be done for their Greater Good.

Sincerely,

Francia Lindon
14810 East Bluff Road
Milton, GA 30004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Humberto Flores
4023 Ezie St
San Jose, CA 95111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florence Saeger
870 Dickson
Kirkwood, MO 63122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Koester
10015 2nd Ave S
Seattle, WA 98168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Volckhausen
10 Greenwood Drive
Mahopac, NY 10541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Forester
5369 Briarfield Rd
Jackson, MS 39211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

President Obama cannot possibly square the practice of Fracking with the comments on climate change that he made in his inaugural address. He might just as well be getting ready to facilitate more gun sales, because tracking is just as harmful. It is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Nagel
631 Hinman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Olcott
3056 S. Geneva St.
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Frame
75 Central Pkwy
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francesca Long
2475 39th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francisco Diaz
1434 Mariposa Street
Richmond, CA 94804
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Heller
421 E 8th St
Duluth, MN 55805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

To the Obama team - THINK AGAIN! It is abundantly clear that Fracking is a toxic threat to both American communities and the climate. By allowing export business with fracked gas, you will dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States and you will be giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Why does MONEY and PROFIT always win over good sense and caring for our environment in the long term? It is high time we saw you stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Jacob-Hanson
37587 S Stoney Cliff Ct
Tucson, AZ 85739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Fred Geiger
136 Swift St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Porter
Po Box 379
Centerport, NY 11721
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine A. DeTroy
43 Willow Grove
Brunswick, ME 04011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Debacker
468 Harrison Avenue
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florie Rothenberg
12303 23rd Av Ne
Seattle, WA 98125
Dear Mr. President,

Forgive me please for being blunt, but fracking is bad, and the prospect of additional fracking is very much worse. Please, please, don’t let this happen. Our Mother Earth has had too many insults as it is; please find another way to fuel the country. I know you can lead us out of this mess. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Woods
7323 Nw 90th Ave
Ocala, FL 34482
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking, when done in the wrong places, is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We would be better served by keeping the price of domestic energy low. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

F. Scott Worman
617 S Park St
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frieda Stahl
842 E. Villa St.
Pasadena, CA 91101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Longo
218 Dell Park Ave
Dayton, OH 45419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Mansfield
4308 Flag Ave N
New Hope, MN 55428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Amatucci
180 Dorchester Drive
East Windsor, NJ 08520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriella Turek
112 N. Michigan Ave #12
Pasadena, CA 91106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail McCredie
322 Hames Holw
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There are alternative fuel innovations and alternatives. We must change the way we live on this earth and protect ourselves from the defiling of our nest. The time to embrace change is NOW!

Sincerely,

Gail Barton
1010 Old River Road
Naches, WA 98937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gallagher
"1607 Bigelow Ave., N."
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gareth Hinds  
205 Pinehurst Ave  
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garry Helms
515 Nw Terrace St
Seal Rock, OR 97376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Gilardi
1132 8th Street
Hood River, OR 97031
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Jones
2275 Huntington Drive
San Marino, CA 91108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Gall
6380 Buckley Dr.
Cambria, CA 93428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diann Jenkins
1203 Carroll Street
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Berland
415 Grant Street
Healdsburg, CA 95448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerard Weber
3951 Heritage Ave
Clovis, CA 93619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Davis
17721 Ne 156th St.
Woodinville, WA 98072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juneko Robinson
862 Tamalpais Ave. Apt. C
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gena Crow
1602 N Levi St
Victoria, TX 77901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geneanna McMillan
Street Address
City, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Glauser
140 W. Sedgwick St.
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Perkins
442 Toepfer Ave
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Ericson
1490 Princess Ave
Reno, NV 89502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geri Metz
P.O.Box 985
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Minault
13214 Magnolia Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Franceschini
520 Chipmunk Ct
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy somers
1427 Spaight Street
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria cohen
175 Market Street
Charleston Sc, SC 29401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Goodmacher
7216 Wisteria Way
Carlsbad, CA 92011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edgar Bennett
13236 Valleyheart Dr.
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We know that Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerrie Blum
120 E 36 St
Ny, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Denn
9m Research Rd.
Greenbelt, MD 20770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Curry
Penhurst Ct
Rehoboth, DE 19971
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Ferriero
15346 Floral Club Road
Delray Beach, FL 33484
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Kilgore
710 Ida Vista Ct.
Duncanville, TX 75116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Douglas
133 Brandtson Ave,
Elyria, OH 44035
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Whitney
150 Sherman St
Schenectady, NY 12303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Schorsch
5040 Arlington Avenue
Bronx, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelly Simpson
Po Box 824
Tualatin, OR 97062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geralyn Leannah
522 Grant
Wi Sheboygan, WI 53081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G L LeBlanc
2022 S Shasta Loop
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Williams
17641 Grizzly Den Rd
Weed, CA 96094
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Glenn Mitchell
514 Gramatan Ave, 3-E
Mount Vernon, NY 10552
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Whitmore
1051 A Street
Fossil, OR 97830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria gannaway
3002 Oak Park Dr.
Austin, TX 78704
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed & Gloria Witucki
10720 Melvin Ave.
Porter Ranch, CA 91326
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Davidian
46 Mount Devon Rd
Carmel Highlands, CA 93923
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a HUGE threat to American communities and the environment, and its increase would be a major contributor to accelerating climate change. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically INCREASE the scale of and DEMAND for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. PLEASE - stand strong against the fossil fuel industry and DENY all applications to export natural gas. Money and profit should not be the determining factors in such a devastating, dangerous activity. Thank you!

Sincerely,

Grace Holden
2501 N Ohio St
Arlington, VA 22207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Newton
114 Gregory Park
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Brewer
40 N Fulton St
Auburn, NY 13021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Kaswell
1672 Wilson St.
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Greer
537 Clinton Ave 3c
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

We need to keep our eye on climate change and allowing exports will increase fracking which we know will increase methane pollution and increase earth’s warming. This is insane. This administration needs to keep a focus on renewable energy and a transition to a cleaner environment allowing this fuel mega projects not in America's interest but only serve corporate interests. Let's get real and do what good for everyone not just a few. Really, it's hard to believe this is even being considered. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Parson
130 Birdsall Street
Endicott, NY 13760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Pearlin
904 Cayuga St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Graham
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90095
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly MacKinnon
5 Hardhill Rd
Carver, MA 02330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Hawes
211 Sparrow Hawk Rd
Waltham, VT 05491
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curt Grant
123 Main
Kent, WA 98032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant McKeown
1- Park Terrace East
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Brown
Box 1217
Forks, WA 98331
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, environment, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil-fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil-fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The petrol fascists will not stop their greedy madness until Earth is devastated. We know better. Please help protect/preserve life on Earth.

Sincerely,

David Parker
8211 Hatcher Lake Rd.
Sherwood, AR 72120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
Greenport, NY 11944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is not enough for Pres. Obama to make a speech about ending the threats to the environment that the carbon based energy systems pose. We need to make sound decisions about the policies that enable the gas and coal industries to pollute our environment and change global temperatures. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Mejia
5152 S. Loomis
Chicago, IL 60609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg vanden
2464 Lake St
Niles, MI 49120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Greil
4121 W Tetakusim
Tucson, AZ 85746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norda Gromoll
1717 Watersmeet Lake Road
Eagle River, WI 54521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Groob
1160 Hacienda Pl.
West Hollywood, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Harrison
4857 42nd Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We don’t need it! Again, It’s about the money for someone but we have to pay for it, one way or another. We don’t want it and We don’t need it.....instead; ENFORCE; Who pays for it and who gets paid to get it??????

Sincerely,

James & Barbara Thomas
3107 Water Hazard Drive Se, Deming, Nm
Deming, NM 88030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Hertzog
51 Ash Road
Hamburg, PA 19526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Quint
1810 S. Charles Street
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Adams
8058 Orange Ave.
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Thompson
281 Abbot Hill Rd
Wilton, NH 03086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gudrun Weinberg
801 Yale Ave Apt 1217
Swarthmore, PA 19081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Guterman
69 Ontario Ave
Plainview, NY 11803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G Lopez
2030 Shore Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Dexter
425 E. Ash St.
Fayetteville, AR 72703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Pierson
126 I St Se
Auburn, WA 98002
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. J. Lanfranchi
311 Hardwick Road
New Braintree, MA 01531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Maxwell
201 Fourth Ave
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gina Luzzi
545 Melrose Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Staples
P.O. Box 6911
Eureka, CA 95502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It makes absolutely no sense to damage our environment for the benefit of oil companies and foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Shirley Haidinger
949 E Gorham St
Maison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Halprin
6906 Knollwood Circle West
West Bloomfield, MI 48322
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Sikkema
10101 S. Palmeras Dr
Sun City, AZ 85373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Osborne
7 Brown Ln
Fairfield, ME 04937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hans Huang
170 College Ave
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hrivnak
6486 State Rd C-19
Parma, OH 44134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Kampa
3120 Hardin Way
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is not in the general public’s best interests. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Harden
3125 Elevado Court
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Threlkeld
60002 Cascadel Dr. S.
North Fork, CA 93643
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Hedelman
Po Box 1158
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Belkin
516 N. Laurel Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Haydn Huntley
582 Hoene St
Makawao, HI 96768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hilary Chouinard
1605 Harrison St.
Denver, CO 80206
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Harris
40 Massasoit Rd
Eastham, MA 02642
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Heath
1822 Nw Sellwood St
Roseburg, OR 97470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Hewett
4108 Juniper Dr
Kewadin, MI 49648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolly Hei
18433 Poplar Avenue
Shafter, CA 93263
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Exporting fracked gas sounds like the WORST idea. Your job is to help us REDUCE carbon emissions, not risk giant increases with a plan designed to enrich oil executives. It seems crazy to export fossil fuels at this time, when we are importing from other counties. Please keep in mind that it is our children’s lives that are at risk... and history will tell them who and how we failed to save our earth for future generations.

Sincerely,

Helen Pitre
Po Box 9919
Trinidad, CA 95570
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Wall  
6201 Ne 24th Avenue  
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy E. Heller
1601 Third Ave. 15J
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Jefferson
1311 Bonita Place
Ontario, CA 91762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Baker
827 Bayside Rd
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathren Rodriguez
4370 Via Del Villetti Dr
Venice, FL 34293
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Herrington
258 Northern Turnpike
Johnsonville, NY 12094
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Hey
2750 Malloy Rd.
Sioux City, IA 51103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Hicken
Po Box 2568
Meeker, CO 81641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefano Hillman
35 Mirabel Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillary Thing
156 Upper Whitfield Rd.
Accord, NY 12404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Barker
141 Collyer Rd., Box 113
Smithville Flats, NY 13841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francine Kupferman
41 Silber Avenue
Bethpage, NY 11714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Martin
247 N. Main
Andover, MA 01810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Polzin
15741 Kenneth Pl.
Canyon Country, CA 91387
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heike Karsch
78 W Helen St
Hamden, CT 06514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Moore
166 N 1st Street
El Cajon, CA 92021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Newton
3223 Se Yamhill St.
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hieu Nguyen
631 Cordun Court
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Or are you still afraid of your Corporate Masters, and ignoring the health and well being of REAL people? Thought so.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hodges
261 Lee Road 497
Opelika, AL 36804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Ames
1556 Grove St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Gentz
296 Extonville Rd
Allentown, NJ 08501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shaz coleman
3716 Coal Dock Road,
Beaver, OH 45613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Ybarra
14317 Ostend Drive
La Mirada, CA 90638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Polson
4923 Valley
Omaha, NE 68106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dj Sakata
95-422 Lauawa St
Mililani, HI 96789
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hooley
503 W Lathrop Rd
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hope Millholland
Box 851
Amagansett, NY 11930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
M DuBose
928 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Kirk
1934 Lazy Z Rd
Nederland, CO 80466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hal pillinger
25 Tower Hill Drive
Port Chester, NY 10573
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Pinhasik
2701 Palisade Ave
Union City, NJ 07087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Richardson
6770 Winona Ave
San Diego, CA 92120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Damesek
4 Sandpoint Circle
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Hochheiser
5742 Woodmont St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Hydrocarbons will always be an important part of our economy- as fuels and as feedstocks for other important products. For some purposes there is currently no substitute that can provide comparable energy density, ease of handling, availability and portability. For military vehicles for example, rechargeable batteries in many cases are not currently a satisfactory option. As such, hydrocarbons are strategically significant. Like other fossil fuels, our natural gas reserves are a finite resource. The faster we go through them, the faster we'll exhaust them. we may create a mini-boom and sell vast quantities of them cheaply now- but we'll have to buy them back at a much higher price at some point in the future, and they won't be from domestic, accessible, controllable sources. I hope you will see the wisdom in denying all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Smyser
538 East 89th St
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why should we destroy our environment for the benefit of other countries? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Hudiburg
P.O. Box 61
South Plymouth, NY 13844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Lyman
14166 107th Ave Ne
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard humphreys
811. Elm St.
Lodi, CA 95240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Vandeman
Po Box 5328
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Humphries
2454 Glenmary Ave., #12
Louisville, KY 40204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary HOWARD
232 Mayson Avenue Ne
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Acs
9 Neil Price Ave
Black Mountain, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Brown
985 Campbell Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dan Cohn
6515 Wydown Blvd
St. Louis, MO 63105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ida Nissen
6641 Camelot Dr
Milton, FL 32570
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irv Berlin
Frels Rd
Cable, WI 54821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felicity Jones
66 Cherniske Road
New Milford, CT 06776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ina Desoto
19 Kirklees Rd.
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Drake
1209 S West Street
Arlington, TX 76010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Davis
133 N. Fork Rd.
Barnardsville, NC 28709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Manning
1045 Leavenworth St Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marshall Tuttle
2498 Sw Howell Ave
Troutdale, OR 97060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irv Paull
7209 Gumwood Lane
Raleigh, NC 27615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is not a solution to bringing America Energy Independence.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McLane
3625 Elm Farm Rd. #85
Woodbridge, VA 22192
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marita mason
1235 Lonesome Pine Rd
Kingston Springs, TN 37082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Judith Haglund
935 N. Beneva Rd.
Sarasota, FL 34232
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey dean
3071 Corydon Rd
Cleveland Hts, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Genandt
710 Timothy Ct.
East Dundee, IL 60118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Hill
13864 22 Mile Rd.
Shelby Township, MI 48315
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanene Bergeron
1719 Sweetwood Drive
Daly City, CA 94015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal Madnick
169-10 33 Avenue
Flushing, NY 11358
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Copley
5896 Townline
Newlondon, OH 44851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Kaplan
P.O. Box 2339
Novato, CA 94948
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. STOP THE SUBSIDIES...THEN SEE WHICH IS REALLY LESS EXPENSIVE PÉTRO OR SUSTAINABLES!!

Sincerely,

Jackie Mason
1819 Peachtree Blvd
Saint Cloud, FL 34769
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack McGuire
5273 Lawton Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Ox
2710 Hyder Ave Se
Albuquerque, NM 87106

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Jackson
167 Chattooga Ave
Athens, GA 30601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Dell
12599 N Shamrock Street
Hayden, ID 83835
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Keep our energy resources in the ground until America needs them. It is the only right thing to do for our children and theirs.

Sincerely,

Jacob Lundberg
1519 N Blandena St
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jacob Agran
2100 Garry Road
Riverton, NJ 08077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Power
880 Oleander Way S
South Pasadena, FL 33707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Altman
1337 Northwestern Road
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Frainaguirre
1840 W 40th
Denver, CO 80211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Vanoni
107 A Germania St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaime Zaplatosch
3006 W Taylor St
Chicago, IL 60612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Jackson
Bret Harte Road
Berkeley, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Schall
26 Brown Rd
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Helm
82 Kendal Dr
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Vincenti
25 Storey Ave.
Newburyport, MA 01950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morgan Kellermeyer
Po Box 93452
Southlake, TX 76092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana Luft
1129 Church Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Even if fracking was not a toxic threat to American communities and the climate, allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. In addition if we want to be energy independent we need to keep as much of this resource as possible.

Sincerely,

James Andersen
2330 Springridge Dr
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John & Joy Gault
620 Highland Dr
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Every day brings more clues that our climate is in chaos – it should be a major priority of this government to focus on alternative fuels and stop authorizing initiatives to pursue the old status quo, which is only a temporary and suicidal way for us to get from one place to another.

Sincerely,

Jane Chamberlain
3904 Becker Avenue
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Singer
170 West End Ave
N.Y., NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Berres
9106 Belleforte Ave
Morton Grove, IL 60053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Honore
10822 Molony Road
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Ross
2124 Charlemagne Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janie Cribbs
885 Thistle Patch Lane
Coupeville, WA 98239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janine Rickard
12576 Robinson Road
North San Juan, CA 95960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Phillips
5380 Brittainywood Road
Kernersville, NC 27284
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice wheelock
212 Potawatomi
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan West
470 Trinity Street
Trinidad, CA 95570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jared Cornelia
125 Denn Place
Wilmington, DE 19804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Sims
230 N. Harrington Drive
Fullerton, CA 92831
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Maxwell
669 N. Harold St.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Schwartz
Box 722
Hallandale, FL 33008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayleen Hatmaker
162 East State Route 73
Springboro, OH 45066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayne Adelson Goldstein
8612 Balcom Avenue
Northridge, CA 91325
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayna Sutherland  
1502 Country Club Drive  
Los Altos, CA 94024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Krebs
6019 Buffalo Ave Apt A
Van Nuys, CA 91401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Barnard
205 Leonard St.
Thibodaux, LA 70301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Best
11336 Nw 18th Lane
Gainesville, FL 32606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Bearden
1141 Nicklaus Avenue
Milpitas, CA 95035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jutta Vogelbacher
801 W Carson St
Muncie, IN 47303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Brans
514 Summercroft Drive
Exton, PA 19341
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janette Sperber
2 Lookout Ave
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beattie Jon
5315 Pob
Modesto, CA 95352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Alvergue
219 W Buchanan Rd Apt 174
Pittsburg, CA 94565
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Bruewer
10636 Bridlepath Ln
Sharonville, OH 45241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Elliott
4483 Cr 3385
Lovelady, TX 75851
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Clasemann
2235 W Diamond Ave
Duluth, MN 55806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Nelson
P.O. Box 1222
Magdalena, NM 87825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Tarter
2205 Ge Rd, #3
Bloomington, IL 61704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Rubin
588 West End Avenue
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Dahl
Po Box 340
Rolla, ND 58367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Leonard
4140 Newton Ave., Unit 1
Dallas, TX 75219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Exporting fracked gas would be a failed economic strategy and drive up the price of natural gas in this country. As soon as fracking comes to fruition in foreign countries, the export facilities will be uneconomical and we will have wasted all that money on what will be unused infrastructure. In addition we will have sped up fracking in the country using up our supplies and not having the time to evaluate potential environmental damage.

Sincerely,

Jeff Somers
1728 Spottswood Pl
Lynchburg, VA 24503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Defend the land!

Sincerely,

Jeff Duneman
2110 Westbury Ct Apt 61
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Gore
350 Ponca Pl. #175
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We live in rural Arkansas where fracking is an awful reality. We live in fear that gas companies, completely against our wishes will come into our immediate area OR ON OUR OWN LAND and put the land that we love at terrible risk of toxic pollution. The water has become toxic, even burnable, in many areas where fracking is taking place. Renewable energy is the only energy option that makes sense for America’s future. The idea of not only fracking for natural gas but EXPORTING it out of the country for profit for some possibly foreign corporation is not in the best interests of the people or wildlife in the U.S. Why would we decimate our own lands in order to make a temporary dollar? Fossil fuels need to stay in the earth and we need to develop renewable energy in a non-toxic way. We also need to start using much less energy. The future is upon us with rapidly increasing temperatures, droughts, wildfires, hurricanes all due to global warming. Stop all fracking in the U.S. and move toward a truly secure future. Exporting fracked gas (or oil) is the most unAmerican thing I can think of. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Neath
Po Box 101
Saint Paul, AR 72760
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Goodsell
1429 Summit Ave.
Cardiff By The Sea, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean-Paul Courtens
2501 State Route 9h
Kinderhook, NY 12106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean-Pierre francisci
12621 Washington Place #304
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we use our own natural gas and oil will not have any excuse for building the Keystone pipeline. Stop burning the flares also.

Sincerely,

Jean Thompson
6042 N Rosewood Dr
Grand Chute, WI 54913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Freij
4312 Opal Ave
Cypress, CA 90630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hoyt
482 Mt Evans Rd
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Owens
Po Box 396
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Tobkin
3670 Westwood #A
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lubinsky
1500 Richard Ave
Merrick, NY 11566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Dahlberg
3700 S. Westport Ave. #2322
Sioux Falls, SD 57106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Petersen
852 S Preston Rd
Lakewood, PA 18439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrew Rezvani
6217 3rd Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Gore
2411 Chapel Ave
Nashville, TN 37206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Stanton
927 Spencer Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Gullace
5516 Mossy Creek Drive
Dublin, OH 43016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Yater
2407 Childs Lane
Alexandria, VA 22308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Falk
939 N. Walnut
Colville, WA 99114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Huston
Lester Ave.
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John flanery
1641 W Broadway
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Forkish
400 Ives Terrace
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Roshell
682 Catania Way
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Gaines
274 Summerwalk Cir.
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Galdo
4266 Chase Ave
Miami Beach, FL 33140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Childs
1400 Executive Parkway
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Glahn
405 S Webber St
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Gormley
197 Drake Ave. #4g
New Rochelle, NY 10805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Granda
7349 Ulmerton Rd - Lot 176
Largo, FL 33771
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Holdner
443 Second Street 3r
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J hoppe
Echo La
Melville, NY 11747
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Walker
4175 Wabash Ave. Unit 3
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Wiley
137 Nw 74th St.
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jillian Forschner
34 Forest Ave Unit 1
Hudson, MA 01749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jillian Brown
18313 Subido St
Rowland Heights, CA 91748
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Moller
P O Box 443
Ben Lomond, CA 95005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith felder
335 Beldon Ave
Iowa City, IA 52246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Enough already. If you want the public’s trust you must work according to what will ensure our long term health. Financially the clean up that will inevitably have to be done is far more expensive than the gains from the short term energy source. So - the question is who is to gain and who is to pay? We know that answer. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Jarrett
5480 No Kennebec
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Johnson
2650 Fulton
San Francisco, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordan Yeatts
878 Barlow St.
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Kawall
21 W. Kendrick Ave., #1
Hamilton, NY 13346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Kellogg
5501 Se 38th Avenue
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Little
123 Barley Lane
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Sherokow
4034 Wyoming St
St. Louis, MO 63116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Leimert
1021 Washo Dr
Fremont, CA 94539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Poxon
2708 Matheson Way
Sacramento, CA 95864
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Schneid
2334 Ne 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Mandrell
1736 N. Second Ave.
Upland, CA 91784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Costello
P.O. Box 31
Bodega, CA 94922
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judi Trecartin
2529 Sandy Hill Court
Holiday, FL 34691
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joanne Neale
44 Dartmouth Ave
Needham, MA 02494
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Newcomb
13 Hillside Rd Unit U
Greenbelt, MD 20770
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita Nessinger  
1032 Irving Street, Pmb 321  
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Janecki
920 Exum St.
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan BARTULOVICH
7102 Donal Ave
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Wallis
69 Pearl St
Lyons, NY 14489
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Kerwin
142 Chaf Chason
Quincy, FL 32352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Aurand
333 S. Highland Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Woodruff
9682 Wagner Creek Road
Talent, OR 97540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph DeGruchy
3240a Anderson Road
Antioch, TN 37013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel platt
1632 Denniston St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Wiesner
2005 N Commerce St
Milwaukee, WI 53212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Barefoot
219 Longwood Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ellsworth
1217 Foulkeways
Gwynedd, PA 19436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Feissel
206 S 13th St Apt 1904
Philadelphia, PA 19107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Flaig
1237 Clark Way
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John W Hauch
203 Heights Drive
Haledon, NJ 07508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Rasmussen
2405 Brentwood Parkway Apt B
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kaufmann
800 Del Rio Way
Merritt Island, FL 32953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is incredibly cynical to again put native lands at risk and our communities for the profits of a few and the promise of jobs when renewables hold such great promise. Fracking is an incredible toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kersting
2404 Olympia Ave Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Fetters
262 S 17th St
Columbus, OH 43205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnna Shelton
2943 Thousand Oaks Dr.
Austin, TX 78746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Evans
2355 West 14th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schwerdtle
90 Sylvan Crest Dr.
Southbury, CT 06488
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon morris
618 Texas Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Howe
79 Windward Is
Clearwater, FL 33767
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Maresca
7612 Melody Drive
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Skeel
940 Bexley Drive
Perrysburg, OH 43551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce A ELLS
1347 Holly Ave N
Oakdale, MN 55128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE STOP THIS MADNESS!!

Sincerely,

Joyce Lobato
Po Box 2
Chamisal, NM 87521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Kellar
468 Hawarden Rd
Sporingfield, PA 19064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Dunsire
22425 Se Highland Ln Unit 204
Issaquah, WA 98029
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Heyneman
716 Five Mile Line Rd
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John P. Rash
1055 W Granville Ave (Apt 1101)
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stop the fracking industry now! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Rubens
2154 Williams St
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hartmann
17012 Steeplechase Pkwy
Orland Park, IL 60467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Roland
286 Marion Dr
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Rosvall
3286 Sugarbudh Terrace
Yista, CA 92084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Raul Ramos Jr
288 F St Apt 611
Chula Vista, CA 91910
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Slaybaugh
P. O. Box 332
Clovis, CA 93613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Uno
62385 Old Sawmill Road
Coos Bay, OR 97420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill S
112 Creighton Rd
West Lafayette, IN 47906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Simpson
15 Primrose Street
Belfast, ME 04915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Lobenthal
67 Jane Street
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. For God's sake stop the madness for our children!

Sincerely,

Jake Couch
Pob 121
Occidental, CA 95465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jary Stavely
205 N. Harold St.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Stone
553 W. Oakdale Ave. Apt. 409
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Ullman
111 Atlantic Ave
Long Branch, NJ 07740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jt Keriotis
The Carriage House / 5931 Howe Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Tomassi
Lincoln Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juan Rodriguez
1617 Wayne Avenue
South Pasadena, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judith Wagner
18 Grove St
Weaverville, NC 28787
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judie Hoeppner
48635 Nonou Rd
Kapaa, HI 96746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Zipay
37 Creamery Drive
New Windsor, NY 12553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Ferraris
25 38th Street
Irvington, NJ 07111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Judith Bohler
220 Meadowlark Drive
Ephrata, PA 17522
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judith Lumb
408 W. Hempstead
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Lyons
1033 Garvin Pl
Louisville, KY 40203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy O'Brien
697 President St.
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Mathis-Moody
98 Pine Tree Rd
Monticello, GA 31064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Dunn
9150 Carmelita Ave
Atascadero, CA 93422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Barker
81 Top Gallant Rd Unit 8
Stamford, CT 06902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Owen
3608 Maidu Pl
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Rahn
16348 Birkland Street Se
Yelm, WA 98597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Frear
1207 Lead Ave Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James VALK
921 Hamlin Drive
South Daytona, FL 32119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Wieder
1407 Cornell Ave
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Taylor
62 Colonial Circle
Buffalo, NY 14213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Walton
35501 S Highway 1 Unit 175
Gualala, CA 95445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Dorsey
7418 Texas Avenue
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Atkinson
428 Hidden Ridge Rd
Charlottesville, VA 22902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julianna BENEFIELD
104 Willoughby Lane
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Pryputniewicz
8427 Park Avenue
Forestville, CA 95436
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Martellaro
8210 Caenen Lake Rd.
Lenexa, KS 66215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kar Davis
118 Miramar Ave
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Stuart
491 S Prescott St
Memphis, TN 38111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen bednorz
371 Nevada Ave
Ventura, CA 93004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Bondurant
12100 Leslye Ave.
Gulfport, MS 39503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin Yeatts
111c Mulberberry
Carrboro, NC 27510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Knaub
2619 49th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Hunter
444 Signal Hill Road
North Barrington, IL 60010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kat Griffin
39 Garrison Rd
Queensbury, NY 12804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Chase
Mohegan Rd
Shelton, CT 06484
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. People living near fracking operations cope with terrifying local impacts: contaminated even flammable drinking water, cancer-causing air pollution and smog, massive open pits full of toxic wastewater, huge fleets of diesel trucks, chemical spills, and pipeline explosions. Some residents have even found fracking chemicals and heavy metals in their blood. That is a lot of human suffering to make a buck. Please re-think this strategy and look at the long term effects of the process. GO GREEN!

Sincerely,

Kate Raudenbush
526 East 20th Street 2c
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Lee
173 Dragonfly Drive
Olga, WA 98279
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Holum
60 29th St # 206
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathi Lee
3797 Papalina Road
Kalaheo, HI 96741
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Boehning
55 2nd Ave
Troy, NY 12180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Cassidy
503 Grimes Dr
Simpsonville, SC 29681
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Jacob
1065 Chesterfield
Birmingham, MI 48009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Kosek
420 Route 82
Hopewell Jct., NY 12533
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hidefumi Katsuura
2431 Valley St.
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaye Steele
3555 S. Pacific Hwy
Medford, OR 97501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karlene Dancingwolf
725 Oriole Drive
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly DeVine
119 Jayne Avenue
Port Jefferson, NY 11777
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Dwyer
332 N. Canyon Blvd.
Monrovia, CA 91016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin McDonough
5319 Sw Humphrey Blvd.
Portland, OR 97221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Hall
R#1 Box 339
Wayne City, IL 62895
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keitha Hudson
741 Taylor Bottoms
Blountsville, AL 35031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Keller
430 Allentown Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

George Kiel
3310 House St Ne
Rockford, MI 49341
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Kazmerski
2100 N. Atlantic Ave., #205
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Davis
203 N. Cleveland Ave. Apt. 79
Long Beach, MS 39560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We care about the environment that we live in, the water we drink and the air we breathe. Please don’t turn America into a toxic wasteland.

Sincerely,

Lorie Van Auken
13 Greenbrae Court
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Gallagher
N5295 Broughton Rd
Albany, WI 53502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcella Barron
408 Meadowbrook Ln
Erdenheim, PA 19038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim raymond
802 E. Cooper, #4
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberle Kutch
170 72nd St Apt 577
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Kelley
565 Woodland Drive
Sierra Madre, CA 91024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Landis
5463 Bentonhurst Ct.
Galloway, OH 43119
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Kinsey Service  
861 Vereda Del Ciervo  
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clark Allen
5880 Long Grove Dr Nw
Atlanta, GA 30328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Bulpitt
710 Old Apex Rd
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alwyn Jones
1264 Port Stanley Road
Lopez Island, WA 98261
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephania Byrd
6740c Creekside Drive
Madison, OH 44057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Becker
1931 N Villa Ct
Essexville, MI 48732
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaz Joseph
1485 Newhall Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Cutler
4107 Hamilton Ave
Baltimore, MD 21206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Klaudia Englund
2077 Hopewell Court
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leslie klein
342 N Highland Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Sussman
1420 Nw Lovejoy St #719
Portland, OR 97209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Sweitzer
566 Tomichi Trail
Gunnison, CO 81230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ki pow
351 Westbourne Ct
Denver, MI 48301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Senn
Po Box 534
Orcas, WA 98280
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Havens
605 Butler Ave
Point Pleasant Boro, NJ 08742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krae Van Sickle
51 Talmage Farm Ln
East Hampton, NY 11937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Krause
3360 Mason Av
Joliet, IL 60431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Krikourian
4100 Milano Ct
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin McKelvie
3645 N. Mozart St.
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Novak
1644 Channing Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kate Skolnick
545 Washington Ave, 704
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kalyn Stanley
13700 Valley View Road Apartment 240
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Stingle
358 W 4th
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Sweetland
570 Chapman Drive
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kuniko Vroman
3637 Snell Ave. #184
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Fisher
7610 Cheltenham Avenue
Wyndmoor, PA 19038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Bartlett
835 Chuckanut Drive
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Visovatti
3391 S Race St.
Englewood, CO 80113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krystal Weilage
835 15th St
Butte, MT 59701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patrick Embler
662 Mercer Street
Atlanta, GA 30312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Henley
12201 Conrad Rd.
Austin, TX 78727
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa Barbeau
15408 Clover Ridge Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Stice
1377 Arthur St
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lana Merrill
983 Ranchview Circle
Carson City, NV 89705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Loretta Hansen
445 South Split Rock Road
Bennett, CO 80102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is also a disgusting and totally unacceptable waste of our clean water resources. Without water, we die!

Sincerely,

Laurel Lindewall
Po Box 791
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Lambert
62 Wheeler Hill Rd
Phillips, ME 04966
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lamb
336 Bon Air Center
Greenbrae, CA 94904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lancia Blatchley
41 Ingram
Hamden, CT 06517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roland Heidenfelder
25 Smith Johnson Rd.
Green Mountain, NC 28740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Peet
4 Carlisle On Duxbury
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Larissa Samuelson
15 Woodcrest Ln Ne
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Charpied
Po Box 321
Desert Center, CA 92239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Atkin
3300 Grant St
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Potter
Po Box 268
East Charleston, VT 05833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Hawkins
1301 Noe St Apt 1
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Barre
580 E. Palm St.
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

No! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Serena Lim
5456 Lawton Ave
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Clark
4410 South 147 Street
Omaha, NE 68137
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Nader
244 William Dr
Canonsburg, PA 15317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

V. Alexander
3504 Tulane Dr Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Stein
3787 3/4 Centinela Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leeann Bennett
421 Rockfence Place
Lawrence, KS 66049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Cook
1132 Perry City Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Dartt
322 Choate Rd.
Montville, ME 04941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Read
5264 Rybolt Rd
Cincinnati, OH 45248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Heller
2284 Golden Gate Av
Summerland, CA 93067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh Hill
8016 Pine Drive
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lipscomb
222 Sea Bridge
Alameda, CA 94502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Ernst
9802 28th Ave E
Palmetto, FL 34221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Neil Parthun
705 E Colorado #105
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra byers
Mcray
Hudson, FL 34667
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leann Enos
402 North Park Ave.
Easton, CT 06612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clyde Smith
1320 Arizona Street
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenore Fenn  
19 Sylvia St.  
Lexington, MA 02421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leona Klerer
Straw Hill Ave
Stamford, CT 06902
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie A Gunning
4078-I Tujunga Avenue
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie McDonald
15824 Park Terrace Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lessye DeMoss
411 Sarah St
San Marcos, TX 78666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Tilley
3707 Maple Ave
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Levin
1899 Aster Roaed
Macungie, PA 18062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Sipiora
40 E Chicago Ave 202
Chicago, IL 60611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred And Louise Colman
11416 Scott Rd
Arbor Vitae, WI 54568
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Brinton
198 Pusey Mill Rd
Cochranville, PA 19330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Guillard
31 North Road
Windham, CT 06280
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. keep our natural resources here; they may be needed one day for our own needs

Sincerely,

Leland Hall
4019 Se Boise St.
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Hendrell
8032 E El Toro Circle #211
Tucson, AZ 85715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bassett
521 East 14th Street, #4f
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lib Huychby
401 S.West St.
Cary, NC 27511
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lightsong Wolters
7098 S Lafayette Way
Centennial, CO 80122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Holly Gietl
1209 W Edwards
Springfield, IL 62704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Lilleberg
2470 West Pueblo Ave.
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lowell
11717 North Drive
Tampa, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olga Sevilla
7050 Shoup Ave. # 162
Canoga Park, CA 91303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Reiss
16 Bayview Ct
Manhasset, NY 11030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Ferland
35 Pearl St
Claremont, NH 03743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wood
1326 Acton Street
Berkeley, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry & Linda Friedman
7 Norwood Ave. - Apt. 3b
Rosemont, PA 19010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lindsay
601 Sunrise Avenue #A2
Madera, CA 93638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Zesch
400 Central Park West #2p
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linnell Krikorian
10 Old Orchard Way
Manchester, NH 03103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Boston
360 S Hickory St Apt 10
Escondido, CA 92025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lionel Ruberg
1382 Newtown-Langhorne Rd.
Newtown, PA 18940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Liptak
183 Venetian Way
Islamorada, FL 33036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Pavlock
30632 Mission Creek Rd
St. Ignatius, MT 59865
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Talev
7801 Shoal Creek Blvd
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Brooke
136 Bay View Ave
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerard Langlois
5201 S Olive Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franck de Chambeau
P.O. Box 391
Lakeville, CT 06039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do NOT trade our current economics for future water quality. It isn’t worth it. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hornbeck
Po Box 1110
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Little Sun S. Heard
506 Cordova Ave Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is a crime against the USA and a crime against humanity.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Simpson
32 Hudson St
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Elisabeth Willner
455 North Street
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Klinzman
461 Fresno Ave
Morro Bay, CA 93442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luisa Cox
8982 E. Maple Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Bielaus
6912 Breezewood Terr
Rockville, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Jeanetta
82 Anchorage Rd
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leanne Friedman
1576 Drake Dr.
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Fuller
246 Wild Meadow Dr.
Milford, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Thomson
28445 Fontana Dr.
Southfield, MI 48076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Castelluccio
19 Pinebrook Rd.
Monsey, NY 10952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Jacobson
1613 California Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Nelson
3127 Chapel Downs Drive
Dallas, TX 75229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loey Cohen Kirk
1010 Los Arboles Ave. Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Contamination of ground water wherever fracking occurs is of particular concern in this era of diminishing water sources and expanding population.

Sincerely,

Cathy Zar
434 N. Harper
L.A., CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Page
222 Little Pond Lane
Sarasota, FL 34242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Colina-Lee
205 Galena
Bellvue, CO 80512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

1: We should not be exporting fuel until we are completely independent of imported fuel of any type. 2: LNG infrastructure is a long-term investment; fracking may well prove to be a short-term bubble. Better to build solar/wind! They will work forever.

Sincerely,

Loren Amelang
Box 24
Philo, CA 95466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. IT CANNOT BE DONE SAFELY PERIOD!!
Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Focaracci
734 Highland Ave
San Mateo, CA 94401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Smith
2205 Nw Cove Ct
Blue Springs, MO 64015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Ost
7609 Terry John Ave.
Bakersfield, CA 93308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Brew
4250 Glencoe Ave.
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lou Breitbach
Street Address
City, NY 11758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Richard
10250 Ne Darden Lane
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Politicians and the public have called for U.S. energy self-sufficiency; exporting natural gas is antithetical to that goal. It puts short-term profits for the gas extraction industry ahead of self-sufficiency. It is a waste of a natural resource that belongs first to the American people and their future needs. Fracking, as it is now done, also is a threat to American communities, the environment, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase those impacts. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lowell Gomes
8772 Vivero St
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Potenzo
517 Grant St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynore Reiseck
1 Century Lane
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Neustaedter
14540 Dickens Street
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Roth
3145 E Camino Campestre
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Siegel
2113 Fox Run Drive
Plainsboro, NJ 08536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leann Kamal
3 Oceans West Blvd Apt 1b4
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Sandy  
38 Mountain Vista Dr.  
New Hampton, NH 03256
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Schallert
29851 Grandifloras Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Scrima
15011 E Arkansas Dr
Aurora, CO 80012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lana SLATON
503 Ridgewood Ave.
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Stoehr
2911 Dogwood
Nacogdoches, TX 75965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Tomlinson
600 Collinscrest Ct
Nashville, TN 37221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lucinda Boudreau
8210 Se Lynch Rd
Shelton, WA 98584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Methane, which is the main ingredient of natural gas escapes in the process of extraction and add very powerfully to the global warming. 80% of all known fossil fuel reserves need to stay in the ground in order to avoid losing the battle with climate change. We need to invest in energy conservation and energy sources that are truly not harming the environment and not endangering the future of our children. In addition local wells and groundwater pollution with fracking chemicals is too easy for the fracking companies to get away with. Legislation is way too weak in most states to enforce better/decent practices.

Sincerely,

Lucyna de Barbaro
5562 Hobart St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lou Sumrall
3301 29th St. #A
Queens, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Lutz
565 South Rd
Holden, ME 04429
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia Wilfong
3528 Laurel View Lane
Birmingham, AL 35216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Moats
1100 Maple Ave.
Downers Grove, IL 60515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Bentley
6522 Rolling Fork Dr.
Nashville, TN 37205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Toto
22 Great Pasture Rd
Redding, CT 06896
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luis Cavallone
22 Paula Drive
Long Valley, NJ 07853
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Energy independence for America would be one thing! Curing us of our fossil fuel addiction would be another thing! BUT jeopardizing our own water, health, and climate AND FUTURE for foreigners AND strictly pure private profit–THAT is a whole ’nother story, and CANNOT be tolerated!

Sincerely,

Martin Wolf
2220 Capra Way
Co Spgs, CO 80919
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cerrato
111 Broadway
Westville, NJ 08093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce MacNeil
3226 Nash Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Cogswell-Kolb
37-28 85th Street, #2
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Breen
1228 Clifton Ave
Akron, OH 44310
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madge Miller
14341 Clarissa Lane
Tustin, CA 92780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Maeve Ward
22 Carver Road
Newton, MA 02461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lewis Ellingham
3850- 18th Street #306
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Maher
1124 N 44th St
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I am very concerned about the toxic threat that fracking poses for both American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maija Schaefer
2 Adobe Court
Novato, CA 94945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Tryon-Crozier
20 Flax Hill Rd
Brookfield, CT 06804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Mullins
235 Greenwood Terrace
Chicopee, MA 01022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Lindsey
1181 Shotwell Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Malmstrom
"53 Lyme Road, Apt. 7"
Hanover, NH 03755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stop selling out America’s groundwater to the oil and gas companies immediately!! Common sense tells us that firing millions of gallons of toxic chemical-laden water underground will foul and toxify our water supply. And now you want to let them poison us and make a profit on our resources by exporting it? TREASON!!! Cheney made this bargain and YOU MUST UNDO IT!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kym Trippsmith
4488 Stoetz Lane
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mana Iluna
4415 145th Ave Ne Apt H2
Bellevue, WA 98007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Therese Ryan
37310 36th St. E
Palmdale, CA 93550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mandy Marcuccilli
131 W Broadway, Apt A
Waukesha, WI 53186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfredo Quarto
4872 Deer Park Rd
Port Angeles, WA 98362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elliot Lang
13 St.
Huntington Stn., NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Polick
280 Loring Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Dubois
135 Temescal Circle
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Cooper
170 Evelyn Rd
Newton, MA 02468
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Klein
15 Round A Bend Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc jondall
540 Alabama Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marg Gotwald
1914 Alcott Rd
York, PA 17406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. With the scientific information about fracked natural gas, and its effect on the environment, it's totally irresponsible to give green light to the fossil fuel industry. And these billion dollar companies are going to export it!

Sincerely,

Marjorie Renfroe
30 Buckingham Court
Asheville, NC 28803
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margery Coffey
P.O. Box 279
Rosalie, NE 68055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Kaselle
107 Sommers Rd.
North Branch, NY 12766
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Burke
536 West Kings Hwy
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Gabor
3953 Cloverhill Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maris Arnold
1824 Virginia St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Orlando
11123 Hickory Ave
Hesperia, CA 92345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Mark7tenor@yahoo.com
Felicity Place
North Port, FL 34289
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Sabatino
95 Andover St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Wheeler
628 Se 58th
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wood
7104 Tulip Street
Philadelphia, PA 19135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Milano
218 Thompson
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Moran
Moran
Roseville, CA 95747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marla Drucker
28 Allesarn Rd
Asheville, NC 28804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Schaub
38w 31st.
New York, NY 10001
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Martorano
9 Wodell Street
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary hydro
33201 Sr 52
St. Leo, FL 33574
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Villegas
623 Wright Ave
Toledo, OH 43609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bevington
1455 Yarmouth Ave Unit 209
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Jennings Goldstone
14128 Emelita Street
Van Nuys,, CA 91401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Quinn
10 F Circuit Ave.
Oak Bluffs, MA 02557
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Williams
691 Silvers Dr
Xenia, OH 45385
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Petrone
2912 Talladega Dr
Orlando, FL 32826
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Golub
3110 Park Ave, Apt 1
Richmond, VA 23221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Parriott
Po Box 2267
Oroville, WA 98844
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Barbezat
353 N. Liberty
Elgin, IL 60120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Barr
6999 Gilham Road
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Barton
3516 Ne 113th St.
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Elman

45 Fourth Street

Park Ridge, NJ 07656
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Benoit
99 Evergreen Street
Providence, RI 02906
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monty Berman
120 Rcw
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bessellieu
710 George Trask Dr.
Wilmington, NC 28405
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Hayes  
5 Ackrman Ave  
Airmont, NY 10901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Liner
60238 Poinsettia Place
La Quinta, CA 92253
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Megan Bott
1150 10th Avenue E, #3
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary CHAPMAN
715 Elkader Street
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Murphy
5721 Foxlake Dr #3
North Fort Myers, FL 33917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bunting
6506 Darnall Rd
Balto, MD 21204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

While hydraulic fracturing may well provide access to domestic energy reserves, the pell-mell approach to this potentially devastating extraction method, along with pending plans to export natural gas derived from fracking activities, is not responsible energy policy. I urge that you table any export projects related to domestic natural gas extraction, and instead focus on providing effective oversight and development of safe extraction methods to provide access to domestic use of our shared natural gas reserves.

Sincerely,

Michael Chupa
1625 W Linden St
Allentown, PA 18102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Church
2200 Mars Ave., Apt. 1
Las Cruces, NM 88012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael McIrvin
3805 Burke
Cheyenne, WY 82009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Conserve America’s carbon energy although selling it abroad may force us to renewables sooner. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry McNally Jr
44 2nd St
Fanwood, NJ 07023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve McReynolds
2312 Irwin
Fort Worth, TX 76110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Sobeck
525 Village View Drive
Canyon Lake, TX 78133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob McWilliams
1009 Windsor St
Oshkosh, WI 54902

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Cornell
1716 N Brooks Ave Apt 109
Fresno, CA 93705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Frost
555 Ferdinand Ave
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megaen Kelly
Po Box 604
Newcastle, CA 95658
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meghan Laurs
1611 Summit Avenue
Cardiff By The Sea, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meg Kearns
525 Sparkman Ave.
Duluth, MN 55803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Ehrlich
1424 Carson Road
Wilmington, DE 19803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Anderson
2949 A N 68th. St.
Milwaukee, WI 53210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melodi Willis
7620 Nw 79th Ave Apt J7
Tamarac, FL 33321
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Engle
135 Montgomery Dr
Leesville, SC 29070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Smith
21 Shore Oaks Drive
Stony Brook, NY 11790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meryle A. Korn
5256 Ne 47th
Portland, OR 97218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meta Thompson
2235 Springdale Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Newell
15376 Bambi Ct
Moorpark, CA 93021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Feury
Hc 83 Box 105a
Union, WV 24983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marylee Fithian
3735 Pillsbury Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Kelly
32 Market Ave., Sw
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McGovern
3030 Steilacoom Blvd
Steilacoom, WA 98388
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Frichette
12 Pearl Place
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Godich
115 Belleauwood Blvd
Trafford, PA 15085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Goldman
269 S Beverly Dr #564
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Hagen
15345 Carpenter Rd
Brookfield, WI 53005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hamilton
220 E. Willow Grove Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hammermeister
5046 N Parkside Ave
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Heald
Po Box 284
Pleasant Hill, TN 38578
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Heisler
2624 W. Oakland St.
Chandler, AZ 85224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Weyand
14 E 28th Street, #312
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Roberts
2104 W Waveland Ave
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Farber
400 West 23rd St
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rotcher
24542 Tarazona
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Yellin
212 Fairview Road
Cary, NC 27511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margarita Denevan
P.O.Box 445
Arroyo Hondo, NM 87513
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Damon
3357 35th Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miguel Echavarri
210 Border Road
Concord, MA 01742
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Muennig
3200 King St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Jay
313 N. Fremont St.
Whitewater, WI 53190
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Callaway
418 N. 8th Ave.
Upland, CA 91786
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Kappus
2328 12th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael W Evans
3731 S Sepulveda Blvd Apt 1
Los Angeles, CA 90034
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Richardson
2617 Amapola Drive
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Plaisted
2900 S. Valley Viw #82
Las Vegas, NV 89102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Emery
9385 E Zayante Rd
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerby Miller
408 W. Broadway
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking destroys the earth, which we must have, to live. And it puts people at great risk of fire from the fracking. Madness. Do not let this practise continue. Do not allow more.

Sincerely,

J Choate
Po Box 8783
Lexington, KY 40533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Anderson
310 Sunshine Dr
Coconut Creek, FL 33066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Wahbe
616 Highland Drive
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Stewart
2996 Meadowbrook Blvd.
Cleveland, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francie Goff
516 Skyline Drive
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Maness
517 Pecan Drive
Irving, TX 75061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M komisar
3146 Se 77th
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Mitre
10175 Spring Mountain Road
Las Vegas, NV 89117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Ittner
171 Santa Rosa Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. THAT REALLY MAKES SENSE TO ALL THE CURRENT POLITICIANS...RUIN OUR COUNTRY (AIR, CLIMATE, LAND, ETC.) JUST TO MAKE A FEW BUCKS AND THEN NOT EVEN USE THE PRODUCT IN OUR OWN COUNTRY.

Sincerely,
Eleanor Snyder
506 Broadway Place
Salmon, ID 83467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Jean
3900 Woodcliff Road
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Sopko
33063 Redwood
Avon Lake, OH 44012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Dougher
8290 Opal Drive
Anchorage, AK 99502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Thompson
3034 E Hawthorne St
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Konrad
130 Branch Rd
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It can contaminate drinking water supplies, and it releases methane into the atmosphere. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Landman
Po Box 375
Tomales, CA 94971
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lahey
1504 W Farwell Ave, #3
Chicago, IL 60626
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Paterson
750 Weaver Dairy #156
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Recent research suggests that methane emissions from fracked natural gas operations are so high that fracking may be worse for the climate than coal. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Joy Leaper
192 Perry Ave.
Norwalk, CT 06850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Linn
10455 Sw 87th Ave
Portland, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Do not be fooled by the fantasy that fracking technology can “SAFELY” access enormous untapped natural gas sources! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Beyond the dangers of fracking for domestic consumption, to allow fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Zukas
3233 Edison Street
Graton, CA 95444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Louise Stoughton
2447 Lanterman Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s the right thing to do...MM

Sincerely,

M. McHarg
1581 Cowgill Ave
Bellingham, WA 98225
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason O’Neill
907 Coke St
Yoakum, TX 77995
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carol martin
3742 Ne 22nd Ave
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Moller
3795 Birchwood Dr Apt 76
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mollie Crittenden
3065 Jackson St.
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mollie Schierman
4146 Zenith Avenue North
Robbinsdale, MN 55422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly ruggles
50 Chandler
50 Chandler St, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michaelain Kanzer
2944 Whitehead St.
Miami, FL 33133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Montague
77 Second Streete
Athens, NY 12015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monte Leach
1228 26th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Montondo
11611 Chenault Street
Los Angeles,, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As a professor of political science, I understand the political pressures you are under. However, fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate and must be handled more carefully than you are doing thus far. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Mood
301 E Wiggin St
Gambier, OH 43022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Moore
10 Elkdale Drive
Asheville, NC 28804
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Gonzalez
1962 Boardwalk Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86301
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I'm sure this protest is futile: you bozos aren't going to rest until you've trashed the planet completely, are you? Manipulated by your selfish genes... the old sad story...

Sincerely,

Denis Morel
603 South
Pie Town, NM 87827
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Griffith Morgan
7490 Julian St
Westminster, CO 80030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heidi Jones
215-17 W 108th St Apt 20
New York, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan And Charlene Morse
Po Box 127, 272 Church Hollow Rd
Marlboro, VT 05344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Beringer
225 - 238th St Sw
Bothell, WA 98021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Pureka
14 Elm St # 2
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martyellen Redish
671 S. Riverside Dr. #6
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Marquardt
580 Reeder Mesa Rd
Whitewater, CO 81527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Rosenthal
12 Enfield St.
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Ross
1623 Military Rd
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Rowley
904 8th St. Nw
Hettinger, ND 58639
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Kamp
11847 T. R. 259
Millersburg, OH 44654
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mack Shelley
3454 Southdale Drive
Ames, IA 50010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan broschart
12 Winthrop St
Islip, NY 11751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Klein
55 Bethune Street
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Snouffer
2125 Avenida De Las Alturas
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. All gas produced in the US must be used in the US!

Sincerely,

Delaine Spilsbury
P O Box 1055
Mvgill, NV 89318
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Jones
3404 Tulane Dr #12
Hyattsville, MD 20783
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Weinberger
391 28th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Marsh
5030 Alicante Way
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Atwood
Po Box 225
Shokan,, NY 12481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hohn
244 Hayts Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelo Pagano
1043 Steiner Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lynn Rosen
632 E 16th Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Edwin Rudd
409 Redbud Drive
Gadsden, AL 35901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sepulveda
125 Jackson Way
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miller Williams
1111 Valley View Drive
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Woodconstable
3524 St. Charles Pl.
Cincinnati, OH 45208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Gerloff
95 Woodside Ln
Oakland, MI 48363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mangino
307 Columbus Ave
Valhalla, NY 10595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gilbert
8 Morris Rd
Bethpage, NY 11714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Ellison
Leighton Rd
Cleveland, OH 44120
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liese Keon
250 Harvard Drive
Larkspur, CA 94939
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Norman
245 East 19th Street
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadya Tichman
1789 Leimert Blvd.
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Anderson
612 Chestnut Street
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Morris
Hcr 63 Box 12
Pena Blanca, NM 87041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Wells
3 Damascus Manor
Damascus, PA 18415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nangiri Ben-Avari
186 Country Club Lane
Boone, NC 28605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nan Mager
110 Oak Rim Ct. 29
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi Weinstein
136 West 24th Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nat Childs
Po Box 511
Miranda, CA 95553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Kalita
Po Box 810
Chiloquin, OR 97624
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nayeem Aslam
429 N Hamilton Ave.
Villa Park, IL 60181
To Whom it May Concern:

Why are my elected officials trying to shove fracking down my throat sideways? Yet, when I try to find out what EXACTLY is planned to be put into the earth, no one is disclosing this information. Well then, there is something here that won’t stand the light of day, and you know that the people of this country wouldn’t want it. So find out what is actually going to go into our planet, and do your research! Don’t shove this down my throat when it’s FAR from proven! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Crom
41 Russell Road
Colonie, NY 12205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dorian
15481 Riddle Ln
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nejat Duzgunes
508 Pixie Trl
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen neander
36 Paradowski Road
Scotia, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hoffmann
3645 Darby Rd
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hansen
3801 Berkman Dr Apt 419
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terje Ness
901w-2nd Street
Hastings, MN 55033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Neumeier
14111 Ne 78th Ct
Redmond, WA 98052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugenia Newberg
26584 Arcadia Shores Road
Easton, MD 21601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skye emanuel
3715 Se Belmont St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Kinney
P.O. Box 315
Otego, NY 13825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Black
104 S Yucca St
Bayard, NM 88023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmen Pang
102 Glenlake Commons
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norris Hoffman  
4849 Audubon Dr  
Mobile, AL 36619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nicholas Heikkila
30 Factory Hollow
Greenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nimarta Grewal
1666 Whispering Oaks Way
Pleasanton, CA 94566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman toback
3243 Oakdell Rd
Los Angeles, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Lazar
310 Holly Lane
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ariadne Decarvalho
3518 Aster Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nelson Lara
1221 W. Washington St. Apt. 4
Springfield, IL 62702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Wallace-Nelson
Box 611
Mendocino, CA 95460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Shankland
2145 Topaz Ct
Merritt Is, FL 32953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t sacrifice environmental and human health for the financial benefit of the fossil fuel industry! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nony Morgan
Bancroft
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nora Edwards
10 Aldrich Rd
Wingdale, NY 12594
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Novak
4941 Sw Hollyhock Circle
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Balfour
124 E Turgot Ave
Edgewater, FL 32132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancie sailor
1021 E Rose Cir.
Los Altos, CA 94024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Ennes
160 Woodland Dr.
Ft. Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charley Miller
16472 Oakmont Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nurit Tilles
174 1st Ave
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Smith-Huff
393 Eric Ln
Templeton, CA 93465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norma Washburn
33 Indian Trail
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Weiss
5795 Harvest Pl
Schnecksville, PA 18078
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Spencer
10 Condor Rd
Sharon, MA 02067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neela Zinsser
#4 Andover Court
Bedford, MA 01730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Looper
12005 Wintercrest Dr Apt 246
Lakeside, CA 92040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Minton
2407 Condor Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Ochis
329 S Fort Fisher Blvd
Kure Beach, NC 28449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mister Cooney
2871 Comstock St
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chia Hamilton
6511 Tremont St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Gallo
457 40th Street 21
Brooklyn, NY 11232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Hemming
760 Centre
San Marcos, CA 92069
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Olson
4112 Bottiglia Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Way
971 Us Highway 9
Parlin, NJ 08859
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee ballen
2096 Redwood Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
very disappointed Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Gabrie
1000 Revere Way
Perkasie, PA 18944
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Sofia
5924 Chabot Crest
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Rhodes
998 Wilderness Rd.
Linden, VA 22642
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a horrible idea.
Sincerely,

Leslie Washington
2870 Heather Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Puzgles
317 Old Post Rd.
Tolland, CT 06084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Spencer Bertram
2737 Newstead Ave Sw
Wyoming, MI 49509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Overmann
508 El Camino Real #4
Burlingame, CA 94010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Perry Levin
11923 Parklawn Dr Apt 103
Rockville, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Vincent-Cowan
90 Blue Heron Way
Eastham, MA 02642
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Baker
2001 Rainbow Valley Blvd.
Fallbrook, CA 92028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela morgan
P.O. Box 1407
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pan Morigan
81 N Main St
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Johnson
8378 E San Sebastian Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Richards
1929 Kims Cove Rd
Canton, NC 28716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Williams
1206 Pacific Street
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia De Larios
1130 Filbert St Apt 3
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rozumalski
2488 170th Street
Luck, WI 54853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. SCORCHING THE EARTH BENEATH OUR FEET FOR MONEY? HOW MANY MORE EARTHQUAKES AND POISONED WELLS DO WE NEED?

Sincerely,

Patricia Kellogg
10028 Reynolds
Nelson, OH 44491
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Foster
89 Meyer Road
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrice haan
2644 Wakefield Avenue
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate, especially since it includes methane, a more potent greenhouse gas than CO2. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Brech
5813 Richardson Mews Square
Baltimore, MD 21227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Briones
449 N. Catalina Ave #210
Pasadena, CA 91106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Claffey
43 Judd Street
Bristol, CT 06010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrice Wells
28555 Garrett Hwy
Accident, MD 21520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This planet (our one and only) cannot withstand the assault of all the "new" petroleum products that will be spewing pollution into our air and water. I know that this is not a secret to you or Congress or even the oil and gas oligarchs. Why are you letting it happen when you know better? You have children. What kind of a world will they live in?

Sincerely,

Patricia Victour
1405 Santa Clara Dr
Espanola, NM 87532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Lincoln
1817 4th Street South
Great Falls, MT 59405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Woolery
Po Box 1299
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Keyserling
824 Broome Lane N
Beaufort, SC 29902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Black
2031 Kerr Gulch Road
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Fiscella
318 Central Parkway
Newport News, VA 23606
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer King
100 State Route 33
Freehold, NJ 07728
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. S.O.S. Stop Our Suicide

Sincerely,

Pamela Browning
938 Jefferson
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Cobb
56 Dartmouth St
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Park Goist
13800 Fairhill Rd. 3207
Shaker Heights, OH 44120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Harris
48 Fiora Rd
Bolton, CT 06043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Ryerson
2951 Thorn Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Brizzi
370 South Mountain Road
New City, NY 10956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Luna
747 Ruth Drive
City, CA 94523
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Gilges
701 Flordon Dr.
Charlottesville, VA 22901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Hawk
3680 Algoma Road
New Franken, WI 54229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia English
6149 Weaver Road
Hamptonville, NC 27020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Meg Clark
838 N Taylor Ave
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Coover
Po Box 35
Ashfield, PA 18212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Santucci
5 Deuce Court
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Thompson
658 West Onondaga Street
Syracuse, NY 13204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S. Peters
22 Clarks Lane
Milton, NY 12547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Branch
235 Lexington Ave.
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Hansen
7548 Cresthill Drive
Longmont, CO 80504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Heaphy
9 Gloyd Court
Great Cacapon, WV 25422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Martin
1034 W Oak St
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phoebe Sorgen
1053 Cragmont Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aimee Wyatt
1014 Magnolia Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hund
96 Drexel
La Grange, IL 60525
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Bodin
4601 N. Park Ave.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Frederick
15 Water Street
Ashburnham, MA 01430
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hilarie Gade
1675 Lime Kiln Road
New Haven, VT 05472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Pirrone
1628 San Anselmo Ave
San Anselmo, CA 94960
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pilar Iwankiw
263 Hawks Nest Circle
Rochester, NY 14626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Frezza
54 Prospect St
Little Falls, NY 13365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope Johnstone
3980 Indian Peak Rd.
Mariposa, CA 95338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karolyn Johnson
1262 Mayfair Court
Vineland, NJ 08360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Kinney
689 Wildwood Lane
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Parrish
4518 Valleybrook
San Antonio, TX 78238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Potvin-Frost
13 Battery Street
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis M Andrews
101 E 16 St
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Manka
3115 Sw Stephenson St.
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia McCormick
3914 Euclid Ave.
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilana Cohen
1932 Old Colony Lane
Maitland, FL 32751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Lowe
15445 E. Richwood Ave.
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony George
702 R Ave. #7
National City, Ca, CA 91950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Claire Barry
1925 Rosemary Hills Drive R3
Silver Spring, MD 20910
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Cohen
2925 Se 50th Ave #23
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Williams
7316 21st Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cabarga
107 Stateside Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Jones
4014 N Hall St Apt 7
Dallas, TX 75219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul West
1437 Regency Ct
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Shafransky
22461 Prairie Road
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Staniscia
32 Worrall Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paulette tansey
4960 Sky St
San Diego, CA 92110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Raymond
81 Martha’s Road
Edgartown, MA 02539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The fracking industry's total negative impact on climate and on the country are as bad as or worse than that of coal. Approving these permits would be a huge step in the wrong direction. Please don't make this mistake.

Sincerely,

Donald Singer
1625 Juniper St
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Peters
2055 Pinetrail Street
Las Cruces, NM 88012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Baldewicz
3871 E. Plankinton Ave.
Cudahy, WI 53110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramona Pratt
Street Address
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Voytas
1223 N Lowry Ave
Springfield, OH 45504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Webster
49 Jason St
Pittsfield, MA 01201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Calvisi
10646 Chiquita St.
Toluca Lake, CA 91602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Walker
1719 Summit Dr
Haymarket, VA 20169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Arnold
Po Box 1672
Manchester, NH 03105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Nierenberg
365 Edgewood Ave.
Teaneck, NJ 07666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alia Ganaposki
2436 33rd St
Astoria, NY 11102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Magers
715 So 34th
Parsons, KS 67357
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Cooper
27109 Sw Aden Ave
Wilsonville, OR 97070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Benson
16025 Grevillea Avenue
Lawndale, CA 90260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Dickerson
3435 Auburn Way So. A-2
Auburn, WA 98092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Linerud
325 Middle Road
Belmont, CA 94002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Herbener
1411 Maple Ave
Evanston, IL 60201
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Chaput
246 Hunters Lane
Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Cardona
13721 Elgin
Oak Park, MI 48237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Grassetti
7008 Bristol Dr
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Jorgenson
3875 N Country Club Rd Apt 205
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramya Chellappa
185 Prospect Ave
Hackensack, NJ 07601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Randi Marten
88 Rocky Brook Way
Wakefield, RI 02879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rashid Patch
3100 Coolidge Ave.
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. IT IS BAD ENOUGH THAT THIS ADMINISTRATION IS CONSIDERING FRACKING AS A VIABLE WAY TO GET OIL, BUT TO DESTROY OUR COUNTRY TO GET THE STUFF AND THEN EXPORT IT IS OUT OF THE QUESTION!!!! I’M STILL WAITING FOR THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION TO TELL PEOPLE TO DRIVE LESS JUST ONE DAY A WEEK, SIMPLE STUFF LIKE THAT. INSTEAD YOU ARE ALLOWING SHELL INTO THE ARCTIC KNOWING THERE WILL BE A CATASTROPHE AND YOU WANT TO ALLOW FRACKING AND EXPORT THE PRODUCT. UNBELIEVABLE.

Sincerely,

Judith Buczek
1045 Utsalady Road
Camano Island, WA 98282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Lamoureux
24 Edstrom Road
Marlborough, CT 06447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Elizabeth Blakney
11 West Aloha St., #924
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Benson
247 Potter Ave
Staten Island, NY 10314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheri Albright
32225 10th Avenue South
Federal Wa, WA 98003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Cohen
5813 Bellona Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Peterson
3640 Wintun Drive Apt A
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Taylor
1816 30th St. Apt. 103
Greeley, CO 80631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Melott
4305 Southwind Drive
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Barnett
Po Box 153
Hewitt, NJ 07421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Phillips
33 Mazatlan Dr.
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Eckhardt
411 West 7th St
Hastings, NE 68901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitch Cohen
2609 Le Conte Av
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noreen Wheller
3 Given Court
Hauppauge, NY 11788
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rende Lazure
1003 Tamarisk Dr.
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rene Van De Sompele
455 Mt. Olympus Dr. Sw.
Issaquah, WA 98027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Duncan
121 Adobe Casa Court
Tavernier, FL 33070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Murray
2850 Fairway Dr., #33
Las Cruces, NM 88011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Newton
266 Garfield Ave.
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Simmons
6202 Coppedge Drive
Corpus Christi, TX 78414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Hinchey
117 Gertrude St
Syracuse, NY 13203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reva biERS
4631 Ellenita Ave
Tarzana, CA 91356
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Smith
16 S. Shore Rd.
Northeast Harbor, ME 04662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Reilly
5617 Fairway Park Dr #103
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roxanna galvan
1957 81st Ave
Oakland, CA 94621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rich Goldberg
118 Highland Ave.
Penngrove, CA 94951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gunther
507 Moffitt Blvd
Islip, NY 11751
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Hitchcock
1135 Ocean Parkway
Berlin, MD 21811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Ricard
6224 Cory St.
Simi Valley, CA 93063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Auman
701 Young St.
Galena, IL 61036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Gorringe
3574 Ne Stanton St
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Burnett
654 San Patricio
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick gorud
P.O. Box 1
Minong, WI 54859
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

KEEP OUR HARD EARNED ENERGY AT HOME! WE PUT TOO MUCH AT RISK TO SHIP IT AWAY! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Flory
Po Box 11217
Jackson, WY 83002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Hart
3614 Bois D Arc Rd
Mckinney, TX 75071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip "Brad" Parker
15225 Dickens St.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Langer
5042 N. Cecelia St.
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie McMahon
422 Geary Heights Dr
Clarkdale, AZ 86324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rj Cantrell
135 Richmond St Se
Atlanta, GA 30312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. P.S. My grand kids need a cool world.

Sincerely,

Richard Kommrusch
1732 Glo0be Ct
Fort Collins, CO 80528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Lee
38723 Central Ave,
Zephyrhills, FL 33540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Joers
245 Valley Stream Lane
Wayne,, PA 19087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Johnson
248 Umatilla Ave.
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jordan
285 E. 36th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Snook
4311 South 60th St.
Lincoln, NE 68516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not do anything which may imperil our future water supply. It would be extremely shortsighted to enable more methane (a greenhouse gas) to be used by foreign countries at the expense of our future health and safety.

Sincerely,

Karen Scotese
136 Dodge
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Klingberg
11 Cornelia
Ny, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Gentlemen: Wake up! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Kohn-Mannis
10809 Garden Mist Dr # 2028
Las Vegas, NV 89135
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Dickinson
19 Birch Road
South Windsor, CT 06074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ross Larson
172 Rainbow Lane
Trinidad, CA 95570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Margraff
2801 Woodland Road
Roslyn, PA 19001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Molina
163 Skyview Way
San Francisco, CA 94131
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Lowe
752 N Recker Rd
Mesa, AZ 85205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Rogan
1905 Orleans St
Detroit, MI 48207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robb Horstmeier
1019 Driftwood Trails
Hazelwood, MO 63031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bonham
2943 Old Chilhowee Rd
Walland, TN 37886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Frey
876 Palmer Avenue
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Avidor
214 East 4th St. #226
St. Paul, MN 55101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert cote
267 1/2 South 5th Ave
Kankakee, IL 60901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert binter
1941 S. Park Ave
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin McGee
P.O. Box 4742
Jackson, WY 83001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Bruno
945 Lanini Dr.
Hollister, CA 95023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Reed
16635 Alviso Court
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rocio Lopez
1321 Sw 85th Ct
Miami, FL 33144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Bartell
3810 Fairhaven Dr
West Linn, OR 97068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Kegley
204 Yellow Brick Court
Abingdon, MD 21009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Alberty
2991 Foothills Ranch Drive
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronna Swift
230 W. Seymour St.
Appleton, WI 54915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosa Del Cid
158 W. Indianapolis Avenue
Clovis, CA 93612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roselva Ungar
20349 Jay Carroll Dr.
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sloan
957 Begall Cove
Cordova, TN 38018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Rosenblit
2208 Joplin Ct. South
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Rottmayer
413 E. Kanawha Ave.
Columbus, OH 43214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Toivainen
217 Middle Road
Waterboro, ME 04087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Rowland
9808 34th Avenue Sw
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roxanne Rothafel
Coast Rd
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalind Romney
1030 Chenery Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Paquette
2083 Las Lunas St
Pasadena, CA 91107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rick Frauton
16 Chandler Place #1
Newton, MA 02464
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randolph Searight
Box 1553
Marshall, AR 72650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Seltzer
18408 Clifftop Way
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ronald Dibble, Jr.
4933 Hersholt Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Kaufmann
6149 Rod Ave
Woodland Hls, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Russell Buckardt
1113 Lafayette Drive
South Elgin, IL 60177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Huffman
634 Mapledale Rd.
White Sulphur Springs, WV 24986
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Weisz
319 Laguna St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rusty Simpson
112 Galewood Rd.
Timonium, MD 21093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Brown
90 Uplands Way
Glastonbury, CT 06033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruthann Chou
1036 La Presa Dr
Pasadena, CA 91107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Briggs
1885 Pinetree
Trenton, MI 48183
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Worley
212 S. Maple Ave.
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Yurchuck
986 Arlington Drive
Tucker, GA 30084
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Razinah Prociuk
333 Main Street
Parkesburg, PA 19365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sunnie Noellert
2822 Sandpointe Dr
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Lareau
281 4th Ave
Redwood City, CA 94063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking destroys the climate. Stop the greedy energy companies from drilling wells to extract natural gas for export.
Sincerely,

Sheldon Kadish
14320 Addison St. #213
Shermam Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Desousa
351 Whispering Oaks
Spring Branch, TX 78070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Rugg
2702 Lafayette Ave
Richmond, VA 23228
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Cotumaccio
22 Sunset Trail
New Fairfield, CT 06812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Claar
Po Box 2011
Tybee Island, GA 31328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Sloneker
Po Box 28
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anton McInerney
128 Park St
North Reading, MA 01864
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Siegle, Ph.D.
25c Back Road
Madrid, NM 87010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Grace
14216 Se Eastgate Dr
Bellevue, WA 98006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Mercuri
318 Main St
Madison, NJ 07940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sarah Adams
1009 Howe Drive
College Station, TX 77845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah bishop
259 Hawthorn
New Bedford, MA 02740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Stout
1317 Luana St
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Karnes
7394 Hiltop Lane
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred & Sara Krauthamer
501 Ladera St.
Monterey Park, CA 91754
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Miller
1226 Trail Ct.
Mukwonago, WI 53149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sari Steuber
45 Paper Mill Rd
Springfield, PA 19064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Armstrong
34 Butler Pl Apt 10
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Saunders
237 Davis Ave.
Piscataway, NJ 08854
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Benes
656 E Normal Ave
Fresno, CA 93704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven Berkson
2455 Drysdale Court Ne
Keizer, OR 97303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller
4249 Watson Rd.
Hillsboro, OH 45133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Gamble
Street Address
Renton, WA 98058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert And Dolores Scheelen
123 Sunrise Ave
Medford, OR 97504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Ellis
16761 Green Ln, D
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gladys Gifford
174 Capen Blvd
Buffalo, NY 14226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seymour Schuster
316 Sumner St E
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Sparks
Po Box 233
Alcoa, TN 37701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Woodruff
234 Elm St
Wellington, OH 44090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Wallman
410 East 6th St
Nyc, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Galante
3782 Crete St
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Dudek
2062 Elkhorn Rd
Elkhorn, CA 95012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Hendrick
Po Box 1151
Madisonville, LA 70447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine M miller
9 Hemman St
Roslindale Ma, MA 02131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

President Obama DON'T DESTROY OUR CROPS AND WATER SUPPLY FOR OIL COMPANY PROFITS. USE OUR RESOURCES FOR SOLAR AND WIND. STOP OUR ADDICTION TO PETROLEUM!!!!!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan McAllister
1415 Stannage
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Keeton
1461 Treat Blvd. Apt. 732
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sela burkholder
97th Ave
Doral, FL 33178
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rm Selya
7340 Laurel Oak
Cincinnati, OH 45237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Semanik
7176 Green Farm Road
West Bloomfield, MI 48322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kolson
Heron Drive
Bodega Bay, CA 94923
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Picton
311 Nw Lewisburg Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Bice
196 Se Spokane St Apt 405
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Woodard
45 Reitz Pkwy
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidney Goldstein
201 W Evergreen Ave, #503
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gabor
10301 Lake Avenue, #525
Cleveland, OH 44102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Gailey
P.O. Box 737
Kilauea, HI 96754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to the climate and, therefore, to American and world communities. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. PLEASE stand up to the fossil fuel industry, protect the public, and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Grisham
516 Solar Rd Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Gray
351 S 15th St
Harrisburg, PA 17104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sherrill Halbe
1381 Cougar Dr
Bozeman, MT 59718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Rose
Po Box 1094
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shanna Fleming
100 Vallejo St
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.
Sincerely,
Dona alexis
1707 20th Ave
Greeley, CO 80631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Burtner
12035 Waples Mill Road
Oakton, VA 22124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Messinger
4556 E 17th Ave
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Lehrke
1931 30th St South
La Crosse, WI 54601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If they are allowed to rape our landscape, we should at least keep the resulting fuel here.

Sincerely,

Marsha Hosfeld
6677 Chartwell Dr
Rockford, IL 61114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelli Dimarco
5984 Edmondson Pike
Nashville, TN 37211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The Department of Energy and especially Secretary Chu, with his formidable scientific credentials, should know better than to rely on the 'dirty science' studies from fracking industry hired gun scientists. This industry has already been devastating to the health and well being of ordinary Americans, about whom you seem to genuinely care. Please take a closer look at this issue.

Sincerely,

Sherrie Moore
Rr 3 Box 1302
Pahoa, HI 96778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Davis
2310 Honey Springs Rd.
Jamul, CA 91935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryyl Ocrotty
564 Abrade
Port Charlotte, FL 33954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shiela cockshott
2753 Yosemite
Belmont, CA 94002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Shinnerl
801 E River Pkwy
Santa Clara, CA 95054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Collins
5555 Baden Way
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Hitztaler
211 Lafayette Road, Apt. #431
Syracuse, NY 13205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shoshanah McKnight
"319 Lincoln St., Unit G"
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shyama Orum
305 West 28 St. Apt 16e
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sibyl Sanchez
316 Bodega Ave
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidne Baglini
4103 Battles Lane
Newtown Square, PA 19073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Burwell
3815 Calistoga Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M C Russi
463 Comerwood Ct
South San Francisco, CA 94080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lieberman
36660 Annapolis Rd
Annapolis, CA 95412
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Jones
2265 Coach & Surrey Lane
Aurora, IL 60506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Global warming is real. And so we must do something NOW to help protect the Earth. We must be proactive as too much time has already passed and the threat is growing by the day. The animal kingdom is already suffering and what hurts them will also hurt us. The animal kingdom is a fragile thing, and we cannot and must not let global warming do any more damage to them. The environment is already suffering. The waters are already suffering. Haven’t we suffered enough?! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake HODIE
145 Starwood
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Gates
15 Sombra De Luna
Espanola, NM 87532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Kingman
172 East Sixth Street
Saint Paul, MN 55101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Teachout
421 W 104th St, Apt B
Kansas City, MO 64114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Zirbes
W7671 Wisconsin Ave
Hortonville, WI 54944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Larro
5230 Weller Drive
Woodland Hls, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Asher atchick
1111 Valley Forge Circle
King Of Prussia, PA 19406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Fracked gas is mostly methane, a couple of magnitudes more potent than CO2 as a greenhouse gas. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shauna Haines
1732 Mcgee Ave
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Holt
1132 Castle Wood Terrace
Casselberry, FL 32707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Fascione
528 Woodbine Ave
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name Ford
24071 Oneida
Oak Park, MI 48237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Crockett
Po Box 810
Florence, OR 97439
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Gorres
1145 Pennsylvania St
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I trust the Petroleum/Natural Gas industries about as much as I trust the Healthcare Insurance industry. Just say no. We need to find the truth before we proceed.

Sincerely,

Steven Hill
6646 Wedgewood Drive
North Olmsted, OH 44070
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lowe
497 Pacific Street, #4a
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If one person, one child suffers and/or dies as a result of contaminated well water, then this technology should return to the drawing board. The 'Halliburton exclusion prevents anyone knowing what is in the 'fracking chemicals', but one thing is certain, they are poisonous, and cause groundwater contamination, rendering properties unsalable and necessitating appeals to the EPA to truck in fresh drinking water for the people affected. Is it worth subjecting any of our citizens to complete loss of property value, sickness and death so that this industry can do as it pleases? At the very least, these important issues must be addressed and compensated for before continuing on in the same fashion. It is galling that Cheney's Halliburton Exclusion, approved by our elected officials, has rendered it impossible to learn what sort of chemicals are in the mix, and is but another example of putting corporate interests above human health and the environment. The frackers need to be restrained until they learn they cannot go around disabling and killing men, women and children with their toxins and destroying property values with impunity, and that will necessitate some well thought out legislation from our government, if there is such a thing, which I doubt, since it is a rare event when congress enacts legislation that is to the advantage of the people rather than to big money. Please prove me wrong. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Shelton
329 Grady Mcneily Rd
Casar, NC 28020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Dupre
3622 Templar Rd
Randallstown, MD 21133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Becker
14199 N.W. Logie Trail
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Segal
18 Alderwood
Irvine, CA 92604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Mouzourakis
33017 Hampshire
Westland, MI 48185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

STOP all Fracking NOW! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Ohara
2710 Grand Ave
San Diego, CA 92109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Solo Greene
P.O. Box 57
Lapwai, ID 83540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Schnell
550 Hottenstein Rd.
Kutztown, PA 19530
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S. Czarnecky
Arlington
Lincoln Park, MI 48146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sophia Savich
33106 Timber Ridge Rd.
The Sea Ranch, CA 95497
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Soretta Rodack
310 East 6th St. #15
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Sorrentino
Surrey Ct
Milpitas, CA 95035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S. Williams
2916 Osage
St. Louis, MO 63118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Anderson
P. O. Box 373
Macdoel, CA 96058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Kupstas
304 Mariner Drive
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Farmer
369 Dutch Ridge Road
Portsmouth, OH 45662
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Spindler
5305 60th St W
Edina, MN 55436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Pumphrey-Willison
707 W. 33rd St.
Baltimore, MD 21211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kristi Straub
46 Holly Lane
Wethersfield, CT 06109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Dripps
2447 Sw 13th Terrace
Palm City, FL 34990
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Savage
4434 Florida St. #1
San Diego, CA 92116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Hunter
410 Churchill Rd
Sierra Madre, CA 91024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Schneider
3 Susan Rd
Brewster, NY 10509
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lang
408 Ocean Spray Drive
Swansboro, NC 28584
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy Person
2130 Bush Road
Grand Island, NY 14072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stan Nelaon
1597 York Avenue
St Paul, MN 55106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Romito
4534 Fir Tree Way
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorna Broawn
5870 Lima Center Road
Manchester, MI 48158
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Stedman
S5864a Happy Hill Rd
North Freedom, WI 53951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffry Stein
832 Stirrup Drive
Nashville, TN 37221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Cimino
30 Westervelt Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10301
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Vandivere
13825 Baywood Ct
Centreville, VA 20120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stephanie Proctor
6930 De Celis Pl.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole O’Gara
158 Morningstar Ave
Oroville, CA 95965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Stevens
4353 Main St Ne
Columbia Heights, MN 55421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Restore Hetchy
In Yosemite N. P.
Moraga, CA 94556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Bjornlie
2187 Palomar Ave.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Blewoski
101 California St.
Sf, CA 94111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Subrata Sircar
732 Harvard Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Davenport
2041 Avenida Placida #4
Simi Valley, CA 93063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan linden
1061 Hunt Stnw
Palm Bay, FL 32907
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suellen Snapp
232 Bayard St.
Kane, PA 16735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. More and more recent studies have shown that fracking operations contaminate the air and water of the people who live in the communities in which they take place. Fracking has also contaminated aquifers through the geologic process of “communication” of fracked toxins through fracked cracks and gaps in layers of stone and sediment that open onto aquifer systems. This can contaminate drinking water across multiple states in some areas—for hundreds if not thousands of years. Fracking is and always was a bad idea that lined the pockets of immoral greedy speculators and profiteers like Dick Cheney. No thanks.

Sincerely,

Sulyen mason
119 Elder St.
Fairburn, GA 30213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Martin
5 Orchard Hill Road
Newtown, CT 06470
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Sherzer
Pob 101
Foster, RI 02825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lila Greaves
1720 E Jamison Place
Centennial, CO 80122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amos Sunshine
25 Harrington Street
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Evans
25948 Marco Polo St
Murrieta, CA 92563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Murray
1170 Thomas Rd
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Patrone
1529 South 13th St
Phila, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Williams
P.O. Box 793
Trinidad, CA 95570
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Hughes
77 Cornelia Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan lefler
8701 Bear Creek Drive
Austin, TX 78737
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Susan Myran
1899 Fox Ridge Dr
West St Paul, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susi Higgins
611 N. Brand
Glendale, CA 91203
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bernstein
321 Warwick Ave Apt 202
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Varlese
3190 Eastwood Ct
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Cook
2584 Knox Cove Dr
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Hunt
11 Hall Ave.
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Wertheim
430 1/2 N Genesee Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ledesma
3033 Moorpark Ave., #23
San Jos, CA 95128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Wallace
1220 Pine Needle Rd
Venice, FL 34285
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn shaw
55 East 55th St
Nyc, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Morr-Wineman
26 Mcternan St Apt 4
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Rodriguez
227 E. 5th Street, #3fw
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I ask this for the sake of planet we are leaving for our children.

Sincerely,

Carlyn Syvanen
63 Ward Ln
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Szakacs
6564 San Miguel Pl
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Ghiglia
17205 Oak Ave
Atascadero, CA 93422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States, by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, for the sake of our future!

Sincerely,

Nat Houghton
Woods Trail
Prescott, AZ 86305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jagielo
1351 Spring Village Dr
Ontario, OH 44906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Hert
6563 Ethel St Nw
Canton, OH 44718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Tangi
2642 S. Alder Street
Philadelphia, PA 19148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen winnubst
415 Houston St
Cedar Hill, TX 75104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly Hogan
63663 Commerce Blvd #299
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Alexander
311 Challis Ln
Sewickley, PA 15143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. PLEASE stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Anspach
2400 Beechland Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tarn Ream
Pob 9166
Missoula, MT 59807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taza Guthrie
3321 E. Glenn St., #2
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Bender
38755 Reed Rd.
Nehalem, OR 97131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Martin
1076 Aragon Ct. Se
Los Lunas, NM 87031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry CoBabe
5884 State Park Road
Point Pleasant, PA 18950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Fishman
790 Villa Teresa Way
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry Collins
25222 Madron
Murrieta, CA 92563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Edens
4425 E. 107 Terrace
Kansas City, MO 64137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Theophano
2310 Clarendon Road Apt. 2d
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terril Tompkins
726 Soule Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Luchsinger
35 Palmer Lane
Portola Valley, CA 94028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Andrews
26800 South Academy Drive
Palos Verdes Penin, CA 90274
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Teselle
1925 19th Avenue South
Nashville, TN 37212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tes Welborn
2001 Oak St
San Francisco, CA 94117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Mobley
51769 Cedar Drive
Oakhurst, CA 93644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Michel
1125 Granger Ave.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrence Forbyn
4200 N Albina Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sr. Abel
9055 W 63rd Ave
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Morgan  
353 Taylor Rd.  
Stow, MA 01775
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dumain
2520 Pickard Mountain Road
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Dion
10951 W 100th Way
Westminster, CO 80021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Lionetti
405 Battle Bend Blvd.
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Heinrichs
540 Michigan Avenue
Swarthmore, PA 19081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Graham
52 S. Main
Rochester, VT 05767
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Neumann
1921 N 85 Street
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Rogers
P.O. Box 3413
Port Arthur, TX 77643
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wong
12 Myrtle St.
Newton, MA 02465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janys Kuznier
48 Old Coach Rd
Vernon, NJ 07462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Arndt
2231 Willowview Dr
Richmond, TX 77469
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Scott Thoelke
6106 Temple Hill Drive
La, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Thompson
238 Colfax Camp Rd
Fairmont, WV 26554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stop letting corporations push your presidency around! Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Hal Anthony
3995 Russell Road
Grants Pass, OR 97526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. It would greatly increase the amount of natural gas that would be burned. We must move to other energy systems, not ramp up one that increases global warming. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wilson
3240 Ne 96th St
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Tiedeman
12065 Sw Fairfield St
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emiy Harrington
217 Colonial Rd
Oxford, MS 38655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tiffany Wishart
2 E Birch St, Apt 307
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Daniels
P.O. Box 4032
Naperville, IL 60567
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Barrington
1487 W San Carlos St
San Jose, CA 95126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Tiscione
911 Bing Dr
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Letitia Noel
55w Goethe St
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiska Blankenship
1523 Solano Dr. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Schilling
1225 S. 2nd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tania Eldin
1004 Linden Street
Decorah, IA 52101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Parcell
6024 Little Sandy Road
Elkview, WV 25071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Young
1821 Elmore Avenue
Downers Grove, IL 60515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tricia Oakley
101 Greenwood Circle
Smithfield, NC 27577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracked natural gas should only be used domestically, or left in the ground as a "strategic reserve" for future use.

Sincerely,

Richard Tomaselli
1199 Cornell Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Goldsmith
82 Forsyth St.
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom McCarty
8741 Cox Rd.
Bellevue, MI 49021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Bow
120 Sherman Ave., #26
Jersey City, NJ 07307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom simonian
114 Porter St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Tomes
P.O. Box 735
Santa Margarita, CA 93453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tomi Kobara
437 45th St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Torrenga
1604 Ann Street
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Simon
33 Bellows Falls Road
Putney, VT 05346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas JacksOn
26601 Nw Bacona Road
Buxton, OR 97109
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Konechne
3216 31st Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Allarde
129 Milanwa
Green Lane, PA 18054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Brennan
403 Spruce Street
Hawley, PA 18428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janette Sherman
Po Box 4605
Alexandria, VA 22303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Guay
1462 S 1000 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Owen
902 Union St #2
Brooklyn, NY 11215
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Cohen
1171 S 10th St Apt 2
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Proe
P.O. Box 94
Greenwood, CA 95635
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Every citizen can commit to saving energy - remember the CONSERVATION aspect of the formula. We must do this. Plus, we can convert our energy supply system rapidly to wind/solar/wave/geothermal if motivated to do so. Fossil fuels can be phased down quickly. Leadership by the executive branch is the way to do this since congress is more & less dysfunctional. The U.S. military is the prime waster of fossil fuels for minimal results. Let’s ask the right question: do we need to frack (kill) our village in order to save it??? That is just ABSURD.

Sincerely,

Hollis Higgins
427 W. Cleveland Ave.
Spokane, WA 99205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Tripp
442 Horseneck Rd
Westport, MA 02790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Hayes
3230 Princeton Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lorie James
1802 Marylyn Circle
Petaluma, CA 94954
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Trudy Ramirez
6601 Tennyson St. Ne #8204
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Lemoine
106 Parkwest Drive, 3-C
West Monroe, LA 71291
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katy Redmon
900 5th St
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Travers
3308 Creekridge Road
Brandon, FL 33511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Horowitz
23634 Aetna St
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Turk
618 Pacific Terrace
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Vitatoe
Po Box 2104
Battle Ground, WA 98604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Schmidt
481 Archer Street
Freeport, NY 11520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Weiss
123 Holiday Mobile Home Park
Granite City, IL 62040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Twila Stofer
60 Benton Way
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Butkus
2291 Cable Hollow Rd
Russell, PA 16345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Thomas Yarnall
149 Davis Ave
White Plains, NY 10605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula Hair
Regents Blvd
Fircrest, WA 98466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Uhuru
407 Parducci Rd
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colin Cortes
8900 Sw Sweek Dr Apt 1116
Tualatin, OR 97062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hunter
8815 Kelso Ln
Chattanooga, TN 37421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

V Laino
P. O. Box 3
Verbank, NY 12585
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vashek Cervinka
3416 Monte Vista Ave
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Curti
140 Sockanosset Cross Rd
Cranston, RI 02920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark thompson
8885 W. Thunderbird Rd #1006
Peoria, AZ 85381
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Frances
399 Carpenteria Road
Aromas, CA 95004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Noel
1605 Mt. Wilson Dr.
Leadville, CO 80461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vic Selten
1303 San Joaquin Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Wallington  
1307 Lynx St.  
Reno, NV 89506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vince Elliott
121 Piccadilly Pl Apt H
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Sherman
3939 N. Marine Dr.
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Vizansky
2071 Corto Trail
Oxnard, CA 93036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Koster
2120 Mound Street
Davenport, IA 52803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria lundell
1875 Crowe Rd.
Bloomville, NY 13739
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Volker Hauf
525 W 36th Street #2b
New York, NY 10018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Von Higgins
91 Driggs Avenue #3r
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Woelfersheim
5 Applewood Dr.
Ballston Lake, Ny, NY 12019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Hull
2029 Sargent Ave
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Macy
7222 Sierra Ave. Apt. 107
Fontana, CA 92336
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Newlin  
299 Devon Ln  
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Viktoria Vizek
46 S. Sixth Ave
La Grange, IL 60525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Bruun
518 Kenilworth Ave.
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Jones
4 Westgate
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Renardson
1113 Woodvale Dr.
Nashville, TN 37204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Solomon
3153 E. Huntington Blvd
Fresno, CA 93702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Wendel
182 Sunset Drive
Bailey, CO 80421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Brockman
698 Nw 11th Ave
Boca Raton, FL 33486
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Bauer
162 Staples
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Dabby
674 L V
674 L V, FL 32701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Weber
Po Box 794
Park Forest, IL 60466
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy & Joyce Weddle
2350 Plum Court
Pembroke Pines, FL 33026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Weed
700 E. Lake Dr. #113
Orange, CA 92866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a danger to the environment and especially bad for the aquifers. Because of this, Fracking should be banned, at least until the process becomes transparent, research is carried out on the process, and VALID safeguards are in place. Exporting fracked gas would create more demand, damage our local environments further, put money ONLY in the hands of the power companies, and mean that America would lose its access to this resource...which at this point is a toxic threat. Please, do not allow the export of fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Simonson
6 Steinway Court
Suffern, NY 10901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannine Weidner
28 Briar Lane
Rockford,, IL 61103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Welch
3249 Del Paso Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Schroeder
1599 Williams St. Apt 709
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Krupnick
4993 B. Occidenal Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Wright
18034 Ventura Blvd
Encino, CA 91316
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hilary Entley
1110 W4th St
Erie, PA 16501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have already ensured a future of more climate changes: drought and wildfires in some areas, floods in others, more severe storms, melting glacial water storage areas, melting of permafrost and release of methane gas. The fossil fuels in the ground must remain there, replaced by renewable energy, lest the global climate change become more catastrophic.

Sincerely,

Norman West
31 Warner Lane
Lake Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Flynn
7710 West Rim Dr.
Austin, TX 78731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen White
4721 Selkirk St.
Fremont, CA 94538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

W. Douglas Smith
11515 12th Ne
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Cavanaugh  
17796 33rd Rd N  
Loxahatchee, FL 33470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Rhazi
26901 Soria Circle
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stewart Wiggers
419-A Atkinson Dr. #708
Honolulu, HI 96814
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Rose
834 Warren
Hudson, NY 12534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Samek
"9404 San Rafael Av., N.E."
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Harrison
18445 Collins Street, #222
Tarzana, Ca, CA 91356
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Neill
923 W. Altgeld St., #3
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William crafts
7285 Spruce Mt. Loop
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Steitz
76 N. Parkside Ave.
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S Witka
824 43rd
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John And Nancy Witmer
150 Downs Blvd
Clemson, SC 29631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walt Kleine
3267 Hollis
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Boeger
3660 Lolita Drive
Concord, CA 94519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Meneese
4912 Clairmont Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 35222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Howe
1112 S. Lake Avenue
Duluth, MN 55802
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wolffwood  
3571 S 400 E  
Bountiful, UT 84010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia garvey
429 S 24th
Clinton, OK 73601
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking will poison water sources throughout the United States. Apparently the profits of the corporate energy companies will be of more importance to our government than clean water and the health of our citizens if these corporations are given more incentive by opening foreign markets to them. Talk about a death panel.

Sincerely,

Anne Wolf
1452 Townview Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Smerch
440 Poncha Blvd
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Elmo M. Davis
102 S. Kansas
Wichita, KS 67211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Meo
7 Bassick Lane
Westcliff, CO 81252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayna Uransky
1653 Kimtu Rd.
Garberville, CA 95542
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Schultz
3680 Fredonia Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Frack the gop!

Sincerely,

Ken Woolard
2817 Grandview Dr. W. # 7
Tacoma, WA 98466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Avery
211 West Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Lee
983 E 7th Street
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Oser
1439 Santa Fe Ave
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

H hennen
2030 Queens Ln
San Mateo, CA 94402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Wren
1285 Mclean Blvd
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Schmidt
8917 Meridian Pl Ne #201
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Okerson
2738 Julian St.
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda Williamson
7332 Cedar Creek Trail
Madison, WI 53717
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine O'Sullivan
1825 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Russ Ramirez
1798 Kenwood Place
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Heatherington
6909 Isleta Blvd Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Indiana County, PA is already suffering high levels of pollution so electricity can be generated for other areas of the US - we don't need to have our country further damaged just so our precious resources can be shipped to other parts of the world.

Sincerely,

Yolanda Broad
215 N 4th St
Indiana, PA 15701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandi Martin
Florence
Parkersburg, IA 50665
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariaelena Yepes
527 Pomelo Av. #E
Monterey Park, CA 91755
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Smalley
1943 Summit Ave
Fstrvl Trvose, PA 19053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mo Weimer
169 Briar Ln
San Mateo, CA 94403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Marzocchi
64overlook
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annabel Zammit
1859 Late Horizon Pl
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Everything sounds so great when a new method is discovered, and then too late we are told how bad it is for all of us and our planet. Do the right thing - no fracking.

Sincerely,

Marye Zambonoi
121 E. University St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Acosta
11623 Dehn Ave
Inglewood, CA 90303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garry Romanik
30 Northeast 100th Street
Miami Shores, FL 33138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Dietrick
573 Seaver Drive
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blanche Hartman
300 Page St
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Bachner
24 Arlington
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saliane Anderssen
7140 N. Guthrie Rd
Tucson, AZ 85743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Z kastl
1630 Guerrero St
Sf, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zorika Henderson
7 Sunny Knoll Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Sheffield
7918 Croton Avenue
Tampa, FL 33619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Hydraulic fracturing is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Bringing LNG ships near bridges and populated areas would be a tempting target for terrorists, and even the risk of accidental rupture and explosion cannot be as low as the industry claims. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Chandler
6 Georgian Circle
Newark, DE 19711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimie Fujimoto
1239 Ne 100th St
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Lentz
448 E Tompkins Street
Columbus, OH 43202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Dobski
Po Box 7
Haines Falls, NY 12436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Vickers
812w Webster
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol rigrod
5301 Balboa Blvd.
Encino, CA 91316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Agatha Rose
6716 Melba Ave
West Hills, CA 91307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K g
306 Williams Blvd Nw
Orting, WA 98360
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francine Quesnell
7450 W Church Rd
Gratiot, WI 53541
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dinah Abbott
144 Holm Road
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudine Thomas
1463 Date St
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Kline
5488 Serenity Pl.
Mira Loma, CA 91752
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Kurteff-Schatz
2004 N. Bend Dr.
Sacramento, CA 95835
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradbury Jay
2046 Rutledge St
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin Jensen
1617 Everett St
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Smith
33 Pine View Drive
Bluffton, SC 29910
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Nowicki
397 Mission Road
Glendale, CA 91205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Put our time and money into clean energy, more wind power, less polluted air, water, land. Please!

Sincerely,

Alice Green
P O Box 723
Wheat Ridge, CO 80034
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Staples
5792 Whistlewood Cir
Sarasota, FL 34232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nasira Abdul-Aleem
2700 Fulton St.
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary McLaughlin
52 Echo Place
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Stern
9854 Indian Key Trail
Seminole, FL 33776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I would never want fracking in my neighborhood. No one would. We should be focusing on renewables.

Sincerely,

Amy Holt
2952 Ivanhoe Glen
Fitchburg, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Lauzon
5715 202nd St. Sw #3
Lynnwood, WA 98036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristine Jackson
925 W. Wisconsin St
Portage, WI 53901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Clark
11927 Slater St.
Overland Park, KS 66213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Mokma
Po Box 1330
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Johnson
921 E 17th St Apt A1
Cheyenne, WY 82001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Futrick
4 East Elm Street
Shillington, PA 19607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Wygmans
49 Chase St. #2
Brattleboro, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Alessi
4401 Redmond Dr Apt 22101
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Rawlings
5264 Ne 121st Ave Apt 228
Vancouver, WA 98682
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Wells
9249 1st Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna erikson
Quarry Dock Road
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Cano
1628 Capitola St
Santa Maria, CA 93458
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rachel Barckhaus
4 West 90th Street Apt 2b
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Furthermore, we are looking at water shortages in my state *now*. Fracking wastes thousands of gallons at a time! Be real: global warming is *not* a liberal plot.

Sincerely,

Lois Corder-Agnew
4417 N Indiana Ave
Oklahoma City, OK 73118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Dougherty
1389 Mecklenburg Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adele Davidson
161 Craftsman Crt.
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Matthews
2548 Young Ave
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Ramauro
672 Roxbury Rd
Keene, NH 03431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Thomas Winn
P.O. Box 1123
La Conner, WA 98257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please look closely at the communities that have suffered greatly from fracking with contaminated water wells and earthquakes. This is no solution.

Sincerely,

Dawn Kuznkowski
2361 Calle Malvon
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Gaddon
1400 N. State Parkway 2e
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Tabor
Po Box 207
East Schodack, NY 12063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Rivera
80 La Salle Street, Apt. 7a
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rex Sanders
1700 Magnolia Place
Phenix City, AL 36867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mandy bratt
7967 Hillmont Dr
Oakland, CA 94605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Eda
228 Rachel Carson Way
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Britton
128 Boncouer Rd.
Cheltenham, PA 19012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Harris
334 N Lakeshore Dr
Carrollton, GA 30117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Crisafulli
264 Arlington Ave.
Kensington, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigitte Bastrenta
333 Scottsdale Road
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Aerie
618 N 19th Ave E
Duluth, MN 55812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Edmiston
21 Malcolm Rd.
Mahwah, NJ 07430
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Hoerlein
2301 G St
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Flick
470 Balsam Road
Cimarron, CO 81220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Langford
539 Rue Montaigne
Stone Mtn, GA 30083
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Lange  
1864 Evergreen St  
San Mateo, CA 94401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Rouleau
993 River Mist Dr.
Rochester, MI 48307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

STOP Fracking! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Plotke
Street Address
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Allison
Po Box 1673
Berlin, MD 21811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Levanda
612 So Barrington
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Leahy
40697 Griffin Dr.
Oakhurst, CA 93644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports will dramatically increase the scale of fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and to the climate.

Sincerely,

Neil Herring
502 Sandretto Dr
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gerard Houser
184 Pine Ridge Drive
Guilderland, NY 12084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Congdon
1573 Skyline Park Loop
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Protect the lives of countless Americans and the environment by resisting the industries that foster and promote development of fracking procedures. Do the Right Thing. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Genevieve yuen
232 Randall St.
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC THREAT to American communities, our TAXPASYERS, VOTERS, and the WILDLIFE, FOOD SUPPLY, WILD AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE ARE DEPENDING ON YOU!!!

Sincerely,

Jim Horton
1016 E. 35th St.
Charlotte, NC 28205

CREDO Action 1947
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Parker
4875 N. Backer Ave. #117
Fresno, CA 93726
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Miller
Po Box 1232
Ojai, CA 93024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. End corporate welfare to the fossil fuel industry and hold them fiscally accountable for climate change. THEN see if they still want these permits. Shame.

Sincerely,

Jason Smith
2443 N Sawyer #3
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Montgomery
2112 170th Ave Ne
Bellevue, WA 98008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Simone Cifuentes
727 Mandeville St
New Orleans, LA 70117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lyle
30452 10th Ave S
Federal Way, WA 98003
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon FitzGerald  
1373 Sw 23 Street  
Miami, FL 33145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Without further refinement of techniques, fracking will continue to be a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. If fracking is absolutely necessary, it should proceed cautiously and only be used to meet our domestic needs for natural gas. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Stevenson
1101 E 5250 S
Victor, ID 83455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Wells
1221 Black Canyon Road
Santa Susana, CA 93063
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Armando Gomez
P. O. Box 3282
Santa Rosa, CA 95402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Cocco
3733 Ridgeway St.
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Pizzorno
P.O. Box 7048
Torrance, CA 90504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Mortimer
405 W. Olive St.
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Trish Rollins
2008-A Ann Arbor Ave
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Larson
1129 Westmoreland Circle
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Girard
364 Tartan Ct
Fayetteville, NC 28311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

NO FRACKING!!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry greedmonsters access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry bullies and thugs and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Sheane
1405 E Broadway #L-106
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Bryant
6210 E Bristol Harbour Circle
Houston, TX 77084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine DeLorey
190 Alleghany Street
Boston, MA 02120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Genevieve Raymond
13324 Sw 220th St
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Lightowler-Buck
134 Nabob Row
Bainbridge, NY 13733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie North
1150 Williamson St., #204
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jodi Levine
Po Box 504
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92678
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Alton
195 Lebanon Hill Rd.
Southbridge, MA 01550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is time to invest in renewables, not destroy our future generation's groundwater for short term profits.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kinney
11 North Elmhurst Ave
Albany, NY 12205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Reinherdt
933 Bougainvillea St
Sn Luis Obisp, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pearl Rohrer
926 1 St Place
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Turov
5909 Tyndall Ave
Bronx, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jarrett Nicholson
625 Charleston St Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Nelsen
9821 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Hollywood, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francene Miller
617 Empire Road
Copake, NY 12516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Barnard
418 South Boylan Ave.,
Raleigh, NC 27603
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Viken
240 Grandview Ave W Apt 102
Roseville, MN 55113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Haag
73 Ridgeview Circle
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Scheck
349 Washburn Rd
Spencer, NY 14883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Rathbun
5228 Doe Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Davidson
6 Knollwood Drive
North Caldwell, NJ 07006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jula Pereira
130 Steiner Court
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dick hogle
58 West Arroyo Alamo
Espanola, NM 87532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda ROADY
10328 East Fair Place
Englewood, CO 80111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Perry
2325 Oakridge Ln
Malabar, FL 32950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Fox
20 Short Hill Road
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Zadaca
203 W Stewart Way
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not damage the world we live in for corporate profit!!! PLEASE!!!

Sincerely,

Phillip J Crabill
430 Copperas Trail
Highland Village, TX 75077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noah And Natasha Brenner
229 Chrystie St.
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra russell
925 Se Kamiaken
Pullman, WA 99163
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenny Villacorta
10736 S. Buffalo Ave.
Chicago, IL 60617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patsy Lowe
65 Bonanza Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92262
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Jayroe
512 Beagle Circle
Edmond, OK 73003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Klein
7 Meadow Ave
Stonington, CT 06378
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susana Canizal
1608 Eagle
Mcallen, TX 78504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Warren
10344 Stonehurst Dr
Escondido, CA 92026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Steensma
627 Calle De Valdez
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Eagan
2412 Guynn Ave.
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Ellis
1919 Market St
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Watson
Box C6
Cimarron, CO 81220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen walsh
404 Bear Drive
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph golinveaux
1737 Solano Ave Apt 207
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gitesh Amin
14944 Perdido Dr
Orlando, FL 32828
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Ulrey
2402 Sickle Road
Indianapolis, IN 46219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Heller
1415 Main St. Lot 61
Dunedin, PA 19530
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret daugherty
4525 S Atlantic Avenue
Ponce Inlet, FL 32127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marv Hain, Jr.
1902 Northridge Dr
Coralville, IA 52241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Dupin
Ridge Rd
Scotia, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Barron
3737 Sw 117th Ave Space 33
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, stephanie whittaker 2435 eggert rd. tonawanda, ny 14150

Sincerely,

Stephanie whittaker
2435 Eggert Rd.
Tonawanda, NY 14150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vaughn Currier
1424 Northgate Sq. #11b
Reston, VA 20190
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Reed
9201 Steimle Road
Eau Claire, MI 49111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faye Anderson
120 Bayshore Drive
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jared Widman
504 1/2 Dekalb Street
Port Orchard, WA 98366
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elvira Paschke
2401 Redwood St.
Anchorage, AK 99508
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary finegold
206 Dogwood Lane
Wallingford, PA 19086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Davies
3719 S. Chicago Ave.
S. Milwaukee, WI 53172
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P.W. Swafford
4709 W. 77th Ter.
Prairie Village, KS 66208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I feel that we should avoid fracking, if possible, and use any and all fossil fuels produced in the U.S. (no exports) until we develop alternative forms of energy. We should not do something which exacerbates local toxicity or global climate change in the name of the almighty dollar!

Sincerely,

William Beam
1104 Mill Creek Court
East Bend, NC 27018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pasquale Stellato
329 Glenn Rd
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Chapman
50 Badger Blvd
Meeteetse, WY 82433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Colby
8615 Sw 126th Ter
Miami, FL 33156
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winifred Covintree
3485 Kipling Ave
Berkley, MI 48072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Dolph
2707 Brackett Ave.
Yakima, WA 98902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Leech
559 Highland Ave
Charleroi, PA 15022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Kuykendall
372 East Rudasill
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Gilbert
17420 W Cr 74e
Red Feather Lakes, CO 80545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Brophy
653 Cantara Lane
Vista, CA 92081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Ward
Po Box 506
Nettie, WV 26681
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Luisa Agostini
312 Bancroft Way
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Bartlett
11968 Loch Lomond Rd
Middletown, CA 95461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

What’s more important: clean water and air so that every person, animal, and plant on the planet can survive, or allowing destructive, polluting extraction of finite fossil fuels so that 2% of the population, who have more money than they know what to do with in the first place, can get richer at the expense of the environment and our health?

Sincerely,

Patricia G. Gerresheim
69 Hillside Drive
West Shokan, NY 12494
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Fisher
2683 Tam O Shanter Dr
El Dorado Hls, CA 95762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Cohen
82 Greenfield Ave
Ardmore, PA 19003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It is poisoning our ground water. ALL life on this planet requires CLEAN WATER. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly McConnell
11375 Sw Erste
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paulette Licht
212 Half Mile Road
North Haven, CT 06473
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Rohrer
520 10th Ave E #6
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Waggener
1817 Northwestern Ave
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mari Heart
3235 Noble Ct.
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracting in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Hammer
410 Orchard St. N.
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann D’Aquino-Tearle
102 Burano Court
North Venice, FL 34275
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Starr
1020 Columbus Avenue
Lehigh Acres, FL 33972
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven Jonas
Po Box 843
East Setauket, NY 11733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Baker
3405 Brown Bridge Road
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Quigley
1618 Grape St.
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Elliot
657 W Preda Dr
Waterford, MI 48328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Marcia Bentley
P.O. Box 182238
Coronado, CA 92178
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Oil companies have claimed that the XL Pipeline promises "energy independence." This request shows that this promise is a lie. Profit is the motive, and to allow export of fracked gas endangers the environment and contributes to climate change.

Sincerely,

Brenda Daly
1201 Keller Lake Road
Burnsville, MN 55306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Schmidt
2530 E Sugar Maple Dr
Cedar, MI 49621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mansson
1201 146th St Se
Mill Creek, WA 98012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara King
Po Box 29448
Los Angeles, CA 90029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Vieth
3009 Bexley Avenue
Durham, NC 27707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy emrick
3138 Royal Gable Drive
Dallas, TX 75229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucile Edwards
Po Box 156
Tuxedo Park, NY 10987
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO FRACKING! NO FRACKING! I don’t want to pass on to my grandchildren a trashed environment nor do I want to pass on a world in which some people live in pristine environments and the less fortunate breathe air and drink water filled with toxic chemicals.

Sincerely,

Hilary Callaghan
666 Lakeview
Birmingham, MI 48009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Kesterson
205 E Harrison Ave
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Clark
604 34 Ave Ne
Great Falls, MT 59404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claude Morris
8301 Hertford Dr.
Efland, NC 27243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Fisher
69 Courter Rd.
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Eagen
519 Dyckman St
Peekskill, NY 10566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Olson
45 University Ave Se
Minnea[Polis, MN 55414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzzette Wilson
23790 Lake Drive
Menifee, CA 92587
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Anthis
608 Glenridge Dr.
Edmond, OK 73013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernice Bulgatz
9673 Shadybrook Dr. # 201
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Sonnenberg
9242 Seaman Rd
Middleport, NY 14105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Piowaty
340 W. Diversey Pkwy, #2015
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Hegsmum
4448 N Malden #3
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Keezer
1705 Wilson Street
Eau Claire, WI 54701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Miller
7654 Forest St.
Dexter, MI 48130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joseph Eveland
600 Starkey Rd Apt 706
Largo, FL 33771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Kimball
2450 North Park Boulevard
Santa Ana, CA 92706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sarah Mangum
1416 N Anderson St
Tacoma, WA 98406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Fish
6601 Blue Oaks Blvd #701
Rocklin, CA 95765
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Ritterhouse
4530 79th Ave Sw
Olympia, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bell
3012 St Paul St
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas gilmore
2211 Tonto Ridge Road
Prescott, AZ 86305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Baier
801 11th St Ste 106
Bremerton, WA 98337
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Carr
83 Edgewater
Wichita Falls, TX 76308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Sobel
222 East 80th Street
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sondra Beck
659 Fairview St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion bernstein
110 West 96 St. #7d
New York, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Mitchell
121 Edgerton St.
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Glombiak
4231 Misty Ridge Dr.
Haymarket, VA 20169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Warren
3008 Jefferson St
Stevens Point, WI 54481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Thurston
39 Lovely St
Canton, CT 06019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Tippett-Smith
302 Kim Dr
Silt, CO 81652
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Valdez
Po Box 2142
Aptos, CA 95001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seda Arnold
1909 Nero Court
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lyle
4541 Bougainvillia Drive
Lauderdale By The Sea, FL 33308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger VEIK
1122a N 30th St
Billings, MT 59101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. New Mexico and the Southwest in general is under severe drought conditions. NM has had major fires the last two summers, and towns now are having to coordinate water supplies in case of just the normal kinds of fires - someone's home, say. And YOU are going to allow what remains of our ground waters to be polluted by fracking? MAKES NO SENSE! - OTHER THAN BEING COMPLETELY SOLD-OUT TO CORPORATE INTERESTS. How do you explain this to your children? That there was a moment to slow climate warming and your DOE speeded it all up.

Sincerely,

Sheridan Phillips
3224 Casa Rinconada
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Wells
832 Metropolitan Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Pelletier
1295 Forest Avenue
Apt 2, ME 04103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Clyne
59855 Sanford Dr.
Homer, AK 99603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Peterson
427 N Santa Monica St
Los Banos, CA 93635
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendi Quest
234 Main Street
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Johnson
4892 Hunt Rd Apt 410
Blue Ash, OH 45242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Russell
8 Croghan Lane
Durham, NH 03824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Wong
6823 W Ivanhoe Street
Chandler, AZ 85226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan McIntosh
2515 Nw 77th Blvd. T302
Gainesville, FL 32606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Fogle
N/A
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgeann Calendine
342 West Temple Court Sw
Vero Beach, FL 32968
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Bradford
5122 Oconto Avenue
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Burnett
700 N Columbus
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Welty
11630 Butternut Rd.
Chardon, OH 44024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and suspend all fracking until they come up with a method that doesn't put dozens of poisons into our drinking water. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and eliminate all subsidies to any industry that pollutes our environment. Stand up!!

Sincerely,

Spencer Stall
Po Box 1001
El Prado, NM 87529

CREDO Action 2109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Hydraulic fracturing as a method for extracting natural gas leads to pollution of air and ground water. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Harmon
813 E Normal St
Kirkville, MO 63501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn bishop
1466 High School Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Griffith
245 Lumahai Place
Honolulu, HI 96825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Porretto
2640 Arbuckle St.
Houston, TX 77005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Price
260 Riverside Dr.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Vandenburgh
2620 Delaware Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Stanfill
2244 Wildwood Dr Se
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Lobue
24409 Effingham Blvd
Euclid, OH 44117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Sullivan
1909 Eddy Circle
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidney Robles
1129 Stonybrook Dr.
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Candace Lacy
103 Twisted Oak Pl
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Brazeau
2557 Springville Way
Henderson, NV 89052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erika capin
Po Box 92
Lacrosse, FL 32658
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Devra Laner
5662 Maxwelton Rd
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Nuss
6 Bruce Road
Lexington, MA 02421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Shaw
22 Butler St.
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The only, and only marginally acceptable, excuse for this poisonous process is dire domestic need. No foreign marketing can be excused; that is for the financial profit of corporations and shareholders. It damages our environment in general and the specific environment of the people whose water supply is contaminated.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hughes
8211 Via Hermosa
Sanford, FL 32771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Dupre
4017 Marietta Drive
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hannah Wiegard
13416 Bermuda Place Dr
Chester, VA 23836
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marcia Monma
Pob 680
Clinton, WA 98236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Wilken
22 Cerrado Loop
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Lazarus
524 East 20th St. 2g
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Pomies
1271 - 38th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kate Stant
6052 English Creek Ave
Egg Harbor Twp, NJ 08234
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vaughan Boleky
353 Frenchcreek Rd.
Utica, PA 16362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah McCarthy
50 Gema
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Deantoni
Po Box 220
Crestone, CO 81131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Bacci
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pablo Sabio
1160 N Federal Hwy #424
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Sweitzer
195 Norman Dr.
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Black
3870 Max Place, #202
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Landes
393 Broadway #10
Cambridge, MA 02139
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Van Arsdall
2044 Georgian Way A-2
Lexington, KY 40504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gillian McManus
First Ave.
New York City, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Freda Ballas
7531 Caruth Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75225
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Harvey
56 Potato Run Road
Washington, PA 15301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graciela Barajas
1713 Grove Street
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wirth
4834 33rd Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Gordon
4018 E Vermont St
Long Beach, CA 90814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne D. Carey
765 Oregon Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94303
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am signing this, as a person who drinks New York City water, which is downstream of the Marcellus Shale area which would be a prime objective for the frackers. Please, please, do whatever you can to protect the integrity of my drinking water (and that of some eight million other people as well) from the irresponsible self-interest of the natural-gas extraction industry.

Sincerely,

Jim Rubins
2 W 67th St
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caryn Coville
12 Addison Lane
Greenvale, NY 11548
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc And Jill Klosner
344 S Ridgewood Rd
South Orange, NJ 07079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rod Guyer
13780 Green Valley Road
Forestville, CA 95436
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Scheiderich
8161 Bordeaux Ave
Liverpool, NY 13090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. THE ONLY POSSIBLE JUSTIFICATION FOR POLLUTING OUR HOMELAND IS THE GOAL OF ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENCY. EXPORTING FRACKED GAS IS NOTHING BUT PROFIT FOR ENERGY COMPANIES. THE USA GETS NOTHING FROM IT BUT LONG TERM ECOLOGICAL AND CLIMATE DAMAGE. I URGE YOU TO REJECT ALL SUCH PERMITS.

Sincerely,

Robert Carr
743 Bradshawe Ave
Monterey Park, CA 91754
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rufino Pabico, md
5 Windrush Valley Road
Fairport, NY 14450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Follis
5555 North 6th Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Schulze
1180 Cr 157
Evant, TX 76525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Dembska
41 Megunticook St
Camden, ME 04843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Ridder
595 E Colorado Blvd Ste 618
Pasadena, CA 91101
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Pinkham  
General Delivery  
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Chaiklin
1373 Keywood Court
Concord, CA 94521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Rohrbaugh
4742 Liberty Rd S
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Riley Neugebauer
17 Warren Street
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Percy Hilo
1920, 1st Ave. #410
Seattle, WA 98101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristy Eyler
2535 N. Prospect Ave #316
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking poses some serious concerns. Liquifying the gas for export causes additional climate impact. I oppose fracking, at least until a less environmentally impactful technique is made available. Exporting it adds insult to injury. At minimum, let's keep the gas here.

Sincerely,

Joe Newton
452 Park Place
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fuller Callaway
691 John Wesley Dobbs Ave Ne U
Atlanta, GA 30312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Weill
2169 Dolan St
Fort Collins, CO 80528
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

NO to Big Oil! Why do we have to continuously tell you we say NO to Big Oil? I guess maybe you are in Big Oil’s pocket and that is why you are okay to destroy our environment to give Big Oil more money to sell our gas to other countries. You definitely know that Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. If you are not completely corrupt, Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Km Gorman
Po Box 3716
Sedona, AZ 86340
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Townsley
27 Ridge Road
Orondo, WA 98843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anawim Avila
Street Address
City, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Danneman
115 Cedar Trace
Roswell, GA 30075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen todd
63 Clinton St.
Lambertville, NJ 08530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosaire Lucassen
819 Park Avenue
Racine, WI 53403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Hohenegger
2360 W 20th St
Los Angeles, CA 90018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sara Lujan
1500 S Hayworth Ave Apt 5
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clotilde Pitkin
799 Pitkin Farms Rd.
Marshfield, VT 05658
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Ryan
8827 S.E. 12th Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sergio sanchez
305 Ave Esplendor
Walnut, CA 91789
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Maxwell
79 South Locust Ave
Salem, NJ 08079
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase demand for fracking in the United States. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Robinson
4111 Wake Robin Drive
Shelburne, VT 05482

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Briand
28281 Spencer Creek Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Harman
3120 Capitola Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Schick
703 W 13th St
Tulsa, OK 74127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stewart Hartsfield
4862 Indian Creek Ct.
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abraham Entin
4336 Sebastopol Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ream
126 Cherrydell Road
Catonsville, MD 21228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bibby
126 E Garfield St
Shippensburg, PA 17257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Flora Napoli
7307 Colonial Lake Drive
Riverview, FL 33578
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Moore
144 Hoffman Street
Philadelphia, PA 19148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Puciato
345 Main St.
White Plains, NY 10601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Hatfield
5828 Kingston Ave
Lisle, IL 60532
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lotti Knowles
5635 Woodman Ave
Valley Glen, CA 91401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Salih
1340 Lincoln Rd #808
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Rodriguez
1009 Salt Court
Redwood Shores, CA 94065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry marchessault
633 Easton Avenue
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Grant
404 W Main St
Jamestown, NC 27282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Prince
6015 Domarray Street
Coopersburg, PA 18036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keith Saunders
700 Canterbury
Saginaw, MI 48638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

JiO-Anne Morrison
2229 Sandy Dr
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Nelson
1642 E. Pinchot Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Toczynski
1327 28th St.
Manistee, MI 49660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Quick
15150 Warwick
Detroit, MI 48223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Extine
1604 Camden Pk. Dr. Sw
Olympia, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maija Veide
Pob 481
Highland, NY 12528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Whitley
Co.Rd. 3
Chesapeake, OH 45619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Knapp
1678 Vernon Place
Muskegon, MI 49441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Pala
411 West End Avenue, Apt.15a
New York, NY 10024
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McElligott
302 High At. Apt. C34
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luis Frausto
2250 Santa Ana Blvd
La, CA 90059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Sulon
Po Box 823
Middletown, CA 95461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becca Greenstein
300 N College St
Newton, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merle Bailey
1027 Gilson St
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James French
9233 Interlake Ave N Apt 301
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Stockton
229 E. 12th St. Apt.#75
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeriene Walberg
3857 Williams Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Smith
750 Mystery Spot Rd.
Santa Cruz, CA 95065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rochelle lazio
11844 Clifton Blvd #6
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Korn
1810 Weeks Ave, Apt 6d
Bronx, NY 10457
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Mednis
4184 N Bartlett Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Kelly
6493 Cooper St.
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The environment cost of fracking far exceeds the immediate profits from selling fracked gas. Allowing this gas to be exported only increases the problem. Please block all efforts to export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Carstens Smith
1808 Washington St Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Elder
460 Warner St
Cincinnati, OH 45219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Miller
2316 Camino De Los Artesanos Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Char Hengen
16682 Orilla Drive
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Waataja
44635 Airport Rd.,
Little River, CA 95456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Levine
1819 E. Republican St. #311
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert PARKER STELLATO
3015-212 East Bayshore Road
Redwood City, CA 94063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Bolin
215 W Minnesota Ave.
Deland, FL 32720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Prentice
129 Lake Rd.
W Cornwall, CT 06796
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Sleight-Brennan
10130 Redbud Rd
Stewart, OH 45778
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Morton  
6209 W. 95th Ave  
Westminster, CO 80031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Da Forno
383 Old Russell St
Woburn, MA 01801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Cullen
3045 20th Ave W Apt 308
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Rudoff
1203 N. Poinsettia Place
West Hollywood, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Mason
10811 Ne 215th Ct
Vancouver, WA 98682
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, VA 23225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy mcginnis-craft
8012 Ember Crest Trail
Knoxville, TN 37938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Cord
2008 E Windsor Dr
Bloomington, IN 47401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Piotter
904 Moore St. #453
Baraboo, WI 53913
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Angevine
Po Box 294
Idanha, OR 97350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Erikson
10 Old Warren Road
West Brookfield, MA 01585
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Spencer ADAMS
3707 Clarington Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sky Tripp
67 Shawgo Ct
Middle River, MD 21220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shiu Hung
874 Carnival Rd Se
Palm Bay, FL 32909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lorrie dirkse
626 East 14th Street #3
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, including my own, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to do more to promote energy efficiency and renewable, safe sources of energy.

Sincerely,

Mary Reed
962 Darrow Rd
Duanesburg, NY 12056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Crozier
267 Clifton Place
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Klein-Robuck
27703 Ortega Highway # 39
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Swaney
3183 Wayside Plaza, Apt 202
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Brudenell
5049 Smith Rd
Rohrersville, MD 21779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Armentrout
197 Park Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Burg
Pioneer Square Box 4005
Seattle, WA 98194
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Luoma
4014 Salem St
Concord, CA 94521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cupples
710 Via Paraiso Circle
Corona, CA 92882
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I thought that were told that we needed fracking to gain energy independence. How does importing gas help us reach this goal? It is time to say no to the Oil Barons!

Sincerely,

Jim Haas
1140 La Fayette Dr
South Elgin, IL 60177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jocelyn Anthony
6655 Mcallum St Apt 105w
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Ruthroff
P.O. Box 933
Eldridge, CA 95431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lance dotson
699 Yellow Creek Rd
Wise, VA 24293
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry Stormer  
540 S Central Ave  
Wood River, IL 62095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sophia McAllister
21 Sunlet Bnd
Johns Island, SC 29455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Waters
1100 Larkspur Landing Circle #290
Larkspur, CA 94939
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mauna Eichner
2925 Cedar Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Masullo
1080 Sanchez Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Cripps
35898 Calle Raphael
Cathedral City, CA 92234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mathers
1200 Hazel Drive
Pinole, CA 94564
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Smith
1326 Electric Av
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Fleming
7024 Atoll Ave
N Hollywood, CA 91605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Lyon
1838 Tawny Pl
Escondido, CA 92026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Couacaud
253 Loma Bonita Dr
Sn Luis Obisp, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madhulika Singh
2237 Lacey Dr
Milpitas, CA 95035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Fergus
Po Box 511
Redway, CA 95560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacia Raymond
1836 La Paz Road
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwain Haines
P O Box 55
Shingle Springs, CA 95682
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Edward Gowens
606 3rd Ave Apt 424
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia bassen
5600 Merriewood Drive
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jess palmer
920 Oak St
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Robbins
92-94 Vail Circle
Lyndonville, VT 05851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mario DeFazio
12 Tudor Dr
Ocean, NJ 07712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Babinchak
233 Yarrow Hill Dr
Cottage Grove, WI 53527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Evans
33 Maple St
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Fix
1305 Solano Apt G
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mindie Green
8566 W Elegance Ct
Magna, UT 84044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Kearney
2005 18th Ave Ne
Issaquah, WA 98029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Lev
23465 Lenderkin Lane
Philomath, OR 97370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I would like to say follow the precautionary principle except that so much is known about fracking (along with the unknown) that it makes no sense on so many levels to put so many at risk. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mona Linstromberg
831 E. Buck Creek Rd
Tidewater, OR 97390
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Center
5125 322nd Ave Se
Fall City, WA 98024
Game over for the climate? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thou shalt not frack.

Sincerely,

Margaret Beegle
550 Varner Circle
Golden Valley, MN 55427
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Les Thompson
39272 Mount Gilead Rd
Leesburg, VA 20175
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Carlson
45403 150th St
Roseau, MN 56751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol & Clark Custodio
1460 Fielder Street
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy cobb
823 Alvarado St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dave Hicks
936 Taylor St.
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Polowetzky
63 Avenue A, 5d
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jess Alford
34 Easy St.
Tijeras, NM 87059
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalee Clarke
876 Spinosa Dr
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports is unacceptable because it would immediately and dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry unregulated access to huge foreign markets. The pollution caused by fracking and by burning the fuel must stop now. It is profoundly important that you act forcefully to stand up to the fossil fuel industry. I specifically ask you to deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sigrid Asmus
4009 24th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Boyer
236 Forest Street
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Scheib
2430 Iris Road, Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Fifer
16077 Willow Creek Rd.
Lewes, DE 19958
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Karlan
60 Park Terrace West Apt A40
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Yvonne Day
12633 Walcroft St
Lakewood, CA 90715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne zuniga
301 Ne 65th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Huffman
Street Address
City, FL 32456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Kuhlman
Po Box 1692
Paonia, CO 81428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trevor Koch
18724 Ne Everett Ct
Portland, OR 97230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Balmes
126 Southern Ter
Island Lake, IL 60042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Larsen
393 Coventry Rd
Kensington, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Olmstead
16 East 98 St
New York, NY 10029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Campbell
20 Drummer Boy Way
Lexington, MA 02420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Keyes
613 Wisconsin St
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Shifrin
2239 Henley Hollow Rd
Liberty, TN 37095
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilma Jaffe
1318 Glenfield Ave
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Supporting monied interests over the health of our environment does not serve our national interest, nor our species interest. Fracking, tar sands, Keystone... they all need to stop NOW before global climate change puts an end to civilization as we have known it the last hundred years.

Sincerely,

Robert Ciernia
41 Fareway Dr
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The Natural Gas, Propane, and diesel fuel industry exports USA fuel to Europe, China and other countries at a much higher fee and then they say there is a shortage here and charge Americans more—that is not helping the struggling Americans! There are more important principles than making money and polluting the world!

Sincerely,

Lois Shelton  
13580 Capitol Dr  
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Buckbee
5853 Ferndale Road
Rushford, MN 55971
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ross
581 Mitchell Ave.
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

F Adler
1725 Shatuck
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skywalker Payne, RN
P. O. Box 947
Polacca, AZ 86042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Willis
2493 Citrus Garden Cir
Henderson, NV 89052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray McKeen
42 Northwood Dr
Nashua, NH 03063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwendolyn Ermlich
138 Fork Shop Road
Cooperstown, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Martin
2357 310th Avenue
Chelsea, IA 52215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Recently, the Department of Energy received a study, authored by NERA Economic Consulting for DOE. It is seriously flawed. The Department must correct the flaws before using it as part of any LNG export decisions. Without reliable information, no decision can be made and no permits issued. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, at least until realistic projections of actual domestic requirements and environmental impacts are done.

Sincerely,

Kirk Leonard
Street Address
City, OR 97303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Payden-Travers
1711 Link Rd
Lynchburg, VA 24503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McFarland
496 Western Highway
Blauvelt, NY 10913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Burton
12624 Remington Rd.
Apple Valley, CA 92308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Moyer
468 Hollyhock Hill Rd
Braintree, VT 05060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerensa Davenport
3421 Idlewood Ave
Richmond, VA 23221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Seiz
Boundry Road
Wenonah, NJ 08090
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Onuf
Old Wendell Rd
Northfield, MA 01360
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Enga
3500 E John St
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Sara L. Hoyt M.D.
11wakefield Dr., Apt.2305,
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Perry Johnson
5820 Carol
Morton Grove, IL 60053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Hays
206 Bonnie Brae
Elmhurst, IL 60126
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Young  
1256 Center St  
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Wildwood
3007 Serena Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is time for our country to be a leader when it comes to prioritizing environmental protections and setting aside big business interests. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Aderholt
8945 Renken Road
Staunton, IL 62088
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan De Vos
610 N. Midvale Blvd.
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Constance Hill
292 Central Ave
Englewood, NJ 07631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Lundholm
2014 N. Old Hicks Road
Palatine, IL 60074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Wolff
4535 E 1369th Rd.
Earlville, IL 60518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bailey
1345 Encinitas Blvd.
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Romo
9 West 64th St.
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Grotzky
4575 Squires Circle
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Lewis
1154 N Mariposa Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Sutter
1400-8th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Haggerty
27 Winterhaven Dr
Orono, ME 04473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bette Bates
124 Valley Dr
Black Mountain, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberley Chalfant
Po Box 6243
Indianapolis, IN 46206
U.S. Department of Energy
 RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
 To Whom it May Concern:

 Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

 Sincerely,

 Jim Merical
 40 North Fir Street
 Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Smith
7135 Comanche Canyon
Las Vegas, NV 89113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Wilson
3743 Jay
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blake Winter
6313b W Quaker St
Orchard Park, NY 14127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margie Diegelman
331 Robbins Sta. Rd.
North Huntingdon, PA 15642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Charity
Pobox 252
South Paris, ME 04281
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Darger
2344 Buffalo Bill Drive
Park City, UT 84060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Brown
54 Aero Drive
Defuniak Springs, FL 32433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Carpenter
801 E 250 St
Euclid, OH 44132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Iris Chynoweth
4954 Ponderosa Way
Midpines, CA 95345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Barrett
11462 Pegeen Place
El Cajon, CA 92021
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Veith
2400 Madison Rd Apt 8
Cincinnati, OH 45208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Quartararo
159 Archangela Ave
Colonia, NJ 07067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Carrier
1180 Freelock Drive
Mount Pleasant, SC 29464
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheldon Becker
663 Sky Trail Rd
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Clarkeroberts
3252 Lemmons St
Riverbank, CA 95367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Golden
223 Hillsdale Drive
Wilmington, NC 28403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaremy Lynch
160 Allen Point Road
Harpswell, ME 04079
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrice Brown
3 Dattillo Rd
Derry, NH 03038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arleen Kanea
330 East 74th St
New York, NY 10021
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Swanson
Bickler Rd
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara Hart-Negrich
230 N. Magnolia
Lansing, MI 48912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Etchison
Po Box 691
Fort Ashby, WV 26719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, the environment, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hardin
204 Furches St.
Raleigh, NC 27607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Blunt
11948 Sw 122 Ct
Miami, FL 33186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Kale
10360 Ne Wasco St.
Portland, OR 97220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Bird
Depot Rd
Harwich, MA 02645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Benschoter
701 Hummingbird Ln
Ruston, LA 71270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Gwynn
2304 Dovetail St
Pflugerville, TX 78660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh Surgent
1410 Derby Street
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricky Dowdal
23 Emily Lane
Taylorsville, NC 28681
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kate Sims
2732 S. Greenwood
Wichita, KS 67216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Brooks
100 Main St
High Point, NC 27872
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Zwerling
2509 Sw Cooper Ln.
Port St. Lucie, FL 34984
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole McMullen
1957 Placita Tampico
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Schaut
3720 27th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Lawrence
10 Saxony Drive
Harrison City, PA 15636
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Whitney Metz
110 Dudley Fork Road
Mannington, WV 26582
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Racine
1643 W. 5th. St.
Mesa, AZ 85201
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Rosenberger
356 E Holiday Drive
Decatur, IL 62526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, NV 89005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharina Nordmann
237 Glen Cove Ave
Carle Place, NY 11514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should not encourage the practice of fracking by approving these applications.

Sincerely,

Douglas Howard
6830 Orchid Lane
Dallas, TX 75230
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R. levy
856 Tulip
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monika Skowronska
16 Bantry Court
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Bilheimer
40 Hawk Road
Levittown, PA 19056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Christensen
1610 East 2nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Desiree Fleck
195 Buzz St.
Branson, MO 65616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Justin Gaeta
601 Se Atlantic Dr.
Lantana, FL 33462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gay Goden
18951 Abby Ave
Euclid, OH 44119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Kennie
10 Wheatfield Ln.
West Dennis, MA 02670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Langan
2710 Marcy Ave
Colorado Spgs, CO 80910
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Cunningham
23 Libby Pines Rd
Standish, ME 04084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Mancini
7 Blaine Dr
Palm Coast, FL 32137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nima Rosepiper
62 Stockbridge Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for your time. Renee McEwen

Sincerely,

Renee McEwen
61 Mayfair Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Kesner
521-A E. College St.
Bridgewater, VA 22812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Ogaard
2213 Everett Ave E Apt E
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Herbert
281 Notch Hill Road
North Branford, CT 06471
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Mitchell
5646 Charles Street
Naperville, IL 60563
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Pulvino
5743 Snowden Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Luntz
2180 Golf Isle Drive, #1101
Melbourne, FL 32935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob & Ella Rozett
Po Box 646
Graton, CA 95444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Moira Nelson
2415 Silverstrand Avenue
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Long
1424 Briarcliff Ave
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Eshleman
43 Crescent Dr.
Manheim, PA 17545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurence Wert
52 Bible Hill Rd.
Hillsborough, NH 03244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Billie Porter
21 Clarks Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Horn
Horn
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patty Sparks
11847 Laurelwood Drive # 206
Studio City, CA 91604
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merick Chaffee
1461 University Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonah Blaustein
4713 Somerset Rd
Riverdale, MD 20737
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Heptig
175-40 Dalny Road
Jamaica, NY 11432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Ohlson
795 Founders Path
Southold, NY 11971
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Koslen
29276 Bryce Rd.
Pepper Pike, OH 44124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking kills. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzi c
7414 Alkire
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Kehoe
309 Rio Vista Lane
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rachel Tedesco
105 Sachem Rock Ave
E Bridgewater, MA 02333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Howard
402 S. Chestnut
Iola, KS 66749
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda London
198 Euclid Avenue
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shana Ross
1323 Victory Lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Segal
2487 Prospect Drive
Upland, CA 91784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Charas
11 Sparta Street
San Francisco, CA 94134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Bechtel
36176 Golden Gate Drive
Yucaipa, CA 92399
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Fernandez
1261 Rainbow Valley Blvd
Fallbrook, CA 92028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Gaffney
1444 S. Hametown Rd.
Copley, OH 44321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Scholfield
99706 Bluewater
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek yearwood
5 Woodstream Ct
Greenville, SC 29609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darren Mitton
280 Northern Ave
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Otto
8300 E. Dixileta Dr. Unit 304
Scottsdale, AZ 85266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, the climate, and the planet! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. PLEASE, PLEASE stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Moricca
2618 Sonoma Way
Pinole, CA 94564
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Mellet
P.O. Box 10133
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alba Stroube
2500 Steck Ave
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Leshinsky
2008 Maxwell Lane
Mars, PA 16046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Worse, frackers get so little oversight, they have "plausible deniability" on the extreme harm fracking causes. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Churchill
306 S 3rd St. Box 313
Oregon, IL 61061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Cannon
1662 Lake Dr.
Haslett, MI 48840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Deaver
Po Box 923
Cornville, AZ 86325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Beyers
390 W Clackamas Blvd
Gladstone, OR 97027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alisabeth Brown
272 S. Lasky Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Baldwin
78 Alena Place
Kihei, HI 96753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nenah Sylver
5163 W. Kerry Lane
Glendale, AZ 85308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Leffler
702 Prospect Ave Apt 2
Prospect Park, PA 19076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Gordon
351 Marine Ave #F9
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Pace
445 Gramatan Ave Apt Ad2
Mount Vernon, NY 10552
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Todd Gilmour
48 Eldridge St
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shaun Niel
10700 N Decker Dr
Tucson, AZ 85742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Green
Po Box 517
Grand Lake, CO 80447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Winter
16620 Fetlock Dr.
Reno, NV 89508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why are we willing to destroy our nation's water supply and cede our lands to earthquakes and horrendous contamination, for the benefit of exporting natural gas. Where is the sense in any of this? When the last tree dies; and the last river is poisoned, we will learn that we can not eat MONEY

Sincerely,

Virgene Cox
2136 Depping Rd
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike alexander
6525 83rd Ave Se
Snohomish, WA 98290
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia Bancroft
Po Box 594
Cedar Crest, NM 87008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucille Barish
200 Riverside Drive 6a
Nyc, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mini Liu
135 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11238
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Reese
203 Washburn
Elgin, IL 60123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Penrose
301 S. Chadwick St
Philadelphia, PA 19103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Witmer
7441 Sw 66th Lane
Gainesville, FL 32608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy koteen
138 Lafayette Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Mick
12045 Lincolnshire Dr
Austin, TX 78758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Allen
3533 Avalon Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Volk
9988 Ne Crooked River Drive
Terrebonne, OR 97760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob & Beth Passi
11954 Scenic River Drive
Baxter, MN 56425
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Mische
1601 39th Ave N.E.
Columbia Hghts, MN 55421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris O'Brien
801 Waddell Ave # 2
Key West, FL 33040
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cheney
John.Cheney88@Gmail.Com
Hendersom, NV 89014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Pew
348 Indiana Ave
Girard, OH 44420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Schock
5403 Mill Stone Way
Fort Collins, CO 80528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry Rhoades
4820 Sanctuary Trail
Billings, MT 59101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Clean air and clean water are more valuable than money. The government must protect clean air and water!

Sincerely,

Idelle Peterson
434 Colby St Po Box 239
Bourbon, MO 65441
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Ashley
1908 19th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

There are so many environmental and health issues related to fracking that have not been fully researched. So far, fracking has proven a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Fautsch
129 Melba Rd
Encinitas, CA 92024
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Kahle
2685 Bowmont Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Price
66905 Paahihi St
Waialua, HI 96791
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Harp
1855-B Scenic Drive
Modesto, CA 95355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The only people who want fracking to happen are those who will make money from it and those who are ignorant.

Sincerely,

Catherine McShane
309 South Wayne Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Bentrup
2598 Fairview Blvd
Fairview, TN 37062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patsy Goss
308 N. Mckinney
Ennis, TX 75119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Marin
Gansevoort St
Ny, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Israel
9259 Fostoria Court
San Diego, CA 92127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William sweetling
5278 N. Augusta Ave.
Fresno, CA 93710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Knapp
42 Wyndwood Road
West Hartford, CT 06107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Patterson
933 Paloma Ave. Apt. B
Burlingame, CA 94010
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Richkus
206 Congress Street
Jersey City, NJ 07307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Cameron
3009 Furneaux Ln.
Carrollton, TX 75007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antonio martinez
Lavade
Bonita, CA 91902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herbert Wasserman
825 Ocean Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Snyder
Po Box 2301
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Pelton
903 Maclay Dr
San Jose, CA 95123

CREDO Action 2498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Gilbert
1377 Skye Pkwy
West Linn, OR 97068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isaac Dowd
3076 Marlow Rd. F228
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Szymkowiak
108 Trues Pond Rd
Montville, ME 04941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Klaus Proemm
14 Harrison St
Canton, NY 13617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Beal
7248 Poss Road
San Antonio, TX 78240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking and the export of fracked gas will dramatically increase greenhouse gas emissions (fact not conjecture). Based on last year's higher overall temperatures, droughts and extreme weather events, this is probably our very last chance to do something to slow Global Climate Change. If you do nothing about this you will go down in history as the administration who put the final nail in our collective coffin.

Sincerely,

Jane Ward
5307 First St
Crosby, TX 77532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Wilson
314 Jefferson Ave
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rogelio Esparza
654 Mccall
Corpus Christi, TX 78404
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Anne Wilson  
502 Byron Plantation Rd.  
Albany, GA 31721
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Robinson
1314 East 56th St.
Chicago, IL 60637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Wingate
820 Morning Glory Lane
Bedford, TX 76021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnny Jones, Jr.
3523 24 Th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Sherbula
302 Court
Elkhorn, WI 53121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Dan H
High St.
Atglen, PA 19310
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Wiese
3236 10th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Boucher
409 Altamont Street
Charlottesville, VA 22902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Thor
109 Goodrich Ave
Syracuse, NY 13210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamar May
127 Eliot St #3
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah McElroy Pool
13588 Railroad Avenue
Glen Ellen, CA 95442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Barry
9696 Junewood Lane
Loomis, CA 95650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel McMannis
1240 W Sims Way #97
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Maeztu
9473 Sw 32nd Ln
Gainesville, FL 32608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Dickerson
3215 West Viewmont Way West
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking will kill our water and soil. DO NOT FRACK.

Sincerely,

S. T.
Noneavailable
Not Available, CA 95813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margith maughan
8 Hillside Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jinjer Hundley
10712 Camarillo Street
Toluca Lake, CA 91602
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Milan Slavkovich
700 Fort Washington Ave Apt 3c
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please work for the people rather than the gas companies.

Sincerely,

Susan Waller
6668 Camino Rojo
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Donora
3926 Ne 64th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Zavattero
1001 Walker Ave #2
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lippman
Hc 64 Box 3208
Castle Valley, UT 84532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Stroh
376 Center Street #332
Chula Vista, CA 91910
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we MUST frack lets at least keep the gas at home to assure a future without foreign oil.

Sincerely,

Mary Jo Kuffner
222 N Columbus Dr #2603
Chicago, IL 60601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Thasing
1260 Jackson Ave Sw
Bandon, OR 97411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Pier
405 Solano Ave.
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Steffes
2209 Via Mariposa E Unit C
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristine Mattis
1733 Sheridan Dr
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Good
603 Nw 22nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Almeida
504 Reynolds Dr.
Petaluma, CA 94954
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Brumbaugh
36985 Shoreham Dr.
Eastlake, OH 44095
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Cruciata
601 Kappock St.
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sutton
3730 58th Street
Sacramento, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph E Hoover Jr
4717 Sw West Hills Dr.
Topeka, KS 66606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Skorupa
125-D Seminary Drive
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julianne Ramaker
1375 Ne Elk Court
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Van der Gaag
120 N Main St
Chalfont, PA 18914
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Moustafa Nour  
1 Lake Street  
Salem, NH 03079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Lykins
52347 Se 3rd Street
"Scappoose, Or", OR 97056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Cox
11 Park Drive # 22
Boston, MA 02215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tracy Reid
10 Monroe Street
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Lima
3635 Seaside Dr.
Key West, FL, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Lethert
3447 Tenth Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane-Ann Phillips  
1060 Robbins Rd.  
Brookings, OR 97415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Winfield
Po Box 322
Jeffersonville, NY 12748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Kirschenmann
3703 Woodland St
Ames, IA 50014
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitchell donian
204 W 10 St
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken scott
Po Box 77282
Tucson, AZ 85703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arwen Dewey
2006 15th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Avram Eisner
1420 East Pine Street
Seattle, WA 98122
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Riley
64 Glenside Trail
Sparta, NJ 07871
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Clarke
184-20 Edgewood Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Walker
144 Sawkill Ave.
Milford, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalind Snydner
325 Bradford Ave
Warrington, PA 18976
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking should be BANNED! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Gregory
1693 Macom Dr
Sedalia, CO 80135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Davis
655 Challinor Lane
Grand Junction, CO 81504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Nazario
840 Sandy Hill Trail
Camden, DE 19934
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Espinola
7a Standish Court
Greenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hill
1315 Houston Valley Rd.
Greeneville, TN 37743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Lukacher
9 Maccracken Lane
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Abel
8375 Pine Cross Lane
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laila Solaris
832 56th St
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Walters
4053 Sunshine Canyon
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyva Holman
1455 1 Ave
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pieter Judson
3453 Midvale Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Brayboy
Po Box 4036
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrew Seavy
1530 15th Ave Unit 606
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Hiltner
23 Old Mill
Hightstown, NJ 08520
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melvin Hathorn
7 Cherry Hill Ct
Cromwell, CT 06416
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Massman
42861 N Janette St
Antioch, IL 60002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Mackey
209 E Durard St
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Hudson
1319 Forest Ave
Knoxville, TN 37916
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I implore you to deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Jenna milner
108 South Albany St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L Robe
4800 Baseline Rd
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Johnston
113 E Main Sr
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Shelby
Brea Crest Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer hamilton
2140 227th St
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gail Canzano

81 S Main St

West Hartford, CT 06107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Wiig
141 Benton Rd
Morris, CT 06763
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Exporting natural gas means less energy independence for the US. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonja Loewenthal
104 Porter Place
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rani Fischer
665 Endicott Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann despont
25 Corey Lane
Mendham, NJ 07945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Schenker
35 Old Mill Road
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy C Martin
777 San Antonio Rd. #132
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Heyward
6360 Bloomfield Rd
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie sakol
630 Vernon Av
Glencoe, IL 60022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Verburg
561 Greenwich St., Apt. 9
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Berg
P.O.Box 721
Hilo, HI 96721
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Motz
2118 Oakridge Ave
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Barber
6 Line Street
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Abbott
551 East 20th Street
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Milton Spann
920 Blairmont Dr.
Boone, NC 28607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Barshay
705 S. 41st Street
Boulder, CO 80305
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Von Radics
995 S Oakdale Ave
Medford, OR 97501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Polly Jackson
509 Morningside Dr, Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Holmgren
427 A 40th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Scannell
70 Liberty St.
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vinnedge Lawrence
299 Saddleback Road
West Baldwin, ME 04091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Dellaquila
105 Strathmore Dr.
Rochester, NY 14616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Heiserman
54 Morningside Dr.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Garrett
2880 Chesterfield Dr
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Becker
35 Horne Rd
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Sandercock
200 Laurel Lake Dr W 222
Hudson, OH 44236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Costa Chitouras
10 Packard Ave
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Hurst
120 Brentwood Drive
Cheshire, CT 06410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loba Moon
8175 C Arthur
Cototi,, CA 94931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne adrian
192 1st Avenue
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan maguire
39 Breezy Hill Terrace
Nahant, MA 01908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Ramsey
10 Canary Rd.
Rocky Point, NY 11778
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Kislak
128 Sunflower Court
Milford, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steffie Yost
27 E. 13th Street
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Reba
19976 Sr 92
Susquehanna, PA 18847
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joyce cheney
2724 W Kiowa
Co Springs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop giving tax write-offs to the oil/gas industry and bring fracking under the regulation of the EPA NOW! They are destroying our water and our air. We don't want to die for their obscene profits!!!

Sincerely,

Bob Massaro
Tarryall Ct
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Riebeling
1316 Dickinson St
Philadelphia, PA 19147
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Ebersold
1054 N Vista St Apt 2
West Hollywood, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Mish
716 1st Ave Se
Pine Island, MN 55963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

to Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan West
6 Rivermeadow Dr
Chelmsford, MA 01824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Thomas
100 Summit Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. FRACK NO

Sincerely,

Jim Milstead
1469 Oriental
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mona Key
19800 Sw Touchmark Way Apt 487
Bend, OR 97702
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Swensen
4323 Echo Valley
Glen Arm, MD 21057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pandora Edmonston
4279 Grist Road
Mariposa, CA 95338
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David MacDonald
266 Grandview Terrace
Hartford, CT 06114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ned Riley
Box 113
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Parnes
32174 N. Larkspur Dr.
San Tan Valley, AZ 85143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Douglas
175 N.W. 97th Avenue
Portland, OR 97229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Duane Hanson
3227 Se 63rd Ave
Pdx, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Baksa
8355 Nw 66th St. - #9975
Miami, FL 33166
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sirois
P.O. Box 256
Summerland, CA 93067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Todd
2107 Woodstock Lane
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Culpepper
Rr 1 Box 219-10
High View, WV 26808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Pascale
116 Sereno Dr.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Wroblewski
17 Fairway Drive
Manorville, NY 11949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat steinbrick
423 Providence Pike
Putnam, CT 06260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Camhi
895 24th Avenue #5
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryce Hutchinson
Po Boc 2100
Rogue River, OR 97537
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Cooke
47146 A Pulama Rd
Kaneohe, HI 96744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Grace Manning
1163 Redtail Hawk Ct. #1
Youngstown, OH 44512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita bragin
2402 Antigua Circle
Coconut Creek, FL 33066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marijean Dornback
408 Horatio Court
Cary, NC 27519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Parker
35 Warrington Drive
Rochester, NY 14618
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Haskins
Po Box 5073
Hilo, HI 96720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris bongardt
770 Laguna Drive
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hurlic
5147 Deane Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Coady
240 East 55th Street
New York, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Smith
4227 Summit Point Rd
Charles Town, WV 25414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Dornfeld
1052 Pegasus Pl
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadine Kelth
415 Oaklandnave
Council Bluffs, IA 51503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Herndon
6165 Alapaki Rd
Kapaa, HI 96746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Arkow
21 Carlton Drive
Holliston, MA 01746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Baker
E9340 East Bay Lane
Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine McStravick
5614 Highland Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Horner
3084 S Xanthia St
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold McMullen
833 Circle N
Hastings, NE 68901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Treon
P.O. Box 1515
Waldport, OR 97394
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Maguire
24 Donna Lynn Drive
East Greenbush, NY 12061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Windell
4101 Spring Valley Rd, Apt C1
Harrisburg, PA 17109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Elsner
186 South Stonington Dr.
Palatine, IL 60074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Davis
2227 Canyon Blvd
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Anderson
13321 Torch River Rd.
Rapid City, MI 49676
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherman Lewis
2787 Hillcrest Ave.
Hayward, CA 94542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Kelly
2 Ruben Duren Way
Bedford, MA 01730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Diefenbach
1717 Port Manleigh
Newport Beach, CA 92660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Verwiel
2129a N. Magnolia
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mohammad Borujerdi
26 Meleny Road
Locust Valley, NY 11560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Stark
2823 Moir Dr.
Fort Garland, CO 81133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Paul Pitkin
N/A
Cortland, NY 13045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is time to deploy better solutions to meet our nation's energy needs. Please invest, instead, in cleaner energy strategies! Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christine Beier
5830 Huntington Ave
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hart
10236 Brighton Cir
Twinsburg, OH 44087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Frischman
1023 Washington Blvd Apt 201
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis Hinckley
1095 Pinellas Point Dr.S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Arnold
P.O. Box 763
Penngrove, CA 94951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley Ries
285 Nw 35th St Apt 46
Corvallis, OR 97330
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Roberts
4241 Hedgewood
Saginaw, MI 48603
To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would obviously increase fracking in the United States. Fracking has provably negative effects on water, and thus on the health and economic activity, including farming and ranching, in areas impacted by fracking. The fossil fuel industry has had free rein to do as they want for far too long; please deny their applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bresnan
5713 Lunada Ln
Long Beach, CA 90814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Harris-Gershon
6333 Waldron St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Park
103 Sweetbriar Avenue
Chattanooga, TN 37411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Brenneman
7951 S. Three Gait Lane
Canby, OR 97013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ford Doran
2913 S Rita Ln
Tempe, AZ 85282
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Minasian
107 Creek Edge Court
Waunakee, WI 53597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Montanus
105 Cardinal Ct.
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Pappas
825 Seal St. #1405
Saint Paul, MN 55114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Bruder
349 Haloa Road
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mandy Mercure
615 Second Ave
Seattle, WA 98104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susie Jason
P.O.Box 608
Ft.Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Kilts
23321 - 62nd Avenue South, E104
Kent, WA 98032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David McAlaster
2181 Birchwood Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need focus on alternative fuel, NOT more ways to raise the carbon levels in the atmosphere! Stop this insanity for the sake of money to huge companies, at the expense of the future of the planet.

Sincerely,

Ardeth L. Weed
520 Hemlock Way, #4
Edmonds, WA 98020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Hausladen
34379 St. Paul Blvd.
Rochester, NY 14617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McConnon
2727 Parker St., Apt. H
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

What did they do to you to make you think we voted for you to increase the multi-century domination of this country by the Oil & Gas corporate elite?? How stupid are you anyway - we can’t freaking drink oil. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grayson Porter
Po Box 07038
Fort Myers, FL 33919
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaitlin Faudie
2858 Gravel Ridge Dr.
Rochester Hills, MI 48307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan McLucas
14 William St
Somerville, MA 02144
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Tesar
7713 Mill Pond Dr
Waxhaw, NC 28173
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Densmore
33 Wildflower
Corte Madera, CA 94925
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am fairly stunned that we would even consider trashing our planet for additional oil company profits. This borders on insanity! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Peterson
2203 Nw Clearwater Dr
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Danis
13535 Linden Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ellmore
2024 Burnet Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Pucillo
18 Ashley St
East Boston, MA 02128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Nickelson
2926 110th Ave. E.
Edgewood, WA 98372
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Whitcomb
47 Surrey St
San Francisco, CA 94131
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Fernow
80 Cotton Brook Rd
Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shirley Davis
6021 E Avenida Arriba
Tucson, AZ 85750
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Weedman
103 Janice Avenue
Longview, WA 98632
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Spaner
17170 Deer Mountain Rd
Marthasville, MO 63357
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Dirksen
221 Bay St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Van Valkinburgh
5424 W Hutchinson St
Chicago, IL 60641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stu lips
Arthur
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Erickson
7303 Ely Lake Dr
Eveleth, MN 55734
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Upham
56 Hilltop Court
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Hushagen
8406 Cedarhome Dr
Stanwood, WA 98292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Sanderson
12 Martin’S Cove
Lamoine, ME 04605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Landy
187 Windsor Place
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Len & Eleanor Spano
54 Huntley Rd
Phoenix, NY 13135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Foster
1515 Nuuanu Ave #114
Honolulu, HI 96817

CREDO Action 2723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emilia Bland
1010 University Ave 580
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janiece Katherman
264 67th St
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Janusko
1329 Eaton Ave
Bethlehem, PA 18018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kath glatz
Sw
Denver, CO 80223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pat Okerlund
332 Bartell Dr
Chesapeake, VA 23322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Smith
427 Mautucket Road
Wakefield, RI 02879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arielle Cribb
574 Saint Nicholas Avenue #12
New York, NY 10030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Smith
29932 J Road
Hotchkiss, CO 81419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hill
6085 Avenida Antigua
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amanda Elinoff
620 Pleasant St./Apt. 2f
Paxton, MA 01612
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lin snider  
64 Riverview Ave.  
Tarrytown, NY 10591
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana Harker
22741 1/2 Ventura Blvd.
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Campbell
3614 27th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Until we KNOW that we can frack safely, we MUST NOT

Sincerely,

Sharon Routledge
124 Castle Rd
Mary Esther, FL 32569
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Davis
4109 Lake Lynn Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Elsbach
530 Showers Drive #7118
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Lewis
1885 Laguna Del Campo
Templeton, CA 93465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Raby
1042 Camino Real
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Chye
175 Miramonte Dr
Moraga, CA 94556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxine Special
13576 Viola Dr
Sterling Hts, MI 48312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Marts
341 East Jamestown Rd. Unit 47
Greenville, PA 16125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Hluska
2932 Norwood Avenue
New Kensington, PA 15214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Hostetler
16208 N 35th Way
Phoenix, AZ 85032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Boyd O’Dell
709 Morningside
Columbia, MO 65201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sage Wallower
477 Paseo Del Descanso
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Blumenfeld
29 Crestview Drive
Clinton, NJ 08809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please consider the long term risks. Remember how much lead in paint and exhaust affected children developmentally- and note that since banning lead that crime rates have dropped. We don't really know just how many toxins are being flushed into our aquifers.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lansdale
Lake
Towson, MD 21286
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Finn
5187 Greig Road
Greig, NY 13345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Luebke
400 Ortega Avenue #A311
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert J. And Ann Pries
11159 Sheridan Rd.
New Lothrop, MI 48460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We MUST put the safety of our citizens above the profits of large energy companies. We also need to put people to work developing the renewable sources that will carry us out of recession and into the future. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Isom
738 45th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dayna Lamb
7046 W Resthaven Pl
Tucson, AZ 85757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicky Krulic
831 Castlebar Ct.
Manchester, MO 63021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Unpolluted drinking water is a basic need and a natural right of all beings. All groundwater and aquifers should be a Public Trust. It is not sufficient to address serially each insult to the integrity of our water resources, community by community. Clean water IS a national trust resource. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, our basic human rights, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We can and must replace our reliance on fossil fuels and dirty, expensive, dangerous nuclear with the abundant clean energy that shines on us and blows around us every day. We can, and we must.

Sincerely,

Sally Shaw
100 River Rd
Gill, MA 01354
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The health threats to both people and the earth are so much greater than the need for the fossil fuel industry to make profits. The people, our economy and the earth are sick. Let's make them well while creating jobs that do not add to the ‘illness’. Sustainable jobs in clean energy, and coal is not clean, can generate profits to the energy industry while providing the planet and its people better livability.

Sincerely,

Roberta Cade
Po Box 5989
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Paul
4045 Nw Witham Hill Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Roeder
662 N 85 Street
Omaha, NE 68114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Spaziani
Po Box 4593
Missoula, MT 59806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Bowen
1425 N. Bradley
Santa Maria, CA 93454
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kory Kinnick
2099 E Main St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Truesdell
140 S. Mansfield St.
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrea Rosen
3266 Worthington St., Nw
Washington, DC 20015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Pachter
1517 S Park St.
Red Wing, MN 55066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Barton
245 Uncas St
Bethlehem, PA 18015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Glenn & Barbara Evans
1100 University St.
Seattle, WA 98101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Kempffer
1931 Morgan Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Rebella
4720a Winners Circle N
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Gonzalez
5820 Bender Rd
Cincinnati, OH 45233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Enderle
1627 Clinton Ave
Berwyn, IL 60402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We Americans can do better than this, both with development of green energy sources and technologies, and conserving energy appropriately.

Sincerely,

Mary Daniels

14701 Dayton Ave N Apt 314
Shoreline, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Mantas
372 Wilson Avenue
Township Of Washington, NJ 07676
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Cogan
6800 35th Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terri Washington
903 S. Ashland
Chicago, IL 60607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Letman
355 Pennsylvania Ave
Roosevelt, NY 11575
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Lehn
293 Hildred Dr
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jilda Deline
Wallace Ave
Bronx, NY 10462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The fracking madness must end. You don't need DOE reports that lie when all you have to do is look at hundreds of our communities that have been decimated by fracking already. I don't want to light my faucet on fire! I don't want my house I worked hard to pay for to be reduced to worthlessness! I don't want the USA to become the next Middle East! JUST SAY NO, NO, NO!

Sincerely,

Mary Linda Chapman
13001 Debra Dr
Laurinburg, NC 28352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Goss
4591 Lockwood Rd.
Perry, OH 44081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Machala
613 Flagler Rd
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Palmer
500 Atalanta Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John johnson
1109 Grant Ave.
Rockford, IL 61103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hardeman
1815 Wilson Ave
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you don’t stand up to the fossil fuel dinosaurs, the human race may well go the way of the dinosaurs. We cannot burn all that gas and maintain livable temperatures on this planet!

Sincerely,

Patricia Goldsmith
205 Schneider Road
Hudson, NY 12534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Watazychyn
6999 Citrus Ave
Oroville, CA 95966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Johnson
927 Quinn Ave
Marysville, WA 98270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hahn
7 Batchelder St.
Plymouth, NH 03264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Haslett
312 Linden St. N.
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fredric Foerster
6052 Denny Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Fritsch
255 Upper Garland Rd.
Dexter, ME 04930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,  
Dan Morris  
233 W Spring St  
Plymouth, MI 48170
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Christie
Po Box 3218
T Or C, NM 87901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mira Rubin
7810 Old York Road
Elkins Park, PA 19027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Caraway
4125 Central Avenue
Weed, CA 96094
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Carr
Po Box 184
Leicester, NC 28748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Durrum
1818 S Fundy Wy
Aurora, CO 80017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elias Gardner
405 Culver Hill Road
Middlesex, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Benjamin
258 A Street, Ste 1, #123
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred hood
130 Robinson Dr
Carrollton, GA 30117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Holland
3666 Southview Ave
Wantagh, NY 11793
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becci Greene
5855 Bodega Avenue
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Kessner
20 Lupoyoma Av
Lakeport, CA 95453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Josefine
7512a Elk River Rd
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Amberson, Ph.D.
W11545 478th Ave.
Prescott, WI 54021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Walker
462 Centre Court
Alameda, CA 94502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana Castanares
5300 Lost Lake Road
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rocio Ungaro
8414 N Packwood Ave
Tampa, FL 33604
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Diane Reppert
841 A Taughannock Blvd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Nowack
405 Sheffield Court
Brewster, NY 10509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Rafferty
1111 Mildred Ave Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana M Black
1860 Hummel Lane
Kelseyville, CA 95451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Leonard
723 Sunnyhill Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roseann Wright
252 W 20th St Apt C
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marthe Reed
133 Teche Dr
Lafayette, LA 70503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hermine Bogin
45 Englewood Road
Magnolia, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew pond
13 Country Club Dr
Bolton, VT 05465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meigs Matheson
1914 Clemens Rd
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Sherretts
85 Fern Street
Bangor, ME 04401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Lipchik
14 Arbor Circle Apt 1418
Cincinnati, OH 45255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Apton
225 8th Ave. Apt 11
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Aronoff
100 Bourne Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Morse
213 N Clinton
Iowa City, IA 52242
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Madole
905 Willow Way
Deming, NM 88030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Warner
Po Box 722
Forest Knolls, CA 94933
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Brady
304 Russell Ave
Douglassville, PA 19518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Spillane
Po Box 519
Crestone, CO 81131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Armond
Pob 2326
Shelton, WA 98584
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Halkett
Po Box 505
Mount Desert, ME 04660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenny Obolsky
3624 S Hudson St
Denver, CO 80237
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Seaton  
Po Box 426  
Big Oak Flat, CA 95305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fullen
20 Watt Road
Jeannette, PA 15644
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steve MacKessy
35 Arado Way
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Belachew
300 Prospect Street #3
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Greenblatt
504 Garfield St.
Avoca, NE 68307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Day
5180 Nighthawk Po Box 61
Langley, WA 98260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia (Ginger) Comstock
93 Park St
Arcade, NY 14009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Beck
13235 130th Ave
Rodney, MI 49342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia stainton
Foxtail
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Cox
1146 Kenilworth Avenue
Kenwood, CA 95452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Green
800 County Road 1492
Wimberley, TX 78676
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Moore
351 Old Fayetteville Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

NO NO NO NO NO! No exporting, no fracking, going backwards here....climate change is URGENT. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Hiller
1500 Pacheco St Apt 111
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Goodman
103 Gedney Street #4h
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole mock
107 W. Simpson St. #13
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Christensen
3790-K Colorado Ave.
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ariana Littauer
5737 Camellia Ave #110
North Hollywood, CA 91601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Tucker
7071 Bucktown Lane
Vacaville, CA 95688
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Stacy
52 Stothard Drive
Hilton, NY 14468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Seer
4231 N Winchell St
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Sweeney
15 Rock St
Cold Spring, NY 10516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Hayden
84 Buchland Rd
Ephrata, PA 17522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Muller
120 Portland St.
S. Berwick, ME 03908
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinne Montana-Stack
14 Valley Lake Pl. Apt. H
Cockeysville, MD 21030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Moriarty
6912 Surrey Dr. Ne
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Layton
325 Shadow Moss Dr
Athens, GA 30605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s not worth the price is regular people would have to pay!

Sincerely,

Katrina Bercaw
2 Judson Ave
Mystic, CT 06355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherrill Rinehart
448 Tucker St
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Lusciatti
2548 Bangert Lane
Naperville, IL 60564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suhail Shafi
37 A Woodview Drive
Ozark, AL 36360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kim Vicente
11 Park Street
Westhampton, NY 11977
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lorne Salter
2127 W. Nicolet Ave./765 Ross Way
Phoenix /Gabriola Island, AZ 85021
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Suzanne Roundy  
681 Lopez Road  
Lopez Island, WA 98261
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Mikalson
Box 135
Farmington, WA 99128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney hemmila
1889 Whitaker St
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Horvath
98 Hickorywood Dr.
Crawfordville, FL 32327
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliette Todd
6901 Chiala Ln
San Jse, CA 95129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigid Clarke
916 Convent Rd., Ne
Cullman, AL 35055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Chacey
104 Buena Vista Pl
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sandra Hiser
656 Starling Ave
Livermore, CA 94551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Laatsch
180 Sunset Way
Muir Beach, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry J. Williams
4170 Brigadoon Drive
Shoreview, MN 55126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna heimlich
921 Whitman Drive
Turnersville, NJ 08012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin nadel
P.O. Box 2255
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara sawyer
1909a Springbrook North
Waukesha, WI 53186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Maley
351 Starr Ridge Road
Brewster, NY 10509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Higgins
3815 66 St
Urbandale, IA 50322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Walker
218 S M St
Lake Worth, FL 33460
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue von Roedern
13576 W 22nd Place
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Cerier
58 Schoolhouse Rd
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Leavy
826 Highland Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Gollatz
1819 Richmond Ave
Bethlehem, PA 18018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ehren Miller-Nogueira
Po Box 68
East Calais, VT 05650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

My family, and all of my friends, openly OPPOSE fracking on all levels. We DO NOT WANT ANY FRACKING EVER! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian harris
35217 Glover
Wayne, MI 48184
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kristie Miller
2519 87th Ave Ne
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Edwards
716 Palisades Dr
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Dixon
4154 Piedmont Ave., #2
Oakland, CA 94611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean VanMinnen
2611 N Sumner St
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronn Jordan
1160 Teller Ave Rm 728
Bronx, NY 10456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Frethem
5241 10th Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann-Marie Magne’
7007 Nw 49 Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32653
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Burns  
112 Nw 32nd St  
Gainesville, FL 32607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Fredericks
2021 Market Ave #214
San Pablo, CA 94806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Stevens
Westchester
White Plains, NY 10601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Bentley
2017 W Washington Blvd
Chicago, IL 60612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Broussard
22909 Windy Valley Rd.
Leander, TX 78641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duncan Andrews
8 Pine Plain Road
Wellesley, MA 02481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I trust "CREDO".

Sincerely,

Fred Brancel
6209 Mineral Point Rd., Apt. 412
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Wexler
34 Coquito Court
Portola Valley, CA 94028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Mitchell
425 45th St
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Bowers
7282 Gloria Drive
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Leja
4396 Saddlestone Dr
Bellingham, WA 98226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff LEAVELL
10825 El Paso Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t allow fracking to contaminate our drinking water with highly toxic chemicals. We cannot live without water, and the risk from fracking is too great to ignore. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Hoaglin
3361 Albion Rd
Concord, MI 49237
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Dillingham
2663 Oro Vista Rd Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking? No thanks. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Swanson
4120 Pioneer Way
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Kleinmann
1208 Regester Ave
Idlewylde, MD 21239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Cimino
10 Mockingbird Hill Road
Tijeras, NM 87059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Wojnaroski
30 W Chapel Ridge Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxine antell
336 Central Park West
Ny, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Fossen
1139 S. Brentwood St.
Lakewood, CO 80232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mardi brick
2395 Delaware Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet noonen
8039 W 80th St
Overland Park, KS 66204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirstin Morris
6335 Waipouli Rd Apt B
Kapaa, HI 96746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lynn Taylor
1101 N. Calvert St. Apt 1701
Baltimore, MD 21202
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Kelly
1640 9th Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia wood
4 Wiggins Pond Lane
KennebuK, ME 04043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Manning
1400 Enterprise Dr, N-139
Lynchburg, VA 24502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Callow
10 Tanglewood Trail
Wimberley, TX 78676
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Derbigny
Po Box 16303
Sugar Land, TX 77496
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Hoppe
1620 Juniper Ridge Loop
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Maddox
900 N. 31st Street
Waco, TX 76707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Who could have possibly have allowed any fracking at all in this entire country but greeeeedy toxic corporations??? Why destroy the earth...you can't always fix it!

Sincerely,

Lily Pink
2
New York City, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Aponick
1110 Enterline Rd
Harrisburg, PA 17110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dave Thompson
P.O.Box 127
Cutchogue, NY 11935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Willis
138 Hearst Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Urban
139 John Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sallie Justice
296 Gullysville Lane
Faber, VA 22938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Ouse
140 Huntington Lane
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

FranOise sanchez
2 Rue De L'Espigoulier
Charleval France, NY 13350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Cassidy - Holmers
Street Address
City, MN 55349
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Eubanks
3741 Jubilant Way
Crestone, CO 81131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Robin Blackman
5622 Bloomingdale Ave.
Richmond, VA 23228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Harder
937 Camino Oraibi
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madylon Hudson
6907 Chisholm Avenue
Van Nuys, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cyril Svoboda
2935 Fernwald Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Honora Lynch
1816 N. 122nd St.
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Broadhurst
29 Dewey Ave
Rochester, NY 14617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Scott Nass MD MPA
381 S Brent St
Ventura, CA 93003
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amir Levi
2645 S Harvard Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Randolph
36703 Bel Air
Barstow, CA 92311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Barrow
1830 Presidio Road
West Sacramento, CA 95691
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Fournier
12414 Daisy Ct
Truckee, CA 96161
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Puchli
2413 Sunset Drive
Lindenhurst, IL 60046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kahlil Goodwyn
30 Montrose Ave. #22q
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don manthei
12 Saltmarsh Lane
Pocasset, MA 02559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Kornrich
2624 Yellow Branch Road
Sneedville, TN 37869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Not enough water in the west. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe day
1171 Crestmoor Dr
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cory Foster
3080 Westridge Dr
Blair, NE 68008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffry harris
7901 East Rd.
Redwood Valey, CA 95470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard McCarthy
10007 Autumn Run Ln
Converse, TX 78109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The technique known as "fracking" is nothing more than a permit for large multi-national companies to exploit finite resources while seriously degrading our environment. They profit in the short term, we the people lose and get saddled with huge cleanup costs. This cannot proceed. Letting these multi-national companies then EXPORT the gas adds insult to injury. The fossil fuel industry has had too much of a free ride on the backs of American taxpayers. We will not tolerate it any more. Any applications to export natural gas derived from fracking should be denied. Fouling our nest to benefit other countries is not a sound policy.

Sincerely,

Patrick Murphy
1704 Craigs Store Road
Afton, VA 22920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Peterson
5442 Prospect Dr
Missoula, MT 59808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Wells
2544 Greenside Drive
Beavercreek, OH 45431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ryan Wilcox
2026 Ryons St
Lincoln, NE 68502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Shimizu
32 Grove Street
Boston, MA 02114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ofelia Patlan
10103 Greenwillow St
Houston, TX 77035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. My community of Athens, Ohio is especially affected by fracking, which threatens our water and food supplies. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Sprecher
242 N. Congress Street
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy McCain
13131 Grunt Hill Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Simonds
51 Lacomb Rd.
Norfolk, NY 13667
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy D'Elia
144 Main St.
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ella Saunders
123 Valley Rd. Apt. J
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Kromeich
3952 E27th Pl
Tulsa, OK 74114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
229 W. Walnut
Monrovia, CA 91016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please note: All the evidence shows that fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Beardsley
1704 B Llano St B154
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suze Gingery
502 Sabeta Dr, Unit C
Ridgway, CO 81432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kelly Harrell
487 Moreland Ave
Atlanta, GA 30306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sukle
912 East State Street
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Sasik
13415 Jeffry Way
Minnetonka, MN 55305
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Deitcher
79 Harris Ave
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Doyle
158 Indian Rock Road
Wilmington, NY 12997
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Kubisek
2731 Lottridge Road
Guysville, OH 45735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Burroughs
36-179 Manowaiopae Homestead Rd.
Laupahoehoe, HI 96764
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abi Morrison
20 Mill St.
Rockland, ME 04841
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E Reader
Twining Road
Lansdale, PA 19446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Bohen
408 Saint Johns Pl Apt 6c
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugenia Barton
920 Moose Hill Rd
Guilford, CT 06437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbe heller
601 West End Ave Apt. 11b
New York City, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Gas prices should not be the only economic consideration here. Victims shouldn’t be forced to pay for extra health care due to pollution (and thus have less money to spend on other things). Neither should taxpayers be forced to pay higher premiums. New fracking operations should be prohibited until it can be done cleanly. To limit the need for new operations, exports should be limited, perhaps to oil byproducts.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CA 90245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Kimblehellen
4411 San Fernando Lane
Mckinney, TX 75070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henrike Holdrege
169 Route 21c
Ghent, New York, NY 12075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Seaver
161 E. Market St
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We don't want ANY fracking ANYWHERE! We can't afford the risks! WE the people have spoken...

Sincerely,

Sherrie Munday
994 55th St.
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Larissa Berry
317 West Gail
East Helena, MT 59635
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Burel
49514 Rd 420
Coarsegold, CA 93614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Exporting fracked gas – which requires a carbon-intensive process of liquefying it, cooling it to -260 degrees Fahrenheit, and shipping it – produces 20%-30% more CO2 than burning gas in the U.S. Furthermore, exporting fracked gas would increase domestic prices, giving utility companies an incentive to use coal-fired power plants - which are beginning to be phased out, largely due to the low price of natural gas - and increasing U.S. carbon emissions overall. DoE should deny so many applications for large scale projects to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruwan Salgado
5800 Inman Park Circle, #400
North Bethesda, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Maginnis
P.O.Box 100
Silverton, OR 97381
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste Anacker
2814 Miradero Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As someone who lives in upstate New York and is at risk of having the land around me fracked, experiencing the potential health complications, having my home and land become contaminated and worthless, I strongly encourage you to reject these applications until/unless gas can be extracted in a much less environmentally disastrous way.

Sincerely,

Carol Beechy
Po Box 666
Cooperstown, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Lowe
7700 Bloomington Ave Apt 7
Minneapolis, MN 55423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sari Kessler
160 W 86th Street, 9a
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should not be exporting natural gas if it means expanding fracking in this country. This is a danger to our limited water supplies and to the health and well being of our citizens and our land as well. Please do not allow this!

Sincerely,

Leah Popp
28 Harriets Rd
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ivan Sag
6 Cedar Court
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan De Souza
1425 W. Olive Ave, #2
Chicago, IL 60660
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Turley
5217 E. Avenida Palmar
Orange, CA 92869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melina Paris
29 Silver Saddle Lane
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Kaplan  
9587 Weldon Circle, #109  
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathy B. Johnson
301 Dancing Fox Rd.
Decatur, GA 30032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Crittenden
E8022 Bakkom Road
Viroqua, WI 54665
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Beesley
53 S 200 E
Kanab, UT 84741
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Latta
12500 Ne15th Ave. #314
North Miami, FL 33161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lawless
431 E. 12th Street
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Lyon
118 Locust Ave.
New Canaan, CT 06840
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrie Williams
850 Laura Lane
Vidor, TX 77662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nova Berkshires
6718 Beatty Ct Sw
Olympia, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Apple
2004 Edgewood Drive
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dinmani Savla
2635 Miller
Mountainview, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Iria Sebastiao
426 Hawthorn Ave - Apt 2
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Seal
2431 32nd St.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Barsotti
9959 Rio San Diego Dr. #90
San Diego, CA 92108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hoffert
90 Oakwood Circle
Bristol, CT 06010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Desiree Banzhaf
114 Anita St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Simpson  
747 Arkansas  
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rochelle Manfra
207 Watkins Street
Philadelphia, PA 19148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh Hart
910 Arrowhead Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Cu
45 8th Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Serino
2951 Sandage
Fort Worth, TX 76109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Liggett
1718 Stoner Ave., #3
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Fralin
2409 West 8th St.
Austin, TX 78703
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Marsh
1300 W 46th Ave
Anchorage, AK 99503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Espeset
8 Melado Dr
Santa Fe, NM 87508
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Parke
29940 Brown Rd
Wilsonville, OR 97070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kimball
535 Nww 500th
Warrensburg, CT 06409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sacks
641 Sunset Drive
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqui Siciliano
1316 S Broad St
Philadelphia, PA 19146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Nelson
Undermountain Road
Lenox, MA 01240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daina Rudolph
3612 61st Street
Des Moines, IA 50322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vince Davis
1121 W. Truman Rd.
Independence, MO 64050
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Richard Steiger  
3507 Palmilla Dr, Unit 2035  
San Jose, CA 95134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doyle Jones
8300 Shoreview Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Whitehead
740 Poe Run Road
Elkins, WV 26241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Cowen
118 Chaparral Rd
San Marcos, TX 78666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Geren
11307 Se Pardee
Portland, OR 97266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Diana
4937 W Myrtle
Glendale, AZ 85301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Dodge
65 Preston St Apt #3
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Sabo
5925 Tennessee Ave
Riverbank, CA 95367
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Alexander Wells
2552 Meridian Blvd.
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darryl Kovar
25211 Hwy 36
Damon, TX 77430
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Roderick Calloway
104 Alessandra Ct. Apt 184
Frederick, MD 21702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Llew Taylor
3816 4th Ave Rear
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Myers
10 Church Street
Scottville, NY 14546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne DeHart
4515 West 112 Court
Westminster, CO 80031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Reps
425 Ne 37 Street
Boca Raton, FL 33431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ingalsbe
3475 Cerritos Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Clemson Jr
32045 Sterling Hwy
Anchor Point, AK 99556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Cartier
3411 S Camino Seco #408
Tucson, AZ 85730
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly tatum
8113 Whitehawk Hill Rd
Waxhaw, NC 28173
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Resnick
1031 Berkshire B
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bebe Elrick
53 Linden Street
Frostburg, MD 21532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Willoughby
725 Elwood Ave.
Easton, MD 21601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Schoenberger
13670 Valley View Road #114
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Fred Sokolow
1817 Hill St.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

No, no no to fracking! Stand up and protect the environment! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Domenica Altieri
960 Adlena Dr
Fullerton, CA 92833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gillian Ellenby
741 Tehama
San Francisco, CA 94103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Troy Horton
71257 Northshore Dr
Birkenfeld, OR 97016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila brown
19834 Vashon Highway Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Ganter
817 W Pedregosa Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sandgrund
1310 Delaware Ave. #110
Buffalo, NY 14209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Applin
77 Lone Pine
N. Waterboro, ME 04061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Arnold
8437 Fairwind Ct
Indianapolis, IN 46256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Robins
1095 Silvercrest Circle Apt 211
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Corcoran
75 Cambridge Pkwy, E702
Cambridge, MA 02142
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winnie Adams
1305 W Clearbrook Drive #3
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katrina Schell
2029 Genesee St
Utica, NY 13501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shari Bruun
631 Ne Garfield Street
Camas, WA 98607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Brethauer
147 Brevard Rd
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Measday
1206 Virginia Ave
Hagerstown, MD 21740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth B Moynihan
37 Farrell Rd
Storrs, CT 06268
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Tamblyn
26 Branch Street
Medford, NJ 08055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deirdre Lomon
Po Box 96
Yucca Valley, CA 92286
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fikisha Cumbo
355 Clinton Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The road to energy independence is NOT paved by exporting our irreplaceable, non-renewable natural resources.

Sincerely,

John Nickum
16201 E Keymar Driv
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Farber-Bramson
6689 Ridgefield Circle
West Bloomfield, MI 48322
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Koons
14752 Little Greenhorn Rd.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Hays
18553 S Ferguson Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and local and global environments. Allowing fracked gas exports sounds insane to me as it would give the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets and dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. There is no excuse for allowing companies to send local oil overseas. Please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Mirk
1018 Sunset Place
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Mitch
10 Pinesbridge Rd
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Emmanuel
72 Park Terrace West, #38
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hall
5507 Redstart Street
Houston, TX 77096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mrozek
1565 Sacramento St.
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maitland Ashley
310 74th Ave. N. #6
Myrtle Baech, NC 28572
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Thagard
2210 Brookshire Place
Mountain Brook, AL 35213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Maureen Brule
Po Box 1210
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annemarie low
120 N Hamilton Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Cisneros
1803 Lucile Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Mantas
372 Wilson Avenue
Township Of Washington, NJ 07676
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hollington Lee
116 Depot Road
Hatfield, MA 01038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Cote
20240 Hummingbird Hill Lane
Colfax, CA 95713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Thompson
1782 Nisson Road #74
Tustin, CA 92780
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlann Copps
510 5th Street
Anacortes, WA 98221
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda McDermond
3360 Chichester Ave
Upper Chichester, PA 19061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Bagby
240 Shady Lane
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Sabol
406 Spencer Plain Road
Westbrook, CT 06498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking requires tremendous amounts of water that can never be reused or even stored safely after the process. We need to conserve potable water—not use it to create huge, highly toxic cocktails.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cooney
6694 Mellow Wood Lane
West Bloomfield, MI 48322
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Grieman
12510 Wagner St
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Greene
30 Macmillan Drive
Brunswick, ME 04011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Laocca
64 Ridgeland Rd
S Salem, NY 10590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Barbara Gribbin
Po Box 6044
Hilo, HI 96720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ethan White
8 Brierdale Pl
Portsmouth, VA 23702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Anderson
635 Oak Circle
Pleasanton, CA 94566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Gallagher
4674 Sutliff Rd Ne
Solon, IA 52333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Williams
1515 Forrest Nelson Blvd Apt D
Pt Charlotte, FL 33952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fara Gibbs
2453 23rd Ave Ne
Hickory, NC 28601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Alice Lochman
217 Camaro Way
San Marcos, TX 78666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Farr
359 Cambridge Drive
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pierre-Andre Devaud
163 Ocean Av. #1b
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Whitmore
65 Magnolia St
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen Katz
35125 Calle Nopal
Temecula, CA 92592
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clairece Feagin
48 Pamela Ln
College Station, TX 77845
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myphon Hunt
668 Sutter St Sp.86
Yuba City, CA 95991
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Nieland
415 Oakwood Dr.
Alamo, TX 78516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana McDermott
6441 N. Wayne
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Clinton
555 Buena Vista Ave. W. #704
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia McCarthy
114 South Blvd
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Beebe
1343 Grove Street Apt A
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Chapin
1 Scenic Drive
Highlands, NJ 07732
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Moats
921 E. 52nd Street
Los Angeles, CA 90011
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Hutchings
3712 Country Club Drive, Apt. C
Birmingham, AL 35213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Morros
2516 Arlington Crescent
Birmingham, AL 35205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Patumanoan
1506 Thornton Rd.
Houston, TX 77018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nan Griffith
29518 Westbrook Pkwy
Southfield, MI 48076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Burns
16037 Gault St. #2
Van Nuys, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henriette Parkman
16156 Roseleaf Lane
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Huerter
6605 E. 55th St.
Tulsa, OK 74145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Gammill
4559 Avenue A Apt 202
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Prinzmetal
5308 Sw 33rd Drive
Portland, OR 97239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Buchanan
1601 Buick Ln
Kokomo, IN 46902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula Finkel
25 1st St.
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Thergesen
880 Glencoe Street
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hinrichs
31 Wharf St.
Nahant, MA 01908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bev White
110 Se 65th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
David Victory
68 East Pearl St.
Nashua, NH 03060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jordan
171 Montecito Ave.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Wilson
911 Tecumseh Ave.
Farragut, IA 51639
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Tracking is a product of greed and shortsightedness. The jobs that it may create could be made in clean-energy production. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pras Stillman
4558 Petaluma Hill Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Siciliano
7194 State Route 42
Grahamsville, NY 12740
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kieran Healy
31550 Lobo Canyon Road
Agoura, CA 91301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzan Shipley
1340 Missouri Flat Road
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angel White
8626 W. Agatite
Chicago, IL 60656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Soria Adibi
1906 Westover Ct
Arlington, TX 76015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niles Busler
30 Main Street
Townsend, MA 01469
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Crampton
806 Bancroft Ct
Lansing, MI 48915
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keoki Raymond
Po Box 1434
Makawao, HI 96768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mj Stouder
1500 Laurel St
Elkhart, IN 46514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Beck
4414 331st Ave Ne
Carnation, WA 98014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hart
107 Weatherby Street
Dalton, PA 18414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Grundy
1406 Tranquilla Dr
Dallas, TX 75218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hilbert Camp
105 S.Ferry Rd.
Shelter Island, NY 11964
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Curtis-Moore
711 Whitmore Rd
Hastings, MI 49058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Nikelsky
7267 Calvin Rd
Upper Darby, PA 19082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Mr. President, we truly need you to stand by your campaign promise to use science for environmental decisions, not political ones. Fracking is causing serious harm to families and livestock living near such operations, and States are protecting the companies, not their own citizens.

Sincerely,

Frances McDonal
1732 S. Derks Dr.
Appleton, WI 54915
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Doug Mayor
4672 Meadow View Circle
Murray, UT 84107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Fischer
11605 Ne 10 Ave.
Miami, FL 33161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Kornman
66 Hamilton Place
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Barello
1839 101st Ave. Ne
City, WA 98004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is starting to get the concern it needs. We can't destroy our land to export facked gas. We are on the way to destroying the planet as we continue to use fracking and oil and natural gas as our main energy sources. We need to invest heavily in sun and wind energy.

Sincerely,

Jeannette Williams
3705 Nw 138th St
Vancouver, WA 98685
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Dahlgren
3285 Ne Arrowhead Dr
Bremerton, WA 98311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Logan Joseph
236 Ormond St
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

STOP KowTowning to the GREEDY Tribe of Nazi jew PIGS who are in CONTROL of our Planet! This GREEDY Tribe of PIGS will sell their own Mother for a BUCK $$$. The only way we can put a STOP to their Evil is to EXPOSE this GREEDY Tribe of PIGS, CONVICT them for their CRIMES against Humanity, then THROW them all in jail alongside 'Madd Off' who is the perfect 'Poster Child' for what this GREEDY Tribe is about!!! god Bless AMÉRICA for we sure do need it now more than ever before!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Moran
1622 Purple Sage Drive
Reston, VA 20194
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglass Reeves
325 East 5th Street, Apt. F4
New York City, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike & Carol Chilcoat
P.O. Box 1176
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Serena Brooks
P.O. Box 1073
Kings Park, NY 11754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Childs
4326 35th Street
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watson
4145 2nd Avenue Nw
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Reyer
211 Gray Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Langdon
1400 N. Crescent Heights Blvd. #10
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our country needs to preserve the land not destroy itself fracking, cutting off mountains, etc.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kelcey
1090 Murray Rd Space 45
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tomiko Thompson
1308 Oxmead Road
Burlington, NJ 08016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul daly
366 Foxtail Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Moodie
721 W. Las Lomitas Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Lefler
59 Fenner Ave
Asheville, NC 28804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Dobra
2560 W. Burr Oak Ct.
Sarasota, FL 34232

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Scherzinger
5959 Spring Garden Rd.
Halifax, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Victoria Lewis
P.O. Box 979
Middleburg, VA 20118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herm Clark
46571 Tuckwila St.
Lyons, OR 97358
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith McBee
3039 41st St Apt 3r
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry & Sue Cain
1013 Rio Vista Drive
Las Cruces, NM 88007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Dalton
548 Lakeshore Dr
Hewitt, NJ 07421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Jacobs
2101 Puget St Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Garner
2258 Lamplighter Ct
West Linn, OR 97068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Cooper
1116 Greencove Lane
Richardson, TX 75081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jovita Tieso
5166 Inspiration Lane
Las Cruces, NM 88011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Burke
3 Beechpoint Dr
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Arrabaca
210 Main St., Apt. 1d
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bacher
1759 Skyline Dr
Honolulu, HI 96817
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The excess of Methane and toxic chemicals in the fracking process is deadly to land, cattle and people near the mining. Exporting it is UNTHINKABLE!!! The possibility of the damage to Human Beings and the planet is HUGE, UNTHINKABLE!

Sincerely,

Chase Crosley
1 Breezy Hill Road
Copake Falls, NY 12517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Z Bahti
412 W. 2nd Ave
Sutherlin, OR 97479
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hauser
617 Meridian Ave
S Pasadena, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not rush into permitting these projects before all relevant data are in. It could take some time, but it’s better to be safe than sorry.

Sincerely,

Charles Diaz
38 Lily Lake Road
Highland, NY 12528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Proud
4744 Sawgrass Drive East
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe glaston
Street Address
City, CA 92240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanna Levin
1255 North Ave. #3i
New Rochelle, NY 10804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

No more fracking please. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darleene Edwards
9911 Eldridge Rd Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith kirkendall
1026 Linden Dr.
Van Wert, OH 45891
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Bower
Po Box 697
Mancos, CO 81328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felix Ocasio
Street Address
Tampa, FL 33625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula Schuh
14911 N.E 76th Ct
Redmond, WA 98052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Steinberg
1129 Carmona Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maura McCarthy
1215 Third St. Ne
Belmond, IA 50421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chiara Ogan
1518 23rd Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Walker
411 Woodworth Ave.
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mimi lauducci
310 Pleasant Ave
Nyc, NY 10035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Keough
715 N Aurora St
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen goodman
117 Warren Ave., Apt.1
East Providence, RI 02914
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Taft
228 Chance Pond Rd
Franklin, NH 03235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Finton
6406 Ralston Road
Arvada, CO 80002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gamson
616 Sunset Rd.
State College, PA 16803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adele Framer
183 Parnassus Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Adams
441 Adams Rd
Chesterfield, SC 29709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Lyons
19 Plumas Ave
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Sanders
154 Morgan Drive
Haverhill, MA 01832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Hyland
3023 14th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeanette Mosey
4744 Sawgrass Dr E
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Bosket
915 Morrow Rd
Indcependence, OR 97351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Benson
3709 S Terry Ave
Sioux Falls, SD 57106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Zehring
2802 Cr 442
La Veta, CO 81055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Huff
3954 Olympic Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Graves
14917 44th Ave Ne
Marysville, WA 98271
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Livia Borak
1560 Summit Ave Apt A
Cardiff By The Sea, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eldine mead
16120 W Oak Bluffs Ct
East Dubuque, IL 61025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Moore
345 W. Loraine St. #5
Glendale, CA 91202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Leaf
581 Levering Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Price
1013 26th Street S W
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Satterlee
552 Riverside Avenue
Elmira, NY 14904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Lemmo
36 S. Main Appartment 4
Alfred, NY 14802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Bremser
122 Green Mountain Place
Middlebury, VT 05753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Peloquin
35221 Mustang Ave
Lindstrom, MN 55045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If the fossil fuel industry exports gas for profit, this will not help to reduce United States dependence on imported gas. Also, we need to move away from fossil fuels, not make massive investments in new infrastructure that will lock us into dirty fracked gas for years to come.

Sincerely,

Renee Flower
1747 King Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Vendetti
19 Muriel Pl
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Angela Tobias
1120 5th Ave Sw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Brighton
141 Pickpocket Rd
Brentwood, NH 03833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Misty Rogers
1310stanwick Dr
San Dimas, CA 91773
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Schwarz
2206 Tannler Drive
West Linn, OR 97068
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Klein
1401 Mission Rd
Lancaster, PA 17601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Hurley
9 Lakeview Drive
Layton, UT 84041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Mundy
10400 S. 3rd Avenue
Inglewood, CA 90303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Inagrace Dietterich
5201 C. Cornell 21-C
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Szot
5627 Hazel Ave
Auburn, WA 98092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Pitt
307 North State
Yates Center, KS 66783
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sasha Anderson
6559 16th Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassi Jensen
6100 N Brookline
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I, and many citizens would like to see concern for individuals over concern for Corporations, please!

Sincerely,

Pamela Hastings
3007 South Laurel St.
Port Angeles, WA 98362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to more excessive profits gained from the huge foreign markets. They pay very little if any tax on their profits while the rest of us bear the burden of an expanded government. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Hanson
1555 Nw Leland St
Pullman, WA 99163
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Perrin
14 Cottage Street
Claremont, NH 03743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Lisowski
130 Garrett Rd. #E401
Upper Darby, PA 19082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Woodford terry
10707 Church Road
Huron, OH 44839
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Yarger
9 Middleborough Ct.
Gansevoort, NY 12831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wunderlich
210 River Road
Peru, NY 12972
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Hall
648 Vista Place
Morgantown, WV 26505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Yancy
Po Box 4616
Little Rock, AR 72214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurine Fabrick
1819 Broadway Ave. E., Unit B
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Rothstein
10505 Ne 53rd Ave
Vancouver, WA 98686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mathew Burckley
2133 5th Ave #504
Seattle, WA 98121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tristan Godt
431 Eastbrook Wy
Sacramento, CA 95835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Chesky
18108 Se 35th St
Vancouver, WA 98683
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Mc Guire
50 Phelan Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lourdes Sadanaga
1307 Sequoia Pl.
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Scharping
421 Jewell Street
Enumclaw, WA 98022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sulzbach
200 Montalvo
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Jaskula
542 Head St
San Francisco, CA 94132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia jackson
38 Randolph Ave
Randolph, VT 05060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Munjal Trivedi
2205 S. Huron Parkway #4
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debbie Parnell
Parnell
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael recchia
625 W Arroyo St
Reno, NV 89509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia Martin
16190 Pearson Pt. Rd. Ne
Poulsbo, WA 98370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celio A da Silveira
3875 Marcesel Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Stein
1813 Nw 35th Way
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron beckham
911 N Rova St
Visalia, CA 93291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking has deleterious effects American communities, as a result of chemical use, and water contamination. It also does no favors to human effects on the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Walter
1606 L Street
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Tolentino
724 E 2nd St
Port Angeles, WA 98362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Martin
Box 305
Maryknoll, NY 10545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. I believe it is dangerous to the planet and am not in favor of it being allowed at all - here or anywhere on this planet. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and let property owners refuse to allow fracking on their property. Force fracking companies to reveal what chemicals are used in their fracking processes. We have a right to know more about what kind of damage they are doing to this planet.

Sincerely,

Mary Harris
9430 Valhalla Way
Bothell, WA 98011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane S. Whalen
635 Memory Ct. Se
Olympia, WA 98513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rustin Howard
8120 Aldea Ave
Lake Balboa, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Sullivan
13327 Corliss Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yarrow Spitzfaden
Na
Denver, CO 80224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Frith
3011 Nw 94th St
Seattle, WA 98117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh Bangs
Issaquah, Wa
Issaquah, WA 98027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Demuth
667 104th Avenue N
Naples, FL 34108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Another toxic threat to the United States is the Keystone XL Pipeline. Please don’t allow this environmental disaster in our country. Leave a good legacy regarding our environment.

Sincerely,

Alice Hergenrader
637 Webber St.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Winant
1930 Anacapa St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Gilbert
183 E. Miramar Ave.
Claremont, Ca 91711, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Serena Buschi
243 Palisade Ave
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Allen Feryok
1520 Jones St
Monessen, PA 15062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Haig
45 1/2 65th Place
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica DuClaud
540 Delancey St. #203
San Francisco, Ca, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charli Sorenson
1970 Sage Hills Drive
Ellensburg, WA 98926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Chavez
8250 Tangle Oaks Dr.
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Hildebrandt
3044a Halcyon Ct.
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Sperry
500 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloriamarie Amalfitano
2205 Judson St #24
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Joan Patterson
1421 Cr 323
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hadzima
50 Main St Po Box 403
Sandwich, NH 03227
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Howell
276 Boothe Hill Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Fenske
6808 Schroeder Road
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Salant
Po Box 422
Franklin Square, NY 11010
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn McLeod
2512 Plumas St.
Reno, NV 89509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Gutkin
2964 Cherry Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Brown
90 Wall St
Springfield, VT 05156
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Harding
695 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Douglas
251 Seaman Ave
Ny, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Leight
235 Albany Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Addeo
970-85th Ave. N. #210
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry landsman
351 W, 24th St. # 6g
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Reynolds
24230 Beverly St
Oak Park, MI 48237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie DesAulnier
895 W 22nd Avenue
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Reppert
2191 Pinehurst Road
Bethlehem, PA 18018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Chamberlain
747 Spring Brook Road
Mosinee, WI 54455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MN 55901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Barolsky
159 Scituate St
Arlington, MA 02476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Nielson
3513 N 93 Ave
Omaha, NE 68134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Robison
27 Haskell St # 1
Cambridge, MA 02140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike O’Connell
P.O. Box 6368
Bozeman, MT 59771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

There is not enough information on this yet. There is serious reason to believe that the methods are suspect. If these poisons get into our ground water, wells and environment, in general, we may have a very dangerous situation on our hands. Clean energy is what we need to invest in NOW. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber Joy
1005 Terrace St
Seattle, WA 98104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please stop the destruction of our environment, our health and our lives.

Sincerely,

Libby Stortz
215 Observatory
Sitka, AK 99835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO to: fracking, coal-fired power plants, and the Keystone XL pipeline. I'm tired of paying billions to fossil fuel corporations for the planet's premature death.

Sincerely,

Valerie Thatcher
1193 Curve Street
Austin, TX 78702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Thomas
4 Chester Ave
Waltham, MA 02453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to America and world climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would increase scale and demand for fracking in the US by giving fuel industry access to foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is nothing more important than the climate. Guns, gays, god, debt, jobs, NOTHING is more important! Kill Keystone too.

Sincerely,

Tim Hildebrandt
5375 W Old 106th St
Zionsville, IN 46077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Rall
1608 W, Shiawassee
Lansing, MI 48915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Field
1414 N Gregson St
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Culnan
177 Cedar Hill Rd
Strasburg, VA 22657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

V. Conover
1915 N. Washington
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McVeigh
1348 Filbert Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kamille Hammerstrom
19376 Mallory Canyon
Salinas, CA 93907
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Helm
138 Pinto Ln
San Marcos, TX 78666
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Lomax
18807 Powahatan Ct W
Independence, MO 64056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Adam
1820 E 28th Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Francis
12910 Ne 25th Place
Bellevue, WA 98005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Martel
305 Black Hall Rd
Epsom, NH 03234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary Gamage
106 Camino Del Sol
Vallejo, CA 94591
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Engel
4400 Mackinaw Rd.
Bay City, MI 48706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Nojima
2325 Silver Tree Rd
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark makkonen
853 Hemlock Drive
Verona, WI 53593
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristina Lambert
8 Schindler Drive
Rockaway, NJ 07866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Niesman
0n030 Pierce Avenue
Wheaton, IL 60187
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Mack
2018 Ionosphere St.
Longmont, CO 80504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carson Monteith
429 Crescent Ct
Raleigh, NC 27609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willie Edwards
1619 S 73rd Street
Tacoma, WA 98408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Snyder
123 West Woodschurch Road
Flemington, NJ 08822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This will only increase the price of gas for your voters!

Sincerely,

Bill Cadogan
35 Adams Road
Townsend, MA 01469
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Sauerberg
7918c Knottingham Circle
Darien, IL 60561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Jerome
37 Upton Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Olson
14218 73rd Ave Ne, B101
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Sieren
921 Delphi Dr
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Kahler
1501 Cottonwood Cir
Auburn, CA 95603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David B. Brooks
Po Box 2830
Lompoc, CA 93438
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Robbins
810-D W. 14th Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Velma Kelly
261 Bramble Street
Verona, PA 15147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, our water security, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Lawson
144 Trickovic Ln
Battle Creek, MI 49014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Catania-Rachlin
75 Chris Court
Bangor, PA 18013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma WANER
4130 E 64th Ave
Anchorage, AK 99507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Due to "trade secret" protections far too little is known about the fracking process and the amount of threat it poses to all of us. We know for certain that the process uses enormous amounts of fresh water, and that recovered water is classified as toxic. What else is in that water? Before allowing large-scale export of natural gas produced in this way, why don't we first get a good knowledge of what substances are being used, and what the real results are?

Sincerely,

Andrew Phillips
466 Route 10
Orford, NH 03777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P marshall
1607 Kenwood Lane
Charlottesville, VA 22901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Waldow
150 Eisenhower
Fraser, CO 80442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirven Blount
275 W 96th St #7n
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We MUST END the use of tracking as too dangerous to our people and our environment. Please DON'T expand its use!

Sincerely,

Niels Sundermeyer
313 Berkeley Way
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Tuley
3008 Shelley Lynn Drive
Arnold, MO 63010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kari Danskin-Zimmerman
497 Sonoma Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory T Fuess
84 La Cueva Rd
Glorieta, NM 87535
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Buff
Po Box 1281
Grandy, NC 27939
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Pinnow
1364 Milano Dr. #6
West Sacramento, CA 95691
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Franckowiak
No One’S Business
No One’S Business, PA 18960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC THREAT to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. DENY all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernie Nickels
322 E Broadway Lane
Tempe, AZ 85282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie Caligure
38 Carnation Ct
Homosassa, FL 34446
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Altman
1208 Greenfield Place Apt 106
O Fallon, IL 62269
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Melanie Haines  
26 Highland View Place  
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Schulte
9159 Madison Ave
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Driscoll
12 Streeter Hill Rd
West Chesterfield, NH 03466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Pilon
345 Moko Pl
La Conner, WA 98257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randolph, Karen And Harold TRUEMPPY
P.O. Box 1298
Etowah, NC 28729
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hinckley
22 Netherby Ave
Jensen Beach, FL 34957
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Klelis
13 Hill Street
North Caldwell, NJ 07006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Colwell
P.O. Box 6
East Middlebury, VT 05740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Reader
558 Central Way Apt A100
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Hoyer
55 McDaniel Ave
Jamestown, NY 14701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jantje Visscher
1666 Coffman
St Paul, MN 55108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Kim
5230 S Drexel Ave #2nw
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Colon
421 Lake Drive
North Bennington, VT 05257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Goldie Tremblay
7500 Watford
West Bloomfield, MI 48322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Powers
150 Butte Loop
Laramie, WY 82070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I own stock in companies in the oil and gas business, but I still oppose this expansion. It might be in my short-term interest, but it is bad for the country.

Sincerely,

Gordon Gibson
523 N. Bertrand St., Unit 201
Knoxville, TN 37917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Harrod
1295 Versailles Circle
Riverside, CA 92506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Xavier Chavez
550 30th Ave. #12
Kearney, NE 68845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nestor Godinez
2122 N Mantle Ln
Santa Ana, CA 92705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Helsel
5023 156th St
Oak Forest, IL 60452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is my belief and understanding that fracking is not an environmentally sound practice. I urge you to not increase demand for fracked gas in the U.S. by exporting it. We need to look to truly renewable resources.

Sincerely,

Thomas Strommen
410 Wedgewood Lane North
Plymouth, MN 55441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Wyandt
150 Staniford Street
Boston, MA 02114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Bothwell
28211 Peppermill
28211 Peppermill, MI 48331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and extent of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Weissman
9840 Sw 123 Street
Miami, FL 33176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Brown
415 Homestead Dr
Lebanon, PA 17042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Davis
Po Box 387
Orleans, MA 02653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mike Shaffer
Owl Court
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Diaz
339 Aylesbury Ct.
Kissimmee, FL 34758
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Bowles
3503 Cedar Ave #270
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have been fracked around this area, and do not think that it is fair now for this gas to be sent overseas, rather than used in the area where the rape of the countryside took place.

Sincerely,

Martha Abell
390 Pleasant St.
Rome, PA 18837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Cook
27746 Cypress Glen Ct.
Yalaha, FL 34797
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Ross
Po Box 628
Fairmont, WV 26555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roxana Cardenas
588 Cross Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julien Ball
2110 S. Orchard
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Dunkin
475 8th Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Crooks
24812 Oak Creek Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Weiss
275 Degraw Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Yust
16 Ladyslipper Lane
Glastonbury, CT 06033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ronk
1510 Weeping Willow Way
Hollywood, FL 33019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Akacem
302 Bauman Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Darcy
3140 Adams Ave. #C304
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stu Dreifus
8151 Monte Park Av
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E. Russell Warne
76 Blueberry Hill Lane
Cooper, ME 04657
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Sippel
117 Alan Drive
Montgomery City, MO 63361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please fight for our energy independence and stand up to big oil and gas and big business. We the people demand the best for all not just profits of a few.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Van Syckel
230 E. 50th St.
New York, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Dunavan Smith
2270 Flight Drive
Florissant, MO 63031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia De Angelis
21 Ward St
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Fine
Po Box 185
Clifton Park, NY 12065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
James Feichtl
2036 Lyon Ave
Belmont, CA 94002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Knowlton
714 N. Throop 2f
Chicago, IL 60642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Hill
1830 E. Broadway #123-314
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Heenan
2626 W 225th St
Torrance, CA 90505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn BOYER
31 Linda Ln
Kissimmee, FL 34744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Brown
2124 Derby St.
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Klar
4010 N. Myrtle Avenue
Tampa, FL 33603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we're going to allow the industry to damage our environment then at the very least we should keep the gas in this country instead of exporting it and driving domestic prices up.

Sincerely,

Dan Broadway
6 Maple Ave
Lansing, NY 14882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Plancich
14529 32nd Ave.Ne
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Blair
115 Montgomery St
Steilacoom, WA 98388
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sol rothman
9 4th Street
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kricorian
3440 Bway
Nyc, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Bell
1786 Sage Ln.
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. STOP, STOP STOP! This fracking business is madness. Must we be hellbent on self destruction just to please the mineral barons? You are a lame duck now, Mr. President. Use that status to represent America, instead of the greed of the mineral barons.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Homer
7620 Wood Duck Lane
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Hansen
900 E. Tom Landry St..
Mission, TX 78572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Holdenwhite
17982 Larcrest Cir
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alan Metcalf
307 S Garfield Avenue
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jade Gordon
Franklin
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthonhy Serba
177 Walden Way
Imperial, PA 15126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Meacham
7203 St. Crispins Way
Summerfield, NC 27358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Courtney-Evans
2657 Lenox Rd., Ne
Atlanta, GA 30324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veidre Thomas
18461 Crownhill Dr.
South Bend, IN 46637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The fracking industry wants to start exporting fracked gas all over the world – one of the greatest threats to our fight against fracking and climate change, because it would dramatically increase the scale of fracking in this country. Last month, President Obama’s Department of Energy released a terrible report that downplays the devastating impact that fracking, burning and exporting gas has on local communities, our economy, and on the climate.1 The fracking industry has already applied for permits to build 19 massive export facilities to ship gas overseas. Unless we oppose gas exports now, there is a good chance the Obama administration will use this report to rubber-stamp these applications. As President Obama begins his new term, we need to urge his administration to take a stand to protect our climate, not continue giving fossil-fuel companies free rein to destroy our health, communities and our future.

Fracked gas is mostly methane, a potent greenhouse gas that leaks from natural gas wells, pipelines, and other infrastructure. Recent research even suggests that methane emissions from fracked natural gas operations are so high that fracking may be worse for the climate than coal.2 Exporting fracked gas – which requires a carbon-intensive process of liquefying it, cooling it to -260 degrees Fahrenheit, and shipping it – produces 20%-30% more CO2 than burning gas in the U.S.3 Furthermore, exporting fracked gas would increase domestic prices, giving utility companies an incentive to use coal-fired power plants - which are beginning to be phased out, largely due to the low price of natural gas - and increasing U.S. carbon emissions overall.4 Bottom line: No matter how you do the math, a world that runs on natural gas is a world wracked by climate chaos and extreme weather – deadly superstorms, wildfires, droughts, and floods.5 We need to move away from fossil fuels, not make massive investments in new infrastructure that will lock us into dirty fracked gas for years to come. Green-lighting fracked gas export terminals would have a disproportionate impact on communities near fracking operations. People living near fracking operations cope with terrifying local impacts: contaminated–even flammable–drinking water, cancer-causing air pollution and smog, massive open pits full of toxic wastewater, huge fleets of diesel trucks, chemical spills, and pipeline explosions.6 Some residents have even found fracking chemicals and heavy metals in their blood.7 In short, the human toll taken by fracking is already far too high. Giving the fracking industry an incentive to expand its operations by allowing it to export fracked gas overseas is nothing short of irresponsible. For the United States, 2012 was the hottest year in recorded history. A slew of climate change-driven disasters--including deadly Superstorm Sandy--underscored the dangers associated with unchecked climate change. It’s time for President Obama to answer the call of history and stand up to the fossil fuel industry--starting with blocking fracked gas exports. 1. Ben Geman and Zack Colman, "Long-awaited study says gas exports would boost US economy," The Hill, December 5, 2012 2. Jeff Tollefson, "Methane leaks erode green credentials of natural gas," Nature, January 2, 2013 3. Joe Romm, "Exporting Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Is Still Bad For The Climate – And A Very Poor Long-Term Investment," ThinkProgress, August 16, 2012 4. Craig Segall, "Look Before the LNG Leap," Sierra Club, November 2012 5. Joe Romm, "IEA's "Golden Age of Gas Scenario" Leads to More Than 6F Warming and Out-of-Control Climate Change," ThinkProgress, June 7, 2011 6. "Hydraulic Fracturing 101," Earthworks 7. Eliza Griswold, "The Fracturing of Pennsylvania," New York Times Magazine, November 17, 2011

Sincerely,

Jon Phoenix
400 Grove St.
Montgomery, AL 36104

Sincerely,

Jon Phoenix
400 Grove St.
Montgomery, AL 36104
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keven Bridge
5 Millstone Drive
Southampton, NY 11968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ersyla Nellajoy
Pob 881412
San Francisco, CA 94188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Shew
3915 S.Elliott Rd.
Stockport, OH 43787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Friel
11163 Wheeler
Kelseyville, CA 95451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Vogel
15923 W. Dodge Rd. Apt.1c
Omaha, NE 68118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Marr
191 Se State Route 13
Warrensburg, MO 64093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Scrimger
3968 Altamont Ave
Oakland, CA 94605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Davis
9919 Mariner Street
Portage, MI 49002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Dreyer
414 Virginia Ave
Louisville, KY 40222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberto Munoz
1112 Columbine
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Rozendaal
"100 Thayer Street, #6e"
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deeann Bradley
25268 Howard Drive
Hemet, CA 92544
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David McKinster
11903 Sir Francis Drake Dr
Charlotte, NC 28277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Sniderman
Harman Street
Brooklyn, NY 11221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Casey
2213 Canary Ct
Baltimore, MD 21231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven burnett
294 Ash Street
Park Forest, IL 60466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosa De Santiago
2645a Garfield St
San Mateo, CA 94403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Foster
500 Sloway, St. Regis, Mt
St. Regis, MT 59866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Gould-Goodman
1372 Appleton Way
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let foreign countries dependent on environmentally destructive energy sources frack in their own environment!

Sincerely,

Mitzi Humphrey
2201 Conte Drive
Midlothian, VA 23113
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate, and should be stopped now. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan S
Howard Rd
Marcola, OR 97454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Baumgarten
22704 Quail Mine Rd
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sarah Ryan
26312 Fairside Rd
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Bescript
8882 E Maxwell Dr
Tucson, AZ 85747
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tasha Robbins
22 Lessey Street
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Allen
8405 Sw 156 Street
Palmetto Bay, FL 33157
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Cox
619 Clay St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Puneeth Kalavase
1629 Francisco St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It's now or never to do the right thing for our climate and future generations. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garrett Meigs
2760 Nw Fillmore Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K I
Milgate St
Pittsburgh, PA 15224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Heugel
313 Route 22, Apt. 22n
Brewster, NY 10509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Bak
16405 Southland Ave
Cleveland, OH 44111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Miceli
16234 Golf Road
Cobb, CA 95426
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Ector
137 S 2nd St
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Zielinski
385 McCormick Lane
Crossville, TN 38571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Borges
2173 Inverness Dr
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Barragan
209 Bronson St
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Hansen
14 Old Orchard Rd.
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Porgal
3151 Ne 56th Ave H2
Silver Springs, FL 34488
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Hutcheon
298 Broad St
Matawan, NJ 07747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Winterer
639 Ozone St
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John White
116 Iris Dr.
Bailey, CO 80421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carm Moehle
Thomas
Phoenix, AZ 85012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Thomas
12679 Water Lily Lane
Victorville, CA 92392
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Freund
9331 Sw 4th Street
Miami, FL 33174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Schultes
167 Main St
Cherry Valley, NY 13320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Kniat
"12 Dongan Place, #401"
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kamie Semaan
6416a Pizarro Dr
El Paso, TX 79912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Coppock
7931 Sandy Place
Anchorage, AK 99507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Ciccone
241 Hazel Lane
Hartland, WI 53029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Keenan
484 Lake Park Ave 257
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee v
4
Culpeper, VA 22701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blaine Converse
927 Newsome Court
Goochland, VA 23063
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Austin Doyle
3808 Cornish Ave
Fort Worth, TX 76133
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Willett  
914 Tower Avenue  
Superior, WI 54880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to slow down global warming and that means moving away from fossil fuels. Please act for the benefit of citizens rather than the most polluting and irresponsible industry.

Sincerely,

Olga Grlic
529 Dogwood Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Kolifrath
55 Old Gage Hill Road North
Pelham, NH 03076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Anzelmo
279 Dewey Ave
Staten Island, NY 10308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Seymour
5165 S. Renewal Lane
Tucson, AZ 85747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Dreyer
9 Creekmere Cove
Newport News, VA 23603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adele cox
45 Fulton St
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christine Perot
300 Clover Hill Farm Rd
Keswick, VA 22947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ranstrom
Box 2181
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benita Crow
2854 Lambert Trail
Chesapeake, VA 23323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Donelan
950 Sandy Point Rd
Langley, WA 98260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please look into the proof and details behind the movement to ban fracking. It does add considerably to the toxic load that is already present in our food chain and water sources.

Sincerely,

John Koshi
1100 Vista Pointe Circle
San Ramon, CA 94582
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Smedley Throbbins
300 River Rd
Manchester, NH 03104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Smith
12236 Carnegie Dr
Tracy, CA 95377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Ferry
201 W. Broadway Apt. 512
Anaheim, CA 92805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurits Schless
1016 Spruce Street, #1-F
Philadelphia, PA 19107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline Light
360 West Washington Ave
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Greenlee
63215 O.B. Riley Rd
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Sachter
1933 Selby Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Greenwald
1930 Stewart St. G2
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Stevens
199 Bear Rd
Brighton, CA 95910
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Hatleberg
143 Silver Hollow Rd
Chichester, NY 12416
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Mewhort
2415 Western Ave
Seattle, WA 98121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Dodd
12205 Bond St
Wheaton, MD 20902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Hagedorn
P.O. Box 142
Beach Lake, PA 18405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Moats
123 Averitt St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Dennis  
4134 Marshall Avenue  
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Sommerdyke
8436 Summit Dr
Chagrin Falls, OH 44023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bort
5 Sweeney Ct.
Green Brook, NJ 08812
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Bear
1353 Hoapili St.
Lahaina, HI 96761
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sundae Shields
289 Riverpark Blvd, Apt 202
Oxnard, CA 93036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjory Lehan
37 Pleasant St.
Westfield, MA 01085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordann Wine
8500 Meadowlark Lane
Bethesda, MD 20817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Schuessler
Grayton Rd
Tonawanda, NY 14150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Saunders
28 Upper Hollow Rd
Hillsdale, NY 12529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Perez
Rivercrest Drive
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE CONTINUE TO ALLOW THE PROFITS-OVER-PEOPLE COMPANIES TO RUIN OUR WATER SUPPLIES (FAR, FAR MORE PRECIOUS THAN GAS AND OIL!) TO ALLOW THEM TO EXTRACT THESE RESOURCES THEN SELL THEM TO OTHER COUNTRIES IS FURTHER INSULT TO PUBLIC AND PLANETARY HEALTH - PERIOD!!!

Sincerely,

Loretta Bodiford
Po Box 579
Soulsbyville, CA 95372
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Selma Foster
6hamilton St.
Potsdam, NY 13676
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anne henry
1 Moorbriar Ct
St Peters, MO 63376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Clark
202 Saluda Road
Moore, SC 29369
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Reeves
76 Great Brook Rd
Milford, NH 03055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joni Mulder
9800 Summit Ave
Rockford, MI 49341
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lanigan
7171 Washington Ave
St. Louis, MO 63130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Lawless
1498 Old Sumneytown Pike
Harleysville, PA 19438
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Attilio Guadagno
605 El Vallencito Dr
Walnut, CA 91789
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Gemmill
3648 E Ellsworth Ave
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Dashew
199 Monroe Street
Franklin Square, NY 11010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McTighe
1565 Chippewa Drive
Naperville, IL 60563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Stephen And Barbara Cobb
408 Little John Drive
Dillsburg, PA 17019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Burroughs
111 Hobbs Acre Drive
Edenton, NC 27932
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Support renewable energies!

Sincerely,

Bibi Eng
47 Sammy’S Beach Rd
East Hampton, NY 11937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Davenport
4808 Sheridan
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Kay
6915 Donovan Creek Road
Clinton, MT 59825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Mader
89 Greenpoint Ave #1b
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Staniunas
14 Mill St
Northboro, MA 01532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Hsieh
6660 Biscayne Blvd
Miami, FL 33132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Ferran
Glades Rd.
Boca Raton, FL 33486
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Patterson
8159 Northland Dr. N.E.
Rockford, MI 49341
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Tuddenham
1220 King Drive
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Wilson
3505 Sonoma Bl #320
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lani O'Callaghan
212 Kimeron Street Se
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Almeida
178 Garner Avenue
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darryl Myles
5424 Arlington Street
Philadelphia, PA 19131
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Chandler
6174 N. Point Bar Lane
Garden City, ID 83714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fowler
6727 Holiday Ave.
Rosamond, CA 93560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mr. Anje' Waters
14945 Christmas Tree Ln.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason cross
827 Arlington Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Savory
1545 Hooker St
Denver, CO 80204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edgardo Fernandez
3675 S. Cherokee St. #302
Englewood, CO 80110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Fisk
720 Liebman Ct.
Green Bay, WI 54302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Roemer
131 Riverside Dr.
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luther Mountjoy
356 Grove Cir, Avon Park, Fl
Avon Park, FL 33825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Benzwi
5253 Harbord Dr.
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rusty Hyde
6722 Vista Drive
Ferndale, WA 98248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Ponczak
2936 N. 70th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John HALL
12600 Cr 561a
Clermont, FL 34715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Dobson
675 Monte Rosa Dr. #824
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamara Morilals
Rough St.
Dallas, TX 75201
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hartman  
4800 S. Pine Island Rd. #25  
Davie, FL 33328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jay Rice
72 Holstrom Circle
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bardis
73 Adirondack Lane
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Martin
7 Taylor Road
Claryville, NY 12725
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aubrey Iwanicki
211 N. Elmhurst Rd Apt 1
Wheeling, IL 60090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Antill
8380 Langdon St
Phila., PA 19162
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine McCool
48 Dorothy Road
Millbury, MA 01527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanine Ertl
11000 Briceland Road
Whitethorn, CA 95589
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Pesek-Herriges
N4827 455th St.
Menomonie, WI 54751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra colrud
1130 Catalpa Cir Apt C
Madison, WI 53713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate O' Shea
Po Box 3336
Bloomington, IN 47402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We cannot be deterred from the critical goal of eventually ending the use of all climate destroying fossil fuels. Allowing the export of fracked gas from our country only speeds up the process of world climate change and leaves our land, air, and water contaminated for the singular profit of the gas corporations. This goes against the need for acting in the public interest and is in fact a suicidal policy given the facts we now know about our fragile ecosystems here on earth. This is for real and not the rantings of a fringe group of environmentalists. The short term gain for a few is more than offset by the terrible and unthinkable loss of the majority. Stop all fracking immediately! Please!

Sincerely,

Robert Barendse
361 Little Burch Hill
Granville, NY 12832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Shaw
825 Grey Avenue
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Moskow
16 Carriage Rd.
Wilton, CT 06897
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nola Blanchette  
205 West Saratoga  
Marshall, MN 56258
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We need to keep our natural resources here, not export them. The process of exporting keeps prices higher for americans and building terminals, pipelines, and shipping destroys the environment as well as fracking itself. Natural gas is limited, let's not sell it all away and keep ourselves dependent on foreign oil. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Gordon
16544 Colony Rd
Bow, WA 98232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Domke
2865 Catherine Dr
Clearwater, FL 33759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara west
6435 E Burnside St
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Sparks
2323 Casa Rufina Rd., Unit 210
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suze Angel
375 Jasmine St.
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Klass
136 West 24th Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Palin
2357 Brother Abedon Way
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Richards
2451 Palesta Dr
Trinity, FL 34655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Simpson
3005 Se Balboa
Vancouver, WA 98683
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Olsen
507 North Main Avenue
Scranton, PA 18504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Sessions
141 N La Grange Rd. #403
La Grange, IL 60525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. FOR GOD’S SAKE——STOP THIS CARNAGE!!!!

Sincerely,

Carolyn ERSKINE
-0-
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharalynn Rocha
5196 East Iliff Avenue
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Kondratieff
20 Milstead Cir
Shawnee, OK 74801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, or any other fossil fuel.

Sincerely,

Garry Doll
400 Lycoming St Apt 201
Williamsport, PA 17701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Randell
1407 Stikeleather Rd
Hiddenite, NC 28636
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Herd
1491 Pine Flat Rd.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Zeugner
51800 E. Gatehouse Dr.
South Bend, IN 46637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Lawrence
2121 Hwy 12 #146
Ashland City, TN 37015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy Billings
1821 Ditmars Blvd
Astoria, NY 11105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darcy Buendia
563 Prospect St.
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Juliard
24 Kellogg Street
Brookfield, CT 06804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Krusen
55 Ventura Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adele Wallace
729 N 4th St
Reading, PA 19601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colette flake-bunz
84-12 35th Avenue
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikki Lincoln
9102 Harvard
Bellflower, CA 90706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Clifford
119 Gausler Rd
Blairstown, NJ 07825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucinda McQueen
519 Pumpkin Hill Road
Warner, NH 03278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nona Russell
200 Riverside Drive, #4b
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sid Browne
3020 El Cerrito Plaza #537
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Habib Torab
806 E Morningside Dr Ne
Atlanta, GA 30324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mimsi Milton
114 Beaver Lodge Rd.
Frisco, CO 80443
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian blas
2725 Howard Court
Burbank, CA 91504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Peacock
Po Box 300127
Austin, TX 78703
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Hepfer
1720 E John #3
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ines Stelzer
4775 Silverwood St
Phila, PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fox
150 Timber Cove Rd
Lubec, ME 04652
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Schultz
12 Canterbury Ct.
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wallace White
541 High Llama Ln
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Natasha Vidic
3818 Thornwood Dr
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Selverston
6862 Thornwood St.
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terri Saul
2327 Prince St #10
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Tortora
26 Lodge Drive
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Franz
1395 Cerritos Dr
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We hear over and over from right-wing commentators, pundits and potentates that fracking is all about energy independence for the US. Therefore exporting should have no part in achieving that independence.

Sincerely,

Rodger Caldwell
1530 Michigan Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Curtis
62 Hm Chadderdon St
Purling, NY 12470
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wouter Pronk  
515 S Benton St  
Palatine, IL 60067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Inge Engler
73 Ash Street
Weston, MA 02493
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Basore
70 Sunnyside Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Canon
1923 Elm Street
Forest Grove, OR 97116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Clabaugh
10217 Sw Burton Drive
Vashon Island, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Karen Paul
707 Idaho Avd
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

J. pliner
17 East 73rd. St.
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gail Raphael
7108 Manor Oaks Drive
Dallas, TX 75248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sema And Bob English
5075 San Antero Pl.
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Maxson Proud
275 Topeka
Irvine, CA 92604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Banford
E Miller Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Buckley
28 Tiffany Circle
Barrington, RI 02806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Brinkmeier
402 N Jones
Amboy, IL 61310
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This makes good sense.

Sincerely,

Richard Hieronymus
167 Kilsburrow Road
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Devin-Sheehan
1 Erland Road
Stony Brook, NY 11790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Jane Hyde
235 Stein Lane
Lewisburg, PA 17837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Garner
Po Box 67215
St. Pete Beach, FL 33736
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zola Packman
1011 Nicholwood Drive
Raleigh, NC 27605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Valenti
12245 Ski View Lane
Leavenworth, WA 98826
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas ashkenas
77 San Mateo Road
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gilmore
75 Beacon Hill Drive
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Weissman
Po Box 1166
Ellicottville, NY 14731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Spires
37 West 72nd St. (14d)
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael T. & Bonnie L. Tanner
1065 E. Riversong Dr.
Eagle, ID 83616
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhett Gambol  
318 10th Ave E #B10  
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Raphael
5859 Beacon St Apt 4002
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Lyon
29300 Scenic Drive Ne
Poulsbo, WA 98370
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Alves  
20323 N 107th Ave  
Sun City, AZ 85373
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Schrag
Po Box 52
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sarah Duggan
23 School Street, Apt. 208
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robt Bacho
3428 West 119 St
Cleveland, OH 44111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard CURRY
150 Ryder Cup Blvd.
Pinebluff, NC 28373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hettinger
208 East 13th Street 1r
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maura Strausberg
1 Stark Court
West Windsor, NJ 08550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kurt Simonson
11 E Orange Grove Rd
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sophia Hoffer-Perkins
925 A St. Bernard St
Philadelphia, PA 19143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark McCarthy
6990 Leytonstone Blvd
West Bloomfield, MI 48322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Sawyer
57929 Canterbury St
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Swinton
200 E. 66th St., Apt. D303
New York City, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Guilbert
14919 91st Pl Ne
Bothell, WA 98011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Catherine Lambeau
203 1 St Street
Huntington, WV 25705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Tyrrell
1116 Michigan Avenue
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fabris
2 Soule Rd.
Orinda, CA 94563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob ottosen
W8421 Brook Drive
Shell Lake, WI 54871
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Harvey
7972 Mission Center Ct #G
San Diego, CA 92108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane George
19610 290th Ave Se
Hobart, WA 98025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricki Disdier
1149 14th Ave Se
Minneapolis, MN 55414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigid Vorce
555 Liberty Square Road
Boxborough, MA 01719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Hardy
407 Galisteo Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Jenkin
1468 Dover Hill South
Walled Lake, MI 48390
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Rabi
40 West 77th Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly White
280 Ocean Pkwy 2h
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Weinberg
805 Bass Lane
Shelbyville, KY 40065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan mccurrt
24182 Spartan St
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hailey
410 Clearview Ave.
Friendswood, TX 77546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matrgaret Snyder
7603 Norbourne Ave
Louisville, KY 40222
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura redding  
P.O. Box 20633  
Roanoke, VA 24018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Americans do not want the polluted environment and toxic water in our states so that fossil fuel can be exported.

Sincerely,

Cathryn cordray
411 S 800 E
Slc, UT 84102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Trapper Carrick
618 Homestead Court
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Er Curtis
2936 Austin Rd
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Conneely
28 Eastwind St
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jane ernstthal
56 Ellsworth St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Carpenter
5 Kelshawn Ct.
Latham, NY 12110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Tetterton-Opheim
319 South Fifth Avenue
Wilmington, NC 28401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Solana Foo
740 10th Ave
Sf, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Freeman
2916 Ruthland Rd
Richmond, VA 23228
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Schwartz
21-36 33 Road
Long Island City, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loren Jones
2231 Shattuck Ave. #328
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Ellis
4035 Sunrise Hts. N. W.
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alan Chuey
311 Oak St #302
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Horst
101 35th St. W
Minneapolis, MN 55408
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Canning
16868 Nw Riverview Dr
Portland, OR 97231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Henderson
104 Windsor Ct
Saint Paul, MN 55112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne polasik
14420 94th Street
Stillwster, MN 55082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Howe
P.O. Box 461
Albuquerque, NM 87103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marissa Batt
Declined To Provide
Los Angeles, CA 90020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Clark
114 Cutler Rd
Greene, NY 13778
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Henderson
149 Aubinwood Road
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katy Simmons
4432 William St.
Omaha, NE 68105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Blank
6844 Woodland Bluff Ne
Comstock Park, MI 49321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pamela Raskin
37 Walker Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanya Davis
5 Upper Ridgeway Ave.
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Rennacker
31200 Sherwood Rd
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ben Sauls
23837 41st Ave Ne
Bothell, WA 98021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Solem
11310 Ne 60th St
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irwin Dunietz
111 Valentine Street
Highland Park, NJ 08904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We keep looking for "cures" to illnesses when what you are doing to the planet may actually CAUSE many of these maladies. We saw deaths last summer because of the intense heat. Please don’t sacrifice the health of Americans to do more fracking (contaminating our water supply) in order to export natural gas. The same goes for allowing fossil fuel companies to ruin living conditions for Americans. Put some real effort into utilizing clean energy sources.

Sincerely,

Larene Wolfe
10824 W. 68th Ave.
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Yunginger
1760 Walden Ln Sw
1760 Walden Ln Sw, MN 55902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amina Ali
1533 Kimball Street
Brooklyn, NY 11234
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane J
10380 Clearwater Path
Lonsdale, MN 55046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Porter
486 Finley Rd
Ballston Spa, NY 12020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Wilson
982 S. Portland St.
Republic, WA 99166
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Richardson
1873 Wagner St.
Pasadena, CA 91107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Gaffney
2200 Gibbons Ave
Baltimore, MD 21214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Perreault
7807 Kincheon Court
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karrin Pearson
10 Holly Lane
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Schultz
10635 Jimenez
Sylmar, CA 91342
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mariel Kruse
92 Kraft Pl
Ringwood, NJ 07456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Roberts
7585 Pinal Ave.
Atascadero, CA 93422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne brennan
632 Bryn Mawr Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Correa
5082 Congress Ave.
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Roberts
260 Norwich New London Tpke
Uncasville, CT 06382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Graham
4030 Eagle Crest Rd Nw
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Kimball
1236 Janus Street
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Weinert
92 California St.
Buffalo, NY 14213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Koury
222 West 14th Street, #3c
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julieann spangler
3350 Lemon Ave
Signal Hill, CA 90755
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Foster
500 Sloway Frontage Rd. West
Saint Reigs, MT 59866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Rumrey
524 Dudley Way
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Taut
27 Hillcrest Ave
Montvale, NJ 07645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Hinkson
521 Wilson Av
Sacramento, CA 95833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara McIntosh
3924 Belle Meade Ln
Rockford, IL 61108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bowers
3201 Northampton Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kratz
1424 Edgcumbe Rd
St. Paul, MN 55116
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Mullins
2021 Lincoln
Holladay, UT 84124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryanne Muller
2012 Haring St
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce O'Brien
3316 Hoover Ave
Altoona, WI 54720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Kubecka
600 Mcmaster Lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Leigh
Pmb 2794 Po Box 257
Olympia, WA 98507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Williams
3705 Nw 138th St
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Topping
6443 Elmer Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manmeet Toor
1030 Tiverton Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Sandoval
10215 Caenen Lake Road
Lenexa, KS 66215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Ford
5135 S Kenwood Ave 501
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Knoll
815 Emery St.
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Allport
6103 Ensign Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Betteridge
19675 S Fischers Mill Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Anna buckley
3095 Fir Tree Dr Se
Salem, OR 97317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It’s hard to undo damage to communities, people and the environment. PLEASE: be sure that we have substantial evidence of safety before we get started. Do not give carte blanche to companies seeking a profit. We don’t want to condone something that turns out to be another BP oil disaster, but with fracking. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Pilisuk
5703 Van Fleet Ave
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Patterson
Po Box 6044
Fremont, CA 94538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen White
4721 Selkirk St.
Fremont, CA 94538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Pavliscsak
43 Shawmut Ave
North Haven, CT 06473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael O’Neill
10018 14th Ave. E.
Tacoma, WA 98445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen View
115 Dewitt Ave, 10r
Elmira, NY 14901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Baxter
15 Ocean Way
St. Augustine, FL 32080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Anderson
2708 E Blanton Dr
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Keefe
6239 Pierce Street
Omaha, NE 68106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Urban
6050 Melody Lane
Dallas, TX 75231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margarette Shegog
6218 Pheasant Hill Rd
Dayton, OH 45424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Crotty
1467 Cherry Creek Lane
Manchester, MO 63021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane atlas
2212 Plumb 1st. Street
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Leu
1712 266th Way Se
Sammamish, WA 98075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brett Burford
50 Holly Dr
Webster Groves, MO 63119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara LAVEY
3085 Tioga Terr
Deltona, FL 32738
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Rogers
401 Davis St.
Fenton, MI 48430
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Zalba
1885 Melrose
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Martin
7508 Derby Road
Derby, NY 14047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan straight
5539 Bower Rd
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles And Patricia Sellers
8931 Oviedo Street
San Diego, CA 92129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Lungo
55 West Bagley Road #313
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sylvia MartineZ
3024 49 St
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Andrews
277 N Elm St.
Tallmadge, OH 44278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Schilz
4410 Stonehedge Way
Sacramento, CA 95823
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Scott Minches
612 W. Patterson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Reinhard
1900 Manet Place
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Castle
3424 East Golden Vista Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Franco-Moore
77 Calypso
Irvine, CA 92618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Prince
3907 Fairbreeze Circle
Westlake Village, CA 91361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Lempke
73720 Shadow Mountain Drive #4
Palm Desert, CA 92260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Melnick
642 Alvarado Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Forbes
417 Heathcliff Dr.
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathryn Coll
5973 Friar Way
San Jose, CA 95129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roz Rickman
19100 Crest Ave - 21
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mercedes Koehly
1488arch Way
Chico, CA 95973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florence Cooley
220 Reef Ct.
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Geller
569 Vista De Ventura
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessie Behm
10585 E Mission Ln
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregg Matson
8943 Park Trail Dr.
Elk Grove, CA 95624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorrie Weiss
1645 Abbot Kinney Blvd Unit 209
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Maxson
2801 Hauser Blvd
L.A., CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harvey Weinberg
660 N Olive St.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It is very likely that fracking will release toxics (oil, natural gas, or the fracking chemicals themselves) into water tables (aquifers) in the region of any and all fracking. The cost of compromised aquifers has must be part of any cost-benefit analysis of fracking. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Allen
660 N. Granados Ave
Solana Beach, CA 92075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Shabsin
415 Gunsmoke Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Barth
250 Mullen Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad scheppner
21418 Entrada Road
Topanga, CA 90290
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Nixon
1701 Steinhart Avenue
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis McCracken
419 E. South St
Aberdeen, NC 28315
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Benjamin McBrayer
530 Miller Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Walt Trask
1333 Jones Street, #1001
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Murphy
5918 Genoa Street
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dorama Montoya
6567 Kinlock Ave.
Alta Loma, CA 91737
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Janine Roberts
22904 De Kalb Drive
Calabasas, CA 91302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Carr
18301 Norlene Way
Grass Valley, CA 95949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Fisher
727 Fisher Road
Cornwall, VT 05753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Baier
51382 Dorstan Dr.
Oakhurst, CA 93644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail Lewis
942-A Hayes St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Sokolski
66 Birch Rd
Ringwood, NJ 07456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert squire
30097 Simpson Lane
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Brockman
1446 Whittier Rd
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Resico
15866 Corte Yolanda
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Winburn
2133 Damuth St
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Cunha
474 Ruth Ct
San Leandro, CA 94578

CREDO Action 3823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Gartner
78 Knapp Ave Apt B
Clifton, NJ 07011
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Romero
3424 Irwin Ave
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Fiske
1738 Sw 24 Ave
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Copanos
5250 W. 53rd Ave.
Arvada, CO 80002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Henry
300 Park Dr
Stoneham, MA 02180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Yoder
6 Beverly Road
Perkasie, PA 18944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Phillips
20134 Leadwell St Unit 126
Winnetka, CA 91306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What is going on in the Department of Energy, that they seem to be downplaying the negative aspects - and they are considerable! - of the production and use of fracking. And wasn’t the supposed rationale that the gas produced would help relieve our power needs at home - so then export it?!? Do I smell a rat? Check it out.

Sincerely,

William Krakauer
342 West 85th Street #6c
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Fay  
4000 Ne 27th Avenue  
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Pratt
504 6th. St.
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Coogan
Po Box 273
Nomarshfield, MA 02637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Paquin
Po Box 573
Arcata, CA 95518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Vendl
320 camelot Circle
Malabar, FL 32950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

George Tataje
13443 Moorpark St. Apt. E
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Michael
9606 Copsey Creek Way
Lower Lake, CA 95457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Bruxvoort
7939 Pinehurst Road
Woodbury, MN 55125

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kristina Streeter
211 Fairview Drive
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McGettigan
2 South Tallahassee Avenue
Atlantic City, NJ 08401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you, Jane Cook 3421 Park Place Bethlehem PA 18017

Sincerely,

Jane Cook
3421 Park Place
Bethlehem, PA 18017

CREDO Action 3842
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Young
1205 Thomas St
City, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a health threat in communities all across America. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets while doing nothing to decrease energy costs here at home. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Clerke
2891 Co Hwy 8
West Oneonta, NY 13861
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clare Weaver
7425 Witter Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Schuldt
6351 Marchand St Apt 1
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Griego
1116 Greenbriar Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeremy Bopp
5105 Leghorn Cove
Round Rock, TX 78681
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Duarte
4207 Everett Avenue
Middlrburg, FL 32068
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Bego
2420 Se 11th Ave
Camas, NC 28804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederica Acora
1605 Upland Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Peck
410 Lawn Terrace
Golden Valley, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy

to Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Norris-Brown
8 E Village Dr.
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Helvie
5209 Carmen Blvd
Las Vegas, NV 89108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Vogel
9130 250 St E
Hampton, MN 55031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt LaPlante
18000 Armitage Ct
Homewood, IL 60430
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Schleich
169 E. Bridge Street
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Baron
4239 N. Keystone Ave. #4n
Chicago, IL 60641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Peterson
4921 Sandstone Dr
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Iris Newman
319 Nickerson St
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yogi nasser
16951 Se Ankeny St
Portland, OR 97233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin wilmoth
El Bosque Dr
Pebble Beach, CA 93953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Berger
281 N. Platinum Drive
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Metz
635 Teresa St
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kristin Johnson
710 Crystal Cave Rd
Kutztown, PA 19530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lou Kammerer
16425 Sw Estuary Dr. #206
Beaverton, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Austin
12 Queen Anne Lane
Hingham, MA 02043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E Dow
80 Allenwood Park Road
Augusta, ME 04330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marieke Bermon
39 Highland Ave
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Fitzpatrick
166 Devon Way
Levittown, PA 19057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kinney
8 Woodrow Lane
Port Deposit, MD 21904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Blackwell
5399 Zero Lane
Milton, FL 32583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daviann McClurg
2036 Harold Ave
Salina, KS 67401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elayne Feinsod
4 Town House Ln
Acton, MA 01720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane MacDonald
125 Hans Bethe House
Ithaca, NY 14853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Zavadovics
5120 Mildred
Wayne, MI 48184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory David
3956 Yosemite Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura McKinney
1837 N. Alexandria Ave., #307
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ethan Boldt
21 Jefferson Street
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Drentlaw
709 Winona Street
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Johnson
107 Market St. #2
Portsmouth, NH 03801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Gish
13206 Dutch Creek Rd.
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan braune
702 Schiller Ct.
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Bergeron
1218 Russell Ave. N.
Minneapolis, MN 55411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim gronemeyer  
4333 Bayside Village Dr  
Tampa, FL 33615
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adrianne Vasey
607 Wayland Pl
State College, PA 16803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grea alexander
Po Box 3533
Houston, TX 77253
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Rossi
3582 Crestwood Dr.
Lapeer, MI 48446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Burton
714 45th St E
Bradenton, FL 34208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Nielsen
3691 Mocha Ln
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Sully
103 155th Ave Ne
Bellevue, WA 98007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Locatelli
4209 N. Kedvale
Chicago, IL 60641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, OUR WATER and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Some people are actually able to light their water from their wells on fire and are unable to have safe drinking water due to close by fracking wells.

Sincerely,

Sandra Orahoske
6231 Olde Eight Road
Peninsula, OH 44264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Rynberg
64 Newell Rd.
Yarmouth, ME 04096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schopa
426 Margate Terrace
Deerfield, IL 60015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Nusbaum
2916 Gettysburg Avenue South
Saint Louis Park, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Johnston
1555 Clear Run Road
Dubois, PA 15801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Morrison
Po Box 1333
Santa Barbara, CA 93102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnold Greenberg
Po Box 778
Blue Hill, ME 04614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Fritzi Thorner
5601 Turtle Bay Drive #504
Naples, FL 34108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Hughes
721 Butler Pike
Ambler, PA 19002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Dustcircle
1466 Orson Drive
Columbus, OH 43207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Bedell
2398 Vandermark Rd, Bellaire, Mi
Bellaire, MI 49615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Insana
1940 East Palo Verde Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Smith
5156 Delacroix Drive
Brooksville, FL 34604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rupal Soni
1873 Windward Lane
Hanover Park, IL 60133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kilgore
4648 Dapple Ln
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dustin Fenster
3275 Endicott Dr
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Laghlin
7135 Hollywood Blvd. #204
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We need to slow down and stop on all this stuff that involves fracking. It cause too many problems now and we can only imagine the problems in the future. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judee Stanley
1915 Amanda Ct.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Scafidi
823 Lagun St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norma Madison
8017 S Harvard Ave
Chicago, IL 60620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louisa White
16252 Collingham
Detroit, MI 48205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Fernandez
13452 W. Jesse Red Dr
Peoria, AZ 85383
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Goodson
1008 Hess Drive
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Constable
1740 6th St S
Wisc Rapids, WI 54494
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Eldridge
8900 Bernberry St
Sarasota, FL 34240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Morris
135 N 6th Ave
Highland Park, NJ 08904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Burck
13813 Prairie
Harbert, MI 49115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Mellin
2158 W 18th Place
Chicago, IL 60608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Flora
505 Caswell Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winny Yedinak
4410 Grass Lake
West Branch, MI 48661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Schofield
4840 Maybee Rd.
Clarkston, MI 48348
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is insane to continue to use fossil fuel when we know it is killing us along with the planet. I don’t think we have to die to wake up from this stupor. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Johnson
4419 Harbor Ridge Rd Ne
Tacoma, WA 98422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Shivar
2413 Grove Avenue
Berwyn, IL 60402
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Smith
2650 Sw Juliet Ave
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34987
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Benton
251 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike
Blue Bell, PA 19422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Sprague
12593 25th St
Perry, KS 66073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Douglass
806 South Mole St
Philadelphia, PA 19146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melvyn Levrant
Yorkshire Cir
Cleves, OH 45002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Wason
12 Trilliam Run
Sutton, MA 01590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan McGinnis
20 Codman St
Dorchester, MA 02124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Cracking scares the hell out of me, they want to start doing more of it here in California but it should be outlawed. We have too much to lose. The toxins it puts into our environment and the risk of it triggering earthquakes with all of our fault lines is just too great a danger.

Sincerely,

Mike Knollhoff
13730 Mesquite Ave #B
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Walker
121 Farmington Ave
New Britain, CT 06053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Garcia
1822 Frances St
Harlingen, TX 78550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sydney Vanberg
4302 Avenue G
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris MORANO
14125 Palo Alto Drive
Guerneville, CA 95446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandon Kirk
825 N. Hampton Rd.
Dallas, TX 75208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Thelander
21 Folsom Street
Dover, NH 03820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reba Benschoter
2528 So. 40th St.
Omaha, NE 68105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Weiss
4021 Ne 16th Terrace
Oakland Park, FL 33334
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephen Linthwaite
79 Whiskey Road
Coram, NY 11727
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Sypniewski
3680 S Glencoe St
Denver, CO 80237
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi kander
5901 N. 32nd St
Tacoma, WA 98407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Potts
2621 Se Grant St.
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stephen Perakis
963 E Lincoln Ave
Columbus, OH 43229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Goldberg
1609 Arbor Dr.
Glendale, CA 91202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacie Wysong
45 Road 1304
La Plata, NM 87418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tom Melancon
119 19th Avenue E. #302
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruthann Ovenshire
201 Bedford St. Se
Minneapolis, MN 55414
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Lowery
99 Kensington Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn O’Hagan
110 Cypress Ln
Roseville, CA 95678
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Claassen
211 Colonial Dr
Akron, PA 17501
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Jakobe  
7209 W. 155th Street  
Overland Park, KS 66223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Wheelock
22 Hibriten Drive
Asheville, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niara Isley
1548 Florida Road
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to the health of Americans, American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Morse
110 Bleecker Street
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Goodman
Box 923
Soda Springs, CA 95728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Cassel
3 Washington Sq. Vlg
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh McDougall
377 Santa Clara Ave
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sabrina Williams
13 St
Gainesville, FL 32653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Seth Raabe
Hcr 1 Box 180
Hana, HI 96713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Trick
9396 Moran Rd Ne
Bainbridge Is, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suellen Lodge
507 Marview Lane
Solana Beach, CA 92075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lerner
66 River Rd.
Flanders, NJ 07836
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hope nelson
1416 Sapphire Dr
Carlsbad, CA 92011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Aguirre
5425 Hillcrest Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hay
14 S. Kimball St.
Haverhill, MA 01835
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felix Cruz
1527 Easton Dr
San Antonio, TX 78253
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Neuman de Vegvar
2360 Panhandle Road
Delaware, OH 43015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adelia Vachon
18851 Ne 75th St.
Williston, FL 32696
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Johnson
2341 Appalachian Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G. Bud Budlong
None
Jasper, AR 72641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jeanne De Smedt
1498 Golf Street
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis rosinsky
186 Island Road
Mahwah, NJ 07430
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Chen
2 Farmstead Rd.
Denville, NJ 07834
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Leslie
2047 Eastern Ave
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Navarro
12301 Osborne St. #34
Pacoima, CA 91331
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Albert Vazquez
2116 E Nura Pl
Anaheim, CA 92806
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Hernandez  
14304 110th Ave. Ne  
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Shaw
2611 Oakes Ave
Everett, WA 98201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Lohrmann
2301 Sw 4th St
Battle Ground, WA 98604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Maestro
1188 Verde Santa Fe Pkwy
Cornville, AZ 86325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Davenport
8005 190th St Sw
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is way too early to allow even yet more expansion of this process... the industry should have to first prove that it can do this safely... The conservatives will pound the administration for forcing a delay... but that will allow time to reduce the damage to water and thereby benefit generations to come...

Sincerely,

Michael Hayes
2706 Whiteside Place
Springfield, IL 62711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hal lepoff
600 Miller Creek Road
Garberville, CA 95542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Rediker
19 Mapleton St
Brighton, MA 02135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Maloney
510 Pilgrim Dr.E.
Saginaw, MI 48638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stashenko Hempeck
220 Canning Street East–P.O. Box 57
Hendrum, MN 56550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Dean Marshall
52 Railroad Rd.
Benton, PA 17814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ogando
353 Third Avenue #165
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Heinze
919 Port St
New Orleans, LA 70117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Cameron
2749 Sw 103 St.
Gainesville, FL 32607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Landberg
1389 Jeffereson D116
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Brumbaugh
1315 Hubbard Ave
St. Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Flynt
383 Spring Lake Road
Red Hook, NY 12571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josef Gonzalez
118 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick kapty
9025 Calle Del Diablo
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Miller
5822 Corley St
Columbia, SC 29212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Olson
3632 3rd Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darien stefani
110 Laurel Lane
Austi N, TX 78705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is an unproven technique and the dangers of permanently destroying our clean water supply is far too risky. Do not green light these terminals.. and why would we be exporting anything anyway when we should be taking care of us in the USofA Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffery young
2792 Saint Paul Blvd
Rochester, NY 14617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. As a Pennsylvanian, I'm personally concerned about the health and safety of my neighbors and our environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Personally, I would like all fracking to stop until the NG industry can assure us that our water supply will be safe from the toxic pollutants used in fracking.

Sincerely,

Peter Rose
2 W Elizabeth Ln
Richboro, PA 18954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Lucas
42823 Lilley Pointe Dr
Canton, MI 48187
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Blanchett-Browne
151 Caswell Ave
Staten Island, NY 10314
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Donatti
12239 Monticeto Lane
Meadows Place, TX 77477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Ross
5757 Poker Ln
Antelope, CA 95843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Turcotte
341 Mansfield Road, Unit 1024
Storrs, CT 06269
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Wheeler
2621 St Bernard Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Culver
1123 Poplaf Street
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Menken
3734 Ne 22nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eli Johnston
2740 Ne Wasco St #1
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandi Montano
641 O’Farrell St. #501
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Wagner
195 Holderness Dr
Longwood, FL 32779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ulna Calloway
141 Oakville Dr 1a
Pittsburgh, PA 15220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Grant
1601 N Cleveland
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean peterson
Street Address
City, CT 06355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Johnson
13276 Clairmont Wy
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zachary Kosinski
1151 Charles View Way Apt F
Towson, MD 21204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine Pappalardo
1919 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Dybdahl
1619 Harbal Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Syd Fredrickson
9209 Palatine Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schumacher
6159 Aquarius Ave
Ferndale, WA 98248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Pavlou
623 Bellevue Av N
Yonkers, NY 10703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

No Fracking! It’s a short term answer to a long-term problem. And it puts us all at risk.

Sincerely,

Mihal Ronen
212 E. Yates St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle ferioli
12501 W Glen Court
Choctaw, OK 73020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Armstrong
18666 Redmond Way Kk1087
Redmond, WA 98052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is not a safe or desirable practice, and it is irresponsible to promote it.

Sincerely,

Marion Black
3590 Front St Unit K
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Maurice
356 S Main St
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Ladd
420 Depot Road
Boxborough, MA 01719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mildrid Phillips
2325 Mckinley Ave Apt 16
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Boyd McClure
115 East Park Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Dunay
28 Sunset Hill Rd
Redding, CT 06896
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bethany Ladimer
2602 Silver Street
Hinesburg, VT 05461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timm Lavelle
1260 Linn Ct
Turlock, CA 95380
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken De La Rosa
3136 W Ball
Anaheim, CA 92804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Marici
290 Naple Cove Dr Unit 2301
Naples, FL 34110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ahren Donnigan
P.O. Box 268
Pollock, ID 83547
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle mcnerney
3242 Kimber Ct
San Jose, CA 95124
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Huff
11 Semmes Ave
Mobile, AL 36604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Arena
19 Riverdale Road
Billerica, MA 01821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Charline Brock
Po Box 549
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Milstein
5007 Lakehurst Lane Se
Bellevue, WA 98006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Hillman
7 Brookside Court
Housatonic, MA 01236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Flores
784 South Canosa Ct.
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Rumain
510 East 86th Street
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Endicott
Xxxxx
Ellisville, MO 63021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Lane
45 Maple Ave.
Cortland, NY 13045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Alley
3553 Atlantic Avenue Ste. 353
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron smith
536 Selborne Road
Riverside, IL 60546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What is the point of having resources and then exporting them so that taxpayers who underwrite exploration and development can pay higher prices and supply is again in doubt?

Sincerely,

Sheila Cooper
P. O. Box 312
Alcalde, NM 87511
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Waldstein
1910 W. 22nd Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Valencia
410 Lemon Grove Ave
West Melbourne, FL 32904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Tollefson
6503 Nw Cherry St
Vancouver, WA 98663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Melkonian
6 Ivanhoe Rd
Worcester, MA 01602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shari Iacone
1 Tall Oak Ct.
Oyster Bay Cove, NY 11791
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We need to stop all fracking now. Although my home in Pennsylvania is currently in the path of this terrible threat, fracking is a toxic threat to all American communities and the climate worldwide. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Grow green jobs and investments instead!

Sincerely,

Julio PAZ Y MINO
100 Lincoln Ave
Havertown, PA 19083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kitch Carter
410 N. Park Ridge Rd.
Bloomington, IN 47408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Black
2428 Creekwood Drive
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis O’Reilly
191 Alohilani St
Pukalani, HI 96768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn McNulty
506 Moss Hill Road
Horseheads, NY 14845
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Glenn Olson
7034 Fairweather Park Loop
Anchorage, AK 99518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia mcnulty
1614 Rt 26
Climax, NY 12042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And furthermore, the alleged reason to find domestic sources of fossil fuels is to provide energy for ourselves, so we are not dependent on other countries. So why would we go to the heroic trouble of fracking to get gas, then export it to someone else? Kind of defeats the purpose.

Sincerely,

Alfred Jonas
918 Ne 119th St
Biscayne Park, FL 33161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Page
515 E 72nd Street
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Miller
95 George Street
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lamb
5017 Cedar Acres Lane
Langley, WA 98260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Montross
761 Woodcock Rd
Henrico, NC 27842
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jill Boulrice
15 Hilltop Ave
Vernon, CT 06066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Rowe-Drake
2905 South County Trail
West Kingston, RI 02892
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Leone
120 Clarkewoods Road
Athens, GA 30607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Shaughnessy-Mogill
875 55th Street
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marika Molnar  
45  
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Herzog
11 Smith Street
Newburyport, MA 01950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristy turner
310 Astor Drive
Sayville, NY 11782
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Hayman
3386 State Route 12
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Melanie Moody
1529 Orleans Court E
Gallatin, TN 37066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Tomlinson
420 Tom Boggs Road
Snow Camp, NC 27349
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Keating
909 Greenbriar Ln
Springfield, PA 19064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Wilson
603 N. 36 St.
Omaha, NE 68131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dan Bear
2600 East Colorado
Denver, CO 80208
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Colubnr  
369 Hobron Ln #29  
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Hill
932 Hawthorn Drive
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Gregory
22 Golden Eagle Ct
Westminster, MD 21158
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Blair
8 Normandy Rd.
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Watch the documentary, "Gasland," if you have any doubts.

Sincerely,

Monica goodrich
6891 King Arthur Dr.
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Barnhizer
8577 40th Tr N
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike cantella
103 Abard
Pgh, PA 15237
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Black
74 Valley View Dr
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Klutts
3930 Spencer
Las Vegas, NV 89119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Schnell
404 3rd St Nw
Belmond, IA 50421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben chadabe
N/A
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilow Zachubi
Po Box 916
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Rivard
1463 Nw 12th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Martinez
85266 Medina St
Coachella, CA 92236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Hoffman
1808 N. Larrabee St.
Chicago, IL 60614

CREDO Action 4096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Bever
11516 - 30th Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Courtney
24302 Fm 362 Rd
Waller, TX 77484
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Black
13841 Proctor Valley Road
Jamul, CA 91935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Kendall
1890 16th Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Bryer
Po Box 458
Santa Cruz, NM 87567
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Wroten
24 Blaisdell Rd
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Parris
20 Main St
Exeter, NH 03833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne davidson
759 Houston Mill Rd #10
Atlanta, GA 30329
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leon/Mini kaplan
261 N Cocout Ln
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Bella
8971 Sw 190 Circle
Dunnellon, FL 34432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bogue
Po Box 263
Williamston, MI 48895
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cara Clark
1107 High Mesa
Wimberley, TX 78676
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edgar gillham
16046 Eagle Rock Road
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Doherty
17248 Arrowood Pl
Round Hill, VA 20141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy W. Scanlon
1010 Memorial Dr #16e
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Candelmo
2 Clover Lane S.
Vernon, NJ 07462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne wallin
6301 Riverdale Ave
Bronx, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jason Gregory
1479 Long Grove Drive, Apt 103
Mount Pleasant, SC 29464
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eddie Starr
5700 Cabon Canyon Rd
Brea, CA 92823
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Wilson
1310 Panorama Dr
Decorah, IA 52101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Vanpelt
1000 E 16th
Hutchinson, KS 67501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Dunlop
2319 Water Blossom Lane
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Holmes
825 Lacy Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Keem
900 West 190th Street
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Maslanka
201 W. 89th Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Wachtel
2341 Fifth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin Colberg
Suite 112, Msc 345, 100 Grand Boulevard Paseos
San Juan, PR 00926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Mabry
P.O. Box 722
Ft. Gaines, GA 39851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Tweedy
18 Long Lake Rd.
Littleton, MA 01460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Lawrence
P.O. Box 713
Fort Collins, CO 80522
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Ferguson
1770 Dupont Road
Poplarville, MS 39470
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Handford
55 Kristee Circle
West Warwick, RI 02893
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cain Hoy
13505 Ne Fremont Ct
Portland, OR 97230
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Verna
714 Christian St
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi Langas
8734 Orient Way Ne
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Smith-Furgason
306 Geneva St
Ironwood, MI 49938
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Oglesby
509 Parallel St
Clifton, KS 66937
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kemit kemitology@yayoo.com
527 23rd Avenue, #116
Oakland, CA 94606
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Ramirez
1147 E 89th St
Brooklyn, NY 11236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Adams
268 Cedar Springs Road
Lexington, NC 27292
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ulle-Mai Ruben
785 Hickory Hgts Drive
Bloomfield, MI 48304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Cornish
P.O. Box 14862
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Furthermore, what really needs to be done is replace fossil fuels, especially coal & petroleum, at a faster pace with environmentally sustainable energy, especially with solar photovoltaic and wind, keeping the natural gas here in the USofA, as our cleaner fossil fuel, until we can phase that out also.

Sincerely,

William Chopak
P. O. Box 5540
Oracle, AZ 85623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sherry and Stan Kessel 2831 N. Surrey Drive Carrollton, Texas 75006

Sincerely,

Sherry Kessel
2831 N. Surrey Drive
Carrollton, TX 75006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Wampler
7990 E. Maguey Drive
Tucson, AZ 85750
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenan Dalley
8202 Zachary Pl
Amarillo, TX 79119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peg Bowers
433 Ngeneva St Apt#2
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As well as assure our independent national supply of domestic energy.

Sincerely,

Dennis brokaw
1136 Westfarthing Way Nw
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Hess
1899 Thompson Creek Road
Selma, OR 97538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not turn the US into a third world country.

Sincerely,

Norman Starr
23 River Song Dr
Beach Lake, PA 18405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Switzer
7486 El Centro Way
Buena Park, CA 90620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale McKenna
1108 E. Cypress Avenue
Lompoc, CA 93436
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mcre Belisle
4600 Mira Loma Dr., #10a
Reno, NV 89502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Strauss
755 E 21st St
Brooklyn, NY 11210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Cannella
17 Fairwood Blvd.
Pleasant Ridge, MI 48069
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bullock
13650 Vernon Street
Oak Park, MI 48237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gavin Kendall
7813 5th Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Akankha Perkins
36 Pleasant St
Wodostock, VT 05091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Abbott
1209 Morning Dr.
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Seth Raabe
Her 180
Hana, HI 96713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Wotton
Po Box 1700
Collegedale, TN 37315
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K'La Albertini
2001 North Moreland Boulevard, Unit 91
Champaign, IL 61822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pedro Hernandez
1010 W Nevada St
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Breitbart
1235 N. Kings Rd. #201
West Hollywood, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dominic Tropea
3344 Virginia Ave
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Carolyn Clark
934 Cornell Ave
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Cleveland
476 22nd Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Gregorich
401 Yosemite Trail
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas Protect the planet, our water and our health, not profits for greedy expletives who are addicted to money.

Sincerely,

Richard F. Houpert
P.O. Box 2031
Norton, MA 02766
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stina Pope
790 Linda Mar Blvd
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Abby Grosslein
117 W Washington Ln
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Franco
215 W Magnolia Ave Apt 2
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Stillson
Po Box341
Bolivar, NY 14715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas S. Brewster
803 E Main
Little Falls, NY 13365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John W. Getts
18940 Fir Drive
Big Rapids, MI 49307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruby Walker
102 Gaslight Dr. Lot 3
Versailles, IN 47042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberto von Ellenrieder
4039 Legend Creek Dr
San Antonio, TX 78230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Holly
6162 Clearsmoke Ct
Columbia, MD 21045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Bates
7032 Westhaven Cir Apt 102
Zionsville, IN 46077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Hoehn
614 Garfield Drive
Elizabethtown, PA 17022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Helen "Rockliff, RN, BSN"
14 Berkeley Place
Cranford, NJ 07016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charmae Bartlett
178 Conway Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Nye
6323 21st Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Johnson
4720 Pine Ridge Road
Winfield, KS 67156
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amanda Smith
87 Montoya Dr
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I see no way in which the United States benefits from this in the long run. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryk Spoor
3 Glenwood Road
Troy, NY 12180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Kramer
1834 1/2 Lake Shore Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Casey
15222 W Via Montoya
Sun City West, AZ 85375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Reinfried
797 Scott Lane
Lititz, PA 17543
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Shakow
149 Merion Ave
Narberth, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tobin Jacobson
7294 Lugano Dr
West Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kai Ewert
220 Mountain View St
Oak View, CA 93022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Kessler
21107 Park Run Dr.
Katy, TX 77450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Merrill
35798 Dow Lane
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Goldberg
4040 Grand View Blvd #30
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vernon Smith
2322 S.E. 44th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Regina
20051 Homestead Court
Lakeville, MN 55044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruberta Castro
4534 Jutland Drive
San Diego, CA 92117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kuchera
11351 Woodglen Drive Apt 536
Rockville, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Puaoi
9 Josefa Court
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Bogue
1429 E Gore St
Orlando, FL 32806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tom Dewille
205 B Richard Brannum Drive
Owens Cross Roads, AL 35763
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Buckle
1745 Bearberry Cir Apt 202
Lutz, FL 33559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathie Graham
2469 Ridgecrest Ave
Orange Park, FL 32065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Overton
5618 Highgate
Rowlett, TX 75088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Although touted as a "clean" energy source, the extraction of natural gas through the fracking process is anything but clean. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George E. Milkowski
3026 W. Chase Avenue
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Butts
1036 Sladky Ave
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisette Scholl
8440 Hwy 46w
Templeton, CA 93465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Brenner
366 Roosevelt Way
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Valdes
4121 Fairway
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Dardarian
8033 Sunset Blvd., #421
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Pylant
814 Rolph St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hamel
1824 Blackbird Pl
Lodi, CA 95240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Blanco
P.O. Box 2732
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michel chamberlain
6800 Nw 39 Ave #232
Coconut Creek, FL 33073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Anthon
80 Church
Englewood, NJ 07631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Iseminger
P.O. Box 943
Chimacum, WA 98325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Eichstaedt
554 Westmore Meyers Road
Lombard, IL 60148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. More natural gas being burned around the world would continue to contribute to global warming. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. A Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stew Plock
917 El Cajon Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Perkins
2737 West Washington Center Road Lot 315
Fort Wayne, IN 46818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Chasteen
186 Tippy Ln.
Clemmons, NC 27012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Savary
1636 Diamond Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Ilgin
840 Terraza
Irving, TX 75039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinne Wunderli
8010 Hunters Meadow Cir.
Sancy, UT 84093
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dave Bothun
590 Edgewood Dr
Vacaville, CA 95688
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This does not get us off our fossil fuel addiction. It also has great potential for environmental harm and that is the wrong direction. We are running out of time to have a real effect in dealing with changing the terrible effects of climate change. We need to be very serious about our actions going forward, it’s really this decade for real change or we are facing stuff we will completely unprepared for.

Sincerely,

Teresa Boggs-Moura
3030 Rawson St.
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Andrus
313 Midori Ln
Calimesa, CA 92320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Schroeder
45 Laurelwood Dr
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Hoteling
2427 Ashland Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Middleton
193 Hacienda Carmel
Carmel, CA 93923
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Bartels
340 S. 2nd St.
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Rosenfield
709 E. Main St
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hortari Berg
4591 Timber Ln.
Occidental, CA 95465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Fritz Grabowska
28 Innis Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Becker
3820 Laurelwood Rd
Morganton, NC 28655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If you don’t care about the environment; if you care about your children and their children, your grandchildren, stop the fracking! It will kill the earth. We will not be able to grow food to feed us. Don’t back down. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Bailey
9601 Nw Leahy Rd, #209
Portland, OR 97229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Thorpe
3421 Angel Lane
Placerville, CA 95667
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A. Macina  
3058 Madrid  
San Diego, CA 92110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Willa Caldwell
2201 San Jose Dr. Apt W105
Antioch, MN 55117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernice Zazow
2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Abigail Nickell
4708 Maryland St
Honolulu, HI 96818
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Simms
18809 Coolwater Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Patton
116 Sommersby Dr
Pelham, AL 35124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Penrose
849 Almar Ave. Suite C-453
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Tate
6823 Sawyer Rd
Signal Mountain, TN 37377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micki Scott
30764 Koinonia Rd.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Methvin
P. O. Box 11
Brookeland, TX 75931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Wayne Walker
3313 W Hawthorne Rd
Tampa, FL 33611

CREDO Action 4244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronlyn Schwartz
3648 Davie Lane
Langley, WA 98260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shryl Kidd Wimpy
1417 Marydale Dr
Arlington, TX 76013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Sears
237 Town Ctr W # 355
Santa Maria, CA 93458
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Letcher  
323 Edward J.  
Clinton, MI 49236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Flesch
162 Birr St. Apt 4
Rochester, NY 14613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Roland Seger
1109 Alder Way
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Schultz
1591 Goodrich Rd.
Council, ID 83612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Bachman
3225 47th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Art Pon
10145 Jean Ellen Dr
Gilroy, CA 95020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Miller
200 Sagamore Drive
Rochester, NY 14617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

La Lewin
9442 Ralph St.
Rosemead, CA 91770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Yancey
570 Sorento Ave
Sorento, IL 62086
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dena Seki
1028 High Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrianne Puza
720 15th St
New Cumberland, PA 17070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Swadek
2527 Rosebud Court
Carrollton, TX 75006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Roberts
1516 Nw 4th St.
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven Held
202 Ellwood St.
Trenton, NJ 08610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Kennedy
10507 Crossover Rd.
Denham Springs, LA 70726
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Vogh
403381 W 2050 Dr
Bartlesville, OK 74006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marge Loberger
34 Johnson Court
Appleton, WI 54915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Miller
195 Castillon Way
San Jose, CA 95119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hopkins
12 Draco Dr
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Are you out of your fracking minds! Or don’t you plan to be drinking water?

Sincerely,

Roger Osborne
1095 Hilltop Drive, Ste. 190
Redding, CA 96003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Sullivan
1521 Walkup Rd
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nora Edwards
461 Ne Conifer Blvd
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

David Harvey  
1095210thstreet  
Pella, IA 50219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Adkins
2970 Williams Dr
Georgetown, TX 78628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis hall
2405 Hennepin Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. That communities would have their water usurped and wastefully consumed, be put at risk of contamination, have their rural and urban areas heavily industrialized, their roads impacted by truck traffic, the air polluted with VOC’s, and the fragile climate impacted with escaping methane, means we don’t see a healthy future in this destructive practice. That the product would be sold offshore would be a further detriment, causing rising local prices for fuel that has been obtained at great cost to healthy communities.

Sincerely,

Eileen Brodie
425 E Saint Vrain
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colin Horowitz
29301 Bluewater Rd
Malibu, CA 90265
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roseanna Page
1404 Toledo St
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Almond
408 Clymer Ave.
Morrisville, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Seth Nachimson
Ocmr 1958
Oberlin, OH 44074
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reuben Dendinger
8227 Nelson St
New Orleans, LA 70118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aurora Benvie
10 City Place Unit 26h
White Plains, NY 10601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Perkins
2023 Christian St
Philadelphia, PA 19146
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. To summarize issues: 1. In the interest of the world's climate, much of the detected coal, gas and oil must be left in the ground 2. Please follow the economic principle: produce where production is cheap and with least negative consequences - trade, keep peace, and negotiate. Heinz and Margaret Aeschbach www.humane-civilization.org

Sincerely,

Margaret Aeschbach
2102 Homedale Drive
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S woodruff
3011 Airprot Ave
Santa Monica, CA 90504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Alpert
5807 W. 7th Place
Los Angeles, CA 90043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Manes
14740 Route 22
Lebanon Springs, NY 12125
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie King
2965 W 39th Ave
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Johnson
62 West Main Street
Bainbridge, NY 13733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Ranieri
1753 40th Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Haynam
P.O. Box 246
Moose, WY 83012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Furthermore, let's put the brakes on fracking. We are trading drinking water for toxic drilling fluids. Let's start looking at Germany's model for moving toward energy independence through solar, wind, biomass, and other renewable energy sources developed through private industry. We are losing the lead in the renewable market.

Sincerely,

Nina Faust
P.O. Box 2994
Homer, AK 99603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Strine
4510 Hanover Ave
Portage, MI 49002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liana Dicus
Po Box 17
Bishop, CA 93515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Trapasso
5807 Mountain Pass Drive
Ooltewah, TN 37363
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allie Tennant
4763 Nottingham Dr
Ft Myers, FL 33905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bedford
148 4th Ave
Phoenixville, PA 19460
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Pacheco
18264 Santa Belinda Circle
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Berger
12 Lakeview Drive
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Hopkins
13753 Longtin
Southgate, MI 48195
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Gale
105 Alexander Walker
Williamsburg, VA 23185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Powell
141 High St
Leonia, NJ 07605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene Sue decerbo
Po Box 1138
Avalon, CA 90704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Lanzas
1615 Wilder Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please put many needs of our own people above the demands of the fossil fuel industry. Actually, please in some way reduce the gas and oil industries’ tax subsidies. Basically these natural resources belong to the people of the USA.

Sincerely,

Catherine Becker
3253 Chatwin Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yemel Bryan
57
Pbg, FL 33418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Ralph Garlin Clingan, PhD
48 Corsi Road
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sr. Mary Price
1900 Pioneer Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick McArthur
262 Kansas St.
Frankfort, IL 60423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Handy
33030 Skyline Drive
Soldotna, AK 99669
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Gantner  
3n237 Loretta Dr  
Campton Hills, IL 60175
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmy Price
731 Los Altos Ave.
Los Altos, CA 94022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Roberts
3506 N 7th St
Tacoma, WA 98406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Marvel
093 Purdy Dr
Eureka, MT 59917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Kavanau
1760 Lake Dr
Cardiff, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Walton
1800 Exchange
Wichita, KS 67213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake Turner
1630 N. Euclid Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Lappies
1760 County Route 5
Canaan, NY 12029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Meunier
23 Edson St.
Burlington, VT 05408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephen Rodriguez
18178 Canal Pointe St.
Tampa, FL 33647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norma Stenslie
19 Little Knife
New Town, ND 58763
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Sipe
1194 Logan Rd.
Bethel Park, PA 15102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary grimaldo
717 Park Forest
Garland, TX 75042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Hauschildt
26 Vassar Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Darling
10075 Cuddy Valley Rd
Frazier Park, CA 93225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely,

Debbie Evans
171 W. Ave. San Antonio San Clemente, Ca. 92672

Sincerely,

Deborah Evans
171 W Avenida San Antonio
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ella Stainback
7904 Harris Hill Lane Apt. H
Charlotte, NC 28269
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Kavanagh
1450 Barrington Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kendall Hoffman
267 Gillett St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esteban Edwards
1080 Fuchsia Circle
Hartville, OH 44632
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Glaberson
7921 45th Ave. Sw
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Thompson
166 Rough And Ready Hwy
Rough And Ready, CA 95975
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Morris
Telephone Rd
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Spidell
464 S. Orange Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Feldhaus
4812 W 8th St
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Betser
3411 Guider Av
Brooklyn, NY 11235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Kauffman
1804 Eastern Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Risk
901 N Delphia Ave
Park Ridge, IL 60068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Alden
512 9th St Nw
Waukon, IA 52172
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oren Frey
141 10th St
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Humphrey
28 Grace Court
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Owen
72 Water St
Salladasburg, PA 17740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Irwin
526 5th Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marybess Goeppinger
1008 West Third Street
Red Wing, MN 55066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobbi-Lee Smart
3528 W. Cornelia Cir. #1
Anaheim, CA 92804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Anderson
Po Box 22
Ravensdale, WA 98051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jessica klieman
671 Snapdragon Dr
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andres perez
9813 Violet Dr
Orlando, FL 32824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Graham
7043 23rd Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You almost certainly agree that the most precious thing we have is life. Fracking imperils not only plant life and animal life, including human life and health – but also the life of the planet and its ability to sustain life now and in the future. The water required for the fracking process is forever fouled – stealing it from communities that, of course, depend on it. Where will human life be without potable water? Dear Mr. President, use your position to help save the planet and its inhabitants – including the American people: Do not approve export terminals for fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Averill
10 Little Lake Ridge
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Harmon
165 Rice Ave
Northborough, MA 01532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amanda Woolever
1357 Kingswood Ct
Fort Myers, FL 33919
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Americans receive no benefit and all of the well documented damage. It is time to listen to the needs of the 99%.

Sincerely,

Leathea Vanadore
330 W. 28th Street, 12g
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Ramerth
9321 W 18th St
Minneapolis, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Dollar  
854 Seamaster Drive  
Houston, TX 77062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Rather than increasing the economic viability of fracking, we MUST DEVALUE and CEASE this pernicious activity!

Sincerely,

LAm Maloney
130 S. Queen St. # 5
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Anderson
617 Se Lawrence
Ankeny, IA 50021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Engler
620 Whitaker
Missoula, MT 59803
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannene Krone
5922 Vandegrift Avenue
Rockville, MD 20851
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Loveland
1410 Freemont St
Gulfport, FL 33707
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Rachael Ludwig  
59 Ne Monroe St  
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Myers
3 Breeghle Lane
Bella Vista, AR 72714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue stepanek
1952 Wyoming
St Louis, MO 63118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hilary Cowart
22301 Acorn Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Adkins
239 E South Temple Apt 406
Salt Lake Cty, UT 84111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Fox
1901 Lyndale Ave S Apt 5
Minneapolis, MN 55403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin Nesman
454 Harvard Road
Bolton, MA 01740
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Reynolds
382 Buck St.
Bangor, ME 04401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marvin Haar
1317 Mulberry Ln.
Mesquite, TX 75149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Herschelle
23 Warner Ct.
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is no environmental protections in place in regards to how the countries we sell gas or coal to or what they will use it for. Beijing China can be so polluted the air pollution can be off the chart. Beyond rating! Please don't support this. The world is not that big. It affects everyone when we show disregard to this. You would not give a gun to someone who will shoot you. Don't give fuel to someone who doesn't care if you choke. Some countries can make things cheap because they have no protection or very little for employees or environment. Please Think and be smart not just greedy! Mark Stadick

Sincerely,

Mark Stadick
210 Sw Clark Street
Issaquah, WA 98027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike kelly
808 S Pine Street
Horseheads, NY 14845
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Westenhoefer
1439 Kern Rd.
Kutztown, PA 19530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert stone
16420 Bryant St.
N.H., CA 91343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Becker
14257 Roblar Place
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita Dawson-Rhodes
210 Ridgefield Avenue
South Salem, NY 10590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Smith
6217 N. Paulina St.
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nancy Wilson
118 Ardsley Avenue
Ewing, NJ 08638
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

So, we can destroy our underground water and water supplies in general in order to provide profits to oil companies and increase the timeline to when we run out of oil and gas? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Ball
549 W Pipe Springs Dr
Kanab, UT 84741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Clark Larson
154 Gibbs Street
Rockville, MD 20850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Yoke
183 Curtis Miles Road
Alexander, NC 28701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelly Sherwood
17713 22nd Ave Ne
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amiee Wyant
340 S. Farrell Drive Ste. A-110
Palm Springs, CA 92262
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Steinberg
11194 Manor View Dr
Mechanicsville, VA 23116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan L RIDGEWAY
7685 Mt. Pleasant Street Nw
North Canton, OH 44720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Donohue
830 Montgomery Ave., Apt. 415
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Gallagher
3022 Fanshawe St
Philadelphia, PA 19149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Chryssovergis
5985 Valley Dr.
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hartman
5112 E 23rd St
Tulsa, OK 74114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aleks Kosowicz
12876 N. Balsam Road
Hayward, WI 54843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Fretz
12207 W New Mexico Pl
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Siegal
3661 Sunview Way
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Rigano
58 Old Post Rd.
York, ME 03909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noelle Bridgman-Wile
14913 Ritchie Rd
Centreville, VA 20120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. JUST STOP IT!

Sincerely,

John Mifsud
124 Crestmont Drive
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Thompson
6111 88th St. Sw
Mukilteo, WA 98275
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Keshen
2425 Ne 194 St
Miami, FL 33180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurence trott
168 Claremont Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dan Gray
3866 Walsh St
Jacksonville, FL 32205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Bedell
22737 Cleveland St.
Dearborn, MI 48124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Vo
7950 N Stadium Dr
Houston, TX 77030
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Russell
82 Auburn St
Concord, NH 03301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roert Hartzfeld
16901 Covello St
Van Nuys, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Widing
324 Shoreline Rd
Lake Barrington, IL 60010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Elmore
240 S. Laurel Ave. / Apt. 4
Charlotte, NC 28207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Bachman
70 White Oak Circle
St. Charles, IL 60174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant Foerster
731 Talbot Ave
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. rowe
2118 Wilshire
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Silvana Della Camera
134 Seekonk St
Norfolk, MA 02056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Winkel
5625 Park Road Ne
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jere busenbarrick
112 N 1st Ave
Winterset, IA 50273
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Zeoli
44 Wisconsin Street
Long Beach, NY 11561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Letitia Mooney
3605 Willowwood Ct
Louisville, KY 40299
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Brown
3009 Caprock Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Johnson
1 Saint Francis Place Apt 6221
San Francisco, CA 94107
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawna Berry
32023 Ne 142nd St
Duvall, WA 98019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elysee Price
35 Peacock Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary McCuen
1825 Fairmount Av. S.
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Unruh
118 Stark Drive
Borden, IN 47106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Mastri
34 Bear Paw Road
Bridgeport, CT 06606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Csolak
530 East Lockwood Avenue
Webster Groves, MO 63119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen King
410 Ozark Trail
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Lanane
2714 Sierra Vista Way
Bishop, CA 93514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debra Hoven
122 Peggy Lane
Nazareth, PA 18064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gawryszewski
2679 Tabby Walk
Marietta, GA 30062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Avery
8 Avery Lane
South Yarmouth, MA 02664
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Teneyck
499 Mountain View Ave.
Hurley, NY 12443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Urban
3554 N Fox Ranch Road
Rhinelander, WI 54501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Lorenson
4100 Oroville Ct.
Fremont, CA 94555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Maurer
538 Ballytore Road
Wynnewood, PA 19096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake Ainslie
1367 Yorkshire Lane
Shakopee, MN 55379
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Besides the enormous environmental and long-term economic costs of fracking, if we continue to burn all of this natural gas, we will literally cook the planet. It is time to stop, for the sake of our children.

Sincerely,

Rosalie Anders
154 Auburn St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wm Schultz
339 W 4th
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CA 94061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Reinhold
1423 N Woodland Ave
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duane Florschuetz
194 Whispering Wind
Georgetown, TX 78633
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Gauna
606 N Linden Ave
Trinidad, CO 81082
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leyland del Re
2208 E. Grace St
Richmond, VA 23223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Comune
96 Jordan Road
Brick, NJ 08724
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Pace
2524 58th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Piekarski
78 Pequit St.
Canton, MA 02021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara booth
343 Grays Lane
Daphne, AL 36526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Nelson
8870 Jewel Ave So
Cottage Grove, MN 55016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Stenberg
17258 Avocet Dr.
Bend, OR 97707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shonda Bottke
3630 Ranchero Drive, #201
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Fessler
1617 Fountain View #54
Houston, TX 77057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tammy Weatherly
975 Wilson Sharpsville
Cortland, OH 44410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherri Gilbert
15457 Hwy 62
Eagle Point, OR 97524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Tumarkin
236 Livingston
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Helgesen
Grand Ave
Omaha, NE 68134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Eckerle

1713 Euclid Ave.#2

Covington, KY 41014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth hill
460 River Run Blvd
Ponte Vedra, FL 32081
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Schultze
17811 Lake Carlton Dr Apt D
Lutz, FL 33558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger O'Daniel
3315 E. Delma Drive
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Gage
2370 Mcburney Rd
Clifton Springs, NY 14432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Chambers
1820 Capitol Avenue Apt 204
Sacramento, CA 95811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Poehlmann
225 Lipan Way
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Spacek
1425 W Chase Ave Apt 1d
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Hirsch
Po Box 193
Orcas, WA 98280
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Oliver
9355 Konocti Bay Road
Kelseyville, CA 95451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Goldfarb
518 Se 72nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas E. King
1420-D Striped Bass Street
San Francisco, CA 94130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Pedersen
8005 Nairn Drive
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Chrisman
272 E. 4th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sherry Sites
27989 Maple Ridge Way Se
Maple Valley, WA 98038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Semancik
513 E. Rosewood Ct
Ontario, CA 91764
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Mattingly
1945 Spanish Valley Dr
Moab, UT 84532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ryan Rickels
500 E 3rd St Apt 633
Kansas City, MO 64106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Black
719 7th Ave
Bethlehem, PA 18018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

M bergs
206 N Universit
Waukesha, WI 53188
To Whom it May Concern:

Why would the United States want to wreak destruction upon our environment, sicken our people, to extract natural gas through the heinous fracking process, only to export it to other countries??? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. STAND UP TO THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY and deny all applications to export natural gas. Extracting and exporting natural gas at the expense of our environment and the American people, to give the fossil fuel industry mega profits is just WRONG!!! Please rethink this! The tax payers are already giving those industries gigantic subsidies, which they do not deserve! The environment matters more than major profits for industries which are already bloated with wealth.

Sincerely,

Kyra Shair
1018 West Springfield Avenue
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Powell
Po Box 1143
Bishop, CA 93515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Sherman
41 Valleybrook Drive
Lancaster, PA 17601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christina Hawthorne
676 Fuller Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franz Kitzberger
611 5th St S
New Ulm, MN 56073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele St Peter
29155 Van Riper
Flat Rock, MI 48134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darren Showers
117 Wakefield Ave
Buffalo, NY 14214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Heymann
7497 S.Eliot Lane
Tucson, AZ 85747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Paradise
299 Sleeper Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lora Zeis
230 Betral
Houston, TX 77022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Majors
1113 State Park Road
Greenville, SC 29609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Bibelheimer
1929 Wiessneer Dr. Ne
Keizer, OR 97303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

P. A. Nichols
1186 Rolling Meadow Rd
Upper Stclair, PA 15241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Enseki
4929 Whitcomb Dr Apt 307
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

SLOW DOWN. THE JURY IS STILL OUT. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE EVIDENCE SUGGESTS FRACKING IS FRAUGHT WITH DANGERS. NATURAL GAS IS AT BEST A STOPGAP ENERGY RESOURCE AS IT IS ONLY MARGINALLY LESS LETHAL THAN COAL OR OIL. PLEASE, WE URGE YOU, DO NOT APPROVE BUILDING NATURAL GAS EXPORT TERMINALS WHICH WILL ONLY ENCOURAGE A QUESTIONABLE ENERGY STRATEGY. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Wingard
3604 121st St. Ct. Nw
Gig Harbor, WA 98332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chiara Nappi
126 Clover Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo f
353 Daf
Rosemead, CA 91770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maskin Vance
5001 W. Oakland Park Blvd #H-302
Lauderdale Lakes, FL 33313
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lael bradshaw
325 Forest Glen Lane
Camano Island, WA 98282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dusty Collings
9216 Ne Ruys Ln
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Williams
6827 Autumn Ridge Dr. #B2
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Magdalene Ford
5368 Vaccaro Ct
Bradenton, FL 34211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brent Lannen
7520 Bravo Circle
Anchorage, AK 99507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Nigro Dresser
167 Green Street
Reading, MA 01867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liseli Walan
4221 Corona Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Sanchez
Street Address
City, CO 80421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Needler
617 Bayside Road
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Barclay
17465 Main Street North
Blountstown, FL 32424
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leslie Fisher
1570 Green Lane
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail W
568 Waterloo Road
Stanhope, NJ 07874
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Moore
6225 Mineral Point Rd #D87
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Harvey
388 12th Avenue
Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33785
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Dudley
322 24th Street
Ames, IA 50010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stanley Fistick
130 Dodge Rd/
Littleton, NH 03561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C K
N3367 Juniper Rd
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nannina Leo
11830 Tevare Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Webster
28 Franklin St.
Delhi, NY 13753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manuel Geerinck
210 West 88th St. #4w
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Kelly
111 Center Ave So
Montrose, MN 55363
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Yeats
Scrub Oak Circle
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olga Winbush
44622 Kurtallen Court
Lancaster, CA 93535
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Crilly
11704b 40th Ave W
Bradenton, FL 34210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karyl Yeston
1238 S 3rd St
Montrose, CO 81401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emile Hiesiger
345 East 37th Street
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Thomson
203 Shoreacres Blvd
Laporte, TX 77571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Harrison
5182 Ne 18th Terrace
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cooper Reaves
1708 Beverly Place
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Vinson
1112 Burlington Rd
Virginia Beach, VA 23464
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shari Redfox
1613 S Carriage Lane
New Berlin, WI 53151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annmari Lundin
506 Benedict Ct.
Casselberry, FL 32707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bo Svensson
63 Westgate Circle
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadisha Silva
1501, Harvey Rd Apt 842
College Station, TX 77840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Angela Hale
7841 Fall Harvest Dr
Las Vegas, NV 89147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Turner
21848 Barbados
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Novak
136 102nd Ave Se Apt 213
Bellevue, WA 98004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne O'Rourke
848 N. Rainbow Blvd #3076
Las Vegas, NV 89107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Libman
5455 N,Sheridan Rd. #2911
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Pittman
4056 Olive Knoll Place
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

DOES ANYONE READ THESE LETTERS? Why is it that we, the people, have to tell you, the president and congress, why what you are doing is wrong? Heads of corporations only think with their wallets and they don’t care what happens to the planet. You are intelligent people and you already know this! I have been writing to you for years about my grandson who has asthma. Fracking, burning, exporting gas, coal transportation via railway, anything that ruins any little bit of air is going to land my little guy in the pediatric ICU! You preach that you want to change all these things...do you really? PROVE IT!

Sincerely,

Sue Ann Kent
2317 E. Hartson
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Heather Goldman
1112 Montana Ave
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karee Skarsten
18 Van Reypen Street
Jersey City, NJ 07306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Puskarich
Po Box 60256
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Guadiane
Po Box 94
Ormond Beach, FL 32175
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J.D. King
Po Box 161
Remsen, NY 13438
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Flannery
363 40th St.
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mooney
96 Perry Street #17a
New York, NY 10014
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phong Ly
3300 Shadow Pines
San Jose, CA 95121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Anderson
48 Ivanhoe
Battle Creek, MI 49014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert angsten
746 N. Dee Road
Park Ridge, IL 60068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John And Vyki Sabo
2498 Sw Warwick St.
Port St. Lucie, FL 34984
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Tans
2348 Cochran Road
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott burr
180 Hillcrest Ave
Ben Lomond, CA 95005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Mays
2836 Se Oak Street
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wixen
4741 W. Avenue M12
Quartz Hill, CA 93536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Ushiba
5968 Desert Willow Dr
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan boyes
122 Elmwood Ave.
Narberth, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Mooore
1716 Markwell Rd.
Hillsboro, KY 41049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Yacoub
323 N. Murphy Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Gutierrez
1070 Raymond #6
Long Beach, CA 90804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Carlin
6098 State Highway 41
Smithville Flats, NY 13841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francisca Rogers
801 Adella Ave.
Coronado, CA 92118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Proffer
4521 W 65th St
Prairie Village, KS 66208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Morin
458 West Main Ave.
Myerstown, PA 17067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karina Pollard
806 Redwood Dr
Felton, CA 95018
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernie Block
1816 Summit Ridge Dr.
Kerrville, TX 78028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Bails
21221 Thiele Ct.
St. Clair Shores, MI 48081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcella Espinosa
1764 72nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Stewart
7740 Mcallum Blvd
Dallas, TX 75252
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Diehl
3901 Boy Scout Rd
Dover, OH 44622
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by developing market dependencies on the fossil fuel industry accessing huge foreign markets at a time when the industry denies the scale of public opposition, accountability and the poor science practices presented by the industry. Stand up to and demand accountability from the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Kidd
Central Sq
Keene, NH 03431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hinton
2001 W. Cheyenne Blvd
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Robinson
1501 Tijeras Ne #372w
Albuquerque, NM 87106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Horsell
793 Ellwood Drive
Coupeville, WA 98239
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kristin Sankovich
952 Meridian Ave
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alexander Tarasco
8146 Poinsett Terrace
Pasadena, MD 21122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Rutherford
3212 Cinnabar Ct
Sacramento, CA 95826
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Fahnestock
2204 W. 1st Street
Grand Island, NE 68803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillie Pope
1005 East 4 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pelletier
227 Miles #1
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingeborg Glier
2228 Night Parrot Ave
North Las Vegas, NV 89084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Despite what the industry wants to tell us, Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I want our future generations to have clean water and clean air.

Sincerely,
Scott zekanis
415 Penny St.
Garner, NC 27529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Scott Brudahl
104 Morris Ave Apt,3
Long Branch, NJ 07740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Canter
1613 Henry St
Springfield, IL 62703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irving Biederman
4139 Via Marina
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rosa
795 Santa Ysabel Ave
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Green
700 Port Street
Easton, MD 21601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen coppola
137 Madison St.
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ky Pauli
6310 181st Place Sw
Lynnwood, WA 98037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie Knotek
3305 Bader Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Merrill
12250 Se 31st Pl #81
Portland, OR 97222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen ambrose
217 Arbolado Drive
La Selva Beach, CA 95076
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Baueerlen
6208 Harwood Ave
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Kowatch
1347 Banbury Ne
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Currie
129 Green Street, Apt. 2
Syracuse, NY 13203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Kast
9158 Van Nuys Blvd. #4
Panorama City, CA 91402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Wakefield
1403 N. River Vista St.
Spokane, WA 99224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Additionally, it’s our gas. Exporting it decreases our national energy security.

Sincerely,

John Koerber
23262 Strathern St
West Hills, CA 91304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Upham
711 2nd St W
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Jo
4420 N. Marlborough Dr.
Shorewood, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Glatter
535 West St.
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Knezek
714 Brighton Lane
Garland, TX 75043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathie Christ
Po Box 611
Midlothian, IL 60445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Sturgeon
4020 Meier St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Grant
167 Benedict Ave, Tarrytown, Ny
Tarrytown, NY 10591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Patterson
5 Miller Road
Canaan, NY 12029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Nightingale
Allen Street
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Guerra
2155 Plunkett Rd.
Bayside, CA 95524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Harris
8732 S Parnell Ave
Chicago, IL 60620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Hajduk
1039 Manzanita St. #1
Los Angeles, CA 90029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette varsik
410 Riverview Dr
Redlands, CA 92374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Artur Kedzierski
24280 Via Lenardo
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Martin
5872 Co. Hwy. 18
Bloomville, NY 13739
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Lloyd
3288 Palo Parkway
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking has nothing to offer to anyone: It destroys the land, causes damage to anyone living near the fracking process, poisons the water, and doesn’t produce enough energy to pay for itself, let alone cut through the energy "deficit". Fracking began as ignorant and continues in that same track. Isn’t it time for EVERYONE to just say NO to fracking?

Sincerely,

Sue Blanton@live.com
125 Fieldstone Rd.
Drs.Blanton@Live.Com, SC 29301
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alain Dussert  
249 Lambert Road  
Carpinteria, CA 93013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It ay be initially more difficult and more expensive to get the wind and solar and other environmentally safer sources of energy going and good enough to even export, but I implore you to keep the effort to change energy sources away from gas and oil. High schools are teaching the environmental students that hydrofracking is so dangerous for our environment It seems like a “no Brainer ” that we discontinue any forward motion on the hydrofracking businesses. Before we ruin all the good water, etc, please do NOT allow exporting of gas. Your efforts in the best interest of our nations real people in real communities is very much appreciated. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gramigna
129 East Street
South Salem, NY 10590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Ward
6820 Ashland Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89145
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Harrison
P.O. Box 22963
Santa Fe, NM 87502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Moon
103 Perry St. Apt 314
Grand Ledge, MI 48837
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lj Hish
Grace
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Davis
3045 W Ab Ave
Plainwell, MI 49080
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen LoBue
1793 Bridlegate Ave
Henderson, NV 89012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Jaffe
3228 Wood Duck Lane
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerian Chyle
607 West Water Street
Kerrville, TX 78028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Young
2356 Del Monte Drive
San Pablo, CA 94806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Think long term health of people and planet. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte CLARKE
20 Birch Lane
Fairport, NY 14450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Adams
1180 S. Oak Park Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bogart
12621 Cijon Street
San Diego, CA 92129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Martinez
P.O.Box 3014
Carmel, CA 93921
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Wise
510 N.Alma School Rd.
Mesa, AZ 85201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Morris
6 New Village Ave
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Andrews
17 Cone Hill Rd
West Stockbridge, MA 01266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Stover
2020 N Kansas St
El Paso, TX 79902
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cunningham
15180 Russell Drive
Peyton, CO 80831
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Wiles
5425 Strasburg Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Winkelmann
135
Gettysburg, PA 17325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Pado
165 Mainsail Drive
Third Lake, IL 60030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth O
2519 21st Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should be looking at renewable energy instead of continuing to rely on fossil fuels, especially when the cost of extraction to ecosystems and communities is so destructive.

Sincerely,

Eileen Corbett
288 Mace Hill Road
Middleburgh, NY 12122
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is absolutely absurd. There is no reason to take such risks if you understand the troubles we currently face. Knock it off, now.

Sincerely,

John Clark
64 E Mohawk St
Oswego, NY 13126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking to have natural gas for America is bad but allowing this natural resource to be sold over sea’s can not be tolerated by those who love our Nation. President Obama I beg you stop and refuse to sign the 16 fossil fuel megaprojects awaiting your signature. America can not become a nation that yet again puts the needs of the Nation of America behind the greed of companies raping our resources.

Sincerely,

Carol Haley
81 Metlin Ave
Akron, OH 44302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherry Kelly
12302 Taylorsville Road
Louisville, KY 40299
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paulene Robbins
2114 W Bannock St
Boise, ID 83702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Winter
7 Avenida Vista Grande B7-182
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Koll Ellis
353 Berkeley Park Blvd Apt G
Kensington, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jan Lundy
3036 Capstan Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Martin
861 North Street
Pescadero, CA 94060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tyler harrington
275 Ore Bed Road
Schuyler Falls, NY 12985
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Vickers
2388 40th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Westervelt
626 Sunset Rd
Colorado Spgs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lola Bednarke
232 E. Pointe Drive
Benton, LA 71006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Swanson
7270 87th Ave Se
Mercer Island, WA 98040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Donovan
3652 Oakwood St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lynden Emerson
1167 E Roosevelt Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Clymer
1132 W San Martin Dr
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elliot Mason
524 N Jefferson Ave
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa Gagnon
289 Craig Henry Drive
Ottawa, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin O’Cuilinn
Hc65
Box20n, TX 79830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pearson
4500 19th St Lot 567
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madelyn Schaefer
12706 County Road 18
Fort Lupton, CO 80621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you continue to tear apart the earth to fuel our greed it is going to only cost us our lives, it doesn't matter how rich it makes anybody if we're all dead.

Sincerely,

Russell Wagstaff
2147 S 2300 E
Salt Lake Cty, UT 84109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail Beutler
6 Guilford Lane
Nashua, NH 03063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne lebow
Po Box 1295
Gautier, MS 39553
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Hersch
15305 78th Ave Ne
Kenmore, WA 98028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Smolensi
68-615 Farrington Hwy
Waialua, HI 96791
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Farneth
1589 Willow Pond Dr
Yardley, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Sandifer
410 Pecan Tree Dr.
Montgomery, AL 36109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe wiggins
981 Ruth Avenue
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joseph Ramirez
90 East Lewis St.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Lee
3700 Conn Rd
Nashport, OH 43830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey gearheart
9106 Regents Road Apt. G
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Gearheart
5 Circular Ave
Natick, MA 01760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Munoz
9606 Rivermoss Lane
Humble, TX 77396
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Smith
630 Moss Hollow Road
Marlboro, VT 05344
To Whom it May Concern:

It's OUR own DUMB fault ! ! ! AMERICA continues to WASTE over 70% of the energy we consume ! ! ! 100's of Millions of lights burn unnecessarily every day and night all over AMERICA ! We OverHeat, OverCool, & OverDRIVE as if it doesn't matter. Our hedonist waste is inexcusable, unforgivable, and suicidal. Global warming continues to increases with our persistent waste and overuse of fossil fuels. Human extinction will be the reward for our failure to rapidly and broadly implement renewable energy supplies. The incentives necessary to implement sustainable and renewable energy supplies can only occur when we employ the economics of TAXING ENERGY. Crude oil must be taxed at $160 per barrel(42 gal) and this 'energy consumption tax' be OFFSET by making Federal Income Tax begin at $60k. Only with a substantial and tangible dollar consequence/reward will there be the incentive to conserve energy. World demand for energy cannot continue to be supported by the dwindling and costly fossil fuel 'supply'. Ford, GM, and Chrysler continue toward bankrupt, yet basically continue to do business as usual. They must transition to the lucrative business of building SOLAR and wind 'energy producers' for the world's 6.7 BILLION people reason$.

Failure to innovate the auto industry away from energy consumption to energy production will ultimately cause the ruin our economy and the environment. Look around you; the energy waste is EVERYWHERE !! Use your influence and resources to promote Energy Conservation. Americans need to be ever reminded/told to STOP the/our/your Energy WASTE !

Lowell Michalove, PhD Energy Conservation Advocate

Sincerely,

Lowell Michalove
8209 Troxaway Court
Lewisville, NC 27023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Wildner
266 Ginger Ct
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandi Leroux
1453 Pelican Bay Trail
Winter Park, FL 32792
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Bourquard  
11028 Blix Street  
West Toluca Lake, CA 91602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Sigwart
96 Mathews Drive
Hilton Head Island, SC 29926
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Schultz
2252 April Dr
Martinsville, NJ 08836
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jill Turco
2122 Pine St., 3f
Philadelphia, PA 19103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Cox
5002 E 18th St
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori biagini
1392 Everest Rd
Venice, FL 34293
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked-gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is questionable whether we should even be using hydrofracking for domestic use; the risk to groundwater is real. That makes it certain to me, and to many others to whom I have spoken, that there should be ABSOLUTELY no overseas sales.

Sincerely,

Sally Gellert
210 Broadway
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Cram-Crabtree
612 New Galena Rd
Chalfont, PA 18914
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Hamada
2980 Eliot
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Agness
9121 N. Center Rd.
Neenah, WI 54956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diane Gunn Miles
6317 Annapolis Rd Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Bajkowsky
6740 Nw 70th Ave
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hiba Hawi
1602 Collyer St
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Deann Wichmann
614 Madison Street Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Harshman
18367 Loyola St. N.E.
Forest Lake, MN 55025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer White
628 California Ave
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vera Alves
7576 Chatham Way
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Stout
226 Geil St
Salinas, CA 93901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Ortega
10827 Rio Ruso Dr
Windsor, CA 95492
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Tertoch
12500 Pacato Circle
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Fry
1420 Rosalee Rd Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Culver
26 Pleasant Ave.
Deerfield, MA 01342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Harper
524a Turkey Hill Rd
Red Hook, NY 12571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Creagan
5 Graystone Lane
York, ME 03909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Sova
1492 Rosses Brook Road
South Kortright, NY 13842
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Have you heard about the sink hole in Louisiana? Need we say more to state the case against fracking? And there are so many more cases to support a case against ANY fracking, and certainly not using it as a means for fracked gas exports.

Sincerely,

Clarice Irons
831 Stone Canyon Dr.
Las Cruces, NM 88011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. SAFETY FIRST, PLEASE!!!!!!!!! WOULD LOVE TO SEE FRACKING BE BANNED COMPLETELY - THE ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS ARE SIMPLY TOO HIGH.

Sincerely,

Erica Pirog
1220 S. 20th St.
Lincoln, NE 68502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Treon Christine
2008 Lakeview Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John benko
6143 Marsden Street
Phila., PA 19135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shenglan Yuan
211 Ave A
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ravid Raphael
234 Se 45th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

In addition to agreeing to the following statement I will add that I live in the North Fork Valley in Colorado. This valley has vineyards and the largest concentration of organic farms in the state. The entire valley is threatened by the impending leasing of a lease of 21,000 acres of BLM administered land. Why? So gas companies can export our precious natural resource overseas? This is insane. Please, food is more important to the people of our state than shipping gas for profit to the corporations. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Chmiel
12255 3600 Rd.
Hotchkiss, CO 81419
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Meyerhoff
64 Lake St.
Richfield Springs, NY 13439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Piccolo
Parkstrasse 15
Binningen, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Westerfield
5055 Saratoga Avenue
San Diego, CA 92107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline O
New York
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rich Gady
10305 W. Iliff Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Glaser
4808 W. Oklahoma Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauri Lasman
Woodley Ave.
North Hills, CA 91343
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Self
548 Iowa St Apt 5
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Caviness
809 Riverside Ave, Apt B
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Less is more. Please provide some leadership on the seldom, if ever, alternative of using less. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Beam
230 Garfield Pl. #1
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Scheuerman
2749 So. Lake St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Marshfield
19717 Queen
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking poisons ground water, air quality, infrastructure, and affects people’s lives adversely.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Jay
1305 Lucerne Dr. #18
Menasha, WI 54952
STOP THE FRACKING now before its too late !!!!Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyn ward
Pobox 1326
Frazier Park, CA 93225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Null
38220 Modoc Point Rd
Chiloquin, OR 97624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Vigil
6372 Downing St.
Denver, CO 80216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Griffen
6239 Sw 46th Place
Portland, OR 97221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Cooper
976 W. Vermillion Dr.
Kanab, UT 84741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Wright
1522 Ne 175th St #310
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew ONeill
427 West Sedgwick Apt D
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aletta wilson
P.O.Box 1088
Mesilla Park, NM 88047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Weldon Williams
7625 N 140 E Ave
Owasso, OK 74055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janine Polewarczyk
3136 Tamarron Dr.
Rochester Hills, MI 48309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark howard
11443 Alberni Avenue
Sylmar, CA 91342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryll Topping
Po Box 717
Steinhatchee, FL 32359
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott WALKER
3633 Jasmine Ave #7
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Oser
324 Brookfield Drive
Westland, MI 48185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morley Kamen
East 85th
Nyc, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Harmon
6700 Los Volcanes Rd. Nw, Apt. 101
Albuquerque, NM 87121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cameron Poulter
5701 S Kenwood Ave
Chicago, IL 60637
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathy Halbower
1 Lexington Avenue
New York City, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Joslin
2607 Panther Creek Rd.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Murphy
3520 W Cullom Ave #2
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Elicerio
Po Box 10528
Fairbanks, AK 99710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. At this time, the environment should be the important consideration. Please, please look for green solutions to energy issues.

Sincerely,

Sara Hunsicker
2 A Foxwood Dr.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McGlauffin
16 Mulberry Lane
Maggie Valley, NC 28751
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Lucas
306 Pine Valley Road
Jacksonville, NC 28546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Where is our commitment to RENEWABLES for energy?

Sincerely,

Diana Hales
528 Will Be Lane
Siler City, NC 27344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathie Wilkinson
67994 County Road 76
Wabasha, MN 55981
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula San Miguel
707 Parkaire Xing
Marietta, GA 30068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandon Day
1701 E. Hedrick Drive #1
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen SEEFELE
310 Charlotte
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Hinton
23000 55th Ave W # 314
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna stimpson
841 Union Street
Bangor, ME 04401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Braun
2199 Ne 50th Way
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pej Zaimaran
55 Broadway
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurence Landrigan
215 Willow Street
West Roxbury, MA 02132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zoltan Sisko
79 Van Doren Ave
Somerset, NJ 08873
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alyn Stanton
17690 Baywatch Ct Ne
Poulsbo, WA 98370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L G Bedard
15493 Nw Melody Ct
Beaverton, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Compton
7916 Port Susan Pl
Stanwood, WA 98292
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Martinson
569 University Blvd.
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Scaturro
724 A South Ave W
Westfield, NJ 07090
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Sieling  
461 N Putter Ln  
Wichita, KS 67212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erik Jirgens
2930 Rivera Rd Sw
Deming, NM 88030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Batt
34 Colonial D
Mansfield, MA 02048
I can not understand why we are even considering the destruction of our precious resources to enrich the fossil fuel giants. Once they squander water and poison aquifers throughout the country with unnamed carcinogenic chemicals, it can never be used again. The risk to the general public is far too pronounced to tolerate a massive new assault on the environment by corporations incapable of proving their technology for extracting fuel is benign. Gilbert Jordan, Wyoming, NY Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gilbert Jordan
1547 Kingsley Rd
Wyoming, NY 14591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Kovner
6 Birch Grove Drive
Armonk, NY 10504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie McCoy
6965 Zeeb Rd
Saline, MI 48176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schneider
3025 S Glencoe St
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Guastavino
114 N Cesae St
N Massapequa, NY 11758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Bader
104 Westwood Ave.
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geri Parrott
Po Box 221
Boone, NC 28607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Claffey
Po Box 4413
Santa Fe, NM 87502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Emerson
45 Bald Hill School Rd.
Brooktondale, NY 14817
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Strassberg
7212 Rt. 28
Shandaken, NY 12480
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jb Silberman
3344 Sheffield Ct.
Falls Church, VA 22042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Papa
117 Peavey Ln
Wayzata, MN 55391
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Governmental submission to Oil & Gas conglomerates and support of HighVolume Horizontal Fraturing demonstrate a DANGEROUS and potentially deadly lack of ownership AND foresight. It is too easy to 'solve' immediate problems with half-intelligent approaches and to let the unpleasant consequences mount up for future generations! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Rapport
Meadowood
Rochester, NY 14543
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joan Michie
21 Bonmar Road
Pelham, NY 10803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Brule
166 Brookside Ln
Fayetteville, NY 13066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bennett Freed
21931 Burbank Blvd. Unit 37
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy miller
2774 South Ocean Blvd. Apt. 209
Palm Beach, FL 33480
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Ross
727little Elk Road
Wallace, WV 26448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to think about our health: being 17th among "rich" nations does not bode well for our future.

Sincerely,

Janet Glover
9000 E. Speedway Blvd.
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ray
30649 Ne Hurt Road
Troutdale, OR 97060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Boyd
2211 Road E
Redwood Valley, CA 95470
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diane Cark
417 Hawks Nest Way
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please stop fracking! Mother Nature is warning us and warning us to stop! Scientists are telling why Mother Nature is so troubled and frightening and destructive. Why don't we listen! Why don't we stop the causes like FRACKING!!!!!!!

Sincerely,

June Peterson
4300 W River Pkwy S #437
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Kochmeister
12587 W Dakota Ave Apt 111
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Claudia Chester
4621 Driftwood Ct.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Clark
193 Forrest Dr
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Ulinger
7320 Ne Cherry Dr,
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Angela Beregszazi
18724 Road 105
Cecil, OH 45821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Henderson
2416 South Fourth St.
Springfield, IL 62703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Halima sussman
6 Upton St
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Kovacs
9 Delwood Rd #2
Kenmore, NY 14217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Taylor
215 S Jefferson St
Waterford, WI 53185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Johnson
120 N. 42nd Ave E.
Duluth, MN 55804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Mariana
1480 Spiritwood Rd.
Victor, MT 59875
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Foster
3320 Fox Road
Syracuse, NY 13215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Knowles
2010 Oak Valley Road
Glendale, CA 91208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Carney
8-5 Seattle Ct.
Freehold, NJ 07728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Parish
11200 Hooper Ridge
Glouster, OH 45732
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicky TINDALL
109 South First Street
Caseyville, IL 62232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Dierks
138 Egg Harbor Road
Sewell, NJ 08080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol King
6006 Highland Gardens Dr
North Las Vegas, NV 89031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Stiff
4306 Lydias Drive
Williamsburg, VA 23188
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Boice
162 Willow Grove Rd
Shamong, NJ 08088
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Schilling
8 Prestwick Terrace
Glen Cove, NY 11542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johanna Elias
3178 Nostrand Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Nutley
1825 Oak Lodge Drive
Pearland, TX 77581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Leonhardt
33682 Pequito Dr
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ab & Linda Porter
1882 Larkin Rd
Boothwyn, PA 19061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline B Chaston
2006 Holly Street
Yountville, CA 94599
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonita Martin
10 Lakewood Village
Medina, NY 14103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Surkin
247 West 15th Street #1b
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Mongere
1526 Springaire Lane
Lewisville, TX 75077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Martin
1617 W St
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Packett
6161 Apex Airport Rd. N.W.
Silverdale, WA 98383
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Diane Divittorio
983 55th St
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Novak
1
Penn Valley, CA 95946
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delvin Hines
2050 Nayland Rd
Columbus, OH 43220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Kundert
25 Quail Ridge Road
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnny Foam
1567 Silverwood Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick Andresen
22 Keefe Ave
Holyoke, MA 01040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Lusk
1424 S. Brown Ave
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Peterson
P.O. Box 1670
Lyons, CO 80540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Ballem
8445 Preakness Lane
Cincinnati, OH 45249
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cronin
7731 Bently Avenue
Garden Grove, CA 92841
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James stiewe
3312 County Road W
Deerfield, WI 53531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin Ralph
9 Gwen Place
Greenlawn, NY 11740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Burgess
508 River Rd
Ontonagon, MI 49953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Slocum
1771 Golf Course Blvd. Lot 8
Independence, IA 50644
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Penney
8 East Gate
Monticello, IL 61856
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Millstein  
562 Reed Dr  
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Perry Herrera
418 E 88 St
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Miller
P.O. Box 5032
York, PA 17405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila McLaughlin
580 N. Holokai
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Adams
1321 Somerset Ave.
Deerfield, IL 60015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Chang
25 Willow Brook Lane
Annandale, NJ 08801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Belmont
1328 Addington Ln
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Novkov
4817 Sheboygan Ave #508
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila coxon
2310 Sw Peony St
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Dewald
1327 S Pittsburg Ave
Tulsa, OK 74112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Fitzpatrick
7960 Melrose Dr.
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Schiff
589 Elmwood Terrace
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Kennedy
235 Quiet Oak Ct.
Davenport, FL 33896
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hersey
9462 Farewell Rd.
Columbia, MD 21045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Grischy
3922 Jewell St.
San Diego, CA 92109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Richardson-White
23 Herald Drive
Bethlehem, GA 30620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jatkowski
912 S Main Place
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ward
2561 Royal Pines Circle Unit E
Clearwater, FL 33763
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We should not be turning ourselves into a third-world nation by selling off a high security, non-renewable strategic resource, especially when we will be left with the pollution and higher prices. Only a few gain in this scenario. The majority of us will be losers.

Sincerely,

Joyce Hale
285 W. Cleburn St.
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Woods
13743 S Hickory Ln
Plainfield, IL 60544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Kiewitz
2801 Hathaway Road
Dayton, OH 45419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Danielle Cambier
33 Flood Ave
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It's devastating to the landscape.

Sincerely,

Lisa De Vincent
11600 Montana Ave #304
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob westfall
160 Sewilo Hills Dr
Rochester, NY 14622
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emilio Parisca
250 Pharr Rd
Atlanta, GA 30305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annamaria Muraco
2772 Sonoma Place
Santa Clara, CA 95051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Aquadro
180 Autumn Gem Drive
E Dummerston, VT 05346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Summit
3 Bigelow Road
Buffalo, NY 14225
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Welch
32 Duck Cove Way
West Tremont, ME 04612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M.M. Moffet
P.O. Box 306
Hadley, MA 01035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Elle Montgomery
176 Park St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Grimaldi
178 Lincoln
Kenmore, NY 14217
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,  
Simon Richter  
8509 Elliston Dr  
Wyndmoor, PA 19038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Sgroi
8913 Linden Lane
Prairie Village, KS 66207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Autumn Stanley
241 Bonita Road
Portola Valley, CA 94028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hope Phillips
Po Box 133
Canal Winchester, OH 43110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Natilli
70 Silver Hill Rd
Weston, MA 02493
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gilbert Hickman
2353 McNary Blvd
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Montgomery
1232 Rahn
Westland, MI 48186
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Fields
352 Hololani
Pukalani, HI 96768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Muriel Eason
392 Antero Drive
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Oblander
3706 Reid Pryor Rd
Norman, OK 73072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Robichau
7 Walsh Ave
Peabody, MA 01960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T.S. Horan
1414 W Santa Gertrudis, 801
Kingsville, TX 78363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winifred Detwiler
4032 Crondall Dr
Sacramento, CA 95864
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Elliott
1950 Upas St.
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Brandert
746 Manchester Rd
Salina, KS 67401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Sanchez
9011 Cascade Ave
Beulah, CO 81023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rikki Thompson
309 4th St Apt 109
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth J SawyerCunningham
780 Florecita Terrace
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Blackman
1566 Gary St.
East Meadow, NY 11554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Hominga
229 Emerson Rd.
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kemnitzer
37 Croxton Ave
Oakland, CA 94611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Tremblay
504 Columbus Ave
Boston, MA 02118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Carney
166 Greenwood Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John E. Kelleher
1 River Place, Apt. 1009
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leon Jolin
1719 Wabash St
Sioux City, IA 51103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Smith
2122 Westbourne Dr
Oviedo, FL 32765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Davidson
2 Grace Ct #2a
Ny, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Tanner
1516 Dresden Dr Ne Apt A
Atlanta, GA 30319
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Etter
160 georgetown Ave
Pgh, PA 15229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clara Hendon
723 Palms Blvd.
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet kearis
13816 Ne 11th St Apt L-12
Bellevue, Wa, WA 98005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gorr
8 Deer Run
Skaneateles, NY 13152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan DANIELS
Moose Horn Rd.
New Salem, MA 01355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sasha Graybill
1026 Pioneer Trl
Bayport, MN 55003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hideyuki Murakami
4052 Albatross St.
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Johnson
1243 Cherokee Ave.
W. St. Paul, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lise Gilliland
509 Powell St.
Bisbee, AZ 85603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Cairns
405 Grotzman Lane
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mikel Pena
1410 Perry Pl Nw
Washington, DC 20010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Owen
72 Water St.
Salladasburg, PA 17740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caterina Bernardi
2211 Castro St # 201
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Glasgow
101 N Lake Hills Dr
Austin, TX 78733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon enk
2030 Western Ave.
Seattle, WA 98121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Nicks
2023 Blackberry Cir.
Oxnard, CA 93036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Buie
4507 B Edwards Mill Road
Raleigh, NC 27612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Frank
2921 Oakmount Road
Bloomfield, NY 14469
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Dinda
8866 Broadview Rd.
Broadview Heights, OH 44147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Furthermore, it should be painfully obvious that the very fact that 2 to 13 million gallons of water per well; water that could be used for other healthy purposes, are contaminated to the point of never being used again except to further contaminate our water supplies.

Sincerely,

Joe kissell
913 West Oak
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Humann
4980 Sw 61 Avenue
Davie, FL 33314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Reichard
6523 La Manga
Dallas, TX 75248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sydnie Kempen
1645 W. Main St #4
Houston, TX 77006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to use good sense to approach this new technology. When we discover it causes severe weather and pollution beyond our current imagination, it will be too late.

Sincerely,

Martha Boice
7712 Eagle Creek Dr.
Dayton, OH 45459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Brandon
228 Blue Ridge Rd
Blythe, CA 92225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Orr
665 Star Mann Rd
Saint Jo, TX 76265
With each frack we permanently lose 7-10+ million gallons of water from our ecosystem. This is water that cannot be restored to usability. It is insanity to be squandering our water resources to gain natural gas. We can live without gas but not water!!! To then ruin our country so the gas and oil industry can make even larger profits is doubly insane. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Put an end to fracking. Save our citizens and our planet.

Sincerely,

Susan Wallace
532 Cr 4760
Winnsboro, TX 75494
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Connie Hodges
8712 Saddlehorn Drive
Irving, TX 75063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Draper
Po Box 67
Albany, OR 97321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Dick Preston
628 Lincoln Ave.
Lansing, MI 48910
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stephen VoPava
Pb Box 14653
Long Beach, CA 90853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Reinhold
1 Rivercrest Drive
West Newbury, MA 01985
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Rowell
321 Plum Drive
Exeter, CA 93221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kracht
2416 John Street
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Steingraber
317 Hillview Ave
Syracuse, NY 13207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie Bareis
512 West 112th Street, Apt 5e
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vidalina Arthur-Snead
319 South Main Ave
Albany, NY 12209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Schoofs
Po Box 2944
Lakeland, FL 33806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Onder Ceyhun
1815 Thomas St Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Lange
6 Highwoods Road
Wyoming, PA 18644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy johnston
552 Dave Creek Pkwy
Fairfield Bay, AR 72088
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Evelyn Shepard
269 W 12th Street
New York, NY 10014
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Reinhardt
25a Cherry Street
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzie Awad
1419 N. Royer
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Robertson
4 Bentley Ave.
Earlville, NY 13332
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Kearns
Po Box 1786
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Beltran
21 Meadowpark Avenue South
Stamford, CT 06905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward R Mayer
555 E.Hazelwood Av. Apt.411
Rahway, NJ 07065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

THINK before you act! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Leslie
9206 Bracken Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruby Weeks
211 Echo Road
Carlisle, PA 17015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The USA has, for decades, worried about becoming energy independent. I am against fracking for the environmental dangers it engenders and wish to see it stopped or at least heavily regulated. Just because fracking allows us to extract natural gas from our country’s reserves at a faster than needed rate, we should not be selling it outside our own borders. Rather than exporting a non-renewable natural resource which, in the future we will wish we still had, let us encourage the export of technology to other countries so they, too, can weigh the balance between extracting energy and polluting their groundwater. The chief failure of our economic system is that no one has read Adam Smith’s SECOND book where we would learn to balance the almighty dollar with other considerations. By the time we figure out its not good, the wealth has been stripped by the top 1% and the people are left with the mess they created.

Sincerely,

Jeff Osborne
4103 Ne 45th Circle
Vancouver, WA 98661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Lombardi
585 Vernon Woodard Rd
East Dublin, GA 31027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rudy Sovinee
1935 Sunset Dr
Escondido, CA 92025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Loftus
6730 Vernon Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Collins
269 Deerfield Ct.
New Hope, PA 18938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Clymer
1237 165th Av. S.E.
Bellevue, WA 98008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Gragg
108 E High St
Mount Gilead, OH 43338
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Wilson
711 1/2 Plaza Blvd
Kinston, NC 28501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Chavez
11351 Hartford Lane
Pomona, CA 91766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Foster
6 Gildersleeve Wood
Charlottesville, VA 22903
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Slusher
1440 Hotel Circle N. #144
San Diego, CA 92108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christie Bruntlett
499 Annie Place
Cheney, WA 99004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frankie Zehrung
90 E Wysteria Ct
Shelton, WA 98584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Titus
312 Seacliff Dr.
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Conteh-Morgan
2916 N. 74 Street
Milwaukee, WI 53210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Abeyta
Po Box #6211
San Antonio, TX 78209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Welsh
2183 Juneau Ct. S
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Hallowell
540 Main St #142
New York, NY 10044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Hamilton
1906 Mershon
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trevolyn Haines
P.O. Box 1438
Chino Hills, CA 91709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donald Smith
Po Box 1344
88316, NM 88316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kurt Fickeisen
13024 37th Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98125
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Allison
51 Cortland Lane
Boxborough, MA 01719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Noell
115 Northgate Lane
Suffolk, VA 23434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Wainwright
2124 Ne 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Preston
P. O. Box 415
La Crosse, FL 32658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Fine
Po Box 754
Dorset, VT 05251
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles hall
15169 Lewis Rd.
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristopher Derks
9704 Providence Rd
Woodbury, MN 55129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

O C Oliveira
31 Parkway Ave
Cranston, RI 02905
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Gilles
34114 Gail Drive
North Ridgeville, OH 44039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Faison
2555 Tarpon Road
Naples, FL 34102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Aellen
4729 Marianne Drive
Mount Airy, MD 21771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin Peck
6401 Coyle Ave
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Christen Morris
4831 N Central Exp
Dallas, TX 75205
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Santiago muoz
Granadilla
Charlotte, NC 28220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenifer Vaughan
61 Hattertown Ed
Newtown, CT 06470

CREDO Action 4969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Seyfarth
354 Pleasant Ridge Court
Saline, MI 48176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Iulianelli
4534 Teal Ct
Highland, MI 48357
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronnel Corre
1976 Autumn Gold Dr
San Jose, CA 95131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Jaskowiak
2549 Diane Ln
Eau Claire, WI 54703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Everybody who wants to do this, needs to go to jail and if they ever come out, live in a neighborhood where fracking is done! Truly disgusting.

Sincerely,

Charlie nitsch
3115 Stoneybrook Rd
Chlt, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Larry Bach
3018 Abelia Ct
San Jose, CA 95121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Beth Ruiz
2019 Chatham Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Gee
11126 Huston St Apt 7
North Hollywood, CA 91601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Britta Schielke
Po Box 957
Granby, CO 80446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Arkell
3005 Siringo Road
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Rowan
974 Camden Dr.
Lewisville, TX 75067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Sheidler
726 Greenlawn Ave.
Dayton, OH 45403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Salimbene
517 Lincoln Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Karasic
2500 Sawmill Road #1914
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Fernandes
4 Upton Place
Mineola, NY 11501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Ritchie
1482 Lomas Verdes
Rochester Hills, MI 48306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Neuwirth
1109 18th Ave.
Redwood City, CA 94063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erma Lewis
1736 63 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Are you supporters of fracking so greedy or are you brain dead? You know how deadly this operation could be so why are you pushing it except that you greedily want to stuff your pockets and hope you die before the devastating effects this operation causes.

Sincerely,

Rose Mazur
3070 Western Tpke
Duanesburg, NY 12056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Abrahamson
110 Sunset Ct., Apt 1
Hamburg, NY 14075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Cavataio
N114 W16776 Crown Drive
Germantown, WI 53022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Roberts
500 Mid-America Blvd
Hot Springs, AR 71913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Rankin
1961 Stearnlee Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristine perkins
3511 Verde Valley School Road
Sedona, AZ 86351
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debra Siefken
1494 Mountain Road
Orrtanna, PA 17353
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rudziecka
7468 Ashmont Cir
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Porrello
190 W Flat Hill Rd
Southbury, CT 06488
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Price
1945 County Road 203
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Onofrio
60 Zoa Avenue
Johnson City, NY 13790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Arnold
2013 Hedgerow Ave
Redding, CA 96003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jennings
110 Beck Road
Butler, PA 16001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Cope
118 Mcalister Drive
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Landrum
7513 Dupont Ave. So.
Richfield, MN 55423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Maddock
6104 Pickford Place
Elk Grove, CA 95758
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Spyhalski
11136 187th Ave Nw
Elk River, MN 55330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Keller
12225 Jerusalem Road
Kingsville, MD 21087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Gowern
830 E.Promenade Unit D
Azusa, CA 91702
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Johnson
611 E Virginia
La Veta, CO 81055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Hukee
4281 Normandie Ln
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Sullivan
230 Garth Rd.
Scarsdale, NY 10583
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxann Kasdan
1238 E. Cambridge Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Chapin
7126 N. Interstate Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Gideon
9908 Coldwater Cir
Dallas, TX 75228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Doan
1756 Mills Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sau Arbess
45 Cambridge St.
Bellingham, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We don’t need more chemicals dumped into our soil, water, or air. The rules governing fracking are weak, at best. Nor can we afford the water required. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Raymond
7 Hidden Valley Rd
Monrovia, CA 91016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelly hope
4557 Clausen Avenue
Western Springs, IL 60558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Austin
606 N Saluki Drive
Marion, IL 62959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Tafoya
Street Address
Greeley, CO 80631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Henninger
206 Greshville Rd
Boyertown, PA 19512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Daly
262 Brackett St
Portland, ME 04102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirk Aigner
1335 Hilltop Parkway 2c
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Marion
Deal Road
Ocean, NJ 07712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Sandel
135 Beacon Valley Rd
Beacon Falls, CT 06403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suesie Hartman
Po Box 804
Bowmansville, PA 17507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R. guidi
Curtis Ave. Dalton, Ma
Dalton, MA 01226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Knutsen
Po Box 134
Naknek, AK 99633
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hanmer
130 Sunrise Dr.
Bristol, RI 02809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mathew Vipond
109 Douglass Street, Apt. D
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Kirkwood
12218 Sunset Dr
Cleveland, OH 44125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Mitcheson
218
Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn nusbaum
208 East Broadway
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. So the American people get the polluted water and the oil companies get the profits. Enough!!!

Sincerely,

Roberta Paschka
4333 Cordley Lk.Rd.
Pinckney, MI 48169
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kellie Federico
2231 Tuscana Ave S
Salem, OR 97306
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Palmejar
1399 9th Ave #715
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Keir
252 West 85th Street Apt 10r
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Casey Rabe
1133 Wq Greenway Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Bernstein Hyman PhD
99 Broadway
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Trimm
1600 N. Wilmot Rd
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mitchell
1715 Se Bronzewood Ave
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Archer
829 Garnet Street
West Sacramento, CA 95691
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Hayes  
16849 Flanders St.  
Granada Hills, CA 91344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melba Arrington
300 Pelham Road
New Rochelle, NY 10805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Moore
530 Alden Bridge Drive
Cary, NC 27519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julianne Pogue
117 Greenwing Court
Georgetown, KY 40324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rod Oswalt
1900 14th Street
Sacramento, Ca, CA 95811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Boisvert
14 Davis Court
Amesbury, MA 01913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Beatriz Pallanes
2514 W. Lingan Ln.
Santa Ana, CA 92704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Self
125 East 84 Street, Apt 3d
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Matwichuk
45835 Sleepy Hollow
Cultus Lake, CO 80936
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslye Smith
12 Barnes Road
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Deny all applications to frack, period.

Sincerely,

Mary Anne Combs
1602 Airport Rd.
Marion, NC 28752
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Smith
824 Thornwood Blvd.
Elyria, OH 44035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Deep
203 Hood Ave.
Lebanon, KY 40033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Sherman
426 Mill Street
Boyertown, PA 19512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gintas Janusonis
70 Flushing Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willie McCoy
702 2nd Ave West 103
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Stuebben
18 Steeple Drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dawley
P. O. Box 401
Provincetown, MA 02657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Bonner
1707 Castle Rd
Arlington, TX 76014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Jacobsen
284 N Old Buncombe Road
Travelers Rest, SC 29690
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy Piihl
3357 Ethan Street
Mount Pleasant, SC 29466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amy Tomaszewski
159 Waterford Lane
Reading, PA 19606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Harris
2601 Glenwood Road
Brooklyn, NY 11210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Lehmann
298 Erskine Rd.
Stamford, CT 06903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lezlee Willems
3204 Merrywood Dr
Sacramento, CA 95825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Harrison
375 River Rd
Oak Hill, FL 32759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Burns
2 Oakwood Road, Lake Hopatcong, Nj
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Artuso
1748 Escondido Court
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Dvorak
17921 Hwy 285
Nathrop, CO 81236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Frascone
997 Se Academy St
Dallas, OR 97338
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Coz
P.O. Box541561
Waltham, MA 02451
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Swank
141 Chestnut St.
Leonia, NJ 07605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Parkins
4285 Gilbert Street
Oakland, CA 94611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Bolewicz
580 Watercrest Av
Effort, PA 18330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy chilton
Merrily Ln
Charlotte, NC 28214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Vrbanic
1710 Avenue H
Brooklyn, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cody Mitcheltree
2120 Clement St Apt 16
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Geisy Palacios
9073 Vineyard Lake Dr
Plantation, FL 33324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Hancook
127 Cifuentes Way
Hot Springs Vlg., AR 71909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Strehlow
40 Stoneview Rd.
Ossipee, NH 03864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberley Haskins
779 Turkey Hill Road
Milan, NY 12571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Boon
5 Anacapri
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Wyliehart
15221 Se 232 Pl
Kent, WA 98042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Connolly
40 Michael Lane
Newington, CT 06111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Krausova
1657 Wiltshire
Berkley, MI 48072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat McAfee
2244 Western Park Plaza
Dallas, TX 75211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jessica Landon
130 Falcon Ave
Long Beach, CA 90802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Evan Larson
825 N 2nd St
Grover Beach, CA 93433
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Bross
1975 Fair Ridge Ct.
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimberry Ujvary
3825 Church Rd
Easton, PA 18045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Christian Stratton
29 El Toyonal
Orinda, CA 94563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Scherpenisse
14891 Cross Lane
Spring Lake, MI 49456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roxanne Ganley
6861 Sw 44th St
Miami, FL 33155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Brooks
Po Box 41
Lindside, WV 24951
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely, 

M mogavero 
Wellington Ave 
Schdy, NY 12306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Bollenbach
347 Lower Ridge Rd
Loudon, NH 03307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dove Danu
205 Sunset Dr.
Sedona, AZ 86336
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As I will also write in a separate letter to this Administration, having donated more money than I could afford on the re-election campaign I will NOT donate a penny to until I see a strong commitment to tacking Climate Change. What is the point of having a government at all if we are destroying the planet?

Sincerely,

Johanna Renouf
417 Lincoln Circle
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff Walker
2610 Ardmore Ave
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Murphy
24 Jasmine Run
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Lakes
No
Chanhassen, MN 55317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Kaufman
365 Stewart Ave
Garden City, NY 11530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Heath
62 Southwoods Lane
Doylestown, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim McQueen
4 Haven Street
Boston, MA 02118
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daley Holder
971 Jefferson Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The evidence shows that fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Why, then, would you permit fossil fuel companies to endanger the lives of Americans? Green-lighting the export of fracked gas would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States because the fossil fuel industry—which doesn’t care about the safety and well-being of Americans—would have access to huge foreign markets. All they care about is profits. We need for YOU to care about the world. That’s why we voted for you, and that’s why you’re president. Please step up and stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And please, keep your promise and do more to promote nonpolluting alternative energy development. Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Nancy Elgin
1509 Bergen St Apt 301
Brooklyn, NY 11213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Chew
1 Fitchburg St
Somerville, MA 02143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammielyn Gay
24 Woodlawn Street
Tyngsboro, MA 01879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erika Hartman
8404a Summerdale Rd
San Diego, CA 92126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Roberson
410 E. 17th St.
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Chance
40 S 900 E, #4c
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine bristol
Po Box 334
Twisp, WA 98856
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Millen
8 Haney Creek Rd
Burnsville, NC 28714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I listened to your inaugural speech this morning and your commitment to address global warming and climate change. Fracking takes us in the opposite direction. Please! We need your leadership in a positive direction not in the status quo!!!!

Sincerely,
Ann odean
950 Sw 21st Ave #805
Portland, OR 97205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Greene
67 Park Terrace East, C51
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Callero
531-A N. Hollywood Way #176
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Fioramanti
822 3rd. Street
Green Bay, WI 54304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Smith
7111 Layla Rd
Arlington, TX 76016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Linhart
4501rivershyre Way
Raleigh, NC 27616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Krueger
3702 Sylvanwood Dr
Sylvania, OH 43560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alana Guarnieri
18 Vienna St
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Lucido
9100 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste Winterberger
3901 Rim Court
Raleigh, NC 27616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Zogby
360 Protection Ave.
Herkimer, NY 13350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Jumonville
3852 Country View
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Grubaugh
1805 Higgins Ln
Haltom City, TX 76111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlea Shirley
2417 Memorial Dr
N Muskegon, MI 49445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Look at the night sat view from space and see what the methane gas flares are doing in North Dakota to the planet and global warming

Sincerely,

Hal Koechlein
341sunnyside Rd
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Selling gas from fracking abroad does nothing for our 'Domestic Energy Security' –the stated reason for relaxing regulation of this recovery method. The best way to increase our 'Domestic Energy Security' is to leave in the ground until THIS nation has use for it.

Sincerely,

Brian Hewitt
1712 1/2 Agua Friar, #A
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Beardsley
4237 Satinwood Drive
Concord, CA 94521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie Rosenbusch
76935 Mary Grace
Romeo, MI 48065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Youens
23341 Red Willow Way
Murrieta, CA 92562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Frackers have made it very clear that they have no intention of fracking safely or responsibly. Allowing these greedy jerks to export their ill-gotten gas will just make things worse. Please do not allow the export of fracked gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

A ferris
Pob 565
Ithaca, NY 14851
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Sizemore
203 S. Floyd St.
Lewisburg, OH 45338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Boyle
8822 S 1540 E
Sandy, UT 84093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Holmes
2959 Jonesboro Road
Dunn, NC 28334
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne reince
8481 S 5th Ave 16b
Oak Creek, WI 53154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Dickeman
1000 First St.
Seattle, WA 98104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Goldsmith
51 Pine Ridge Road
North Yarmouth, ME 04097
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Phillips
3711 164th Street Sw, #P361
Lynnwood, WA 98087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luisa Appleman
10888 Se Sunnyside Road
Clackamas, OR 97015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blaine Blackthorne
103 Brickyard Rd.
Galax, VA 24333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Bouchard
39 Willow Drive
New Rochelle, NY 10805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy McClusky
218 Kendal Drive
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Vasilovich
Tbd
Burbank 91505-2616, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Gottfried
15 Whitfield St.Unit A
Caldwell, NJ 07006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Gewanter
1760 Andrews Avenue, 1h
Bronx, NY 10453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Walton
Box 105
Jonesboro, IL 62952
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth McKinney
1334 Bennington Drive Nw
Concord, NC 28027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Aliff
675 Dollar Ln
Bunker Hill, WV 25413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Young
807 Shell Blvd Apt 103
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Jahr
247 Rugby Road
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Connor
6614 Rockhaven Road
Jefferson City, MO 65101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Gillman
1765 12th St.
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elisabett Berghold
122 Leather Hill Rd
Wingdale, NY 12594
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bud Erland
123 Se 63rd Avenue
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Carrico
2240 West 58th Street
Davenport, IA 52806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Squires
289 Charleston St.
Cadiz, OH 43907
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Wilson
507 Calle Amigo
San Clemente, CA 92673
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bostic
26 Lyonridge Lane
San Mateo, CA 94402
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for listening to our request. Let’s all be part of the solution, not part of the problem. Cheers.

Sincerely,

Nick Thayer
310 N School St
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Revkristin Bradfield
207 Amar St.
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kneipp
215 N. Belmont St. #203
Glendale, CA 91206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hughes
4715 Koala Court
Antioch, CA 94531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why we would want to subject our people and our country to Fracking to sell it over seas or to use here I do not under stand. The only ones to gain by this are the companies making money selling it, and the people and country suffer the ruination of land and life. This will be the demise of the people and land in more ways than can be told and will be prolonged torture to all near this extraction.

Sincerely,

Carol reom
300 Olive Ave.
Piedmont, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Armigo
776 Henderson Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Mills
111 Bank St # 160
Grass Valley, CA 95945
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terese kristensen
4387 Rainbowvista Dr.
Fallbrook, CA 92028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steve Bloom
1417 7th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Almalee Henderson
2550 Dana St., Apt, 2e
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ilona Rosson
1218 Grigsby Ct
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Peacock
P O Box 6652
Ventura, CA 93006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. LET’S FIND ALTERNATIVE AND CLEAN ENERGY SOURCES...NOT FRACKING!!!

Sincerely,

Linda Boccia
103 Garden Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Egan
1161 Jordan Lane
Oakley, CA 94561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Walden
Po Box 325
Bayside, CA 95524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Snell
2620 Julian St
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michael Todd
3 W 36th St
Savannah, GA 31401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Perry
Po Box 5141
Mbabane, Swaziland, CA 94581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Schiess
5808 Mckinley Pl N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Caldwell
2408 Burlwood Dr
Lutz, FL 33549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne perkins
329 1/2 Sycamore
Santa Monica, CA 90402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Greeson
71 Willis
South Wales, NY 14139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Hilton-Sawyer
Pob 7127
Ocean Park, ME 04063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Nelson
1537 La Granada Dr
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hazel Champagne
1008 Brockenbraugh Ct
Metairie, LA 70005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrell Roller
Po Box 408
Pea Ridge, AR 72751
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elva Pero
32641 Caribbean Drive
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Sandlin
133 Western Blvd
Sylacauga, AL 35150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brendan Mackinson
10 Emerson Avenue
Peabody, MA 01960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Facey
45 Hobson St
Springfield, MA 01109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Gonzalez
21083 Gary Dr. #203
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephan Lyman
P.O. Box 3227
Narragansett, RI 02882
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gold
3830 Reklaw Dr
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Smith
740 Schuylkill Road
Birdsboro, PA 19508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bartley Deason
Po Box 1060
Darby, MT 59829
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey O’Brien
5 East Shore Road
Holbrook, MA 02343
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graeme Booth
3 Hacke Way
Skarblacka, IL 61734
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie C Goldman
31078 Mesa Crest Road
Valley Center, CA 92082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Huntsman
40 North Main Street
Pennington, NJ 08534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Newman
14950 Gulf Blvd Apt 1108
Madeira Beach, FL 33708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lynn Nease
3025 S Akron St
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalie Prieto
7217 Silver Spray Ave.
Bakersfield, CA 93313
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Zelasko
15864 Severino Lane
Valley Center, CA 92082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doro Rther
Eisenbahnstr. 67 A
Kaiserslautern, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not let this happen to our people! People are more important than money.

Sincerely,

Jan Harrison
16132 W. Pinacate Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85736
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Norris
18 Woodland Rd Box 347
Brookside, NJ 07926
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Kopeck
258 Eastview Dr
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lease Plimpton
194 West Main Road
Little Compton, RI 02837
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Gilmore
Po Box 560
Manton, CA 96059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE ARE FUC®ED ...... in WV the Birthplace of Rivers.....

Sincerely,

Bradley Cromer
109 Chestnut St
Elkins, WV 26241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Cammann
3437 Laurelwood Ct.
Roswell, GA 30075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Vise
1914 New Orleans Street
Deer Park, TX 77536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO more Fracking

Sincerely,

Beverly Suminski
19432 Center St.
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Gray
71 Gulf Road
Belchertown, MA 01007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Harkins
45 Lockwood Avenue
Old Greenwich, CT 06870
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raeann Scott
1201 Scenic Avenue
Lummi Island, WA 98262
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Williams
8009 Johannisberg Way
Sacramento, CA 95829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Donnelly
P. O. Box 253
Garrison, NY 10524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Law
4209 30th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Meyer
5704 Potomac
St. Louis, MO 63139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not allow frackers to rape America’s environment to make profits overseas.

Sincerely,

Salvatore Prano
1791 E Kent Ave
Chandler, AZ 85225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Shaw
24405 Quad Park Lane
Clinton Twp., MI 48035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Wong
7804 Pembroke Rd
Miramar, FL 33023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Baskaran Subramaniam
353 Greenpark Way
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Richards
407 N. Horne St.
Duncanville, TX 75116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Brown
3522 Grim Avenue, No. 2
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Young
2260 Berrycreek Drive
Kettering, OH 45440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ervin Funderburk
198 Farmwood Dr.
Statesville, NC 28625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dexter Simmons
17240 Oleander Lane
Sugarloaf Shores, FL 33042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Newman
3511 Buena Vista Rd
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Poyezdala
405 Main St.
Erie, CO 80516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicole Crane-Messina
403 Simpson Place
 Peekskill, NY 10566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shreeraj Sutaria
X
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Spaulding
20322 Eastwood Cir
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Petron
12210 Sw Main St #23972
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Noble
2449 Santa Anita Ave
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Vassil
161 Polk St
Oceanside, CA 92057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Storace
420 Jonathan Ridge Dr.
Danville, CA 94506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Cote
3413 W 9th Court
Lawrence, KS 66049
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Westcot
1552 Plank Rd.
Menasha, WI 54952
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hal Watts
800 S. Gay St., Ste 1216
Knoxville, TN 37929
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori FERGUSON
710 Phoenix Ave
Clearwater, FL 33756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Hartman
109 Williamsburg Drive
Elizabeth, PA 15037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi zwaduk
235 Leguin Mill Rd
Locust Grove, GA 30248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Kovacev
Po Box 512
Truro, MA 02666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is destroying our environment and our precious water supply. We cannot afford to continue with this destructive technology.

Sincerely,

Byron Dale
5765 Capetown Ave/
Rockford, IL 61108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lester Bodi
1501 N Cherry
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice Thomas
156 Clearview Dr.
Toccoa, GA 30577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Blakley
5310 E. Hillery Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cate Clark
3500 Comanche Road Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Poudrier
2127 Urbandale Dr.
Shreveport, LA 71118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Larry Kutz
1414 33rd Ave Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lynne Diette
300 Gittings Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Schneider
Street Address
City, IL 60053
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Bloland
53 Maple Ave Apt 1b
Hastings Hdsn, NY 10706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Craig
21840 Piessner Road Se
Yelm, WA 98597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Serock
125 Summit Ave
Ewing, NJ 08628
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Root
43 Lake Dr.
New Milford, CT 06776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrea Burnap
17226 Lake Ingram Rd
Winter Garden, FL 34787
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T. Sue Epps
1805 - 204th Street Nw
Stanwood, WA 98292
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Lokken
1931 5th Street South
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Ruiz
2901 Mckinley Ave
El Paso, TX 79930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Weber
10293 Sw Eastridge St.
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christy Thompson
23 Foxtail Ct
Hendersonville, NC 28792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Smith
1941b Colorado Bl
Denton, TX 76205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lowell Huber
900 N. Riverside Dr
Cornell, WI 54732
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hine
29755 Lusk Road
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am a professor of chemistry (Univ. of California Santa Cruz): I truly understand that fracking wrecks havoc on our environment. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Braslau
138 Conifer Lane
Bonny Doon, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassie A. Murphy
1625 Sandalwood Lane
Templeton, CA 93465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Bryant
14845 Rapp Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Mutch
16383 Mourning Dove Court
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terry ziemba
135 Cornelua Kane
Milford, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Muriel Wentzien
2034 Ne 40th Ave Apt 304
Portland, OR 97212
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Buscher
19 River Dr
Livingston, MT 59047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jerry And Yolanda Alfonso
11202 Big Canoe
Big Canoe, GA 30143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Auten
518 Baywood
Seabrook, TX 77586
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Thompson
812 Carriage Shop Rd
East Falmouth, MA 02536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Malcolm
2204 Wilshire Blvd.
Fort Worth, TX 76110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Woodfin Gregg
336 Poplar Log Road
Hamilton, AL 35570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Patalidis
5126 Port Terminal
Christianssted, VI 00820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheneail Bailey
718 Jessie Street
Jacksonville, FL 32206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Hayward
316 November Drive
Durham, NC 27712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hubert Wilder
3796 Corina Way
Palo, CA 95014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Leder
3840 Greystone Ave.
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Rambo
1449 Westwood Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Caplinger
13027 Sw Timara Lane
Tigard, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Mayer
815 - 17th Street
Rock Island, IL 61201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Barbara Richert
706 Chimney Rock
Lufkin, TX 75904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Hatfield
10811 Mcgee St
Kansas City, MO 64114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Andrews
94500 Meyers Rd.
Gold Beach, OR 97444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please stop all fracking until you can at least assure all of us that we will neither have polluted water nor sink holes from it, both of which at this point seem impossible to promise. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Jervey
3153 Buffalo Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Allinger
610 W Greenbriar Lane
Dallas, TX 75208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oweni Morring
8150 Nw 37th St
Ankeny, IA 50023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Beverly
11953 Branridge Rd.
Florissant, MO 63033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amalia Benson Bodkin
Belasco
Tucson, AZ 85748
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcus Mendiola
2421 Chittenden Rd
San Juan Bautista, CA 95045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Yunker
422 S. Logsdon Pkwy
Radcliff, KY 40160
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Keller
P.O. Box 255
Yellowstone, WY 82190
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Gardener
175 Forest Hills Rd.
Rochester, NY 14625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Schuman
2333 Waters Rd
Schenectady, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Sheidler
726 Greenlawn Ave.
Dayton, OH 45403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Asbin
2o Village Hill Rd.
Florence, MA 01096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilynn Vander Schaaf
341 Highand Ave
South Portland, ME 04106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Nelson
29 Inverin Circle
Timonium, MD 21093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Springer
Winding Creek Circle
Norman, OK 73071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Falconer
1533 Franklin St Apt 1
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Chambers
Po Box 550
Pine Grove, CA 95665
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Willliams
155 Chestnut St.
Andover, Mass 01810, MA 01810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Coker
2001 Wickwood Court
Argyle, TX 76226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorilee Olmsted
537 Greenland Ave.
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laverne Rutschman
Poo Box 103
North Newton, KS 67117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith West
911 N Wood
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Sablove
51 Mason
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Redviers
80 Easton Lane
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Grimes
1818 Thibodo Rd #202
Vista, CA 92081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Kelley
12 Cynthia Rd.
Canton, MA 02021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nick reynoso
2237 Dalis Drive
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Niemeyer
7677 Copper Cove Place
Antelope, CA 95843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephen Braulick
1309 Cherokee Street
Arlington, TX 76012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Underwood
10984 Brownstone Rd
Princess Anne, Md, MD 21853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Maiden Mueller
Spo 1665 Luther College 700 College Drive
Decorah, IA 52101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Thomas Shields
24168 Lone Star Road
Tallahassee, FL 32310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia McGowan
4639 Morgan Pkwy.
Hamburg, NY 14075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Climate change has caused dangerous storms, drought, rising seas and low water levels on the Mississippi River. We must stop fossil fuel use now.

Sincerely,

Susan Cavalieri
21 Woods Brooke Cir Apt 2
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith evans
710 Horseshoe hill Rd
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Schmidt
362 Willow Grove Drive, Unit E
Pewaukee, WI 53072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Mohr
13775 Riverwood Dr
Sterling Hts, MI 48312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Seddon
50 Wheeler Rd
Hollis, NH 03049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geo carman
Whittlesey Ave
Atwater, OH 44201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber MacPherson
1461 Logan St. Apt. C-3
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Williams
2118 Yahara Pl
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Hill
67 Shearer Road
Washington, CT 06793
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Colson
23 Meade Street
Buckhannon, WV 26201
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

William Parr  
21 Henderson Street  
Weymouth, MA 02188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Eric Rutan

Sincerely,

Eric Rutan
74 Kings Grant Road
Marlborough, MA 01752
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,  

Rod Sharka  
7733 Palmer Lake Road  
Land O’ Lakes, WI 54540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Weisend
997 Desert Drive
Carson City, NV 89705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Ballen
908 Arlington Ave. W.
St. Paul, MN 55117
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Agree 100%, to many local problems to be solved now in the year 2013. I would strongly urge more planning to develop new options for internal USA systems. And work on the Health, Environmental, Economic problems. Do not make the mistake of committing BIG bucks to shipping gas before WE have tested and operated the basic operations. BEWARE of loud voices with little verified DATA.

Sincerely,

Steve Hurley
19385 Cypress Ridge Ter. Unit 1011
Lansdowne.Va, VA 20176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peg HENDERSON-MILLS
2632 Page Drive
Anderson, SC 29625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Daniels
12621 Walter Street
Mount Morris, MI 48458
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Egelhofer
113 Palo Verde Ter.
Santa Cruz, Ca95060, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T. Chupp
Tchupp@Zoomtown.Com
Wyoming, OH 45215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Jensen
313 Bardue St
Aromas, CA 95004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristy Lytle
2244 N 58th St
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Meurer
1594 Upper Pack River Rd
Sandpoint, ID 83864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Corsi
575 W Ranch Ct
Rathdrum, ID 83858
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lemer
P. O. Box 96
Elmira, OR 97437
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Alison
89 West St
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Easter
1611 Caves Camp Rd.
Williams, OR 97544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael O'Brien
3136 Long Blvd
Nashville, TN 37203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon LEVY
19 Alpine Lane
Chelmsford, MA 01824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thue Rasmussen
1666 Coffman St., #219
Falcon Heights, MN 55108
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Kline
215 East 68th St., Apt. 12-X
New York, NY 10065
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Henke
6715 Clovernook Road
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Rice
4396 Krums Corners Road
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Estelle Sakabinos
3670 Glendon Ave. #315
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Westley Wallis
1019 Caldwell
Goodland, KS 67735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Hedwall
3 Laveta Place
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Reilly
104 Andrews Lane
Corrales, NM 87048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Askins
605 Dogwood Trace
Woodstock, GA 30188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katlin Harwood
6243 Case Ave.
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roxanne Reneau
600 E. Regent St.
Inglewood, CA 90301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emerson Burkett
Post Office Box 403
Guerneville, CA 95446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danna Cornick
94 Pleasant Drive
Nottingham, PA 19362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Brandon Bohlen
6128 1st Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Roland
2697 Gilberts Mill Rd
Chipley, FL 32428
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim @ Brenda leahy  
416 Littleton Road  
Monroe, NH 03771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindy Swinney
914 E Palm Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Beinashowitz
51 Sherman Bridge Road
Wayland, MA 01778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Finigan
2050 Manzanita Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginger Pierce
11220 Sw Blakeney St
Beaverton, OR 97008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lance Glasser
177 Douglas Crescent
Saskatoon, ND 58501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Smusz
81 Faye Ave
Middleboro, MA 02346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Pfau
597 State Highway 20
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pam Riggs
3800 Agualinda Blvd., #204
Cape Coral, FL 33914
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patrick McElhenney
2355 Abbot Kinney Blvd.
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Jones
362 140th St
Avon, IL 61415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Austen Lorenz
1133 Pine Vista Ln
Meadow Vista, CA 95722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Curtis
2839 E. Hermosa Vista Dr.
Mesa, AZ 85213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Smith
9 Crimson Dr
Hockessin, DE 19707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carina Eriksson
Vastergatan 21j
Billeshom, WV 26050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Harvey
2744 Stratford Ave
Lincoln, NE 68502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olympia Poulos
26529 222nd Ave Se
Maple Valley, WA 98038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Elena Papavero
44 Pitney Ln
Jackson, NJ 08527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Stadtherr
2289 S Isabell St
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane wilson
1972 Zehndner
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Morris
8581 W Gulf
Treasure Island, FL 33706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lancce Packer
1371 Se 8th Ave
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate that benefits only the wealthy corporations that promote it. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Dayton
1165 Lisa Lane
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Will Wallace
10010 Moonlight Dr
Lincoln, NE 68527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Guzman
749 Wyche Ct
Burleson, TX 76028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hunter
118 Bayberry Hill Ln
Leominster, MA 01453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Wolyniak
10 Vairo Blvd Apt 237a
State College, PA 16803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Wenzel
2217 Avenue A N.W.
Winter Haven, FL 33880
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Robert Leonard
26807 Rustic Brook
San Antonio, TX 78261
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim LeSueur
208 Brookwood Circle
Arab, AL 35016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Taliano
33315 Fairport Dr.
Avon Lake, OH 44012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Burtnett
3220 Cheltenham Street
Las Vegas, NV 89129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Czernicka
1414 Drift Rd
Westport, MA 02790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marulynn shrater
9340 Ne 9 Pl
Miami Shores, FL 33138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Numis
50 Amanda Court
Staten Island, NY 10312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Sardina
715 Northaire Dr
Houston, TX 77073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kelly Hallmark
4527 Tujunga Ave.
Studio City, CA 91602
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Ankowski
12510 Venicia Drive
Fort Myers, FL 33913
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Frank Scarpaci
Po Box 3788
San Diego, CA 92163
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Huddleston
3920 Marshall Ave.
San Matei, CA 94403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Trippel
Po Box 1
Donaldson, IN 46513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Rogers
820 Atlantic Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Elliott
2650 Las Gallinas Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Malone
100 Silver Street Apartment #2
Waterville, ME 04901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Guise
717 S Broad St
Middletown, DE 19709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Kauffman
1009 Monroe St.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blanche Adams
5510 Piney Woods Rd
Riner, VA 24149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gregory
1298 New Hope Rd
Staunton, VA 24401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Eaton
10824 Ne 172nd Ave
Brush Prairie, WA 98606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Curtis McClurkin
51 Park St
New Bedford, MA 02740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carol Mair
20581 N. 261st Ave.
Buckeye, AZ 85396
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Clemmons
2185 Brannen Rd
Atlanta, GA 30316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Sachar
207 West 106th Street Apt 14d
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Antonio Fernandez
35-31 85th St #4b
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Doyle-Stockdale
12814 Carriage Ln., #5
Crestwood, IL 60445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Foley
4782 Mills Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Back
7 Harder Road
Barryville, NY 12719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Murray
15775 Alta Plaza Circle
Peyton, CO 80831
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debra deLuis
Po Box 3973
Lihue, HI 96766
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michelle Pearce
2504 Castillo St Apt 4
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Bowen
8720 145th St Nw
Gig Harbor, WA 98329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Hughes
307 Nw Sherwood Dr
Blue Springs, MO 64014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bo Breda
Kahukai St
Pahoa, HI 96778
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Maloney
25 Chittenden Ave -#6b
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Daubert
1072 Acri Drive
Harrisburg, PA 17111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Weisensee
444 North State
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why are we approving "fracking" projects as a means to energy independence - when we're BURNING natural gas in North Dakota and the companies doing the fracking plan to EXPORT the stuff? NO EXPORT FACILITIES!!!

Sincerely,

Sol Siegel
8940 Krewstown Road, Apt 211
Philadelphia, PA 19115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Reyna
470 N.E. 52 Terrace
Miami, FL 33137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Holewienko
14 Royal Palm Way - Apt 306
Boca Raton, FL 33432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard SYLVESTER
3089 Comanche Dr
Walsenburg, CO 81089
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Doud
8400 Pine Rd.
Philadelphia, PA 19111
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine NOVAKOWSKI
10940 S Major
Chicago Ridge, IL 60415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Waterhouse
734 W. Longden Ave
Arcadia, CA 91007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Evans
1911 Grube St.
Burlington, IA 52601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Caldwell
2300 Whippoorwill Rd
Charlottesville, VA 22901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigitte Bernhardt
3821 Lake Saint George Dr
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Winslow
1616 Wall Street
Idaho Springs, CO 80452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Ward
273 Countryhaven Rd.
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Degener
6 Allen St
Hanover, NH 03755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Van Dahm
3612 Stokley St.
Philadelphia, PA 19129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Logan
2995 Woodside Road
Woodside, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jungou Hwang
3520 147th St Apt 11f
Flushing, NY 11354
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Obrien
4724 Cordata Pkwy
Bellingham, WA 98226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. At what point does economic gain outweigh the safety and well-being of people?

Sincerely,

Roger Dart
1057 Camille Avenue
Deerfield, IL 60015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Powell
2630 Mountain Chapel Rd
Breezewood, PA 15533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa erkert
2630 Green Villa Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Flowers
345 Mohawk Dr.
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Bojczuk
2156 Herblew Road
Warrington, PA 18976
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Christofilis
51 Dolores Dr.
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Hermosilla
517 Sleigh Dr
Cross Junction, VA 22625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neill Smith
404 North Ash Street
Cortez, CO 81321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Schmit
7249 Lake Alice Rd. Se
Fall City, WA 98024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Procious
400 University Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Moore
2368 Holt Ave
Columbus, OH 43219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nanette Betts
2189 W Dodge Rd
Clio, MI 48420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States and not enough is yet known about the environmental and societal downsides of fracking to allow for such a significant expansion. Besides, if our intent is to become energy independent, why would we ever give up gas that we will eventually need for producing chemical feedstocks just to give additional support to an industry that has no need for such support? Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kroshefsky
22165 Mcadow Road
Marysville, OH 43040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Geurkink
22095 Glasgow Avenue
Tomah, WI 54660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Boogaard
775 Norman Drive
Lebanon, PA 17042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Klusaritz
1870 Brookhaven Dr E
Allentown, PA 18103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Harris
4185 Sw 167th Ave
Aloha, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mignon Lawless
834 White Oak Creek Road
Burnsville, NC 28714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John H. Taylor
5 Falcon Court
Wilmington, DE 19808
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking us is just what we need so we can increase the bottom line of those energy companies by letting the world market bid up the price we pay for our natural gas - Incredibly stupid -

Sincerely,

Karen D’Orazio
7717 W Siesta Sunset Ln
Prescott Valley, AZ 86315
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Feiring
7806 Birch Bay Dr. 712
Birch Bay, WA 98230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Rocklyn
10746 Cedar Beach Drive Nw
Oronoco, MN 55960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Waldburger
643 Egli Court
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolee Hansen
2813 Maywood Drive
Forest Grove, OR 97116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren THORNBURG
106 Cumberland Ave
Asheville, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Caitlin Rice
7659 Nikau Dr
Niwot, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Howard
1865 Selfridge Ave
Lackland Afb, TX 78236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Garber
40 Homestead Lane
Waterbury Center, VT 05677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wallace
17822 Highway 94
Dulzura, CA 91917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bernstein
908 Pitkin St
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Nelson
109 E 3rd Ave
Ritzville, WA 99169
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Waltz
6666 Se. 32nd. Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50327
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Martinez
51862 E Cr 1610
Stratford, OK 74872
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Schapker
Box 776
Notre Dame, IN 46556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Baker
1149 N Hobble Strap St
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jeff Heatwole
4097 Rabbit Run Sr
Cleveland, OH 44144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James eichman
1037 W.Wellington Ave
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Shepard
Po Box 5649
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Swartz
201 Logan Road
Mansfield Ohio, OH 44907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Southard
807 Coloma St
Folsom, CA 95630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Adams
2201 Se Maple Valley Hwy #82
Renton, WA 98057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Musengo
655 Ida
Solana Beach, CA 92075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Sechser
614 South 67 Street
Omaha, NE 68106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Lehman
239 Mohawk Ave
Westerville, OH 43081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Land
530 Broadway E, #505
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karol Morphew
8119 Lopez Dr.
Clinton, WA 98236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Giebler
3131 E Alameda Ave., Unit 1801
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Reynolds
9325 Darnell School Road
Mt. Vernon, IN 47620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop pandering to the Oil companies! This never is good for the American people and does not equate to better gas prices for the America people. While you at it end the oil subsidies.

Sincerely,

Linda Miller
123 Redbud Ln
Palo Cedro, CA 96073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Maltezos
550 E 12th Ave #1503
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Keefe
30199 Jackson Rd.
Orange Village, OH 44022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Luxmoore
295 Solomon Hollow Road
Harriman, TN 37748
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ryan
4377 Badger Rd
Stevensville, MT 59870
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Ballinger
40 Sequoia Rd
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Rivas
Po Box 45
Aztec, NM 87410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Lawton-Singer
12 Stage Road
Westhampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Tall
104r Nc Hwy 54 West
Carrboro, NC 27510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Camp
92 East Allen Street Apt.4
Winooski, VT 05404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Cull
Po Box 2962
Vail, CO 81658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Buckingham
5687 Marshfield Dr.
Westerville, OH 43081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellie Meehan
6885 20th St.
Vero Beach, FL 32966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcy Morgan
4712 Windsor Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Miksic
16 Highland Ave
Sea Cliff, NY 11579
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Hartsock
2508 Hughes Ave
Claymont, DE 19703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Grosshandler
115 Hazelhurst Ave
Albany, NY 12203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Gray
9134 Luckenbach Hill Rd
Springwater, NY 14560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Nixon
1850 Cotillion Drive
Atlanta, GA 30338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Barsky
117 Grasmere Road
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hart Bochner
11400 W. Olympic Blvd.
L.A., CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ferrigno
5007 Cedar Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Terry
1179 Fearrington Post
Pittsboro, NC 27312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Sperber
1278 61st St
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Clark
112 Sandy Lane
Unionville, TN 37180
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The way to go is not Natural Gas and Fracking, or Arctic drilling, or MountainTop removal but more electric-vehicles, and battery-swapping stations from www.betterplace.com; and more recharging kiosks from www.aerovironment.com (evsc@avinc.com). And electricity generated by parabolic-mirror solar-thermal collectors from 6 companies: www.zenithsolar.com; www.solel.com; www.sopogy.com; www.suntrough.com; www.ausra.com; www.arevasolar.com; and a 7th: www.sunfurnace.com Pass a law requiring gasoline-filling stations to install aerovironment re-charging stalls, at their oil-company suppliers expense, by 2020; and battery-swapping stations from BetterPlace by 2025, which can be paid for by Green-Energy Victory Bonds; and by proceeds from a 50% surtax to list price per retail gallon for those oil companies that don’t pay for the retrofit of their allied stations by the due date, with those tax funds to go into revolving loans at variable-to-COLA interest rates to those companies that do the retrofitting.

Sincerely,

Tom Kuna-Jacob
103 Mill St., Pob 75
Kane, IL 62054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winnie Huron
40853 Superior Lane
Ontonagon, MI 49953
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Schaer
3 Quail Mews
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Grimes
1157 Union Church Rd
Churchville, VA 24421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lin McConnell
Eileen Cir
Rochester, NY 14616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Provost
140 7th Avenue, Apt 1b
New York, NY 10011
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abel Valls
1875 San Pablo Dr
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Lanovara  
Dugway Rd.  
Brownfield, ME 04010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jay McElhinney
605 N Austin St.
Denton, TX 76201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bruce
1173 Alpine Hills Dr.
Stone Mountain, GA 30083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Cook
5970 Carvel Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Corey
209 Lewis St
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Greig
899 E. Garfield Road
Aurora, OH 44202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Seager
223a Black Brook Rd
Goffstown, NH 03045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Onyenaka
1230 N. Calvert St #3
Baltimore, MD 21202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andromeda Scheller
3409 Elke Court
Modesto, CA 95355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Sweet
76 Walkers Trail
Darby, MT 59829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Randall
520 32nd Ave. S. #109
Moorhead, MN 56560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s time to support all the creative, sustainable, non-destructive energy ideas that are out there needing our support!

Sincerely,

Shirley osgood
13234 Ridge Rd
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mireya Landin-Erdei
1830 Coronado
Bullhead City, AZ 86442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Fanelli
15054 W. Sagebrush Lane
Lockport, IL 60441
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Lepzelter
1861 Matthews Ave
Bronx, NY 10462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Fritsch
2370 Harbor Lane
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. STOP FRACKING!

Sincerely,

Hal Forsen
204 Avenida Sierra
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gray
2087 Delaware St. #14
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Luann Waddell
1650 W Posada Ave
Mesa, AZ 85202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Harvey
25457 S. Vis Montana Vista
Green Valley, AZ 85622
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Harvey
3032 Ne 140th Street
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karol King
8109 Hidden Path
Denton, TX 76210
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allana Scofidio
2 - 4 Brooke Club Drive
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Pollock
7467 Koolau Rd.
Kilauea, HI 96754
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amanda Rodriguez
175 21st Avenue #202
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol moncreiff
1091 Torrey Rd.
Grosse Pte. Woods,, MI 48236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordan T. Caylor
1709 Tenneyson Ln.
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Juliana Wilson
14 North Rd
New Ipswich, NH 03071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Barrick Stees
108 Anglers Dr
South Russell, OH 44022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Onderdonk
Pob 1507
Gypsum, CO 81637
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s not just the fracking, it is also the oil sands disaster in Canada. Our environment cannot withstand the fouling from fracking of the water supply in our country, the pollutants from the oil sands refining, or more people running businesses and transportation that is accelerating global warming. There is not another planet we can use—we need to take care of this one. Sincerely, Patricia J Kleppinger pdkleppinger@comcast.net 05403

Sincerely,

Patricia Kleppinger
56 Nickaus Circle
South Burlington, VT 05403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Genasci
462 Chorro Street
Slo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Les Raphael
30000 Rambling Rd.
Southfield, MI 48076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Dobbs
2285 Evelyn Ave
Memphis, TN 38104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Cozad
100 Keppel Way
Cotati, CA 94931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Lemunyon
2714 Deeringhill Dr
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Lee
1836 Scenic Pt Ln Sw
Rochester, MN 55902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Stokes
162 Hearst Ave
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Sebastian
Zena Road
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wakeman
9 Locust Hill Rd.
Cincinnati, Ohio, OH 45245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Achira Sheth-Shah
1091 Lancer Dr
San Jose, CA 95129-2938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Billie Taylor
3486 St. Bart Lane Apt. 103
Tampa, FL 33614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Ollivier
1904 Canterbury Ln., M31, Sun City Center, Fla.
City, FL 33573
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Blume
118 Gleneagle Dr
Centerville, MA 02632
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Blumberg
2010 E. Santa Clara Ave. #41
Santa Ana, CA 92705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernhard Voelkel
P.O. Box 3088
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Keim
Po Box 6676
Omaha, NE 68106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Wilson
8 Pierce Rd.
North Springfied, VT 05150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mona Magana
3115 Broncho Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Margaret Blakley
5604 S Datura St
Littleton, CO 80120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Loftman
788 Columbus Ave
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene Jaar
2250 Nw 93 Ave
Doral, FL 33172
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Berner
180 W. Briar Lane
Green Bay, WI 54301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Peters
930 Rambling Dr
Estes Park, CO 80517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Coletta Eichenberger
314 High St.
Boonville, MO 65233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Remoosh Minassian
407 N Jackson Street
Glendale, CA 91206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mihaela Giurca
4502 Greenwood Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Erickson
2582e Pacific Hts Rd
Honolulu, HI 96813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Schoch
27 Pine Street
Salamanca, NY 14779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Domenici
1329 Sandy Creek Dr
Allen, TX 75002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madison Ambrose Hall
1632 South 13th West, Apt. B
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McKenna
54 Norwich Avenue
Wilder, VT 05088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, AZ 85747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Lopinto
1496 Curtiss Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Huber
165 Meadows Rd
Lafayette, NJ 07848
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliot Kaplan
2027 23rd Ave. East
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kay Szynskie
3712 Se Harrison St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Rhoades
5500 Sabrosa Dr. Ne.
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
William Lane
30 Cayuga St.
Homer, NY 13077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Paulson
4076 Eagle Ridge Dr
Camano Island, WA 98282
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Sawyer
55 Hillside Terrace
Skillman, NJ 08558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Vince
Po Box 186
Hayward, CA 94543
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Zaharia
422 E 73rd Street Apt 5d
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Brown
1410 Barnsley Walk
Snellville, GA 30078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rod Saxelby
12400 Us Hwy 101n #996
Smith River, CA 95567
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Violeta Phenis
3720 N Tumbleweed Pl
Boise, ID 83713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Sellars
327 Delgado Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Eisenbach
13040 90 Th Ave
Mecosta, MI 49332
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sueanne Fatula
6992 Route 711
Seward, PA 15954
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Mitchell
616 Troon Dr.
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Currier-Frighetto
125 Lee Street
Manhattan, IL 60442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Crowley
644 37th Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Wilson
2306 Avon Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sutphin
3010 Cadencia St.
Carlsbad, CA 92009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Fleischer
1620 Meeker Drive
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Temple
10175 Sw Katherine St.
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Campbell
2440 Tennis Ct. Rd., Blue Ridge, Ga 30513
Blue Ridge, GA 30513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No fracking way!!!

Sincerely,

Erin kowalewski lewis
78 Sawdust Ave
Kingson, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Symonds
1765 Santa Ana Ave., #U-203
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Janzen
338 Prospect Place 5c
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Edwardson
218 Woodman Rd
Sanbornton, NH 03269
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Rubens
724 Ne 16 Terrace
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Welch
6008 Golden Sunset Ct
Bakersfield, CA 93313
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Serulneck
12760 Pacific Ave., #3
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Delaney Imar
9361 Sw 192 Drive
Miami, FL 33157
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Hayes
5631 Emerson Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55430
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri DeFilippo
1353 E Bellinger
Cedar, MI 49621
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julia Kipnis
123 Philadelphia Ave
Philadelphia, PA 18974
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracting in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Burns
731 Yuba St
Janesville, WI 53545
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Cuniff  
19 Estes Street #2  
Ipswich, MA 01938
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marina Conde
7 Norte 4203 Col Santa Maria
Puebla, AR 72080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Erony
65 Middle St
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Ortiz de Montellano
119 Corwin St. #2
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne CHOVY
2025 S Dobson
Mesa, AZ 85202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Magdaelna Czeblakow
8974 N Western Ave
Des Plaines, IL 60016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Hughes
4612 Belmont Rd
Great Neck, NY 11020
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Patton
16 Jefferson Street
Riverside, NJ 08075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Wehling
8063 Inistork Drive
Dublin, OH 43017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Hart
2516 Langdon Dr
Louisville, KY 40242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mohammad Imadudin
35958 Vivian Place
Fremont, CA 94536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Dorsey
26 Spa Rd
Phillipston, MA 01331
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Lohman
205 Fairview Dr
Crossville, TN 38571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meg Hanrahan
7459 Camargo Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45243
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Trimarco
40-36 204th Street
Bayside, NY 11361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Johnson
86 Upham Rd.
Union, ME 04862
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Abner
3955 Park Blvd., Apt. 901
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Young
109 Clear Spring Drive
Boerne, TX 78006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Wrenn
4915 W Mcguire Rd
Lincoln, NE 68524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Survant
1560 Charlemagne Drive
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laszlo Kurucz
26571 Normandale Dr
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramona Lione
487 Pamlar Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemarie Garczynski
N6113 Shaw Hill Rd.
Beaver Dam, WI 53916
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Lowry
45 Columbia Ave.
Hopewell, NJ 08525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking should be banned entirely. It will ruin our water supply.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Beidler
3516 Georgia Street
San Diego, CA 92103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Kuhn
3035 O'Neal Parkway Apt. S-37
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian J. Mink
15478 Sw14th Ct #79
Tigard, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jadis
3393 Penn Estates
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Santos
15 Cagua Road
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jade Black
1101 Rhode Island Ave N
Golden Valley, MN 55427
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Art Kilcullen
734 Walden Rd
Hedgesville, WV 25427
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Guariglia
7819 Allegro Drive
Houston, TX 77040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Schneider
3532 E Oakland St
Gilbert, AZ 85295
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Lashinski
2510 41st Ave.S.
St.Cloud, MN 56301
To Whom it May Concern:

God help us all we need to move to renewable energy sources! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Barcus
Po Box 1123
Browning, MT 59417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kuczynski
25402 Shoshone Dr.
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Smith
7350 Kochville Rd
Freeland, MI 48623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Patch
3656 Lott St.
Endwell, NY 13760
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kilee Forbes
705 Caroline Ave
Moubt Shasta, CA 96067
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ripley
1080 N. Chester Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Stulman
12 Glenmeadow Court
Dallas, TX 75225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G kern
672 Barg Salt Run Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Thurber
8868 Sacred Falls Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Fiebelkorn
1516 Wilkins Road
Erie, PA 16505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Edsall
839 Beaty Street
Davidson, NC 28036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diane Will
1469 W 35 St
Erie, PA 16508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Fleming
12280 E. Antelope Rd.
Eagle Point, OR 97524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammi Korbmaker
1530 Alabama Ave
West Sacramento, CA 95691
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliana Zadworniak
251 Park Dr
Downingtown, PA 19335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Hale
9824 Bonnie Vista Drive
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Frances
118 F Street
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Clark
324 Vistamont Dr.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg denney
101 S 4th St. Apt 312
Leavenworth, KS 66048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Etta Juge
316 Balfour Drive
Winter Springs, FL 32708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jarrod Williams
36 Deerpath Drive
New Hartford, NY 13413
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A J Aiseirithe
10th Street Ne
Washington, DC 20002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please protect the drinking water in America for the American family.

Sincerely,

David Houseman
372 Harshaw Drive
Chester Springs, PA 19425
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne Kush
2640 N Bosworth Ave
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Double down on renewable energy and save our communities and our world. Haven't we seen enough proof of the deadly consequences of using fossil fuels in the recent super storms, droughts and floods?

Sincerely,

Constance Weeks
191 Echo Dr
Chambersburg, PA 17202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Boretti
588 Rosetree Ln.
Moab, UT 84532
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madonna Stallmann
12101 Alembic Rd.
Leonardville, KS 66449
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jillian Ocon
17228 Old Cherokee Trail
Colorado Springs, CO 80921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Filanowski
2065 East York Street
Philadelphia, PA 19125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Cockerill
3414 High Pine Dr.
Missouri City, TX 77459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andres Hernandez
4432 N. Maplewood
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Guay
429 So. Sanders St.
Helena, MT 59601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Barnard
16 Upland Rd 4e
Lisbon, ME 04250
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Reports from some areas indicate the fleets of heavy trucks, the hauling, the equipment used, the damage environmentally, and the open pits of waste by products add up to a completely changed and chaotic community. Our own Department of Energy should not be downplaying the devastating impact of fracking on our communities, our economy, and our climate. Applications to export fracked gas should be rejected. Fossil Fuel energy is NOT Green Energy.

Sincerely,

Dale dunnigan
4016 Coventry Drive
Rockford, IL 61114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Stiehl
1155 Treat Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara grimes
1150 Hamilton Ave
Orange City, FL 32763
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin michael
2020 Rt 301
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Stacey
76 Oakdale Blvd.
Pleasant Ridge, MI 48069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Barrows
7 Westfield Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Wendy Monaghan
20 Skyline Dr
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Fran Loft
427 Aspen Pl.
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McGuire
Street Address
City, TN 37743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Catania
1424 N. Farris
Fresno, CA 93728
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Crowley
3569 Smugglers Cove Rd.
Greenbank, WA 98253
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Hubacek
43300 Little River Airport Rd. Spc. 123
Little River, CA 95456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Eckel
57twin Pine Way
Glen Mills, PA 19342
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Grieger-Block
1722 Brookside Ln
Waunakee, WI 53597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Lammers
104 16th St Ne
Dyersville, IA 52040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking was first presented in a disguise as a way to end American dependence on foreign petrol products. Now the industry's goals are unmasked and are clearly focused on its profit margins...not energy independence for this country. Fracking itself is a huge environmental/economic risk; its only saving grace was reducing American reliance on foreign energy sources. Now, under these proposals, America takes on all the known and unknown risks of the practice while selling the product abroad to the highest bidder for the enrichment of the oil/gas industry. An unforgivable sellout of the nation's trust.

Sincerely,

Nancy Champion
296 Skate Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monika Laendle
104 La Joya Rd
Glorieta, NM 87535
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Criss
9622 Cornwall Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Kraniotakis
124-06 25rd
Flushing, NY 11354
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Judy Trigg
4832 Fenwick Close
Rockford, IL 61114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, NY 10579
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Scott
39826 Jimscotts Rd
Leesburg, FL 34788
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Fanto
5390 Weller Rd
Gregory, MI 48137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Levy
1661 Pine St. #513
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Allen
373
Glenville, NC 28736
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Hansen
7 Brussels St
San Francisco, CA 94134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Cox
1161 Oakdale Dr
Pottstown, PA 19464
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl McCleery
5655 Sw Bluff Ln
Culver, OR 97734
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marti Grant
2502 East Greenspring Ave
Joppa, MD 21085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Ashley
6998 Lantern Ln E
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance M crompton
1473 E 900 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Vandrovec
3310 18th St S
Fargo, ND 58104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Leithauser
350 Lakeview Rd.
Levering, MI 49755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bostick
9717 Clearwater Drive
Knoxville, TN 37923
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Sherwood
82 Jefferson Street
Wellsville, NY 14895
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Treadway  
7788 La Fiesta Way  
Sacramento, CA 95828
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Blassingame
2660 Campfire Rd.
Hartsel, CO 80449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Protect our countryside and our citizens; we are the United States of America, and we don't want our country and lands ruined to provide foreign countries with gas produced through fracking. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Lowe
1745 Wisconsin Ave
Redding, CA 96001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. So at the possible expense of destroying the environment and endangering the lives of people in the U.S., the gas companies will make huge profits and pay no taxes??

Sincerely,

Susan Granfield
73 Gerrard Avenue
East Longmeadow, MA 01028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie O'Reilly Castillo
3102 Clarence Avenue
Berwyn, IL 60402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Cox
3223 Taurome Ave
Kansas City, KS 66102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The valuable resource of our drinking water and aquifers must take priority over our addiction to fossil fuels. Fracking needs to be restricted rather than encouraged. Do not allow fracked gas to be exported.

Sincerely,

Laurie Walton
675 Gold Vein Rd
Fairbanks, AK 99712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Any gas made in America, needs to stay in America so we can afford to get to work so you can tax our wages! Think about that for a moment. Then keep the gas here!

Sincerely,

Jean Lloyd
621 Browning Ct.
Bakersfield, CA 93309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Andrews
12621 Saunders Road
Anchorage, AK 99516
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Bielawski
7460 Sw 106th St
Pinecrest, FL 33156
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark McNamara
512 Yale.
Lima, OH 45804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Jackson
3268 Florida Street
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Zasloff
28 Ashton Avenue
Newton, MA 02459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Angela Rodriguez
87-21 87 St. Apt. #D6
Woodhaven, NY 11421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Quigley
2201 E. Jarvis St.
Shorewood, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Gianikos
510 Bailliere Dr.
Martinsville, IN 46151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If we frack our country we should at least use the gas here. Exports do nothing for America’s energy needs. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hand
42 South Dunton Avenue
East Patchogue, NY 11772
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alexis Zamchick
172-10 33rd Ave
Flushing, NY 11358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Ruch
113 Princeton Arms South
Cranbury, NJ 08512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Schroeder
1610 Curtis St.
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Christopoulos
210 Jackson St
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe donaghue
22 Jasmine Lane
Valley Stream, NY 11581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Freed
1218 N. Prospect St.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Duphil
135 W.Lorain Rd
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rod Busskohl
5009 Quail Run Ln
Blair, NE 68008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kinch
943 3rd Ave N
Kent, WA 98032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Namuth
4497 Crowhill Rd
Ghent, NY 12075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Jacobs
1243 S. Philip St
Phila, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Stevenson
940 W Front St
Red Bank, NJ 07701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Acadia Cutschall
70 Clifton Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Frazee
499 Redmond Road
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Hennessey
105 Waldo Ave
Jersey City, NJ 07306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Avery
1301 N. Blair Ave.
Royal Oak, MI 48067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Sarelas
4442 N. Kenneth
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franca Malaguti
86 Argyle Road
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Steinwand
Po Box 72
Viborg, SD 57070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Jacobson
Box 232
Jerome, AZ 86331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer McCombe
1805 89th Pl
Kenosha, WI 53143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Burton
6402 Phinney Ave. N., #11
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Hagen
229 W. 109th St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Deirdre McCauley
P.O. Box 2594
Monterey, CA 93942
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail Porter
Po Box 399
Berkeley Springs, WV 25411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Dappert
1180 Reid Road
Winchester, IL 62694
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Morioka
3755 Anuhea St.
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Avery Roberts
4306 S Renellie Drive
Tampa, FL 33611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Johnson
4104 Chapel Hill Spur
Sullivan, MO 63080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Lampi
1524 N Beard Dt
Shawnee, OK 74804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris callahan
2000 Maurice Apt. 105 B
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Channon
2011 Green Apple Ln
Arlington, TX 76014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Frank
71 Hillsdale Dr
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Guran-Eubank
Pob 87
Columbia Falls, MT 59912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidney Scott
P.O.Box 3963
Carmel, CA 93921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bianca Assim-Kon
149-38 121 Street
South Ozone Park, NY 11420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Marini
33201 Ocean Ridge
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hundertmark
79 Charles Street
Ilion, NY 13357
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Slingluff
4425 Mt Carmel Rd
Hampstead, MD 21074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Helen Freear-Papio
14 Salem Road
Holden, MA 01520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Keenan
108 Madison Road
Lansdowne, PA 19050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry BLAIR
4601 Utah Ave
Nashville, TN 37209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Barbosa
20201 East Country Club Drive #2101
Aventura, FL 33180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill furnas
8345 Walden Woods
Granite Bay, CA 95746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Schulte
112 Port Clyde Road
Tenants Harbor, ME 04860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is destroying the health of our citizens and contaminating our water. We can live without the gas but we cannot live without water.

Sincerely,

Anne Carpinetti
2440 Villanova Road
San Jose, CA 95130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Ferrin
202 Rock Springs Church Road
Rutherfordton, NC 28139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Dougan
Hc 62 Box 203
Ozone, AR 72854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malinda Branson
31 South Highland St.
West Hartford, CT 06119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Siegele
4088 Shoals Drive
Okemos, MI 48864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Anders
P O Box 1176
Helena, MT 59624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Fischman
81 Oakdale St
Staten Island, NY 10308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edd Blackler
Pob 555
Bigfork, MT 59911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Flamm
281 Walden St. #3
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriette searle
5518 Fir Fork
Taylorsville, CA 95983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Straw
4542 Timberdale Road
Stow, OH 44224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our current experience with the NRA shows clearly that industries will often defend their own personal interests, rather than current and future well being (including that of their own children and grandchildren). We have got to start reversing this trend somewhere, and the gas industry is one place to do so.

Sincerely,

Helen Ghiradella
4009 River Road
Niskayuna, Ny 12309, NY 12309
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

RenE Daily
770 Jones Rd
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Bausone
6042 Highland Rd
Highland Hts, OH 44143
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Kincheloe
23348 Balmoral Lane
West Hills, CA 91307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Reicher
7818 E Wilshire Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Tozzi
3735 1/2 Mccain Loop
Anchorage, AK 99503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Israel Jimenez
1954 Meade St
Denver, CO 80204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Ynesta
4885 Nw 171st Street
Miami, FL 33055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Canterbury
905 Hale Road
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Gage
30633 San Martinez Road
Val Verde, CA 91384
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell lewandowski
100keenan Rd Lot 3dale
Peninsula, OH 44264
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aubrey Hicks
1737 Whitley Ave #405
Hollywood, CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley Boyd
4969 Darlington Drive
Nashville, TN 37211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Justin Hedemark
412 Green Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Cehovin
6 Pebble Hill Road North
Dewitt, NY 13214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Forrest Kelley
1259 Avon St. N
St. Paul, MN 55117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlton Currie
3503 Freshmeadows
Houston, TX 77063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginger Swanson
170 N Westward Way / Po Box 1051
Hoodsport, WA 98548
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zachary Cruze
3100 Scaroborugh Lane West
Colleyville, TX 76034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Say no to fracking just another toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Embrace and support wind, solar and other sustainable energy sources. Do not allow fracked gas exports. While local areas would suffer the environmental consequences, exporting the fracked gas would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Our environment can't afford it and the people do not want it. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry. Quit subsidizing and yielding to their every demand. Insist on strong environmental protection of the air and water. Deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doretta Reisenweber
111 Garden Street
Duluth, MN 55812
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie FUNK
465 Mystic St.
St.Paul, MN 55119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Selena Demchak
1316 Foxforest Circle
Apopka, FL 32712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Lamson
424 Crescent Dr
Albert Lea, MN 56007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Kurti
1779 Red Cedar Drive
Fort Myers, FL 33907
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Stefferson
11342 Placita Alameda Dorada
Tucson, AZ 85737
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginger McIntosh
3326 Gregory Street
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bohmer
4 Will Way
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Williamson
201 County Road 4105
Jasper, AL 35503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Huckleberry Palmer
9619 S. Williams Lane
Spokane, WA 99224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Johnson
250 H Street
Blaine, WA 98230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Weinbrenner
232 Point To Point Sq
Bel Air, MD 21015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Gee
535 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Blank
Pob 85
Chaffee, MO 63740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Bishop
127 Snakehill Rd.
Glenville, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill McCoy
4201 Evergreen Dr.
Lexington, KY 40513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Stokes
Po Box 205
Jamestown, CO 80455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Agius
506 Onate Place
Sant Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Pazdziorko
4 King Street Extension
Wilmington, MA 01887
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon OHara
17687 Lake Forest Dr
Penn Valley, CA 95946
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Jerry
303 W. Roosevelt St.
Cuba City, WI 53807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Grindinger
1106 W Park St Unit 255
Livingston, MT 59047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Leona Marks
831 Westgate Ave Apt 1s
University City, MO 63130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Edie Rincon
6377 Fm 903
Celeste, TX 75423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Kirk
67 Lamont Drive
Cogan Station, PA 17728
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Deborah Miller
912 Via Verde
Del Rey Oaks, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter de Zordo
26 Skylark Dr #1
Larkspur, CA 94939
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia D'Amore
50 Jane Road
Newton, MA 02459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Miriam Clasby 7 Harwood Dr. Kennebunkport, ME 04046

Sincerely,

Miriam C

7 Harwood Dr.

Kennebunkport, ME 04046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bonilla
659 Mcgrath Rr
Fairbanks, AK 99712
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meaghan Marti
904 Oak Dr.
Huntsville, TX 77320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a brutal, vicious and destructive assault on our Planet!

Sincerely,

Ronald McIntosh
P. O. Box 1077
Volcano, HI 96785
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Campbell
Po Box 15706
Sacramento, CA 95852
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail ohara
Hoyt
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Ribble
2446 Tyler Way
Salem, VA 24153
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Lawler
6575 N. Green Bay Ave.
Glendale, WI 53209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Mondragon
248 Clifford Price Lp.
Mooresburg, TN 37811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in Pennsylvania and don't want my or anyone's health imperiled just so some other people can get rich plus ruin our environment even further. Please stand up to the gas companies since we can't.

Sincerely,

Susan Lada
917 Ayrdale Place
Philadelphia, PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Crognale
4335 Bridle Way
Reno, NV 89519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Ballak
2710 Bellevue Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Whitman  
1750 Quarry Road  
Yardley, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Radford
520 1/2 Johnson Street
Marengo, IL 60152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Zlotowski
10184 Tilton Mine Road
Redding, CA 96001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rita O’Loughlin
602. S Terry Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shawn Haven
931 Ten Mile Creek Rd Box 1989
Laytovnille, CA 95454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Powell
7211 E Edward Dr
Tucson, AZ 85730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erin Diaz
12726 Portales Pointe
Tomball, TX 77377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Schuman
4910 Meadow Run Dr
Hilliard, OH 43026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Anlauf
3836 Windy Heights
Okemos, MI 48864
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Rutherford
117 W. My Airy Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K bensusen
Hc 74 Bx 24713 El Prado Nm 87529
El Prado, NM 87529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Papatolicas
31 Highland St
Concord, NH 03301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbi Burton
1 Green Dolphin Drive
South Burlington, VT 05403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And if you have any doubt about the harmful, destructive aspects of the tracking process, talk to the people who live near TransCanada. Please put the safety of our planet and its people before oil and gas company profits. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Camilla Roark
824 West 27th Street
Kearney, NE 68845
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Giersher
143 Santiago St.
Royal Palm Bch, FL 33411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike M
N9055 County Highway E
Watertown, WI 53094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Dimmers
125-Depot Rd Po Box#366
Osceola, WI 54020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

H.D. Horton
162 Baptist Rd.
Canterbury, NH 03224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia okelley
12 Hillcrest
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t bow to the whims of the petroleum industry. It is obvious that your administration is getting ready to offer permits for fracking and our Dept. of Energy has downplayed the devastating impacts on our communities, the economy and the climate. Reject the applications to export fracked gas. Methane is a greenhouse gas that leaks from gas wells, pipelines and other infrastructure apparatus devices. Fracking may be more dangerous to the environment than coal burning. Nevertheless, we must withstand the onslaught of energy companies to get their way through lease contracts and lax environmental standards. President Obama, you were reelected to fight against multi-national corporations from taking over all aspects of our government. Now is the time to show that you understand that concept. Now is the hour to make your stand. Don’t let it slip away.

Sincerely,

Myron Johnson
3684 Cassie Court Sw
Tumwater, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Wright
2976 Co Rt 17
Williamstown, NY 13493
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanna Preckwinkle
4009 Stone Bridge Rd
Springfield, IL 62711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Hodges
920 Snyder Hill Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariola Fiedorczuk
5649 S Nagle
Chicago, IL 60638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Sweeney
502 Yaramenko Road
Margaretville, NY 12455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Water is an important resource. We should NOT fool around with this resource!!!!

Sincerely,

Kathy Mollman
62 Highwood Ave.
Waldwick, NJ 07463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Blackwell
12621 Neon Way
Granada Hills, CA 91344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Until fracking is proven safe to the environment we should be very careful how we proceed.

Sincerely,

John Rooney
709 Ormond Ave
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Healy
61 Falvey Street
Bangor, ME 04401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it MayConcern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Ruckert
718 John Street
Secaucus, NJ 07094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Corriiveau
W227 S9335 Hwy 164
Big Bend, WI 53103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Laskin
Po Box 163
Hastiings-On-Hudson, NY 10706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Barrett
15200 Yvonne Drive
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Sheld
409 Madrona Ave.
Brea, CA 92821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Eastman
257 River Road
Canaan, NH 03741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morgan Davies
980 Bergen St, Apt 15
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Stockinger
4025 Taft Ave
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Miller
41 Calder Court
Marlboro, NJ 07746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, WA 98052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Karras
13717 Nectarine Ave
Corona, CA 92880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Fabin
140 West End Avenue, #25f
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Schudda
510 Ash St.
Oregon, WI 53575
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Vee
East River Road
Emigrant, MT 59027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale eichbauer
R2
Merrill, MI 48637
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jola Simon
39 Dewitt St
Buffalo, NY 14213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Webster
1272 Silver Lake Rd
Goshen, VT 05733
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Haglund
18251 Norway Woods Cr
New London, MN 56273
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Kohut
5 Haskell St
Cambridge, MA 02140
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Malek  
212 Richardson Rd  
Berlin, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elliott Randall
459 Columbus Avenue #366
New York, NY 10024

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Recht
15 Manchester Court
Ramsey, NJ 07446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elsa Winch
636 E. Water St
Lock Haven, PA 17745
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Johnson
16335 Ne Tillamook St.
Portland, OR 97230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Portus Barlow
55 Guerrant St
Umatilla, FL 32784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Diaz
P.O. Box 1137
Black Canyon City, AZ 85324
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Cook
164a Dougherty Lane
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Marcia Danab
5715 Ne 48th
Portland, OR 97218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Lucas
34805 Se Burrows Way
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Pepper
12294 Snowpeak Way
Truckee, CA 96161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Hughes
708 Washington St Apt 4b
Nyc, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Donahue
1357 Beaconsfield
Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patsy Reynolds
2910 W Yakima Ave.
Yakima, WA 98902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Holland
Po Box 128
Applegate, CA 95703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Knight
521 West 122nd St
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allyson Johnson
83 Bright St. #1a
Jersey City, NJ 07302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Ralphe
26 Vernon Lane
Rosse Valley, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaitlin Nichols
7237 Leonardo Ct.
Sun Valley, NV 89433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Paull
1318 Somerville Rd
Jacksonville, FL 32207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Cullenberg
101 N Wakefield Street
Arlington, VA 22203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Devon Edson
182 Captn Beers Pln Rd
Northfield, MA 01360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leela McDowell
2600 Ridge Rd
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen L Schwall
3209 Timberlake Rd
Raleigh, NC 27604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Seth Weiner
4205 Madison Ave
Culver City, CA 90232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Rubino
1060 28th Street
Oakland, CA 94608
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Westmoreland
223 Tammye Lane
Natchitoches, LA 71457
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Gorman
1299 Corporate Drive #1004
Westbury, NY 11590
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Piper
256 Knollview Drive
Janesville, WI 53548
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. (My cousin lives in Pennsylvania, many wells where she lives have been damaged - no way to fix pollution.) Pollution and habitat destruction, well I do not think there is enough room to speak about that! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Sudnick
5636 Gunner Run Road
Churchton, MD 20733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meghan Miller
615b Federal Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Stepansky
23755 Clarendon St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen gravina
69 Park Ave
Hull, MA 02045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Hooker
143 Leonard St Apt 1a
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug meredith
67330 Lake Galilee Rd
Mellen, WI 54546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jill Kalkoske
1738 N 60th St
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Scot
30 Cherry Street
Petaluma, CA 94952
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie MacDonald
13048 Sw Grant Ave
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Ebright
4579 Waterfront
Boise, ID 83703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan delozier
1601 Sunrise Drive
Maryville, TN 37803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Kent
1600 Rhododendron Dr #46
Florence, OR 97439
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Shepherd
1134 Palm St
Sanluis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathryn Babinski
1741 Victor Blvd.
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tyler Bartley
1150 280th Ave
Tabor, IA 51653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Bend
931 107th Ave
Roberts, WI 54023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Spencer
N3603 Sky High Rd.
Poynette, WI 53955
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Torgerson
111 Grove Ave Ne
Spring Grove, MN 55974
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adele strasser
3466 Cerrillos Rd. D-1
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Pautz
603 Gerald Drive
Lafayette, LA 70503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George angus
33812 Perkins Ln.
Warrenton, OR 97146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Sly
44860 16th St. E.
Lancaster, CA 93535
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lindy Benningfield
660 4th St #280
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Downey
5666 Correll Dr. #105
Ferndale, WA 98248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Richards
Street Address
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to the water and air of American communities. Fracking will increase heat-trapping gases that will negatively affect climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I urge you to stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Sanson
49 N.Oakwood Terrace
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg DeMasi
Po Box 6374
Concord, CA 94524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Baldwin
3b Old Amherst Road
Belchertown, MA 01007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Rusiniak
1821 8th St Apt B
Berkeley, CA 94710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Little
245 Vernal St.
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrianne Cochrane
757 Echo Park Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher KOSHUTE
637 South Main Street, Apt. 2
Fond Du Lac, WI 54935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Szabo
61102 Onaga Trail
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You said you want to address climate change. Stopping fracking would be a good way to start.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Sines
2910 Sage St #3
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia strickland
5663 Rt. 22
Millerton, NY 12546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gl Holzrichter
100 Oakwood Ave B-5
West Hartford, CT 06119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jurate Silverman
S11391a Butternut Road
Spring Green, WI 53588
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mindy Cox
10 Leland R
Natick, MA 01760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please consider our future.

Sincerely,

Teresa Cameron
449 Overlook Pass
Hudson, WI 54016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ramona Preciado
330
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Proctor
2340 55th St., #8
Missoula, MT 59803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garrett Walters
3448 County Road A
Stoughton, WI 53589
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Pitsch
19109 145th Ave
Jim Falls, WI 54748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Phillips
3511 Watkins Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Copper
346 Cooper
Monticello, FL 32344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Jarvis
6510 Luckenbach Ln
Austin, TX 78729
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra colter
Po Box 1662
Kamuela, HI 96743
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Welling
239 Windsor Drive
Rossford, OH 43460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Richard-Amato
4004 London Rd. Apt. 1111
Duluth, MN 55804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Sanders
904 Woodland Rd
Kohler, WI 53044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Berry
1321 4th Ave
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Blanco
213 E 118th St
New York, NY 10035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Illg
Po Box 280668
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wilson
68 Poinsettia Ave.
Bay Point, CA 94565
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Menjivar
483 Ocean Parkway Apt 2h
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop destroying the environment and poisoning people for financial gain.

Sincerely,

Robert sohne
284 River Road
Shirley, NY 11967
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Krisinski
12012 Se Gladstone St Apt # C-39
Portland, OR 97266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Handy
909 Maplewood Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bodenschatz
126 Starr Ridge Rd
Brewster, NY 10509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Olson
12527 Connell Drive
Overland Park, KS 66213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claude Majchrowicz
71 Albion Ave.
Amherst, NY 14226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helene Benner
1112 7th Street, #1613
Santa Monica, CA 90403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Castner
61st St.
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kara Motta
1623 Lincoln St Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Girard Manke
9802 Olympic Dr., Huntington Beach, Ca
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Perea
450 West Portal Ave
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helene Joy
1555 Merrill, #115
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maribeth Chadwell
2415 Second Ave #629
Seattle, WA 98121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Matsakis
206 Beechwood Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Tucher
6 River Rd
High Bridge, NJ 08829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

What part of 'global climate change' is so hard for business as usual and politician folks to understand. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It’s a security threat for our Nation. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Manders
116 Elkay Drive
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Clark
2419 E. Winston Rd.
Anaheim, CA 92806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don LINDBERG
48936 Vista Dr.
City, CA 92256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Dawson
1906 W. 3rd St. #237
Los Angeles, CA 90057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Rohrbach
P.O.Box 432
Tiffin, OH 44883
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Aubin
10 Brookside Avenue
Westport, MA 02790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanya Stewart
103 Pennington Street, Apt. A
Berea, KY 40403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Green
6517 Arroyo Vista Pl
Amarillo, TX 79124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Kaller
2348 Mark Ln
Chattanooga, TN 37421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Harris
230 Smelker
Beaumont, TX 77707
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Gordon
1927 Ginnan Road
Corning, NY 14830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Fish
10 Rivers Edge Road
Hull, MA 02045
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Jean Brylow  
2954 S. Wentworth Ave  
Milwaukee, WI 53207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Olson
6103 S Ash Circle East
Centennial, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Koski
1050 Westchester Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Stohlman-Wellen
5688 Westside Road
Cave Junction, OR 97523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin westerman
9361 47th Ave. S.W.
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Graubner
7899 Saint Helena Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Ever been to China? This is what unregulated industry does: it kills people. Fracking is going to be fatal to some people—the only question is, what percentage?

Sincerely,

A. Lindsay Groves
1246 Minnow Cove
Skaneateles, NY 13152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chequet Ching
5120 Persimmon Ave
Temple City, CA 91780
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sami Cunningham
171 Joshua Ln
Afton, VA 22920
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan canna
1014 Old Eden Road
Angola, NY 14006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy White
W9149 290th
Hager City, WI 54014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Reinfried
797 Scott Lane
Lititz, PA 17543
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It is a dangerous source of pollution, increases our carbon footprint, hampers the development of sustainable energy, poisons and wastes water as though it were an unlimited resource, damages people and animals' health. Don't expand fracking, strongly control fracking, or ban it completely.

Sincerely,

Marjorie matthews
701 Lewis Court
Sun Prairie, WI 53590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joanne Warren
408 N Washington St
Cuba City, WI 53807
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Hutchins
20 Eagle Rd
Timer As, NM 87059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Fox
1293 Calle De Madrid
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erika Hess
3960 N Arosa Way
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison MacLeod
P.O. Box 40617
Albuquerque, NM 87196
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Lang
67225 Rango Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teetle Clawson
244 Seaborg Pl.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Wice
1407 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha K Brewster
376 Shaffer Rd
Newfield, NY 14867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis James
1614 10th Ave.
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Burkhardt
71 Mill St., Po Box 904
Point Arena, CA 95468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Latner
1904 Cypress Point East
Austin, TX 78746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerhard Borchers
Columbus Ave
Glendale, CA 91202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Star
51 Startop Drive
Montauk, NY 11954
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kennedy kinghorn
3445 E Spruce St.
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kohlhardt
Po Box 777
Wilson, WY 83014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kraft
8 Bridle Cove
Alexandria, KY 41001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Gilbert
139 E. Union Blvd
Bethlehem, PA 18018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl WOKAN
1952 Glenwood Rd.
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Wylie
51 Manchester Rd
Rock Hill, NY 12775
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanmarie Meadowcroft
518 Plymouth Drive
Wilmington, NC 28405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Siderski
2526 15th St
Fargo, ND 58103-5633
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Oerke Jr
264 Lexington Drive
River Edge, NJ 07661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Dantin
9 Avondale Rd.
White Plains, NY 10605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lavonne Liden
6303 Prospect Ave
Dallas, TX 75214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deedee Turvey
8282 Hobbit
Radium, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Boyer
26 Wiggin Rd
Bedford, NH 03110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holger Keifel
30-33 32nd Street, Apt.4h
Astoria, NY 11102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hudson Auberlin
477 B West Spain St.
Sonoma, CA 95476
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Midnight
2140 Northampton Road
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael & Viola Cain
1529 W 221st St
Torrance, CA 90501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not allow fracked natural gas to be exported from the U.S. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and to the climate. We should keep fracking for natural gas to a minimum and make sure it is carried out in an environmentally safe manner. Allowing fracked gas to be exported would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please deny all applications to export natural gas from this country. Thank you for your consideration of this important issue.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Bergman
525 A Street #5
Ashland, Or, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Ruoff
2213 Regent Street
Madison, WI 53726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenette last name
151-53 21st Avenue
Whitestone, NY 11357
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Weiss
2
Bedford Corners, NY 10549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Beale
3 Audubon Drive
Cazenovia, NY 13035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Polich
19872 Sw Yocom Lane
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Spencer
Po Box 41944
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Orth
14700 13th Pl N
Plymouth, MN 55447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noreen Stevenson
16 Elm Street
Chester, NY 10918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald & Gwen BONTSEMA
104 Buffalo Trace
Versailles, KY 40383
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ayotte
56 7th Ave.
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rex Sanford
912 Palmilla Dr.
Modesto, CA 95356
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Fair
235 West 102nd Street, Apt. 4k
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Kawczynski
13625 Cedar Street
Cedar Lake, IN 46303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vilma White
31463 Britton Circle
Temecula, CA 92591
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Wilson
151 N Kenilworth 2h
Oak Park, IL 60301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Clair
162 Gallows Hill Road
Garrison, NY 10524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al deleon
43 Carpenter Ave
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nylene Schoellhorn
2710 East 4th Street
Silver Springs, NV 89429
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Salomon
12 East 88 Street
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Cowell
16 Shepard Avenue
New Haven, CT 06512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan McNeill
4373 Labatts Way
Liverpool, NY 13090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Bauers
397 Mill Road
Davenport, NY 13750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Welsh
3167 Clairemont Drive Apt # 3
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jose Cagigas
2619 S Kerckhoff Ava
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lisa McCown
7944 Appaloosa Ct
Alta Loma, CA 91701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ola Jones
1306 Old Allardt Rd
Jamestown, TN 38556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy squillace
134 Bassett St
Syracuse, NY 13210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Skyrm
305 W 98 St
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber Haning
88 Park La
Frostburg, MD 21532
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Kalinski
P.O.Box 700743
Saint Cloud, FL 34770
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caren Bar-Zvi
902 Congressional Way
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerri Hettenbach  
3146 Haga Dr  
San Jose, CA 95111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Hall
1710 S. Burnside Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Salley
40 Pautipaug Hill Rd.
North Franklin, CT 06254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristina Personius
242 West Kerley Corners Road
Tivoli, NY 12583
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Iris Bechtol
2857 W 12th St
Dallas, TX 75211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Sheehan
Po Box 753
Marshall, CA 94940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliana Parnas
530 N. Dubuque St.
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Bertelli
1 Not Really Necessary
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Gutterman
2435 Colusa St
Pinole, CA 94564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Wolniewicz
252 Abbington Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh English
246 15 St. #6
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Goyetche
70 Drury Ave.
Athol, MA 01331
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Mahoney
4184 Cove Court Apt 115
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Knobler
1256 Monterey Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Aragon
5687 Charlotte Way #116
Livermore, CA 94550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clare Cohen
49 Grant Ave
Highland Park, NJ 08904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Zimmerman
11422 Avern Way
Grass Valley, CA 95949
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kutzschbach
2790 W Grandbrook St
Tucson, AZ 85741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Gregory Lowrey
998 Marie Lane
Madison Heights, MI 48071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Deborah Wall
23 Hughey St.
Nashua, NH 03064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Kneff
6395 Oriole Dr
Flint, MI 48506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Ancel-Wisner
61 Ridgeway Dr
Shell Lake, WI 54871
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Lee
1458 Princeton Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Hughes
5445 Sayles Corners Rd
Moravia, NY 13118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Hudson
420 E Clearview Dr.
Columbia, MO 65202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erin Getty
609 Hillcrest St
El Segundo, CA 90245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Lipson
6233 Brava Way
Boca Raton, FL 33433
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brad Probst
22815 Hoskins Road
Philomath, OR 97370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Cass
7820 Dimple Ct
Denver, NC 28037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle borden
2418 W Kimberly Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dahlia Rudavsky
17 Upland Road
Waban, MA 02468
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sean Ryan
999 Mcclintock Dr
Burr Ridge, IL 60527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda Schertz
5 Pinedale Circle
Mabelvale, AR 72103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie young
8 East Minglewood Drive
Middletown, NY 10709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadine Wade
38957 118th Avenue
Onamia, MN 56359
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Phinney
South Shore Road
Little Compton, RI 02837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Jaremko
82 Distillery Road
Warwick, NY 10990
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Jurovics
4826 Rembert Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In addition to all the air pollution and global climate change dangers inherent in fracking, the process uses incredible amounts of water. Water is a scarce resource getting more scarce and polluted around the world. We simply cannot afford to allow any fracking due to the waste of water—allowing natural gas from fracked wells to be sold overseas is insane.

Sincerely,

Pat milliren
1703 W. 8th
Port Angeles, WA 98363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Dunham
518 S. Blackhawk St.
Janesville, WI 53545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sahar Humayun
600 S. Macarthur Blvd
Coppell, TX 75019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Betit
1 Haywood Lane
Brunswick, ME 04011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

G Allen Daily
4119 N 110th St
Wauwatosa, WI 53222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Yeboah
3641 Sepulveda
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Fortner
2435 Elm St
Quincy, IL 62301
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric VonMagnus
1194 Middle Road
Woolwich, ME 04579
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Earle
50498 Monroe
Canton, MI 48188
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalie Pelch
1285 S Weldon Rd
Beulah, MI 49617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Espeland
2250 Luther Place
St. Paul, MN 55108
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Wait  
1697 E Woodstone Drive  
Hayden, ID 83835
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Giese
204 E Second St Apt A
Arlington, TX 76010
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Seliga
15 Windswept Drive
Trenton, NJ 08690
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlin Thompson
63041 Carnelian Lane
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Elkins
17111 Overhill Road
Derwood, MD 20855
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Larson
W5471 Little Chicago Road
Phillips, WI 54555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Owen
3050 Airport Ave Ste E
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott McColl
53 Alden Road
Holliston, MA 01746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Kwater
3803 Cloverhill Ct.
Brandon, FL 33511
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Zimmerer  
1042 Redbud Rd  
Dexter, KY 42036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Murphy
2043 East 35th St
Brooklyn, NY 11234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Kruger
Rt.2, Box 1008
Harpers Ferry, WV 25425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tricia Crawford
6000 2nd St E, Apt 7
St Pete Beach, FL 33706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber Hughes
87 Jackson Lane
Belgrade, MT 59714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Boardman
1110 W Stadium Blvd
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Hoex
300 Horn Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Forget the profit fracking may allegedly provide. We can’t drink or breath money. Think about it. Think about your children!! Please.

Sincerely,

Jean Larson
1633 River St.
Niagara, WI 54151
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn o’connor
7 Curtis Place
Lynbrook, NY 11563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T overo
216 Gerry St
West Hills, CA 91364
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nathan Overley
3423 W Palmer St
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Marie Dauray
569 W Seaton Drive
Round Lake, IL 60073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Baerveldt
3260 Meridian Parkway
Weston, FL 33331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nanette Taylor
429 Hawthorne
Houston, TX 77006
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Wolosky
38 Slayback Drive
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice McCracken
600 America Blvd.
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael McLaughlin
818 Peninsula Dr
Bath, NC 27808
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felix Gostel
1810 4th Avenue
Richmond, VA 23222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Doull Jr
1434 Gate Post Lane
Charlottesville, VA 22901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miranda Zynda-Kneeland
5542 S. 92nd St.
Hales Corners, WI 53130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Levine
5522 N. Shoreland Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Dolde
4672 Alaska
Saint Louis, MO 63111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Kalan
3894 Cardinal Point Tr.
Verona, WI 53593
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Lochner
231 Oaks Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Brink
5706 Ambrosia Ter
Mcfarland, WI 53558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The environmental impact occasioned by fracking is incalculable, leaving water and land both polluted and dangerous to all sentient beings. Thank you for taking constructive action on this destructive practice.

Sincerely,

Robert Albers
2890 Arthur Place
Roseville, MN 55113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Killberg
4301 Wood Rd
Racine, WI 53403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Danoski
4821 N 89th St
Milwaukee, WI 53225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Corey Carlson
503 West 5th Street
Washburn, WI 54891
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Steinbring
320 Elm St. 2fl.
Fitchburg, MA 01420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Burton
323 Elm
Hollywood, FL 33019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurent Crolla
405 Nordic Trl
Mount Horeb, WI 53572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Ives
N9278 7th Drive
Westfield, WI 53964
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Szabolcs Erdelyi
7470 N Port Washington Rd
Fox Point, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Bonini
5004 Hackberry Lane
Sacramento, CA 95841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hanson
1523 Central St.
Oshkosh, WI 54901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johanna Stefanski
74 Crestwood Dr
San Rafael, CA 94901
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Heckelman
1110 Baytowne Dr Apt 22
Champaign, IL 61822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Alexander
3244 Sharon Turnpike
Millbrook, NY 12545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Markin
12 Rockridge Rd
Cerrillos, NM 87010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann-Marie Oberholtzer
398 Old County Road
Stockton Springs, ME 04981
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Strahn
3836 3rd Av N
Keizer, OR 97303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Pardini
99 Monte Cresta Ave. #C
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anastasia Aldecoa
3817 E 11th Ave
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher King
6925 Catamaran Dr
Carlsbad, CA 92011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please protect America’s health and environment by decreasing / eliminating the fracking processes.

Sincerely,

Annie Brock
3127 Baylis Dr.
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Bowman
93749 Hollow Stump Lane
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Dar
14 Cutter Ave
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Vaillancourt
17 Summer Street Apt D
Easthampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Williams
P.O. Box 6091
Delray Beach, FL 33482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Gerlach
3042 California St
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Giampapa
2200 N D Andrea Pkwy #2321
Sparks, NV 89434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Phillips
924 Dianne Street
Santa Ana, CA 92701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Esten
50 Eighty Lane
Deer Isle, ME 04627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fern Delaney
913 Chapel Hill Rd
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Donald Leblanc
70 Courtside Circle
San Antonio, TX 78216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Long
164 Broadview Avenue
Fairmont, WV 26554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Moore
0347 C.R. 65
Ada, OH 45810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Nelson
827 Jamieson Road
Lutherville, MD 21093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda O'Neill
2907 W Saratoga
Ozark, MO 65721
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Firestine
702 N Goodwill St
Myerstown, PA 17067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard eash
1678 Clearbrook Rd. N.W.
Massillon, OH 44646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Garber
P.O. Box 110710
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

President Obama, do not go down as the president that fracked up America. Fracking is a bad idea that will lead to countless sick days and even death of citizens.

Sincerely,

Karl Stoll
1177 Carlsbad Place
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Unger
27800 N Hwy 1
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynette D. Sylla
615 Luzon Ave.
Tampa, FL 33606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damiana Seabrook
10446 Alderbrook Pl. Nw
Seattle, WA 98177
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diana Medina
10960 Mascarell Ave
Mission Hills, CA 91345
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kari Mayer
18550 Sw Hart Rd.
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gavin Thorinson
6632 71st Ave Ne
Marysville, WA 98270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Maurice
1070 Main St
Pawtucket, RI 02860
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Tracking pollutes and wastes water. Promote wind and solar energy.

Sincerely,

Margaret Swanson
826 Eagle Ln
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Devin Henry
Po Box 413
Nichols, NY 13812
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Fomenko
110 El Caminito Ave
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Lungstrom
700 N. Elm
Mcpherson, KS 67460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Lynch
238 Lakeshore Drive
Arapahoe, NC 28510
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Neill
208 52nd St
Virginia Beach, VA 23451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Andrade
115 D Coral St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Simpson
45 Ammons St
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Treadway
712 N. School St.
Normal, IL 61761
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Adkins
311 Buck Creek Blvd
Indianapolis, IN 46227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Chitwood
1635 George St
La Crosse, WI 54603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andre Van Vegten
1221 Wales Ct.
Shorewood, IL 60404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marken Gerhardt
7718 Carriage Dr.
Crystal Lake, IL 60012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Brogan
503 Jade Dr
Lansing, MI 48917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Noel
106 Windsor Place
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hartick
600 Royal Lane 1b
Peotone, IL 60468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Beaty
26204 West Aztec Circle
Flat Rock, MI 48134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Wolfner
710 Hanshaw Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James sherpa
302 Giles St
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barney Bryson
2102 Barnes St
Urbana, IL 61802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris rutkowski
19733 Terri Dr
Canyon Country, CA 91351
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Wilk
146 North Encinal Ave.
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Swords
P.O Box 7084
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Proudfire
658 Seward St.
Rochester, NY 14611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Armandina Sanchez
106 E. Saenz St
Pharr, TX 78577
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paul Franz
650 W.Pope Rd.,#235
St. Augustine, FL 32080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Stroud
3113 Thunder Rd.
Alamogordo, NM 88310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Hillson
858 Copper Mountain Dr
Cripple Creek, CO 80813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Bologna
180 Ireland Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45218
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara O’Steen
4364 Sw Cloverdale St.
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Blum
50 1/2 Parker Street
Clinton, MA 01510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is an unacceptable risk to take. A much more important natural resource is our water and land.

Sincerely,

Teresa Horgan
12 Calvin Boulevard
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sheila Bell
41619 Pine Hill
Polson, MT 59860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Lubin
10742 Arminta St.
Sun Valley, CA 91352
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Williams
1926 S. Leadville Ave.
Boise, ID 83706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Brumwell
13249 1st Sw
Burien, WA 98146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Dresser
316 Auburn St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Kruel
139 Hillsdale Rd
Union Grove, NC 28689
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There are other resources for us and other nations; follow them! Solar and Wind!

Sincerely,

Barbara Peaslee
316 Windham Center Road
Windham, ME 04062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Fitzgerald
6531 S/E Federal H’Way, E-108
Stuart, FL 34997
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Clay
425 Nw 101st Ave
Portland, OR 97229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Updike
1177 Kesler Road
Front Royal, VA 22630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Beuchaw
2405 Nw 162nd Ter
Edmond, OK 73013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlon scott
12727 Coursey Blvd. Apt. 1059
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Ford
345 West 70th St. #1f
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra DeMattia
5925 South 275 West #D
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Reszetylo
25625 Us 2
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffery Jordan
7165 Highland Dr.
Beulah, MI 49617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nichole Royston
16691 Bartlett Ln #3
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice O’Neill-Less
3920 Wildwood Dr.
Manitowoc, WI 54220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MD 21740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Amrod
53 E. 8th Ave.
Clarion, PA 16214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. At a time when we all agree that we need to become more independent of foreign fuel, what sense does it make to export ANY of our fossil fuels. If the big energy companies are so unpatriotic to follow big bucks instead of providing for the comfort of our own citizens in a time of stress, it could be viewed as treason. The government shouldn’t have to forbid exporting, but greed by big energy makes it necessary.

Sincerely,

Charles Root
611 Pennsylvania St.
Lewisburg, PA 17837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Brown
672 Sw 4th Street
Boca, FL 33486
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Gray
159 Trull Road
Woodland Park, CO 80863
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Spaulding
205 East Main St
Georgetown, MA 01833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Schmidt
6 Glenview Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Minnich
474 Stonehedge Lane
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jann Olsen
528 N. Pines Rd. N 10
Spokane Valley, WA 99206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Estelle Ruth Lawyer
54 Mccord Place
Bethpage, NY 11714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Millett
391 N. Euclid Ave.
Upland, CA 91786
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In addition, the instability fracking causes in bedrock results in earthquake damage to houses and other structures in places that have never suffered earthquakes before. We need to stop fracking.

Sincerely,

James Hawkins
9281 Sunset Strip
Sunrise, FL 33322
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Stuart
647 Hampton Downs Ct
St Johns, FL 32259
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Brown
324 S. Main St.
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Mowry
4061 County Rd J
Benton, WI 53803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James chase
1424 Don Gaspar
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kwiatkowski
843 Palmer Rd
Churchville, NY 14428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Painter
3336 Booker Farm Rd
Mount Pleasant, TN 38474
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonja Koontz
207 S Spruce
Pana, IL 62557
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lola Janes
N4213 Powell Lk Rd
Wetmore, MI 49895
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene Abel
201 West 89th Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane smith
3231 S Jensen Ct
Visalia, CA 93292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana Theis
33 Avenida Frijoles
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Gevurtz
5134 Ne Multnomah St
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A. Hamill
287 Archer Road
Jonesborough, TN 37659
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Nelson
Po Box 156
Midway, KY 40347
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Basile
1843 Bancroft Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Murray
1501 Cheviotdale Drive
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David stairs
109 W. Locust St
Mt Pleasant, MI 48858
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dirk Kuyk
4270 Celt Road
Stanardsville, VA 22973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Walter
620 5th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah McMahan
92 Lewis Ave.
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Bobletz
10002 Aurora Ave N Suite # 36
Seattle, WA 98133
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Refugio Mariscal
1106 W Columbia Ave
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Drolsum
W347s7281 Sprague Rd
Eagle, WI 53119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Kimball
15780 Castroville Blvd.,
Elkhorn, CA 95012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Templeman
7465 Hihn Rd
Ben Lomond, CA 95005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paul Bakke
1214 Skyridge St Se
Lacey, WA 98503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wally Houck
4114 66th St W Cir
Bradenton, FL 34209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kochan
1325 Sacramento St., #3
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Lennox
266 Tocoloma Ave
San Francisco, CA 94134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Bodley
1183 Pleasant Valley Road
Murphy, NC 28906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garfield Whitman
23811 Oxnard St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Jedd
605 Delaware Lane
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Peacock  
261 Pacific Ac  
Redwood City, CA 94063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Barrett
29 Stanley St
Mount Morris, NY 14510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Attwood-Johnston
615 Sonora
El Granada, CA 94018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The income or minimal benefits of the small additional amount of oil/gas obtained through fracking does not in any way offset the negative outcomes and hazards to people's lives, nearby homes and structures, water quality, natural organisms etc. This is truly throwing the baby out with the FrackWater.

Sincerely,

Martha Goodwin
430 Sequoia Drive
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ivan Weissmann
8335 Southwestern Blvd
Dallas, TX 75206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Premick
458 S. Trenton Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Ladley
305 Park Pl
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christine K
Spencer Lane
Galloway, NJ 08205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Graham
1 General Washington Drive
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sandy Knight
8010 Chervil Dr
Austin, TX 78759
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jory Kjelstrom
18681 Sw Frank Ct
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Story
5034 Delaware Turnpike
Rensselaerville, NY 12147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Morin
19700 115th Ave.
Mokena, IL 60448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Broster
P O Box 353
Gackle, ND 58442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paulette Dubetz
8138 W. Addison
Chicago, IL 60634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Kirchner
5494 Old Redwood Hwy #2
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking rewards the greed of a few at the expense of everyone, especially future generations. It's time to look beyond the needs of corporate raiders and start looking at this country and the ecology of the planet as the prime directive.

Sincerely,

Gary Kelly
68 Dutchess Terrace
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Loughridge
P.O. Box 76
Laveen, AZ 85339
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esthel Na
1131 S. Bronson Ave.
La, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. For putting up with these dangerous practices, the recovered gas should be earmarked to US consumption only. We were told that if fracking were allowed, our energy costs in the US would be reduced. If exported onto the world stage, demand will increase, thus driving the cost of energy to US citizens. Those same citizens will be required to foot the taxes that will be needed by the US government to clean up and mitigate the pending environmental disaster that is such to result of negligent fracking operators. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Gardner
35 Hastings Lane
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Travis Holland
402 N Main St
Salemburg, NC 28385
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Lempke
1263 Minnehaha Ave W
Saint Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Tanner
4070 Goldfinch Street
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Pansing
827 W. Huron St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Valentyn
2852 Cross Country Circle
Verona, WI 53593
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mihail Bamcu
159 Grove St
Melrose, MA 02176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen mellon
2100 N Main St #A-11
Los Angeles, CA 90031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice Durocher
6578 Elaine Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Gage
9471 Maris Lane
Elk Grove, CA 95624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hurley
180 Burwell Road
Rochester, NY 14617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bodnar
206 Soursop
Punta Gorda, FL 33955
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Johnson
3193 Strand Rd
Duluth, MN 55803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Dunn
813 Maplewood Pl
Nashville, TN 37216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Brough
Po Box 96
Wrightwood, CA 92397
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Prugar
417 S. 22nd Street
Altoona, PA 16602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Root
2604 Knox Cove Drive
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please think! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. They have more power than they need.

Sincerely,

Molly Gordon
6719 Sabado Tarde
Isla Vista, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Bodie
126 Countess Dr.
W. Henrietta, NY 14586
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Leff
2750 Forest Hills Blvd #208
Coral Springs, FL 33065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Prezyna
Box 241
Wales Center, NY 14169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Seay
836 Verde Dr.
Rivedrdale, GA 30274
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faris Kassis
10755 Scripps Poway Pkwy. #282
San Diego, CA 92131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Lorenz
3522 Concomly Rd. S.
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Bratcher
3552 Old Cobble Rd
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Petak
41 Pierrepont St.
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Barbara Wildern
16517 Ne 19th St
Vancouver, WA 98684
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Longobucco
44 Pardee Place
Madison, CT 06443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hopp
7915 N Kenneth
Skokie, IL 60076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Garms
7835 E Baker Street
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Hellwig
336 Olympic Dr.
Waterloo, IA 50701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Dockery
855 Hilltop Ct.
Applegate, CA 95703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Haumann
45089 E. Hamilton
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Carter
2124 Panorama Drive
Mobile, AL 36609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judi Bourbeau
Po Box 1473
Mcgill, NV 89318
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Witt
7052 Kirkcaldy Dr.
West Chester, OH 45069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Whitis
241 E Rose Tree Rd
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris sasaki
38850 Farwell Dr # D7
Fremont, CA 94536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Hensler
7300 N. Spur Rd.
Prescott, AZ 86305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Williams
46024 Kate St.
Hammond, LA 70401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher McLaughlin
4520 Mcpherson Ave Apt B
Saint Louis, MO 63108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Fulk
68 Sweet William Lane
Sylva, NC 28779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal pardee
3518 Dahlia Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly Muro
931 Tafolla Street
Placentia, CA 92870
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jade Kalogeros
669 Vasona Ct.
Los Gatos,, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeleine St. Jacques
480 Valley Road,
Montclair, NJ 07043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Chapman
23321 75th Ave. W.
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis zanolle jr
112
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Robertson
5401 Shoalwood
Austin, TX 78756
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Glann
3597 Helms
Culver City, CA 90232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Donlon
2935 Pearl St.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Wood
9596 McDougald Rd
Broadway, NC 27505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Montgomery
400 Central Park West 9k
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula carter
2020 Colorado Drive
Green River, WY 82935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janette Letson
1826 Irving Street
Denver, CO 80204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Theen
916 Bayshore Dr
Englewood, FL 34223
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Frost  
86th Ave  
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Dear President Obama We need to move away from fossil fuels, period – and you know that. Please do NOT allow export fracking. Listen to the scientists. If you allow the export of fracking...it will contradict what you've pledged about working on climate change. Your many, MANY environmentalist supporters are watching you very, very closely on this. What will your legacy be, Mr. Obama? The time is now. Don Lieber New York, NY

Sincerely,

Don Lieber
211 East 3rd Street, 2r
Ny, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy McPherson
2001 Apache Dr
Silver Spgs, NV 89429
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Novacek
730 N 7th St Apt 304
Steubenville, OH 43952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Mark
14 Buttonwood Drive
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kemp
1206 San Pasqual Valley Rd
Escondido, CA 92027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Erbach
187 Rock Hill Rd
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Haider
508 Granite Street
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jenkins
103 Morningside Ave
Madison, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thea Olsen
335 Manor Pl
Aurora, IL 60506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Lierman
128a Rue Charmille Rd.
Fort Washington, PA 19034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sae-Rom Chae
2435 S. Cedar Glen Dr.
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Selene Gisholt  
192 Adams Ave  
Newton, MA 02465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Fred & Martha Schneringer
400 Hobron Ln. #2709
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Jones
1023 Sacramento St.
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Katz
Katz
Palisades Park, NJ 07650
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Armstrong  
Po Box 653  
Yachats, OR 97498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Wixted
42 Division Street
Newport, RI 02840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Fairchild
6885 Sherrard Rd.
Cambridge, OH 43725
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lavern Johnson
Rr4
Wyalusing, PA 18853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MI 49083
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi Stonehill
5711 Broad Oak Rd
Grovetown, GA 30813
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Beattie
85 Pleasant View Terrace
Weybridge, VT 05753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Lovell
1694 S Raleigh St
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas McCreadie
Po Box 5238
Wakefield, RI 02880
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shanna Dozier
1136 Moorehead Pl
Pendleton, SC 29670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel McDonnell
100 E. Laurel Lane
San Marcos, TX 78666
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kessler
19838 N 18th Ln
Phoenix, AZ 85027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Divens
10508 Walters View
Hagerstown, MD 21742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Buckley
101 East South Street # 203
Frederick, MD 21701
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Darrell
2605 Scenic Place
West Des Moines, IA 50265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leanne Tucker
492 Alice Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Coe
100 Bishop Ct.
Novato, CA 94945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Robards
88 Evans Lane
Lake Placid, NY 12946
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Wetmore
752 N Claremont Ave #1
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Lozada
3102 Old Gate Road
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Shaw  
14320 Green Valley Rd.  
Forestville, CA 95436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loren J Young
144 2nd Ave #8
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark MacHniak
2802 Cedarview Drive
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Conley
15 West 29th St.
Erie, PA 16508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kirby
514 Cerritos Way
Cathedral City, CA 92234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeremy Martin
8706 Jenny Ln
Fredericksburg, VA 22407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Hanson
45 Rockglen Road
Wynnewood, PA 19096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Glasner
27 W 96 St.
Ny, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Iselt
1812 W. Touhy
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Rawlins
510 Union Ave
Rutherford, NJ 07070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gavin Gamboa
12926 Addison St
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Acevedo
158 Ashford Dr
Enola, PA 17025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Donna Fasanella
72 Franklin Corner Road
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Quintana
25765 Marguerite Pkwy., #202
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tom Hocott
11 Scenic Point
Greenbrier, AR 72058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate AND OUR PURE & FRESH GROUNDWATER AQUIFERS!!!!!!!!!. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. THE AMERICAN PUBLIC SAYS NO NO NO NO! PLEASE LISTEN TO THE SCIENCE NOT THE DOLLAR BILLS! OUR ECONOMY WILL SURVIVE- OUR WATER SUPPLIES WILL NOT!

Sincerely,

Nicole Beck
805 S Oakley Blvd Fl 2
Chicago, IL 60612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Vitek
14 East Center St.
Oakland, MD 21550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryl Levine
4701 Willard Ave
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alma Palau
Canvis Vells
Barcelona, NJ 08003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zack Reuter
1315 Grand Ave
Grand Jct, CO 81501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to our communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the amount of fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Ashby
850 Pine Avenue
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gleason
12088 Rockdale Street
Parker, CO 80138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Hurban
120 Magnolia Dr.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel calderon
2801 Columbia Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Czarnecki
707 South Ogden Street
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessie Moss
440 Shirley Manor Rd.
Reisterstown, MD 21136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Esposito
578 Morgan Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Hirsh
1319 Rivera Court
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Dear President Obama: Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and to the climate. Allowing natural gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Further, our natural resource will not be staying local and will not in time, be available for us if it is ever needed. We are asking for your protection President Obama. Communities and families are in harms way. The Center on Constitutional Rights are calling alarm bells related to human rights issues. Fracking has never been done safely in any area without water contamination. It is not a fact that can be denied. The most rural and economically underdeveloped and underprivileged communities are targets. Clearly throughout the country these types of undeveloped communities are in immediate danger with little help available. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please make it a point to protect American Citizens in the most underdeveloped and underprivileged communities in upstate NY. We want our American Farms and farmers to remain the foundation of our country, those who have truly sustained our natural resources. Sincerely yours,

Sincerely,

Kim Felter
245 Buttermilk Falls Road
New Berlin, NY 13411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Cruz
4929 Reiger Ave Apt 202
Dallas, TX 75214
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlin Wenger
4804 Winsford Road
Harrisburg, PA 17109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonelle Kop
88500 Overseas Hwy
Tavernier, FL 33070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alberto roig
733 Seagull Ave
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lum
10897 Main St
Clarence, NY 14031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jolicoeur
141 West Norwalk Rd
Norwalk, CT 06850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Chesley
809 Ellis Ave.
Ashland, WI 54806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bolton
5670 Yorkshire Avenue
La Mesa, CA 91942
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tonya Luallin
28625 Miranda St
Hayward, CA 94544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Tomlin
1704 Nelms Dr #432
Austin, TX 78744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nevin Oliphant
12860 Yorkshire Dr
Apple Valley, CA 92308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taylor Smith
6424 Green Ridge Avenue
New Carlisle, OH 45344
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Roy
2093 Woodlawn Dr.
Corona, CA 92882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Fairchild
1214 Pierce Point Road, Po Box 1193
Inverness, CA 94937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Hakola
4225 Harrison St
Las Cruces, NM 88005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Williams
3768 Bohnsack Lane
Cottage Grove, WI 53527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lauren Haskell
507 Canon Ave
Manitou Springs, CO 80829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I live in the sacrifice zone. My farm is threatened on all sides by fracking. IF I lose my well and stream water my property will become worthless instead of my security. Why should Americans be put at risk for gas company profit? It is true fracking is destroying farmland and poisoning water. PLEASE PROTECT US. HELP!!!!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee garrott
792 Crumm Road
Cowansville, PA 16218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Francisco
4880 Breezefair Rd
Freeland, WA 98249
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Addison
17150 Willard Street
Lake Balboa, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Cook
8205 Briarwood Lane
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Leigh
9399 West Hil Road
Fillmore, NY 14735
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Warren
19 N South Street
Edmeston, NY 13335
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Garner
4 Fordham Hill Oval, Apt 4e
Bronx, NY 10468
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Louis
Po Box 250069
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marianne Lappin
4580 Nogal Canyon Road
Las Cruces, NM 88011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alvin Plitt
12908 Springfield Rd.
Denham Springs, LA 70706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Augusta Rawlins-Rader
4229 Dry Run Drive
Hamilton, OH 45013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Kiernan
6543 Cedar Ridge Drive
Loveland, OH 45140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Ross
550 Old Little Bear Crk Rd
Idaho Springs, CO 80452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kagan
885 Torbert Lane
Jersey Shore, PA 17740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Tazzia
359 Chalfonte Ave.
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI 48236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

More solar and wind!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bettina George
Po Box 70
Mtn Rest, SC 29664
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Leslie
20 Cheshire Drive
Galloway, NJ 08205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Dembowski
335 State Street
Albany, NY 12210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Gleason
375 South River Street
South Elgin, IL 60177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Penney
55 West 16th Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meryl Alster
175 West 93 St
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Racik
16520 Calle Pulido
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noz CAVAN
155 E 33st 4r
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorrit Ger
16 Oaks Hunt Rd
Great Neck, NY 11020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Rubinstein
23898 E Phillips Pl
Aurora, CO 80016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Koloshinsky
455 Marguerite Rd.
Latrobe, PA 15650
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Baumgardner
620 Grand Avenue
Aliquippa, PA 15001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John gavin
223 Cameron Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Syd Rumford
4746 Hazelbrook Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Tarella
223 Volkert Street Apt. #2
Highland Park, NJ 08904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Gould
109 S Normandie Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Schultz
2400 Forest Drive #261
Inverness, FL 34453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McElroy
3635 Sw Eveningside Dr
Topeka, KS 66614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bogdanovich
1211 Q St.
Sacramento, CA 95811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jodie Sykes
3459 Clover Meadows Dr
Chesapeake, VA 23321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Collins
5806 Alpine Rd.
San Pablo, CA 94806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ixtaccihuatl Menchaca
11230 Sequoya Lane
Indian Head Park, IL 60525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Randall
11731 Sunshine Terrace
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel kowalsdym
2123 Aaron
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Daws
1045 20th St S
Birmingham, AL 35205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Laborie
2024 Upland Way
Philadelphia, PA 19131
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jairo J Angulo
2323 S. Bentley Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Duncan
21 Waller St Apt 1102
Austin, TX 78702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Polly Cassady
38 Norfolk Avenue
Lynchburg, VA 24503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate.Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K C Jones
405 Glendale Ave
Elkins, WV 26241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Gaffaney
24 110th Lane Nw
Minneapolis, MN 55448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Richardson
54 Margaret St
Houston, TX 77057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Patterson
11558 S Kolmar Ave
Alsip, IL 60803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hartle-Schutte
2901 E. Alta Vista St.
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Brown
28 Regal Way
Lawrenceville, GA 30044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alice Hanson
1742 Portland Ave Fl 1
Saint Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Morrissey
800 S Plain St., Apt 505
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Shapiro
143 Upland Ter
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Kramer
2625 Regent St Apt A
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Furuta
1438 West Balmoral
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfredo Smith
444 N. El Camino Real #142
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The environmental costs of fracking, including the pollution of our waterways, the decimation of our air quality, and the increasing possibility of earthquakes in areas where fracking is most prevalent, is not worth the risk of the energy resources we derive from fracking. The companies that are blindly pursuing this self-centered, shortsighted agenda need to be reined in, not given increased freedom to further endanger our environment. Please bring a halt to this terrible trend before it’s too late.

Sincerely,

S Graham
2552 Marcy St.
Omaha, NE 68105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Sutton
450 Crestwood Loop
Avinger, TX 75630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Eldridge
56 Bittersweet Cir
Guilford, CT 06437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Bellusci
32 Abbott St.
Greenfield, MA 01301

CREDO Action 6539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mari Trautman
Columbia Ave.
Hopewell, NJ 08525
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  
Bryan Taylor  
901 10th Ave.  
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Barrows
3760 Market St Ne #292292
Salem, OR 97301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trent Blomberg
918 460th St.
Linn Grove, IA 51033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Dumond
2954 Sapphire Ranch Trail
Corvallis, MT 59828
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Taylor
241 Line Rd.
Malvern, PA 19355
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Syed Mahboob
32, Rojoni Chowdhury Road, Gandaria
Dhaka, AL 35085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Brandee Obiorah
1845 S Edgemoor
Wichita, KS 67218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is outrageous to sell our supplies of natural gas - OUR patrimony - outside our borders

Sincerely,

David Carr
5935 Jordan
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

July Garca
Cuautitlan Izcalli
Mexico, WI 54730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Churchill
2418 Ransom Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Smith
729 W 26th St
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl whittaker
2007 Lenape Unionville Road
Kennett Square, PA 19348
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kirsten Marble
10 Pinecone Draw
Clancy, MT 59634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Wilson
2721 Co Rd 86 Se
Alexandria, MN 56308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genoa Dodd
2825 15th Ave
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Boland
4 Osborne Court #2
Newport, RI 02840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Duncan
1400 California Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandi Redman
5340 Washington St.
Skokie, IL 60077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Carvalho
24639 Mulholland Hwy
Calabasas, CA 91302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Daniels
1370 Trusty Lane
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Keisker
21155 Serra Vista
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taay V
11 Allen St
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thierry Revillon
23 Marple Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Margaret McKenna
58 Koclas Drive
Netcong, NJ 07857
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara mikesell
3004 Blossom Street
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Homa
875 W. 181st Street
Ny, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hale Tokay  
3160 Wisconsin Street  
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Weber
9631 E. Bay Tree Pl.
Tucson, AZ 85749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Haley Petersen
205 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

George Powell
742 46th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Fuchs
324 Wellington Rd
Buffalo, NY 14216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margot Steinberg
9 Orchard Street
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dora Knapik-Clauser
1003 High Vista Trail
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cava
5720 Se Taylor St
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Valdemi  
1 Rosebud Dr  
Stony Point, NY 10980
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Chapman
235 East Scenic Avenue
Richmond, CA 94801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Ferguson
1439 South 400 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michael Keough
1502 Pebble Beach Drive
Elkton, MD 21921
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert White
9300 W. 61st Ave.
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jolianne Baum
663 Marine Stl #C
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yasmiene Mabrouk
136 Woodcrest Place
Santa Cruz, CA 95065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Jeckell
1016 La Salle Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Talo
160 Crestwood Drive
Gaylord, MI 49735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franco Santini
619 E Ellsworth Ave
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not permit fracking under any circumstances. Fracking will poison our drinking water.

Sincerely,

Mary Millard
775 Lodgepole Dr.
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Peri
2525 Sir Francis Drake #14
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine MacCrindle
27809 First St
Kansasville, WI 53139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Daniels
28 Bedle Street
Belle Mead, NJ 08502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Vukovich
225 E 76th St Apt 4a
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefan Belza
38 Heather La
New Britain, CT 06053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rocio Galan
Houston Street
Houston, TX 77010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Haywiser
406 Anawanda Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Gillen
Po Box 99
Zaleski, OH 45698
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Martin
16845 Head Ave.
Hazel Crest, IL 60429
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Kindgren
11540 Wing Point Way Ne
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zach Smith
3714 Fox Run Dr
Plainsboro, NJ 08536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Goldstein
2449 Bragg Street
Brooklyn, NY 11235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maureen LaNoce
593 Wigard Ave
Phila., PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Aimee Sixta
62 N. Westwinds Cir.
The Woodlands, TX 77382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Miller
135 Waterloo Drive
Manchester, TN 37355
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Davis
12969 Woodlake Road
Grass Valley, CA 95949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julia Wyatt
5530 Se 65th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wheeler
503 Reiner Rd
Gold Bar, WA 98251
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Koch
4207 Rose Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelli Reid
14597 Whitman Ct
Addison, TX 75001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Whelan
2072 Maidu Way
Gold River, CA 95670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette McMichael
1174 Karen Dr.
Monticello, IL 61856
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita Curry
1314 La Loma Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Welthy Silva
1433 Cottonwood Place
Las Vegas, NV 89104
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

What can we do to cut CO2? Hair becomes toxic gas! How much does hair from once a year haircut, [picture] December 23, 2012, weigh? Is your clipped hair swept to trash? Garbage from Portland travels upriver through Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area 140 miles to landfill above Arlington, Ore. Carbon dioxide from oxidizing fossil fuel is changing the climate, 2012 shattered heat record by unprecedented full degree, Jan 9, 2013, The Oregonian. Engine of garbage truck oxidizes fuel to propel the mass (Physics) of hair heat + carbon dioxide + water. Organic matter-hair in landfill combines with cold coffee–8.3 lbs/gal–thrown out at caf, then rots. Gas from anaerobic decomposition in sanitary landfill of wet organic matter-carbohydrate-C6H12O6 is methane 3CH4 + 3CO2. How to dispose of waste and make the least toxic gas? Hair (or fingernails) collected after clip then spread on landscape is eaten by worms or rots aerobically releasing a tiny amount of heat + CO2 + H2O: decomposition = photosynthesis in reverse. Coffee poured on earth begins an effortless, short, infinite journey. Sincerely, Zephyr Thoreau Moore Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zephyr moore
13665 Sw Larch Pl 19
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine McLean
5046 Castleman Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Mackie
36300 Pacific Palisades Pl.
Nehalem, OR 97131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Chiocco
100 E. Palisade Avenue, Apt. D25
Englewood, NJ 07631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Stewart
Jackson Court
Downingtown, PA 19335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Wiesner
4516 Middaugh Avenue
Downers Grove, IL 60515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emerald levitt
512 Duke
Ft Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Pierce
1850 Pentas Ct.
Carlsbad, CA 92011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Rott
P.O. Box 547
Clements, CA 95227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Keane
7326 Shannon Road
Verona, PA 15147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The process of fracking is a toxic threat to American communities. The utilization of the end product is a threat to our planet’s climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to foreign markets. It’s bad enough that we were all born into a fossil fuel driven society. Let's not make the mistake of our forbears by placing the almighty dollar above our health and well being. We should be permitting more and more wind farms not increasing fracked gas operations.

Sincerely,

Genie Tillisch
308 Thaxton Street
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P Parmer
Perchin Street
San Antonio, TX 78247
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martine Michelle
10 Whites Road
Marietta, OH 45750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Levering
2800 Camino Del Bosque
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lesley Shannon
775 Riverside Dr. Apt 3d
New York, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg wojo
3
Ft Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Hochhalter
Po Box 211
Red Feather Lakes, CO 80545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Conney Joa
95-06 41st Avenue
Elmhurst, NY 11373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Allen
14335 Ott Lane
Grand Haven, MI 49417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

So what does exporting natural gas have to do with energy independence? In my opinion - nothing - it has everything to do with unsustainable economic growth at the expense of future generations and nothing to do with conservation and rationing our finite natural resources or meeting our own energy needs. Please reject any applications or facilitation for the exportation of natural gas. Let's stay focused on America's energy needs, conservation and most importantly protecting our environment from the harmful effects of needless hydro fracturing for natural gas. We need to move away from the global warming tipping point that threatens the existence of so many.

Sincerely,

Donald Banaszak
5331 Dean Rd.
Stockton, NY 14784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Donley
12 Desbrosses St.
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Smith
1809 Dewey Avenue
Saint Joseph, MO 64505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We want a clean future for our children! Demand EPA sets clean air/water standards and strictly enforces them!!

Sincerely,

Gloria weber
1323 Coconut Palm Circle
Port Orange, FL 32128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Goldsborough
85 Main Street
Littleton, NH 03561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Culbert
5469 U.S. 20
East Springfield,, NY 13333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy nelson
50 Stagecoach
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Druffner  
21 Baker Rd  
Phoenicia, NY 12464
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Curley
3galloway Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Jo Haeg
304 Rolling Meadows Lane
New Prague, MN 56071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Mueller
123 Forest Place
Rochellepark, NJ 07662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Fogliatti
20440 Winston
Detroit, MI 48219
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Jennifer Brown  
105 Austin Drive  
Folsom, CA 95630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thom Peterson
12134 112th Avenue
Grand Haven, MI 49417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Anthony
367 Wadsworth Ave. #52
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Brown
151 Sparkling Ridge Road
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gina Gallo
2664 Maytown Road
Marietta, PA 17547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Craig
28 Cadman Plz W Apt 8g
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Novak
1825 Preston Hill Road
Hamilton, NY 13346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t allow fracking exports. Bad for the planet.
Sincerely,

Lorraine Duvall
Po Box 246
Keene, NY 12942
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Henderson
225 Rachel Carson Way
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E D
2502 Little Buffalo Rd.
Newport, PA 17074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My greatest concern is the safety of our water supply. Water will become as precious as gold in future years. Carcinogenic toxic runoff as a byproduct of fracking endangers the safety of our water supply. Please do not endanger the health of current and future generations.

Sincerely,

Roberta Preisler
75 Pierrepont Street
Brooklyn, New York, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lester
4881 Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wilson
642 Mccoy's Ford Rd
Front Royal, VA 22630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Beran
7149 West 107th Street
Worth, IL 60482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Teusink
1623 10 Avenue Sw Trlr 1235
Aberdeen, SD 57401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mastrofrancesco
4508 Chouteau Ave
St. Louis, MO 63110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liisa Korpela
1640 Lawrence St
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And by the way, why do the big oil companies get to take and sell oil as if it belonged to them? That oil belongs to all of us and yet they take it and make all the profits and destroy the country in the process. Anyone who approves this is a lunatic.

Sincerely,

Ellie schadt
170 Whitfield Road
Accord, NY 12404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anette Munt
64 Clover Lane, Princeton, Nj
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Dear President Obama, It is already bad enough to pollute our own country eking out every drop of oil in order to sustain our own energy needs, and to create independence from foreign oil, but it is entirely another to pollute our country in the name of foreign exports. Which is a clear example of “cutting our nose off to spite our face”. I urge you to step back from the super-power mentality and see this country as something sacred to be preserved. For we are the ones that live here after all. Don’t exploit our country in the name of greed. I appreciate the chance to be heard. Sincerely, Bonnie Marciante

Sincerely,

Bonnie Marciante
483 Holtz Hollow
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Rudisill
3073 N George St
York, PA 17406
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin Boixo
10509 Grand Wash Court
Las Vegas, NV 89129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Horner
459 Siwanoy Pl
Pelham Manor, NY 10803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Vandertuin
1501 N Cherry St Apt 29
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Conrad
1808 Canosa Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lindsey Edelman
Waterfall Drive
Macungie, PA 18062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mercedes Roman
4-344 Shelter Creek Lane
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Rathwell
323 E. Devonia Ave.
Mount Vernon, NY 10552
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genie Harden
85240 Chezem Road
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian rockwell
Box 985
Ft Montgomery, NY 10922
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Vellake
8498 Rte 96
Interlaken, NY 14847
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roseanne Mulherin
2748 S. Kent Rd.
Broomall, PA 19008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bugielski
609 W Edwards Ave
Houghton, MI 49931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Haley Petersen

205 West 57th Stree

New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Mallow
1700 17th Ave Apt 311
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Boyer
P.O. Box 1646
Rockland, ME 04841
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Pecker
1520 Ofarrell Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Water is a far more precious commodity than either gas or oil and is not replaceable. the aquifers must be protected!

Sincerely,

Stephem white
Po Box 2286
Oakhurst, CA 93644
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Thomasson
3391 Hidden Ridge Dr
Dewitt, MI 48820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia moore
11 Platt Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Roth
1455 Wilson Pl
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to phase out of this even within the confines of the United States - this is a toxic and unsustainable process, all for a non-renewable form of energy. We've got to find better options!

Sincerely,

Laura Ruede
3500 Wren Avenue
Fort Worth, TX 76133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Marria
dgfdfgdgsd
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Day
1650 Maring Way
Sacramento, CA 95835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Marr
126 Burl Brown Rd.
Boone N.C., NC 28692
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Doyle
1608 Ne 73 Street
Seattle, WA 98115
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Tichy-Smith
669 12th St N
Naples, FL 34102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ali Bois
747 Micheltorena St. Unit D
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin McManus
914 Oak Park Ave
Corpus Christi, TX 78408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce Willis
1783 Fm 2938
Buna, TX 77612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S bonney
420 Alberto Way
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Emery
263 Velarde St.
Mountain View, CA 94041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name kruger
1142 Mcadoo St
Clinton, TN 37716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Liana Wong
310 3rd Ave #303b
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C.R. Hutchison
Po Box 489
Yamhill, OR 97148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Blaney
2575 Altair St.
Green Bay, WI 54311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

YOU ARE A FATHER OF TWO- Don’t you want to be able to become a grandfather? Do the ONLY right thing- REMOVE THE SHACKLES OF ANXIETY THAT IS CRIPPLING THE USA FOR THE PAST 4 YEARS- BAN FRACKING STATE-WIDE NOW!

Sincerely,

Albert Crudo
39 East 31st Street
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is another example of where our profit hungry corporations are subordinating the long term public interest. Please do NOT approve these permits.

Sincerely,

Hayward Fong
201 N Catalina St
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Barbara Luttringer
1174 Park Av Alameda Ca
Alameda, CA 94501-5234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Hancock
1504 Madras St., Se
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micha Loeffler
4 Grant St Apt 5
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Meghan Stratton
4167 West Seneca Turnpike
Syracuse, NY 13215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Ross
626 Boght Road
Cohoes, NY 12047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Doyle
19 White Bridge Road
Weaverville, NC 28787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy salvatierra
1911 W. Sanford St
Arlington, TX 76012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gertrude Snediker
6704 Stenten St.
Worthington, OH 43085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hassett
604 Lake Front Place, Apt 201
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leasha M
2738 S Lewiston St
Aurora, CO 80013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Mayorga
4551 Taylors Bend
San Antonio, TX 78247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandy Younce
5062 Mansfield Ave Apt 28
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ross Marlow
5547 Old Seguin Rd.
San Antonio, TX 78219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Angela Evans
37 Boulanger Dr
Michie, TN 38357
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Smith
80 Alpine Place
Franklin, MA 02038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caryn Hutchinson
2700 Chesapeake Court
Grapevine, TX 76051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Landers
2131 N 53 Ave
Hollywood, FL 33021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Gehgan-heim
7417yeazellroad Kps
Longbranch, WA 98351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Andelt
7704 E Harvard St
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Standke
13283 Boomer Ct
San Diego, CA 92129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Moll
2001 Rose Drive
Pennsburg, PA 18073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The "reason"(excuse) we were sold for fracking in the first place was to ensure "energy security" by providing more domestic supplies of fossil fuels. Now we see it was just a ploy to get access to more land and resources and make more money at the expense of the people. Stop selling our "energy security" overseas. Require all natural gas derived from the fracking technique be sold domestically.

Sincerely,

John Clary
1934 Sage Dr
Garland, TX 75040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Kain
617 Terra Linda Ct.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Kelly
9 Roscoe St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginny Gryniewski
2131 Medford St
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WHAT THE HELL, OBAMA??! I worked my butt of to keep you in office, and you promise to fight for the environment and the climate and then you do this??! I am ashamed of you. I’m so upset right now.

Sincerely,

Molly Adams
2110 Laporte Ave.
Fort Collins, CO 80521
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Nadboy
4 Ferndale Rd
New City, NY 10956
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnathon Lemus
8709 River Spring Ct
Bakersfield, CA 93312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Aney
1401 Cantrell Ct.
Fayetteville, NC 28314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Zais
775 Almy Rd
Somerset, MA 02726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Updike
65 Pine Ave. #143
Long Beach, CA 90802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mauk
591 Pelletreau Ridge Road, Pob 153
Hyampom, CA 96046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward McGraw
910 W Linden St
Scranton, PA 18504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Bradley
18749 Marsh Lane Apt 1111
Dallas, TX 75287
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassie Ito
900 Seminole Road
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth oehrle
236 O’Hara Manor Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Nelson
15962 Gault Street
Lake Balboa, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kayli Nugent
330 Wilson
Morgantown, WV 26501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Goodson
6601 Phillip St
Metairie, LA 70003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Stevens
10 Shad Row
Isle Of Palms, SC 29451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Niam
8440 E. Washington St., Suite 106
Chagrin Falls, OH 44023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyle Chastain
20 2nd Street Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Anderson
1424 Ne 25th
Moore, OK 73160
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Elan Dickerson
2837 Franklin Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Oldaker
77596 Edinborough Street
Palm Desert, CA 92211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hailee Newman
60666 Newcastle Drive
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Judy Thornton
2838 Golfing Green Dr
Dallas, TX 75234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Neveux
616 South Burnside Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manette freas
820 Sw 17st
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Carr
101 Lake Meadow Dr
Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Harrington
25347 Pearl St
Roseville, MI 48066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Powell
17237 Greenwood Place N
Shoreline, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jefferys
253 Strong Rd
Moretown, VT 05660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita DeBias
7405 Abalone Dr
Port Richey, FL 34668
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Lozano
401 Golden Isles Drive
Hallandale Beach, FL 33009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jimmy Damiano
31363 Pacific Coast Hwy.
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Frey
11 Marston Road
Gardiner, ME 04345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fraking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Findlay
30 Ironia Road
Flanders, NJ 07836
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Diaz  
3114 Floyd Ave. Apt. A  
Richmond, VA 23221
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We, the American people, have been told that there is enough natural gas in our country to supply our needs for 100 years. We are told that by the end of that 100 years, renewable energy will be available and affordable. We are told that we are supposed to cooperate with the fracking industry because we need the energy to become self-sufficient. But now the companies controlling the industry want to export the gas. If it is exported, then we won’t have enough to fuel us for any length of time. But we would still have to suffer the consequences of having fracking in our towns and countryside. Those of us on wells won’t be able to rely on our water. Those that live or work or go to school near a gas well won’t be able to trust the air we breathe. IT JUST DOESN’T MAKE SENSE TO BE DRILLING FASTER AND EXPORTING WHAT IS AVAILABLE!!

Sincerely,

Linda Engelman
7565 Falcon Meadow Blvd
Peyton, CO 80831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Freeland
4070 Yankee Drive
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Shaffer
847 Hampton Wood
Sarasota, FL 34232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Kind Sirs; This is pure greed. Besides, stockholders think they are entitled. If present trends continue this planet will be a charred cinder in less than 200 years. Who needs that? You will find out what happens if you start warehousing a lot of it for overseas. Besides, I figure part of anything you take off public land belongs to me and you can’t have it. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Ward Hodge 312 Kent Court Midland, Michigan

Sincerely,

Ward Hodge
312 Kent Court
Midland, MI 48642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Reed
811 Nw 107th St
Seattle, WA 98177
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Sayenga
2231 S Elks Lane #66
Yuma, AZ 85364
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Althea Harris
4657 Almond Lane
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dirk De Lu
3709 Miller Way
Sacramento, CA 95817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Luna
P.O. Box 332703
Murfreesboro, TN 37133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Burns
9587 Kiisa Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85262
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gernot Wolfgang
2065 Vine Street
Los Angeles, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Smith
620 American Oaks Ave
Newbury Park, CA 91320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Shore
140 Clay
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darren Perez
2764 Moose Creek Ln
Ontario, CA 91761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharis Woodard
1220 #568 Viena Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Kriesman
Po Box 243
Gilberts, IL 60136
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julian Tysh
97 Butler St
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Krista Beier
2642 Longfellow Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Stewart  
323 Fifth Street, Apt. #5  
Alpena, MI 49707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max Vanderbeek
5116 South Rolling Rd
Baltimore, MD 21227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Idell Vogel
12230 Meadowdale Dr.
Meadows Place, TX 77477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicolas Freeman
1522 W Elsmere Place
San Antonio, TX 78201
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Barklow  
2928 Acorn Dr  
Freeport, IL 61032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Gregory Pauley
548 26th Ave.
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Finn
101 Herman'S Court
Moyock, NC 27958
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our gas should stay here!

Sincerely,

Tony recht
5531 Rockview Drive
Torrance, CA 90505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE! Let's seek out renewable resources - not the fuels that will run out, that will harm the citizens of our planet, that will scar our landscapes and poison our water in the process of retrieving them for a temporary fix. We owe it to our children and grandchildren not to destroy our life-sustaining water, of which there is no more.

Sincerely,

Theresa Ryan
133 Quaker Lake Road
Pawling, NY 12564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Dimond
22677 Peppermint Dr.
Warsaw, MO 65355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Pender
321 Redstone Drive
Bellvue, CO 80512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane Hill
1787 Paseo Laguna Seco
Livermore, CA 94551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Delgehausen
1266 S. Smith Ave.
W. St. Paul, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Hutchings
400 Burnett St., # 101
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Williams
9634 Oak Glen Road
Cherry Valley, CA 92223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Picardi
535 Pajaro Street
Salinas, CA 93901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winfield Hutton
6059 Redwing St.
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Mauldin
114 Baswell Drive
Dallas, NC 28034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ryan
602 S Dallas Ave
Lancaster, TX 75146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Furler
1730 San Tomas Aquino
San Jose, CA 95130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vickylou Sharer
4172 Hinsdale Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Hopkins
12959 Woolman Lane
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Kelly
5 Mozart Avenue
Little Falls, NJ 07424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Its time to separate corporations and state. Climate Change is upon us and rapidly accelerating.

Sincerely,

Isaac Rivera
1626 Logan St
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dee Ann Deaton
8861 N. Badger Road
East Dubuque, IL 61025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy Saunders
3404 S. Centinela Ave., Apt. 13
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Hendricks
346 Pierpont
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Diederichs
12956 Christman Lane
Poway, CA 92064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kregear
1933 Taraval St
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalind Smith
50 Springbottom Drive
Lawrenceville, GA 30045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Likens
8137 Santa Inez Way
Buena Park, CA 90620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula McHale
1155 N La Cienega Blvd #707
Los Angeles, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Gebicki
4015 S. Odessa St.
Aurora, CO 80013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane Quinn
307 Essex St.
Syracuse, NY 13204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrew Gannon
2301 Hillside Road
Wilmington, DE 19810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Klein
199 President Street Apt. 2l
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Thayer
1624 Lincoln Street
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herman Hawkins
4784 Washtenaw Ave., Apt. B6
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Snyder
8575 Sr 256
Dansville, NY 14437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina norman
1923 Country Club Dr
Yazoo City, MS 39194
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cheryl Uribe
1565 Oslo Court
Livermore, CA 94550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Mr. President - I was so happy you won a second term in office as the Republicans have no concern for our environment. But it seems that your administration is not much more concerned and that has been a great disappointment to me. How can intelligent people ignore the facts of fracking? Please protect our environment and stand up to the fracking industry. Encourage the green industry with tax credits and whatever means are at your disposal. This planet can only recover to a certain point and then it will just be too late. Do not let that happen. Please.

Sincerely,

Mary Campbell
11204 Ravenna Way
Indianapolis, IN 46236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tonya Garcia
1363 Coburg Rd.
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike MacDonald
123 Noyb Street
Noyb, IL 60601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Stepanian
21 West Mcmillan
Cincinnati, OH 45219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Allen
329 Diane Drive
Smyrna, GA 30082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Smith
24 Churchill Rd
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Burger
102 Yale Ave
Oakdale, NY 11769
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Lagomarsino
198 Charity Hill Road
Hardwick, MA 01037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin Harris
1310 D. Addison Street
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sandra Shoytush  
8394 Theodolite Dr, Apt 418  
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Averkiou
7097 E Pinnacle Pass Loop
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Wesley
705 Giles Drive
Huntsville, AL 35801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Bergmann
730 Seneca St
Bethlehem, PA 18015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Todd Clickard
16946 Forrest Lane
Royal Oaks, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Duxbury
3335 West Mckinley Ave.
Fresno, CA 93722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Sodt
1102 30th Street Ne
Auburn, WA 98002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jon Burns
Dogwood Cir
Slatington, PA 18080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Fox
1047 E9th Ave
Broomfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Van Velson
1135 Eastridge Dr.
Seward, NE 68434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Baird
23755 E. Ohio Avenue
Aurora, CO 80018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica DasGupta
5616 Mclean Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We want to be the leaders in clean energy, not coal or fracking which are wrong for our future and our environment. Please protect our water and our natural resources. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gia Ma
72 Bedford Street
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Mericle
201 Park Pl
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Henner
11399 Corazon Court
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha & James Miller
240 Shields Rd
Stockbridge, GA 30281
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Hendricks
34 Plaza Dr
Ormond Beach, FL 32176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Sabine
175 Lexington Court
Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa TURNER
3249 Downey Ct #4
Clifton, CO 81520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Mullan
6415 Lakeshore Dr
Panama City, FL 32404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nicole Kutchins
107 Fleetwood Cove, Coppell Tx
Coppell, TX 75019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Drew Escaldi
858 Dorian Rd.
Westfield, NJ 07090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Cordero
Po Box 360118
San Juan, PR 00936

CREDO Action 6848
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernie Lucas
689 N. Lakeview Dr.
Lake Dallas, TX 75065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Best
1705 28th Avenue
Vero Beach, FL 32960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Kennedy
25815 Cactus Park Rd
Cedaredge, CO 81413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We cannot allow them to continue to put their bottom line before the public health. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Together, Americans say in one loud voice: Fracking is not welcomed in America.

Sincerely,

Anthony Morton
2025 Cedarbridge Rd
Northfield, NJ 08225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sophia Coleman
1803 Oakwald Drive
Brandon, FL 33511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Rosoff
Pob 1414
Park City, UT 84060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Cudworth
288 Deerfield Court
New Hope, PA 18938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Wakeham
6467 Peinado Way
San Diego, CA 92121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Vorstermans
113 Mill St
Creemore, NC 27560
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Until such time as effective regulations are in place and enforced on the gas industry to protect the environment - particularly underground aquifers - all such export applications should be denied.

Sincerely,

James Gish
35 Rolling Ln
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Rodriguez
1212 San Diego St
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin McCullough
Plaza Leonardo
Bonita, CA 91902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I'm not happy with fracking; but I recognize the value of being more independent of foreign energy sources. Exporting fracked gas would do much more damage to communities that are already affected by fracking. The only reason for exporting it would be to enrich the companies producing it. Damaging the people of our country to enrich a few is immoral. Please don't let this happen.

Sincerely,

M. Susan Kaeder
8265 Sw Ernst Rd
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Raul Anorve
4401 Berkshire Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The government loves to tell us we need to drill more for gas and oil and we need to mine more coal to meet the US energy needs and then you turn it sell it to other countries. You are all trying to fool the American people for profit. Shame on you. You are not fooling me. And you wonder why the American people don’t trust you, really?

Sincerely,

John McManus
14425 43rd Avenue West
Lynnwood, WA 98087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Just the one planet, already on the slippery slope.

Sincerely,

Mike Perkins
3052 Beech Street
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim George
1989 Peacock Lane
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chiu Cheng
603 E Call St
Tallahassee, FL 32301
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Sitnick
16974escalondr.
Encino, CA 91436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Casey Palmer
169 1/2 Howard St.
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Redfield
7447 Gibbons Road
Grant Township, MI 48032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Croisant
2111 Plymouth Dr
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ana Chou
3256 Ramona St
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwenn Schemer
97 Pacer Circle
Wellington, FL 33414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Mannion
1158 Humboldt Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Diamond
1140 Asturia Ave.
Coral Gables, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Hydraulic Fracturing is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing hydraulically fractured gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for hydraulic fracturing for natural gas in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Eric Koenig
909 Mapleton Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louie Galloway
Quaker Street
New York, NY 12143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Kelly
926 Kelly Rdg
Looneyville, WV 25259
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. LET’S ALL GET ON THE CONSERVATION BANDWAGON.

Sincerely,

R. Henrickson
6986 Ny 66
E. Nassau, NY 12062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Bady
Po Box 6753
Huntington, WV 25773
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Herczeg  
800 Adams St. Apt #3  
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeremiah Harper
P.O. Box 461
Moss Beach, CA 94038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Reside
1644 Reed Road
Pennington, NJ 08534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wilson
1717 Iowa Hill Rd.
Iowa Hill, CA 95713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vlad Paunescu
7900 Churchill Way #10309
Dallas, TX 75251
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lee
715 Seawood Way
San Jose, CA 95120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Gamble
914 W. Perch Ave.
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bonthron
4569 Alamo St
Simi Valley, CA 93063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Gesell
5350 Cr 490
Normangee, TX 77871
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon LeVine
1509 Queen Anne Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Thomas
P.O. Box 025331 Sjo-84146
Miami, FL 33102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Fracked gas is mostly methane, a potent greenhouse gas that leaks from natural gas wells, pipelines, and other infrastructure. Recent research even suggests that methane emissions from fracked natural gas operations are so high that fracking may be worse for the climate than coal. Exporting fracked gas – which requires a carbon-intensive process of liquefying it, cooling it to -260 degrees Fahrenheit, and shipping it – produces 20%-30% more CO2 than burning gas in the U.S. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

W. Michael Wolf
3126 Ne 7th Ave.
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Every speech I heard during all the campaigning said oil drilling in our public lands and fracking in our backyards would make us independent from other countries fossil fuels. Selling our cheap to produce natural gas for profit does not fit into this plan. While we watch our countries environment destroyed the prices of fossil fuels do not change for the better. Just like always, we sell ours for profit and then buy other countries so the big corps can profit. Please stand up for the American citizen. Keep our fossil fuels in the US.

Sincerely,

Kerry Rose
44w527 Welter Rd.
Maple Park, IL 60151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andres Laracuente
Brooklyn
Brooklyn, NY 11237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Broekhuizen
4 Gabaree Lane
Jericho, VT 05465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Kreslake
1889 Mill Springs Common, Unit 313
Livermore, CA 94550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Handy Albert
17 Mountainview Place - Apt. 3
Montclair, NJ 07042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Ray
3545 Hwy 28 E
Soap Lake, WA 98851
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Hill
Po Box 14364
Long Beach, CA 90853
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Ruiz  
550 Riverside Dr #47  
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cota
24463 Roses Court
Corona, CA 92883
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alanna Huber
194 Morris Turnpike
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl wagenknecht
5150 Solar Heights
Eugene, OR 97405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Buyarski
N20723 Lafave Drive
Fence, WI 54120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. GO GREEN! Thank you for your attention to my concerns. Sincerely, Georgeanne Matranga

Sincerely,

Georgeanne Matranga
140 Village Green Drive
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bechard
19 Madison Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Michaels
204 Chipley Av
Pensacola, FL 32503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula vins
1160 Bower Hill Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gold
"3530 Henry Hudson Parkway East, Apt. 4c"
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amos Eaton
Po Box 8585
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Yothers
3035 White Cloud Circle
Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herman Diaz
148 Richdale Ave
Cambridge, MA 02140
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E Grandt
360 W Illinois St, #1c
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Gibino
11492 Se Highland Loop
Clackamas, OR 97015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Gilbert
89 Frances Drive
Manchester, CT 06040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxwell Morrongiello
210 Chestnut St
Franklin, MA 02038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Humphreys
30 James St.
Rockland, ME 04841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Renstrom
3375 Haupts Bridge Road
Riegelsville, PA 18077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Toohey
817 Hawkeye Heights
Dubuque, IA 52001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Prosky
Pobox 17504
Reno, NV 89521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen Haskard
8393 Mipolomol Road
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Molnar
3403 Hycreek Dr.
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey brzyski
293 Wheeler Street
Tonawanda, NY 14150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Lunn
1002 Green Oak Dr., Apt. 21
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lyons
16 Forge Dam Rd.
Hamburg, PA 19526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amber Neely
1808 S 16th St
Escanaba, MI 49829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bethany Seib
901 S. Pugh St
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste Birkeland
2255 Paseo De Los Chamisos
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Fisher
6191 Mar Vista Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myra Armstrong
3109 Don Quixote Court Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deirdre Santaniello
26590 Daphne Way
Willits, CA 95490
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Phalen
4145 N Albany Ave
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wallace Quiros
Hc 02 Box 7828
Ciales, PR 00638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elliot Haack
121 E Johnson St #2
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doreen Lehner
4431 Elmwood Dr.
Okemos, MI 48864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Sajor
2477 Lakoloa Place
Honolulu, HI 96819
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Angie eubank
1512 Circle Lane
Bedford, TX 76022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilson Gray
31 Holiday Dr
Kingston, PA 18704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Toochis Morin
P.O. Box 36820
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Van Aalten
Annastraat
Rotterdam, GA 30620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna fowler
6367 208th Ave Ne
Redmond, WA 98053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Arcus
109 E Lynch St
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Randal Koerber
Po Box 1711
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Folse
4735 Sepulveda Blvd
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Campbell
556 Commercial St
San Francisco, CA 94111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corey Kirschner
Po Box 142
Jamestown, CO 80455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Ochs
209 Cooper Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillary Hudson
718 A St.
Silver City, NM 88061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Jacobs
6253
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimberly Galvin
1414 Charles Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Holly Howell
748 Kingswood Vly Dr
Moore, SC 29369
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stephanie Keeton
5807-B Westgate Blvd
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi Scher
37 Lower Oak Grove Road
Frenchtown, NJ 08825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Krell
613 55th St.
West Des Moines, IA 50266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Barbara Gladney
369 S. Roosevelt Ave. Pasadena, CA 91107

Sincerely,

Barbara Gladney
369 So. Roosevelt Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Pevzner
1208 Pacific Street, #2g
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karin Yehling
13697 Badger Ave.
Sylmar, CA 91342
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Strader
5053 Sw 34th Street
Ocala, FL 34474
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Ritchie
4014 W San Luis St.
Tampa, FL 33629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Moss
6th St
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bowman
7792 Schurch Drive
Barneveld, WI 53507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Smith
6 Nevens Cir.
Rockland, MA 02370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Spratt
836 Edith St
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Allison Lakin
77 Broadway
Rockland, ME 04841
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Matheny
2613 Nw 24th Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Colleen Lecourt
4933 W. South Slope Rd.
Emmett, ID 83617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Hartshorne
2892 Mickelson Pkwy #110
Fitchburg, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Ralston
1310 Wylie St Se
Atlanta, GA 30317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Erekson
2415 Fisher Ln
Slc, UT 84109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelbie Elliott
26 47th St # 1
Weehawken, NJ 07086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Olson
5565 High Ridge Road
Paso Robles, CA 93446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwayne hedstrom
1025 N. Humboldt
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bubel
3078 Clairmont Rd Apt 622
Atlanta, GA 30329
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Smith
373 Constitution Blvd
Wirtz, VA 24184
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Zwerin
590 Calle La Roda
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Longley
175 Mcgaffigan Mill Road
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Harnish
1040 Vester St.
Ferndale, MI 48220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Grosfils
185 E. 6th Street
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Schonewolf
417 Riverside Drive Apt. 1b
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Painter
37 Cave St.
Luray, VA 22835
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Colleen Rost-Banik
2533 Ala Wai Blvd #801
Honolulu, CA 95815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley McDonald, Jr.
25 Farm Road
Sherborn,, MA 01770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Belliss
44 Rocky Wood Rd
Manhasset, NY 11030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Owen
P.O. Box 5245
Goodyear, AZ 85338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregg Weiss
221 Yam Gandy Road
Savannah, GA 31411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Nelson
701 E. Lowe, #212
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Davelaar
628 Blackbass Ave
Holland, MI 49423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marilyn Martynuk
2525 Fox Run Court
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Velchek
1125 Greensfield Drive
Naperville, IL 60563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MA 02301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Craig
960 9th St
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bill Kelley
2501 Imola Ave #212
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to ALL communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Campbell
255 Egypt Road
Presque Isle, ME 04769
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Winona Barton
206 Green Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Golda Michelson
106 Manor Rd
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Puk
1520 Salomon Lane
Wayne, PA 19087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Waller
11255 Caminito Inocenta
San Diego, CA 92126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Devon Gupta
1136 N Columbus Ave
Glendale, CA 91202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy James
1 Delra Lane
Yorktown Hts, NY 10598
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charles Cubbage
43682 Eagle Lake Dr
Paw Paw, MI 49079
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Leana Sinatra
8683 Tibbs Rd
Peyton, CO 80831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Flint
6 Hopewell Farm Rd
Natick, MA 01760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Marshall
2322 Parker St
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Lees
741 Co Hwy 2
De Lancey, NY 13752
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C. T. Bronzan
8602 North 39th Street
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy 
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study 
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Jones 
3008 La Terrace Circle 
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Donahue
14211 Mulberry St
Southgate, MI 48195
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillary Werhane
65 Mcbrown Rd
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kevin MacHen
Po540952
Greenacres, FL 33454
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erik Newhouse
1636 Nw Meadows Dr
Mcminnville, OR 97128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele johnson
521 Lotz Ave
Altoona, PA 16602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ter Christy
510 Hillcrest Road
Perkasie, PA 18944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wittern
216 Stafford Cir Sb
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline Fazio
44 Arlen Ct
Riverhead, NY 11901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hudyma
420-90th St Nw
Tulalip, WA 98271
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline Mulligan
11 Mcbride Place
Goshen, NY 10924
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tj kruschik sr
312 Locust St
Edwardsville, IL 62025
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lasley  
8300 E. Yale Avenue  
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Hedges
510 Fountainwood Dr
Arlington, TX 76012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Page
57 Willow Dr.
Antonito, CO 81120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Cabala
1622 Raymond Hill Rd. #2
South Pasadena, Ca, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helene Beddingfield
7535 Pheasant Hollow Pl
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Cucinotta
206 St. James Place
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Peterson
12613 Quail Hollow Drive
Auburn, CA 95603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hill
262 Delong Road
Shoreham, VT 05770
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Fleming
35501 S Hwy 1
Gualala, CA 95445
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Parker Winston
580 Standish Road
Teaneck, NJ 07666
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Pinson
9105 Centerway Rd
Gaithersburg, MD 20879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Lally
1124 Charmuth Rd
Lutherville, MD 21093
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Reade
117 Duran Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Gilthvedt
1508n 5th Ave. Nw
E Grand Forks, MN 56721
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rich Aguilo
1915 Cable St
San Diego, CA 92107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Justin Chambers
6536 Starnes Rd.
Watauga, TX 76148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leba Morimoto
818 Craft Avenue
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna schor
2424 West Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Mitchell
21 Patricia Rd
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Debra Livingston  
90971 Hwy.101 #77  
Warrenton, OR 97146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Geer
111 Lakeview Terrace
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Chacich
910 North Rd
Cloquet, MN 55720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Buck Snow
2635 Griffith Park Blvd
Los Angeles,, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Gildard
21621 Sandia Rd Spc 52
Apple Valley, CA 92308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Garringer
90 Roundup Rd
Oroville, WA 98844
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandrine Marten
4104 Magna Carta Rd.
Calabasas, CA 91302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed sousa
65 Arsenault Rd
Brooks, ME 04921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reynolds
1809 Hudson St.
Aliquippa, PA 15001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If we must frack, and I am against it until bullet-proof safety-controls are required, it should be for America's energy-security, not Big-energy's profits at the people's expense. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry McCloud
708 Cornelia Street
Boonton, NJ 07005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Sarna
35053 Old Woods
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kloepfer
Smuggler Pl
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. - FRACKED GAS IS DÉMONSTRABLY DANGEROUS IN ITSELF & THE WAYS IT HAS TO BE SHIPPED (PIPELINES) ARE INHERENTLY HIGHLY DANGEROUS!! NO FRACKING!! AMERICANS DON'T WANT IT!!

Sincerely,

Jynx houston
7605 Se Lincoln St.
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Lawrence  
514 Velarde St  
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Smith
3351 Isle Way
Oxnard, CA 93035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette farrell
Weyford
Garden City, NY 11530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Clymer
3476 Rhododendron Drive
Northampton, PA 18067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Shafran
175 9th St Apt 9
Lakewood, NJ 08701
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Brown
15615 Blue Ash Dr Apt 4109
Houston, TX 77090
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Rebb
15519 Nancy Lane
Orland Park, IL 60462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Dunham
101 Starflower Dr
Griffin, GA 30223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Miller
8807 Long Creek Tee Court Apt 303
Charlotte, NC 28216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Edwards
1475 Highway 255 South
Cleveland, GA 30528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Wheeler
7435 Sw 54 Ave
Miami, FL 33143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Blumenthal
1600 3rd Ave Apt 43
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherlyn Comer
4042 Orange Ave.
Cypress, CA 90630
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leilani Hart
1742 Elfin Forest Rd. #156
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Zelman
4n Dennison Drive
Hightstown, NJ 08520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike McDonald
2002 Pinehurst Av.
St. Paul, MN 55116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Pierce
1006 E Columbia St
Colorado Spgs, CO 80903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Santangelo
Box 38
Cotuit, MA 02635
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Cunningham
510 Holly St.
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Cahill
978 Curtis Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dayleena Doan
540 E Lincoln Ave.
Myerstown, PA 17067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Agnew
A3966 U S Rt 5
West Burke, VT 05871
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports will increase the scale of and demand for fracting in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry a megatons of foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. By Chris Hedges Over the past year I and other plaintiffs including Noam Chomsky and Daniel Ellsberg have pressed a lawsuit in the federal courts to nullify Section 1021(b)(2) of the National Defense Authorization Act, which permits the government to use the military to detain U.S. citizens and hold them indefinitely in military detention centers, could have been easily fixed by Congress. The House had the opportunity this month to include in the 2013 version of the NDAA an amendment that would exempt all U.S. citizens from 1021(b)(2), leaving the section to apply only to foreigners. The fate of some of our most basic and important rights and freedoms, including the Fourth and Fifth amendments of the Constitution will be decided in the next few months. But the laws that fail us, a gulag state will be cemented in place. (Photo: AP/Alex Brandon) Sens. Diane Feinstein, D-Calif., and Mike Lee, R-Utah, pushed through the Senate an amendment to the 2013 version of the NDAA, although deeply flawed, at least made a symbolic attempt to restrict the right to due process for citizens. The House-Senate conference committee led by Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., moreover, removed the amendment from the bill last week. I was saddened and disappointed that we could not take a step forward in protecting at least American citizens and legal residents could not be held in detention without due process as provided by the Constitution. To me that was a no-brainer. The House approved the $610 billion defense policy bill in a 315-107 vote late Thursday night. It will now go before the Senate. Several opposition House, including Rep. Morgan Griffith, R-Va., cited Congress refusal to guarantee due process for all citizens as his reason for voting against the bill. He wrote in a statement after the vote: "I may fear being arrested and indefinitely detained by the military without knowing what to do. The fate of some of our most basic and important rights and freedoms, including the Fourth and Fifth amendments of the Constitution will be decided in the next few months."

The amendment failed to emphatically state that citizens have a right to due process in a civil court. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody. Rather, it said citizens could not be placed in indefinite military custody.
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U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Caplener
2330 Venndale Ave
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Wilson
262 Reynolds St.
Augusta, GA 30901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Whittington
Po Box 121
Kellogg, MN 55945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Smith
18939 Cicero Ave
Cntry Club Hills, IL 60478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel R. Milillo
1119 Hilltop Lane
Coatesville, PA 19320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Klein
1610 Sewall Ave.
Neptune, NJ 07753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Rooks
4502 N. Hwy 341
Flintstone, GA 30725
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Baldwin
418 15th St
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Jaques
2750 Butte Cir
Sedalia, CO 80135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Westcott
8829 Fort Hamilton Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Wright-Gonzales
Pob 6164
Chandler, AZ 85246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Bush
201 W. 70th Street
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Booker
10120 Preston Vineyard Dr.
Frisco, TX 75035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Schaumann
2640 Elmdale Ct..
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Locklear
4101 Five Oaks Dr
Durham, NC 27707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S. Joseph Holloway
75 E Gridley Ave
Platteville, WI 53818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We won the war of Independence because we didn't want to be a colony. We still don't. And that's what we'd be if this is allowed. We'll be treated the way the US and others have treated 3rd World countries. Is this what you want for your children? I don't.

Sincerely,

Darla Bruno
6519 Pebble Creek Ave. Nw
Canton, OH 44718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Cantrell
106 Ulena Lane
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McGuinness
22 Lakeside Ave
Verona, NJ 07044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aaron Greener
2408 Dusty Lane
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Morrissey
1 Hunters Run Blvd.
Cohoes, NY 12047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, their water supplies, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Dotson
Po Box 1298
Show Low, AZ 85902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tessa Weyh
1801 Aviation Way
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McKitrick
134 Riverside Drive
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jaime Meave
2512 Baylor St.
Houston, TX 77009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Palminteri
2209 Pike St.
Durham, NC 27707
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adra B Hooks
P O Box 66533
Houston, TX 77266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Connolly
10 Winfield Pointe Ln
St Louis, MO 63141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Moore
1610 Z Ave
La Grande, OR 97850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Benson
Po Box 2891
Espanola, NM 87532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanie Johnson
3221 Village Ct. #1
Janesville, WI 53546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Green
1801 Valdez Way
Fremont, CA 94539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis LaBrunda
66 Church Street
Liberty Corner, NJ 07938
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Moir
Comm. Ave.
Allston, MA 02134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Rudy
326 Wimbledon Road
Rochester, NY 14617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Flagg
6 Eastern Prom, Apt. 1
Portland, ME 04101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Tareff
3201 Old Lockwood Road
Oviedo, FL 32765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Blume
198 Keith Rd.
Clermont, GA 30527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Pat Putman
14156 Crane Terr
Clearwater, FL 33762
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Meyer
251 Shearwater Isle
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Boutin
431 Northern Parkway
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Gerdow
707 Greenleaf St.
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Hayworth
3746 County Road 21
Fort Lupton, CO 80621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Francis-Swayze
3807 W. Sierra Hwy #6-4614
Acton, CA 93510
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria WIERIG
3163 Old Bridgeport Way
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darryl Pellegrini
98-1072 Komo Mai Dr.
Aiea, HI 96701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Valerie Snyder
7695 E. Lincolnway
Columbia City, IN 46725
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Shafer
Street Address
City, CO 80014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Glover
6509 Sedgewick Court
Wilmington, NC 28412
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Forte
313 Madison Ave.
River Edge, NJ 07661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Becker
6 Arrowood Terrace
Bethesda, MD 20817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Goracke
1620 N.E. Going St.
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Fichter
44740 Sw Knight Rd.
Gaston, OR 97119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Winters
6 Timson Rd., Apt. B4
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline Gilgan
180 Turtle Creek Circle
Oldsmar, FL 34677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Brady
1719 Nw 23rd Avenue, Apt. 3f
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henrik Ersbak
494 Bradford Road
Oreland, PA 19075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Herrington
5008 Greenwood Dr.
Merriam Woods Vlg., MO 65740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Mathew
32 Roxy Avenue
Edison, NJ 08820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Kahn
7744 Northcross Drive
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Spieckerman
1619 Dover Dr.
Waukesha, WI 53186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leslie Salerno
Farm Rd
Wading River, NY 11792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Mary Ellen Bennett, O.P. 245 Upland Road Brookhaven, PA 19015

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Bennett
245 Upland Road
Brookhaven, PA 19015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Ellis
2759 Sand Run Pky
Akron, OH 44333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Tucker-Dolan
13525 181st Ave Se
Renton, WA 98059
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Greer
838 Feather Cloud St. Nw
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula burnside
1621 Detroit Ave. Apt 25
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Okrend
139 W14th St. 6i
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Hanson
1057 Torrance Blvd
Torrance, CA 90502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Courter
Po Box 278004
Sacramento, CA 95827
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Riback
305 East 40th Street Apt. 8u
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma Kaywin
99 Graham Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Ireland
Golondrina Drive
San Bernardino, CA 92404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Dear President Obama, I am writing as both a chemical engineer and now a physician. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Fracking was initially designed to use steam to release hydrothermal energy, not to employ chemicals that are kept secret under the guise of trade secrets and run the risk of damaging ground water and create other ill effects. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anahat Sandhu
975 S. Thompson #204
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Holland
1401 Eva St. #101
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alec Rothman
150 17th St Apt 501
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayne Merkel
60 Gramercy Park North
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Lacey
802 Spruce St
Truth Or Consequences, NM 87901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Lehmann
3827 E 24th Ave
Spokane, WA 99223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liisa Bradley
945 Long Meadow Hill Road
Calais, VT 05648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan McKim
1717 Greenwood Ave.
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Nelson
1593 Fernando Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Roger bryk
2911 Harrison St.
Wall, NJ 07719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eben thompson
17435 Imperial Valley # 616
Houston, TX 77060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Hurley
40315 Business Highway 160
Mancos, CO 81328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debbie Ganoung
11806 Se 74th Ter
Belleview, FL 34420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Carmichael
1706 Avalon Way, #10
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Bernstein
5519 Bartlett St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Winter
59785 Medicine Hat Lane
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ken Taylor
16180 Edgemont Drive
Fort Myers, FL 33908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Strasinger
2545 Dennis St. Apt 5110
Cincinnati, OH 45219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brooke Robbins
25 Conejo Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Schubert
2558 East Dayton Street
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William McKim
314 Partridge Rd
E Dummerston, VT 05346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Van Arsdale
1366 N. Old Adobe Dr.
Green Valley, AZ 85614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Smith
1419 2nd Ave W #305
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Stevens
260 Vaughan Street
Portland, ME 04102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Olenick
3778 West 13th Ave
Vancouver, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,  
Anne Hoekstra  
330 E Kingsley St  
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Woods
100 Campus Drive
Elkins, WV 26241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geeta Menon
5902 Coronado Lane
Durham, NC 27713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Neil Krupnick
28 East 4th Street
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Jarrett
252 N. Hellertown Ave
Quakertown, PA 18951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicholas Taryla
260 South Blvd.
Saddle Brook, NJ 07663
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Neal Reid
32143 Wright Road
Meadowview, VA 24361
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vered Lieb
85 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Qua
717 Atlantic Avenue, 5b
Boston, MA 02111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Drew
7513 Boyer St.
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kite
Po Box 5048
Terre Haute, IN 47805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Sherlock
38 Lincoln Street
Middletown, NY 10940
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miguel Contreras
1319 33rd St
Des Moines, IA 50311
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Wilson
1041 Princess Dr.
Harrisburg, PA 17113
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Gonzalez
9345 Cedar St
Bellflower, CA 90706
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fay
1 Edgewood Road
Binghamton, NY 13903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemarie Bartus
377 Robinson St
Binghamton, NY 13904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zoe Harty
2733 Warwick Dr.
Oklahoma City, OK 73116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sherie potnilly
268 Washington Ave
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Volodarskiy
4415 W. 172nd Str Apt 9
Lawndale, CA 90260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dina Kagan
431 West 45th Street, Apt 4c
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carol raffini
5591 Cannes Cir #E203
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larue Shultz
10 Frosty Valley Road
Danville, PA 17821
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Murray  
26965 Paradise Mountain Lane  
Valley Center, CA 92082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s unfortunate that this technology carries so many ills. If there were an offsetting program to get citizens to stop idling their cars and keeping their thermostats down (in the winter), I’d be more lenient on job-producing energy breakthroughs.

Sincerely,

Mary Marks
34561 Snickersville Turnpike
Bluemont, VA 20135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Elliott
409 Timber Lane
Newtown Square, PA 19073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Krosinsky
3122 Elmwood Ave
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Fox
8 Highland Dr.
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lefkarites
123-09 82nd Road, Kew Gardens, New York
City, NY 11415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Merritt
1016 West Creek Dr.
Hurst, TX 76053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Park
505 Central Ave #311
White Plains, NY 10606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tamo Duske
19534 E Monmouth Pl
Aurora, CO 80015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Botto
2226 Clipper Ln
Stockton, CA 95204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn WAYTE
906 Grant 111
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Beach
P.O. Box 250 267 Capt John Parker Rd
Phippsburg, ME 04562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bia Zamudio
Street Address
City, CA 91409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Poillon
205 Brown Ave
Fairborn, OH 45324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anitra Gordon
1399 Chalmers Dr.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Campbell
2602 Grant Court
Norristown, PA 19403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pia Persampieri
7 Mckinley Street
Bronxville, NY 10708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Peduzzi
210 Edgewater Drive
Monaca, PA 15061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Jane Elliott
Po Box 1193
Ross, CA 94957
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis MacClendon
13755 Sw Myers Dairy Rd.
Blountstown Fl, FL 32424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Rivas
204 W. Steve Dr.
Weslaco, TX 78596
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ethan Sugerman
1023 47th Ave #2f
Long Island City, NY 11101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kantor
132 Cross Street
Yorkville, NY 13495
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Denker
10 Demora Road
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lance Lorz
8511 N Austin Rd
Spokane, WA 99208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Garner-Pringle
4921 3rd Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Duvall
5600 W. Alexis Rd. Apt. 357
Sylvania, OH 43560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Radha stephenson
222 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Duryea
1704 Dean York Lane
St. Helena, CA 94574
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Larry "Spike" Bandy
P.O. Box 12046
Milwaukee, WI 53212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wells
8932 Huntsman Ln
Port Richey, FL 34668
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Brown
200 Duncan Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Standley
14116 True Mountain Drive
Larkspur, CO 80118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Pamela McIntyre
4130 Painted Sky Rd
Reading, PA 19606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Gardella
501 9th St. #509
Hoboken, NJ 07030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Accurso
4413 Poppy Drive
Middletown, OH 45044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Issa Haddad
9445 Holsey Road
Damascus, MD 20872
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Soweto
9133 Winton Rd
Cincinnati, OH 45231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ivey
18714 Saticoy St.
Reseda, CA 91335
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

This is the worst case of long-term damage for a short-term gain currently on anybody’s table. Political gain, few thousand jobs, a dozen pigs getting filthy rich at the expense of millions of peoples’ health/quality of life for decades to come? No bargain at all.

Sincerely,

Leonard Brandriet
4099 Howe Street Apt 303
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maeve callaghan
7521 N Octavia
Chicago, IL 60631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Friedman
8515 115th St
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Sanders
6516 W Stanley Rd
Mount Morris, MI 48458
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Lucas
26499 W. Mohawk Lane
Buckeye, AZ 85396
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Hochman
8644 Eagle Run Dr#19
Boca Raton, FL 33434
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Legault
‘16 Topsail Ct
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason vogel
Street Address
Naples, FL 34110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I do not want to be exposed to the water pollution, air pollution, damage to our food supply and more burning of fossil fuel which is causing climate crisis. We have got to put our effort into renewable energy like most other advanced countries. Don’t make a bad situation worse. Please don’t agree to anything that increases the burning of fossil fuel.

Sincerely,

Kathleen M. Schmick
204 Dogwood Lane
Wallingford, PA 19086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hayes
336 Mary Grove
Mendenhall, MS 39114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Royce L. showalter 3rd
183 Beethoven
Sa, TX 78210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Logan Hays
18553 S Ferguson Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

We need to stop fossil fuel use by converting to uranium for nuclear energy. Fracking is worse than dirty coal
Sincerely,

Claudet Odots
3820 Colony Rd
Fairfax, VA 22031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andros Gillis
80 Maennerchor Ave
Taftville, CT 06380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Steinman
1502 55th St Ne
Tacoma, WA 98422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Fife
2117 Oaklyn Dr
Fallston Md 21047, MD 21047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Regina Bryant
11121 Walnut Ave
Oakdale, CA 95361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bolton Mitchell
1043 Larch St
Inglewood, CA 90301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul H. Papillion
1917 26th Ave. N.
Texas City, TX 77590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Mcmullen
512 Williams Road
Sevierville, TN 37876
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Barker
732 Church Street
Pleasantville, NJ 08232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ridner
West 30th St
Lorain, OH 44052
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Thompson
P.O.Box 110631
Nashville, TN 37222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herman Waters
1094 Alcatraz Ave. Apt.#43
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please rethink your decision on fracking Mr. President. In fact I am shocked that you opted for that; I favor a healthy environment, not one that ultimately will be harmful to all life forms.

Sincerely,

Valerie Wilhelmi
9427 Nw 45th St
Sunrise, FL 33351
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Jones
1296 E. Third Avenue
Bay Shore, NY 11706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Knuppel
1736 8th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin McRae
7727-77th Way
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. How can we poison our own, water, land, and people for the sake of selling gas abroad? Not to mention speeding up global climate change! It is immoral.

Sincerely,

Judith Willour
7439 Case Ave
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Freyling
2431 Basswood St
Jenison, MI 49428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loren & Judith Nelson
11461 Sunshine Grove Rd.
Brooksville, FL 34614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Garry Laquinte
481 E 52 St
Brooklyn, NY 11203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent Turner
818 Parkridge Drive
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John & Madeleine Moran
735 W. Woodbury Rd
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mariana Rivera
Calle 32 13-83
Bogota, MN 56435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Roesler
781 Country View Ct
Reno, NV 89506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Powell
5216 Raintree Circle
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Springer
1612 Rosemont Ct.
Mclean, VA 22101

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Weisberger
788 Columbus Ave 9f
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Roberts  
412 Hale St  
Prides Crossing, MA 01965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Bryant
634 Spring Lake Dr E
Mobile, AL 36695
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hollis Burbank-Hammarlund
114 Lost Mile Road
Newfane, VT 05345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Young
Po Box 153
Madison, NY 13402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Todd
3660 35th Ave South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
To Whom it May Concern:

Please consider the long term effects of Fracking on our planet. It is our responsibility to make decisions that work for not just the immediate future but for our children & grandchildren. You must stand up to the fossil fuel industry in the name of the all Americans. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Jane Fouste
24425 Sw Farmington Road
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liam Gillespie
24 Chestnut St
Cold Spring, NY 10516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abraham Kovler
3802 Rosecrans Street
San Diego, CA 92110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Blackbird
3534 Vintage Way
Boise, ID 83706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Stop playing up to big business which only hurts the welfare of the average citizen. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Wheeler
13 Ravens Ridge Trail
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Gyving
P.O. Box 493
Point Arena, CA 95468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Vazquez
174 Bowen Rd
Cooperstown, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Smith  
7969 Madison Avenue #504  
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Deayala
3039 24th Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrew Miller
2042 Moreland Rd.
Abington, PA 19001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Watch Gasland and then if you still support FRACKING, drink the water. Any bets???

Sincerely,

George Hite
N8348 Pine Ln
New Lisbon, WI 53950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Maina
2141 Hickory Ridge Drive
Mesquite, TX 75181
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tabatura JOB
4029 Egypt Rd
Snellville, GA 30039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim-Giam Huynh
9175 Keifer Blvd
Sacramento, CA 95826
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Blevins
12 Small Road
Phillips, ME 04966
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Cameron
Pob 317
Lake Clear, NY 12945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Mesler
43 Woodland Rd
Asheville, NC 28804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Woods
2308 Abbott Ave
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
17584 Grandville
Detroit, MI 48219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey A Corson MD
881 Allegheny St.
Dauphin, PA 17018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Haaland
18922 28th Dr. Se
Bothell, WA 98012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracing will kill America. Let’s get serious about conservation.

Sincerely,

Wallace Eastman
3428 Clandara
Las Vegas, NV 89121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gray Sottile
100 W. Squantum Street
Quincy, MA 02171
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Adams
204 Saddleback Rd.
Austin, TX 78737
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Pennybaker
3349 Mary St
La Crescenta, CA 91214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Which if done will greatly increase the level of climate change and sicken those who live around these sites. This is no way to resolve the need for more energy supplies other than those who are reaping the profits from saling this toxic energy source.

Sincerely,

Luisa Palmer
1301 Sheridan Ave #82.
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christin Anderson
P.O. Box 963
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Valhoff
28466 Eldorado Pl
Lathrup Village, MI 48076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Herbert
1112 Sussex Road
Teameck, NJ 07666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Gillick
7 Sunnie Terrace
West Caldwell, NJ 07006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stuart Chambers
2257 Maroel Drive
San Jose, CA 95130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

FRACKING CAUSES EARTHQUAKES AND RUINS WATER SOURCES. REFORM FRACKING AND EXPORT NO NATURAL GAS

Sincerely,

Devki Jensen
114 W River Rd
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Sylvestre
412 22nd Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Coskrey
3316 Desoto St
New Orleans, LA 70119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Gutierrez
4557 Rugby Ln.
Grand Prairie, TX 75052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeremy Kronbach
17923 Linden Ave N
Shoreline, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lavonne Berkvam
4334 Waite Cir
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rhys MacLean
653 N. Kingsbury St.
Chicago, IL 60654
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Purbrick-Illek
255 West Vista Ave. S.
Salem, OR 97302
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking destroys the land, and the farms that have sustained our lives and been in the families for decades. When sludge bubbles up in fields they become toxic and useless, when water becomes flammable it becomes useless!! Why are we allowing what sustains us and is beautiful to be destroyed so we can no longer live or enjoy life? WITHOUT A HEATHLY ENVIRONMENT THERE IS NO ECONOMY OR LIFE!! Please stand up for green sustainable energy sources!

Sincerely,

Marilyn McClelland
7724 Tozer Rd
Fanny Bay, WA 98321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Alright Steven, What happened to the pneumatic cars please? And even if people were so berift as to insist upon the sole use of the entropic rather than the addition of the enthalpic branch of any cycle with respect to various energy means, then surely H H O would still far cheaper, more practical, and less dangerous than fracking, ne?

Sincerely,

Christopher Cheney
149 East 72nd Street 3f
New York, NY 10021
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rukesh Bhuju
4246 W Northgate Dr
Irving, TX 75062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Bradshaw
141 Freeman Ave
Elmont, NY 11003
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Goode
19787 Valley Viewdr.
Topanga, CA 90290
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelia Maes
314 Camilo Avenue
Coral Gables, FL 33134
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kayla Cooper
2141 Dellesta Drive
Bellingham, WA 98226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kenneth Korczak
1244 Indian Church Rd.
West Seneca, NY 14224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hartshorne
264 Rogan Rd
Chula Vista, CA 91910
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Cronin
17722 N 79th Av #1150
Glendale, AZ 85308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Hills
101 Clarendon Ave
Avondale Est, GA 30002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Remien
5 Katonah Trail
Andover, NJ 07821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Viviane Hays
424 56th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Obama Admin, be bold, a lot bolder than taking this stance solidly in the middle of fossil fuels. We are perilously close to sealing our fate as a ruined planet with all the unburned hydrocarbons we pump into the atmosphere. Fracking, with its horrific effects on groundwater (didja see Matt Daemon's movie?) will just hasten the conversion of the planet into a graveyard for the masses. Turn this ship around, right into green/renewables right now, and borrow whatever money is needed or talk the big fossil fuel companies into using their capital to hasten the stepping off into renewables that they are already planning. Talk them into investing in renewables to put all the workers who will be swayed by the economic benefits of fracking to get behind renewable and the economic benefits thereof, to say nothing of saving the frackin' planet. We can't both go forward with taking more carbon out from under the earth's and seas' surfaces AND protect the environmental so the planet has a chance at remaining habitable.

Sincerely,

Marcia thurmer
29184-396th Place
Aitkin, MN 56431
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Simms
200 East 32nd St.
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Dessert
5565 Fremont Street
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is still not safe. we cannot take the chance with our environment. we need clean water and protect our wildlife. Too many chemicals are needed to frack. Please keep us all safe.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Billiski
5059 County Rd 36
Honeoye, NY 14471
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica landis
4623 Hazel
Philadelphia, PA 19143
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Nelson
5775 Brown Road
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Seth Hershman
1231 Kennett Ave Apt 1
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Chasteen
26 Foster Lane
Wentzville, MO 63385
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Percy  
5138 Willowbrook Drive  
Clarence, NY 14031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Lane
218 Awin Circle, Se
Palm Bay, FL 32909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Duke
2318-B Crestmont Ave.
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Sackoor
3403 Renaissance Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilma Hutcheson-Williams
310 Lakeland Drive
Athens, GA 30607
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Beladi
9248 N. Keystone
Skokie, IL 60076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Cortese
2451 Brighton Ave
Scranton, PA 18509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Chamberlain
1751 Newburg Rd.
Fortuna, CA 95540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Braszo
153 E. Marigold St.
Munhall, PA 15120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie And Roy Lane
9 Adam Taylor Rd.
Sterling, MA 01564
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Butler
528 Fairplay Rd
Bloomingdale, OH 43910
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Dossey
877 N 225 W
Hurricane, UT 84737
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Barrett
627 Coleman St
Easton, PA 18042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Phillips
P.O. Box 50246
Midland, TX 79710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please stop this train wreck of not fracking gas with its high volume water & chemical usage. States and localities cannot even keep pace with regulations alongside the onslaught of permit applications. They are overwhelmed by age old laws and corporate power. Polluting our water and air should be overcome by all energy efficiency gains alongside solar, thermal, and wind sources. As a citizen, one has to wonder how much the United States government is beholden to corporations & lobbyists versus its citizens. Stop fracking domestically and for export.

Sincerely,

Mary Lowery
1441 Quince Ave
Boulder, CO 80304-1106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard White
103 N Giles Rd
Fayetteville, AR 72704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Ames
550 Norwich Rd.
Plainfield, CT 06374
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn mace
302 E Oxford St
Floyd, VA 24091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry hood
39775 Cheviot Rd
Canton, MI 48188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Oldham
11755 Mid Mountain Rd.
Potter Valley, CA 95469
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marquette Bruce
741 N. Lewis
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gilkyson
1501 Loop 165
Henly, TX 78620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrew Sherk
2545 N 11th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Faenza
2048 West Penn Pike
New Ringgold, PA 17960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tana Patterson
1712 Lewis Ave.
Billings, MT 59102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Mckeel
4874 Hauck St
El Paso, TX 79906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Danowski
5401 E. Sweetwater
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philippine Young
2948 Lincoln Hwy.
Gordonville, Pa, PA 17529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Shaul
2589 Solera Sky Dr
Henderson, NV 89044
To Whom it May Concern:

I don't like fracking, but fracking to export is contrary to the original justification the oil and gas industries used, i.e. national security and energy independence. If we are producing so much fracked fuel that we need to export it, then obviously production needs to be restricted. Too much fracked fuel also means lower short term prices which further deter our broader green energy objectives. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walt Sears
158 Magnolia Ave
Millbrae, CA 94030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kai Presler-Marshall
6004 Meadow Run Court
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katrina Lalowski
3911 La Mesa Ln
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony la forgia
90c Buckingham Dr
Lakewood, NJ 08701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cylan Mygatt
4 Colonial Drive
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Hood
6115 North Davis Hwy Unit 59b
Pensacola, FL 32504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s time to move to renewable energy. We will have to adjust and our lives will dramatically change but we can do it.

Sincerely,

Jill Lindner
1258 Greenville Tpk.
Port Jervis, NY 12771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Powell
154a West Foothill Blvd
Upland, CA 91786
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandi Miller
2894 Horseshoe Lake Rd.
West Branch, MI 48661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Walleman
735 Loyd Rd
Pulaski, TN 38478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Gilmour
727 N Stephenson Hwy
Royal Oak, MI 48067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Syron
8946 Lindenhurst Dr.
Crestwood, MO 63126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Jones
Rr1 Box 34
Peterstown, WV 24963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Angelina
11006 S Hudson Ave
Tulsa, OK 74137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hurley, Jr.
107 N Main St, Po Box 392
East New Market, MD 21631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew McConnell
213 Covey Rd
Burlington, CT 06013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Crites
6132 Beechwood Ave.
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wise
713 Dryden Drive
Baltimore, MD 21229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wells
3321 W Zoo Blvd., Apt 339
Wichita, KS 67203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie Smith
7109 Saint Andrews Ln
Sarasota, FL 34243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert dobbs
15723 Cotting Court
Chesterfield, MO 63017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Menard
479 Glenwood Ave
Smyrna, TN 37167
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Prieve
1741 Valley View Ln.
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Vanderhoof
1650 Cason Lane, #1004
Murfreesboro, TN 37128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Allen
12 Deerfield Road
Candia, NH 03034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ostrosky
2123 Village Road
Effort, PA 18330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meleina Mayhew
2313 Teviot Street
Los Angeles, CA 90039
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Pattillo
14203 Les Palms Cir.
Tampa, FL 33613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Billy Shaw
8251 County Road 310
Cullman, AL 35057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Weinstock
P.O. Box 88338
Houston, TX 77288
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Carrier
3 Garfield Place
Montclair, NJ 07043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Fay
3940 Scott Robinson Blvd. #1044
North Las Vegas, NV 89032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Harvey
1655 Eolus
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Also, stop putting environmental issues on the back burner. One day it will bite all of us in the rear end. You can set goals far off in the future but people like me see through that. What it really means is you don’t take it seriously enough to get it done while it still makes a difference. We aren’t making changes quickly enough. We will suffer the consequences. I ask you to take this seriously!

Sincerely,

Kathryn Wallace
5709 Fincham Ct
Warrenton, VA 20187
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Reichardt
47 Kendal Drive
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Doody
3424 96th St
Lubbock, TX 79423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Courtney Smith
706 N. Bridge St.
Carbondale, IL 62901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Snegosky
6645 Trail Ln
Corcoran, MN 55340
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Dodson
203 Natchez Rd
Richmond, VA 23223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Fabiola Rodriguez
3949 S Hudson
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Pasinski
11216 Sunrise Lane
East Aurora, NY 14052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Babbs
39890 Road J
Mancos, CO 81328
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Hahn
16 Fenmoor St
East Providence, RI 02914
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrea Nasca
128 7th St
Turners Falls, MA 01376
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genna Robinson
104 Montana Ave
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Edain
Box 53
Langley, WA 98260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Drogo
517 Teran Drive
Fallbrook, CA 92028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jude Tyskiewicz
1417 Nw 102nd Circle
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Yeager
1284 Cone Avenue N.E.
Palm Bay, FL 32907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia stretch
935 Bay Walk
Ocean Beach, NY 11770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Fingerhood
106 Dundee Mews
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sauntry
1317 Fletcher Ave
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Skindziel
5112 Seaveiw Way
Everett, WA 98203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Bowser
2056 Mcfarland Rd
Hancock, MD 21750
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Landry
8914 Daytona Ave.
Dallas, TX 75218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Schatz
2435 Topaz Dr
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan eyde
725 E 4th St
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donald Rehman
Os708 East St.
Winfield, IL 60190
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bud Feder
40 Beach St, 1r
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vincent Valente
42 Hickory Street
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Hamilton
14 Keyes Avenue
Great Yarmouth, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colette Rose
11 Saint Marks Ave Apt 3l
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert jondal
625 2nd St
Crescent City, CA 95531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy CONNEEN
1406 S 6th St
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tonantzyn Beltran
22 Belle Ave. #5
San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronika Fimbres
554 Monterey Boulevard #2s
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Hawkins
2208 Armstrong Road
Lansing, MI 48917
To Whom it May Concern:

Do not position the US to become a third-world exporter of natural resources. This will leave our country trashed in order to give wealth to a few multi-national corporations. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and to the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. Please deny permits for all 19 export facilities. Reject all applications to export fracked natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Grundy
10916 Magnolia Dr
Cleveland, OH 44106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Sammartano
4751 Essex Cir
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy hanley
51113 Main Drive/Pob 428
New Buffalo, MI 49117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Fabian
259 West Elm St
New Haven, CT 06515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Styer
1157 W. Moreland Rd.
Wooster, OH 44691
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Dansby
589 Sandstone St
Lakeland, FL 33809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Lloyd
14 Forest Road
Hudson, NH 03051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Victoria Carrington
10150 W 13th Place
Lakewood, CO 80215
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Kain
5 Eldorado Place
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Souza
17033 Jones Ridge Rd.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom McCollum
7421 Frankford Rd. #923
Dallas, TX 75252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Fitzgibbon
315 8th Avenue
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Cohen
15 South Grady Way #627
Renton, WA 98057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE promote new green technologies! Continuing to depend on fossil fuels will simply hasten the breakdown of the world we know due to climate change. The climate is changing faster than even the scientists had predicted. It is a gravely serious problem and must be addressed by drastically reducing our use of fossil fuels. Please act accordingly.

Sincerely,

Jean Andrews
1025 Laurent St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Lenzo
519 E Union St
Hartford, KY 42347
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Yarpcj
200 Demarest R. 811
Vacaville, CA 95687
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Baxter Bell
726 60th St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hays
1542 16th Avenue E
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Emry
683 S Zuni St
Denver, CO 80223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Halstead
409 Joseph St.
Prescott, AZ 86303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James DeMuth
8041 Two Lakes Road
Lake Tomahawk, WI 54539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let us get full and honest reports from the EPA, not influenced by the energy corporations. Then make decisions based on the complete picture.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Rahn
1613 Cheryl St.
Albert Lea, MN 56007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Honalee Harrington
1511 Bellevue Ave
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Jones
4631 Oakdale Drive
Racine, WI 53405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Fegley
2701 Beech Street
Hatfield, DE 19940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George B Hutchinson
1840 Nw Division Street
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Kieselbach
272 University Drive
Torrington, CT 06790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Zeigler
508 Hallum Drive
Denton, TX 76209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Davis
1929 Shelby Ct
Norman, OK 73071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Zainer
W220s6685 Crowbar Dr
Muskego, WI 53150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Barbara Coombs
5143 S. Parfet Way
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kayla Cronin
18 Colonial Way
Plainville, MA 02762
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Mehl
9 Christy Lane
Hyde Park, MA 02136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hamid zavareei
7110 31st Ave. Sw
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis hawkins
14 Beach Drive
Darien, CT 06820
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Peters
315 N. State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Citlalin Xochime
1249 Mesa Ave.
Las Cruces, NM 88001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Krull
14375 Windy Pine Dr.
Elbert, CO 80106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Blumenshine
1549 Javelina Ave.
Mesa, AZ 85202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Zukoff
1403 Court St Apt D
Columbia, MO 65201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Berg
8305 Flagstone Cove
Alexander, AR 72002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Fertitta
6119 Summer Creek Cir
Dallas, TX 75231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niti Goel
4809 Taproot Ln
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandon Pollard
2215 Cornerstone Ln
Arlington, TX 76013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Armens
740 Juniper Drive
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Pielage
3700 Young Ave
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenny Garrabrant
637 Wall St
Long Branch, NJ 07740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Semion Plutser-Sarno
303 99th St, Apt 4h
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derick Stanz
700 Darnell Dr.
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Smith
123 Main Street
Highland Park, NJ 08904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fiona Meeker
1515 Wickersham Ln, Apt 1223
Austin, TX 78741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Shapiro
3612 Sawyers Mill Drive
Apex, NC 27539
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loren Brown
151 New Road
Nassau, NY 12123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Singley
761 Gap Newport Pike Atglen, Pa.
Atglen, PA 19310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Are you seriously considering allowing this toxic polluting process to go forth in order to sell gas to foreign nations?!?!? I cannot even begin to tell you how distressing this is to hear! WHY? Why would you do this to the American people? YOU CANNOT DRINK PROFITS!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sunday Dawne-Marie
6 Boardwalk # 433
Phoenicia, NY 12464
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Maynard
311 Keith St
Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Weinblatt
2684 Kenyonville Rd.
Albion, NY 14411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Sharber
7409 Les Hughes Road
Fairview, TN 37062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Wadsworth
4445 Lubbock Dr.
Simi Valley, CA 93063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wil 561-703-3677
1400 Nw 9th Ave # C19
Boca Raton, FL 33486
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larissa Gula
424 Coolidge Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jennie Schmidt
6113 Overlook Dr.
Mc Farland, WI 53558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Carissimi
330 Horsepound Rd.
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Tomoff
974 Copper Vista Dr
Prescott, AZ 86303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Conlin
158 Walter Ave.
Thornwood, NY 10594
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If this is the only way that we can get the energy that we need, then maybe we're using too much. Hybrid tanks anyone?

Sincerely,

Glenn Rice
1205 Ne 69th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara HUSALUK
9676 Castle Creek Road
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike McDaniel
4088 Dawn Ct.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard kujath
684 W Court
Beatrice, NE 68310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Inge Hartnett
1100 Se 5th Court Apt 31
Pompano Beach, FL 33060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Vidya Sivan
2 Phillips
Boston, MA 02114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Wren
128 Fort Washington Ave Apt A
New York, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Morris
2449 Gee Hill Road
Dryden, NY 13053
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James kanaby
330 1/2 Sacramento St.
Riovista, CA 94571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Nelson
2106 B St.
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Whitehair
29 Westwind Drive
Methuen, MA 01844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Beveridge
1713 Talent Avenue
Talent, OR 97540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Minu Beijan
Po Box 4047
Leesburg, VA 20177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brett Lytner
5305 16th St.
Racine, WI 53406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Lieske
175 West 90th Street Apt. #19d
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We look to your leadership to coax the US into an era of renewable energy and out of the now-bankrupt fossil fuel-based economy. More fracking = more greenhouse gases- and the methane that escapes during the fracking process is 70 times more effective as a greenhouse gas than the CO2 it will eventually create when burned. Just say NO.

Sincerely,

Phil Triolo
148 S. 1200 E.
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Marshall
240 N. 4th Street
Central Point, OR 97502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Sperka
96 Mimosa Inn Lane
Tryon, NC 28782
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Warren
1685 Macarthur Street
Green Bay, WI 54301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Dewitt
2287 India St.
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Randall
117 Genesee Park Blvd
Rochester, NY 14611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kebra Cassells
4155 De Reimer Ave Bronx, Ny
Bronx, NY 10466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Swygert-Smith
5206 Main St
Stephens City, VA 22655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig todd
267 W Funderburg Rd Apt 11
Fairborn, OH 45324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Knipp
4017 Nw Delwood Drive
Blue Springs, MO 64015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Vogelzang
500 Linden Street
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Devlon Clouser
10 Madrid Ct
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monte Bierce
104 Valley Oak Dr.
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Fanelli
320 East 43nd Street
New York, NY 10017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Whigham
715 Lafayette Ave
Colonial Heights, VA 23834
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krystyna Parecki
13384 Umatilla St
Westminster, CO 80234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Ponelle
1014 Alabama St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Smith
47 Tilford C
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Degler
136 Woodside Dr
Lumberton, NJ 08048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquie Duerr
6280 S. Land Park Dr
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Austin McDougal
551 Iris Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jess Lopatynski
2099 Elsinore Rd
Riverside, CA 92506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I don't think fracking is a good idea, in fact I think it is a bad idea. Don't let the industry jump into their latest scheme without considerably more oversight. Don't frack around.

Sincerely,

Paul Mithra
496 S. Evergreen Drive
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dovie hunt
1480 Ebers St
San Diego, CA 92107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Leiden
306 Coleridge Ave
Altoona, PA 16602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Spar
2152 St Anthony Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Richardson
Rr 5 Box 1599
Ava, MO 65608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Carr
Backus Road
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Hauser
1051 Bell Tip Rd
Tyrone, PA 16686
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaclyn Myers Casale
331-B Marin Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Van Aggson
9025 Lemon Ave
"La Mesa, Ca”, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Nesbit
Po Box 219
Rosedale, MS 38769
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant hammersberg
3245 58th St Sw
Naples, FL 34116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmy Bomer
64 Maryton Park Cove
Little Rock, AR 72204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Adams
91-05 102nd St.
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Smith
2224 Pass Rd
Apt 810, MS 39531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Solis
806 S. Herbert Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bethany Ford
Po Box 518
Byron, GA 31008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It cannot be emphasized enough that allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. This is yet another overwhelmingly huge example of putting profits before people and the terrible impact fracking has on the environment. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Peters
508 Portwest Ct
Henrico, VA 23238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Ghent
2305 Winford Ave
Nashville, TN 37211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sam Richardson
604 Delaware St
Minneapolis, MN 55455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Williams
2800 Fairfax Dr.
Tyler, TX 75701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. We all live downstream from hydraulic fracturing in Pennsylvania. The health dangers are only partially recognized. Also, alternative energy sources are the future, not fossil fuels. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Kauffman
815 Mcgrand Blvd.
Lancaster, PA 17601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Suhr
1417 Ridgebrook Way
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie D’Annunzio
11 Broadway
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin John
1323 Coal Ave Se
Albuquerque, NM 87106
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Jones
1817 Colgate Dr.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam sherburne
7505 S.E. Madison
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Igler
805 Bayview Dr
Ruskin, FL 33570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Sherwood
6997 Seman Road
Naples, NY 14512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Just say NO!

Sincerely,

Pamela Wolff
223 West 21st Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Zantopp
5 N. Meadow Dr.
Caledonia, NY 14423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Petroski
11 Conklin Terrace
East Hampton, NY 11937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Libourel
513 Meadowyck Lane
Southampton, NJ 08088
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Schopac
20 Indian Trail
Charlestown, RI 02813
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Horne
8546 Crown Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Athanasen
5333 Baltimore Drive
La Mesa, CA 91942
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Springer
2205 Buffalo Gap
Leander, TX 78641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeanne Dixon
P.O. Box 233
Socorro, NM 87801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Biser
4048 Grier Nursery Rd.
Pylesville, MD 21132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sean Mathis
600 S. 1st Street #117
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hirshberg
Clark Rd
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Rishel
1306 Greenbriar
Denton, TX 76201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please realize that although 'fracking' may seem to be the quickest & easiest way to our countries independence on foreign fossil fuels & energy, it has a devastating impact on local & global health, that may be hard to reverse once set into action! A much bigger viewpoint of our future’s energy that requires focus & monies to be allocated to R&D of clean, efficient, & healthier options is the approach that is needed. Globally, humanity & the Earth body is at a turning point of either continuing to pollute our basic life supporting resources or learning to collaborate healthy solutions for the betterment of the all for now & into the future. Please take right action & refuse to sign off on the fracking permits. As anyone can see from history, it’s often very difficult to ”put the genie back in the bottle”, once harmful actions are initiated, better to do it right the 1st time..... Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenni post
606 Coyote Trail
Sandpoint, ID 83864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Skow
5665 E Beaver Ave
Wasilla, AK 99654
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph French
535 Dorothy Pl
Brick, NJ 08723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Campbell
110 Rock Oak Vista
Shady Spring, WV 25918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Forsythe
13836 Jefferson Park Dr. Apt. 9105
Herndon, VA 20171
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jairo Parra
310 Emerson Drive Nw
Palm Bay, FL 32907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Weiss
3235 Dye Drive
Falls Church, VA 22042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Grace Patterson
473 Snyders Corners Rd
Poestenkill, NY 12140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Richard
614 Putnam St.
Antioch, CA 94509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Katzman
1434 Sycamore Court
Banning, CA 92220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Larrabee
148 Broadway Apt. 208
Rockland, ME 04841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Broyles
6025 Shore Blvd So
Gulfport, FL 33707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nathan snyder
761 Dema
Burleson, TX 76028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Kostakis
6 Plymouth Rd
Bayville, NY 11709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Heyer
334 Florence Ave.
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Stanton
N6903 538th Street
Menomonie, WI 54751
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking can pose serious public health threats, yet there exists no comprehensive review of the public health implications of fracking. Green lighting exportation of fracked gas will subject local communities to relentless pressure to submit themselves to this process, and all the environmental, social, infrastructure, and public health challenges it presents. It will be boom and bust all over again, with a legacy of broken communities and failed health. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Manjak
560 Providence St.
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Bonsi
792 Juanita
Jacksonville, OR 97530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Spring
182 Russell Road
Jackson, TN 38301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meryl Schrantz
21371 Lemontree Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Coreno
266 Race Street
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danton Wiles
267 Boaz Cemetery Rd
Boaz, KY 42027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mully Music
Po Box 1422
Easton, MA 02334
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug sorenson
Street Address
Portland, OR 97266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Samuelson
3005 21st Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Popper
6744 Sabado Tarde
Isla Vista, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura McGuire
3310 Hollyberry Drive
Vista, CA 92084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Soler
17 Wolf Avenue
Malverne, NY 11565
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Stewart
9340 Sw Hill St
Tigard, OR 97223
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesus Vazquez
1970 N. Berendo St.
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erik lang
3700 E Jewell Ave Apt 428
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Alvarado
545 Gibson St.
Cedar Hill, TX 75104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Witt
1175 Haywood Road
Greenville, SC 29615
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Aitchison
1294 Windsong Rd.
Allisonia, VA 24347
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sky Benson
161 Drury Lane
Austin, TX 78737
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Haleem
16213 Debra Dr.
Oak Forest, IL 60452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tess Paigne
12240 Sandy Rock Street
Cerritos, CA 90703
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Murphy
1038 Klotz Rd
Bowling Green, OH 43402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erika Mesa
389 New York Ave
Providence, RI 02905
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Bormann
2201 S. University Parks Dr.
Waco, TX 76706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

PLEASE DON'T DO IT!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ali Cruickshank
Priest River Drive
Round Rock, TX 78681
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent Yamada
36302 Tunbridge Drive
Newark, CA 94560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
David Kwitkowski
5659 N Northwest Hwy
Chicago, IL 60646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jed Maker
5951 Crystal Dr
Beulah, MI 49617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane Collins
222 Clipper Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Dean
3258 Lindahl Rd.
Duluth, MN 55810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sengstock
15091 Ford Rd. 512
Dearborn, MI 48126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Chidester
Hawksbeard Rd.
Freeland, WA 98249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline Hirschland
1228 E. Maxwell Lane
Bloomington, IN 47401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Melin
717 East 40th Avenue
Spokane, WA 99203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Eberle
230 Meadow Beauty Drive
Apex, NC 27539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Nichols
Pob 370
Descanso, CA 91916
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy McCollem
6854 Sweeter Road
Twin Lake, MI 49457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Adams
2523 16th Ave S
Mpls, MN 55404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Sharkey
18788 W Maple Ave
Grayslake, IL 60030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alberta Endres
307 River Street Apt. 20
Black River Falls, WI 54615
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Markley
P.O. Box 31382
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Vail
37 Morgan Street
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Clement  
21862 Raintree Lane  
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Grubbs
3343 Harney Street
Omaha, NE 68131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Schormann
7960 North Fork Rd.
Yakima, WA 98903
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nipam Kapani
3123 Chateau Lane
Rockford, IL 61103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Dowdy
606 Meadow Lane
Vienna, VA 22180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Herman
312 Clark Road
Hershey, PA 17033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Dugan
380 Charles River Rd. #1
Watertown, MA 02472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Pace
9056 Hickory Circle
Tampa, FL 33615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Stanger
1805 14th St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Rush
2670 Thoroughbred Ct. #835
Allison Park, PA 15101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anri Sorel
6774 Ford Rd
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timi Ferrigan
15437 Webster Rd
Bath, MI 48808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Bennett
1930 Flat Shoals Rd
Atlanta, GA 30316
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William McKelvy
8634 Sycamore Trail
Germantown, TN 38139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Moore
1151 East Main St
Meriden, CT 06450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jean-Claude Landau
27 Northgate Ave Apt 8
Daly City, CA 94015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Martinez
190 S Washington #203
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Floyd
845 Ferrelo Pl.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colin Parker
2638 Polk Avenue
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kd Holm
2 Camelot
White Plains, NY 10603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry simon
1030 Kinzua Rd
Warren, PA 16365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Owen Hall
16118 N. 170th Ln.
Surprise, AZ 85388
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Norman
1714 Franklin St., 100-381
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katrina Lore
2353 Fraser Rd.
Marietta, GA 30066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Aren’t we supposed to be trying to reduce our dependence on foreign energy? Why then, are we thinking of exporting some of what we’re able to produce here? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Spitalnik
15 County St
Newport, RI 02840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Durham
105 Se Mast Ave. #92
Lincoln City, OR 97367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Ehounou
6240 Kenyon Court
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Plamen Pencheff
1705 Fairfield Road
Lindenhurst, IL 60046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christel Powell
2406 E Perkins Rd
Urbana, IL 61802
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Schwartzberg
853 W. Fullerton Avenue
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilder Kingsley
234 Warren St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Nericcio
5500 Campanile Drive
San Diego, CA 92182
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Sayegh
3950 Lakeshore Drive
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking also damages natural animal and wildlife habitats and creates much pollution. It’s a no-win enterprise.

Sincerely,

O Lehovich
P.O. Box 176, New London, N.H.
City New London, NH 03257
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Fricano
483 Benedict Ave
Tarrytown, NY 10591
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maartha Pincus
7045 N Belmont Ln
Fox Point, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Lenz
215 N Whitcomb St
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michael dunn
2 Margin St
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kymberly Anderson
832 Marvin St.
Milan, MI 48160
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delphine ouin
264 Berry Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bennett
8116 Redwood Drive
Benbrook, TX 76116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brittany Badger
Po Box 520742
Salt Lake City, UT 84152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tifani Serra-Pemberton
423 Carrillo St
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

SAVE OUR WATER from greed and toxic corruption! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurent Rejto
24 Pond Park Road
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlena Kleit
526 Belgrade Street
Philadelphia, PA 19125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Schlesser
2 King Street 7e
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Ainza
4605 Aire De La Sal
San Clemente, CA 92673
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Charlson
18398 S. Fischers Mill Rd.
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Get out of the Dinosaur Age and let the earth keep the rest of the fossil fuel. Only leads to pollution. Move on to New Energy. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Ball
350 New London Rd
Hamiltopn, OH 45013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole LoPresti
14141 W Crocus Dr
Surprise, AZ 85379
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Haluska
7904 Jester Blvd.
Austin, TX 78750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Cronin
2301 Edenborn Ave
Metairie, LA 70001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why should we endanger OUR environment in order to supply countries other than our own?

Sincerely,

Jim Barg
220 Millbrook Road
Hardwick, NJ 07825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Reegen
230 Rock Creek Lane
Scarsdale, NY 10583
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Allison Chambers
2707 Se 168th Ave.
Portland, OR 97236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin Gonzalez
104-19 118th Street
South Richmond Hill, NY 11419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nan Faile
644 Rebecca Drive
Leesville, SC 29070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Diggs
701 King Farm Blvd # 119
Rockville, MD 20850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Nading
1834 E. Glenwood Lane
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Bick
3926 29th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julie McNees
1727 Pacific Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Marx
112 Lockerbie Pl
Port Angeles, WA 98362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas and help to protect our environment from these fatal toxins.

Sincerely,

Delilah Nichols
P.O. Box 2555
Alamogordo, NM 88311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annalee Fennell
317 N Spruce, #310
Gunnison, CO 81230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Gustafson
915 Shorepoint Court
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Melendez
6693 Corte Maria
Carlsbad, CA 92009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Timms
1920 33rd Street
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Wendelbo
Durham, Nc
Durham, NC 27707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Becker
3550 Market Street Unit #306
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Melton
3209 Brookmeade
Deer Park, TX 77536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Donnelly
241 Stirrup Drive
Freehold, NJ 07728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bishop
2050 Rodney Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erin Hannan
2609 E 4th St
Austin, TX 78702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hassan
20beach Avenue
Manahawkin, NJ 08050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Medeiros
21024 77th Place W. #17
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Baxter
19313 80th Ave W
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Schroeder
2560 Blake St
Denver, CO 80205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Borske
1029 1st St. Nw
Mason City, IA 50401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Katan
11 Blossom Lane
Chester, NY 10918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virlene Arnold
20418 Murphy Rd
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skyler Adamson  
1036 New York St  
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Carlton
234 Edgewood Ave.
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Markwood
8306 Stay Sial Drive
Windsor, CO 80528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Allen
15 Roland Ct
Winooski, VT 05404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Kendall
605 Dreshertown Rd.
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesus Gonzalez
4313 N 6th St
Fresno, CA 93726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There are increasing reports of toxins appearing in water systems of areas that have been fracked. Please do not allow gas exports!

Sincerely,

Diane Bilderback
3830 Beach Loop Dr Sw
Bandon, OR 97411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Odul Celep
Suny-Binghamton
Binghamton, NY 13902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Levens
3604 S Cty Rd K
South Range, WI 54874
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Leonard
960 Eldorado Lane
Louisville Co, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veer Frost
Po Box 93
Passumpsic, VT 05861
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Bingham
23 Dave Lane
Centereach, NY 11720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Caggiano
366 Deer Rd
Ronnkonkoma, NY 11779
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Lo Giudice
24 Mill Drive.
Mastic Beach, NY 11951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corrine Kirsch
1322 N Detroit St Unit 6
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, please. Additionally, no one is thinking about earthquakes which are another side effect of this process. Who will pay for rebuilding if an earthquake causes damage to New York City's fragile infrastructure. This area has been identified as an area threatened by potential seismic activity. Will the big gas companies foot the bill should hydro fracking lead to significant damage. Great Britain banned hydro fracking for this very reason. People who educate themselves about this process oppose it. Please take the time to look at ALL the facts. It is clear we are trying to rush these permits through for the sake of money. Look at the big picture and the future. You can’t put a price on a clean environment and all the money in the world won’t replace our water supply once it is destroyed.

Sincerely,

Gloria Wiley
2345 Amber Road
Marietta, NY 13110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen McLaughlin
321 N. Grape St.
Medford, OR 97501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donovan Bosold
202 N. 5th St.
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clarence Hoover
110 Bougher Hill Rd
Easton, PA 18042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert dubois
12303 Rutgers Park Court
Houston, TX 77058
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Dickey
54 Woodrow Pkwy
Babylon, NY 11704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Aker
1019 Frost Lane
Deltona, FL 32725
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isam Ballenger
5745 Elizabethan Circle
New Market, MD 21774
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rene Andersen
2617 Los Feliz Way
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Thomad Faulk
118 West St. #327
Reno, NV 89501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Lewis
3731 Brentwood Dr.
Flint, MI 48503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raul Mora
659 Allison St.
Lakewood, CO 80214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Walts
37 Lloyd Johnson Lane
Beech Creek, KY 42321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Ressler
1284 Aintree Ct
Maineville, OH 45039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam DeWitt
1556 Pico
Clovis, CA 93611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Kelly
465 W23rd St.
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Dyer
63 Stetson Rd
Hartford, ME 04220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Calicchio
501 N Clinton
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Courtney Farrell
13737 Lisa Lane
Sedalia, CO 80135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s also time to switch our financial subsidies FROM fossil fuel TO renewable energy!

Sincerely,

Linda Lotus
17310 97th Pl Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Burton Greenberg
91 Watch Hill Road
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marco Ortiz
4244 Se Northridge Drive
Portland, OR 97222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Stolz
1509 Anna Maire Circle
Ambler, PA 19002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Whitham
1127 E Lee St # 2
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Fullam
5912 Haddington Drive
Charlotte, SC 29215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Sproul
24530 Simmons Dr.
Novi, MI 48374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Liz Hurst
7754 Union Camp Rd.
Lafayette, TN 37083
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Dear Mr. President; LNGs plans to expand touch me and my community personally. Hammond would fall in an outer circle of destruction in the event of a tragic mishap- tsunami, earth movement, or malfunction. It will impact our wonderful salmon industry since plans show it being established on dredge fill in what has become a healthy estuary for juvenile salmon. The impact of government support for tracking will be disastrous for our world climate.

Sincerely,

Patricia North
P. O. Bpx 267
Hammond, OR 97121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Patnesky
417 Georgetown Rd.
Lawrence, PA 15055
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please speak with some of the communities that are already feeling the side effects of this industry. Fracking leaves behind uncontrollable pollution. This pollution adds to the already poisoned air. It has negative effects on every living being. These companies can not control the messes they create and eventually the tax payers pay as we always do. But before that happens our planet and its inhabitants suffer. The irresponsibile actions of these companies need to be laid on the table and carefully examined. I do not believe the BS these companies spew because their bottom line is making money no matter what the outcome is.

Sincerely,

Joan estes
24530 Lakeview Dr
Canyon, TX 79015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Travis Howard
2208 Greenough Court W
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert comisso
117 Cunningham Dr.
Steubenville, OH 43952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Georgiev
5635 Guincho Ct.
San Diego, CA 92124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gold
3790 El Camino Real
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Lewenberg
7 Bishops Forest Drive
Waltham, MA 02452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Brand
27-10 21st Avenue
Astoria, NY 11105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are ruining our planet to get fuel. We need to be doing more wind and solar so we don't destroy our planet. Edna Henderson

Amarillo, Texas

Sincerely,

Edna Henderson

4425 E 28th Street
Amarillo, TX 79103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary O’Toole-Mahoney
8 Baker Ave
Auburn, NY 13021
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Felton
375 Central Ave
Riverside, CA 92507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Crowley
82119 Bennett Rd
Willow River, MN 55795
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hadley
615 S Mcdonough St
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Simurdiak
912 Ethel Ave
Green Bay, WI 54303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Foley
9231 Nw 75th Ave.
Chiefland, FL 32626
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Victor Kaplan
3924 Burnley Dr
Plano, TX 75025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marissa Arias
Lone Eagle Drive
Orlando, FL 32837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Dickey
16328 River Rd
Leavenworth, WA 98826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilmarinen Vogel
10 Cassandra’S Path
Edgartown,, MA 02539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa Castagna
381 Marin Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Green
18914 Us Highway 58
Castlewood, VA 24224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ana Wolff-Ibarra
7118 Spring Terrace
San Antonio, TX 78249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Gilger
204 N. Market, Apartment B
Minerva, OH 44657
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Piers Strailey  
2217 Laporte Road  
Quincy, CA 95971
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Sowerwine
999 Olive St
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil D. Thompson
203 Quince Street Apt. 1
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Streib
6550 Lilac St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking pollutes water, air and communities. Even worse, burning fracked fossil fuels contributes to our climate challenge. We need to leave dirty conventional fuels in the ground, period....and put all of our efforts into developing clean fuel supplies. We have the technology, let's find the political will and the economic incentives. NO FRACKING. NO EXPORT OF FRACKED GAS.

Sincerely,

Tamar Ellentuck
1325 N Silver Tree Trail
Crestone, CO 81131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcus devito
224 Maynard
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Friedman
2040 E. Versailles Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dominique Mason
4426 212th St. Sw Apt. L10
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myroon Halpern
8 Admiral Dr. # 344
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Epling
3722 Nw 16th Blvd
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Lewis
24574 Sunshine Dr
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin O’Carroll
120 Sisquisic Trail
Yarmouth, ME 04096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Brodherson
50 Park Terrace East 8b
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicky Foster
885 Ski Road-Po Box 83
Allenspark, CO 80510
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should not even be allowing fracking in this country. There are no EPA guidelines about fracking. We can’t export this filthy fossil fuel to countries, who like ours have no way to regulate it or protect our citizens and the world.

Sincerely,
Sally Phelps
P.O. Box 1020
El Prado, NM 87529
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Snarda Moore
120 Warwick Hills
Williamsburg, VA 23188
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Mastri  
87 Jones St  
West Haven, CT 06516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Solomon
Po Box 1183
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliza Rowe
2551 Washington Av
Oceanside, NY 11572
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russ Warren
472 Yaphank Middle Island Road
Yaphank, NY 11980
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Van Alstine
448 Mango Circle
St Augustine, FL 32095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marilyn Bidrawn
416 Maple Grove Blvd
Lumberton, NJ 08048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Bachelder
95405 Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Ragucci
16 Morris Ct
Rye, NY 10580
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Haven’t we learned enough about the damaging consequences of strip mining, for just one example, to realize that exporting natural gas and the increase of fracking is not only short-sighted, it is mean-spirited. The people who make money from this kind of endeavor don’t usually experience the direct consequences of their decision. Lots of other people do, not to mention the planet herself.

Sincerely,

Phebe Barth
29072 Woodburn Hill Rd, Mechanicsville, Md
Mechanicsville, MD 20659
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Norberg
258 Vuelta Roble
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie McGuinness
1242 Logan St
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Williams
35 Holly Glen Lane
Cape May Court House, NJ 08210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Goodyear
1003 Hartmont Rd.
Catonsville, MD 21228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jack Dalrymple
253 High St
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeremy Ladd
1138 Garrett Street
Rainsville, AL 35986
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t be a corporatist

Sincerely,

Adam McKay
111 Glenora Drive
Rochester, NY 14615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Aufochs
205 Park Place
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Derek Dozier
421 North Lexington Drive
Folsom, CA 95630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Moyston
557 West Kemper Road
Cincinnati, OH 45246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Smith
4504 22nd St. Sw
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benoit Poulain
6822 Cr 3223
Lone Oak, TX 75453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let’s not threaten our children’s future with this added environmental issue that remains from fracking–put more money and energy into sustainable energy. Our children and our environment deserve it. Thank you for your comments in your speech on renewable energy–please take the action now that is needed.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hoffman
3403 E 8th St
Anderson, IN 46012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn wiley
47 Washington Mt. Rd.
Washington, MA 01223
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s time for the President and the Congress to give up the corporate shadow government and the dirty campaign money that keeps them both in office. Ordinary Americans are fed up with it.

Sincerely,

Robert Rice
189 South Buckhout Street
Irvington, NY 10533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meelika Molder
Newburg Rd
Newburg, PA 17240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winter Faulk
1661 Peninsula Dr
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blair Preston
10360 W Grand Ave
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandon Young
990 Mckendree Park Ln
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Deets
1071 Poplar Valley Road East
Stroudsburg, PA 18360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leonardo Herrera
1234 W Califnor
Earth, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Magrath
1
Pomona, CA 91767
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Barron
8902 Charlottes Mountain Road
Rougemont, NC 27572
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Will Moore
4090 Stock Road
Monroe, GA 30656
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Todd
5 Marcia Way #126
Roseville, CA 95747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Moore
104 Treehill Lp
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. It would also drive up the price of gas domestically and thus make even more-harmful coal-burning plants more competitive. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Savage
407 Carolina St. Apt. 1
Charleston, WV 25311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Russell
446 Levy Rd.
Paris, KY 40361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Valente Torrez
8116 Yorktown
Los Angeles, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Mann
1008 Sawmill Road
Brick, NJ 08724
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lipinski
250 Elm St Apt 10
San Mateo, CA 94401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Ray
13 Sellers Avenue
Lexington, VA 24450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Acha
1205 Louise Dr. Se
Jacksonville, AL 36265
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Meisel
2459 S. Dahlia Lane
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Hunt
1152 Turrill Road
Lapeer, MI 48446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Troy Bartlett
9220 Twelvestones Dr
Roswell, GA 30076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Goad
211 Summit Ave E #118s
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathon Gorlinsky
2473 23rd St.
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Keslinke
1018 Hickory Ln
Darien, IL 60561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam King
18 Turnpike Road
Turners Falls, MA 01376
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Benoit
1604 Sw 14th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Meeks
1220 Mystic Dr
Loganville, GA 30052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Velma Mondahl
2202 S Jefferson Ave
Mason City, IA 50401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Ingersoll
12361 Cty Rd 91
Lillian, AL 36549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Johann Karkheck
1323 63rd St
Sacramento, CA 95819
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Leach
10056 Lone Pine Lane
Myrtle Point, OR 97458
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard houghtaling
2643 Queets Ave
Hoquiam, WA 98550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Little
135 Oak Knoll Way
Roswell, GA 30075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Vaughan
208 E 65th Street
Savannah, GA 31405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graham fullk
6855 Morro Road
Atascadero, CA 93422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Crum
696 Linda Mar Blvd
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blake Burroughs
9105 Buchanan
Ames, IA 50013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kahn
902 Gill Street
Chittenango, NY 13037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Bowman
6650 Lyons Road
Garland, TX 75043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felicia Santini
7125w East North Dr.
Hurley, WI 54534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Ballard
5006-A Tower Rd
Greensboro, NC 27410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manuel Olivares
7100 La Tijera Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dustin Smedley
6347 E Flora St
Kankakee, IL 60901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Devin Totherow
104 Willow Street
Clover, SC 29710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry GALES
15838 34 Ave Ne
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Barker
1013 E. State St. #1
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James cook
5711 Bonnie Drive
Durham, NC 27712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Stack
804 W Main St
Sublette, IL 61367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rohan Darksbane
1501 Brakefield Dairy Road Lot 3
Jasper, AL 35503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Myers
2301 S. Mopac Expy.
Austin, TX 78746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Hummer
450 Morse St
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam stefanacci
190 S College Street
Akron, OH 44325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Stewart
9119 Ebaugh Lane
Mechanicsville, VA 23116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johan Domeij
FlintvGen 9a
Ume, CA 90740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Curtis
2325 Kiser
Middleville, MI 49333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Greer
22450 Adobe Road
Red Bluff, CA 96080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K Ginsberg
1216 Hoffman Rd
Ambler, PA 19002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Stockton
1345 Mountain Ash Way
Gardnerville, NV 89410

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P goulas
1705 Brady Lake Rd
Kent, OH 44240
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Daniel
705 W. 5th St
Corbin, KY 40701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Traven Michaels
3030 Beckon Rd.
Harbor Springs, MI 49740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Gibson
122 Midland Ave.
Montclair, NJ 07042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lin
1700 Mission St #20
S Pasadena, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Bierling
Zenith Ct
Saint Louis, MO 63123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Durham
Rt 97, Box 667
Mullens, WV 25882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jordin gilmour
917 Lovering Ave
Wilmington, DE 19806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Danner
3800 Cattail Marsh Ct.
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chab jagarnauth
903 Ne 199th Street
Miami, FL 33179
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison McCoin
549 Kellogg
Plymouth, MI 48170
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Lushchyk
782 Newbury Ct
Southampton, PA 18966
Let's get real. World culture is about to go through major shifts that will dramatically alter the economic landscape. The first is the dramatic reduction in the cost of solar energy collection devices. They will soon provide cheaper energy than coal. That means that all electrical energy from coal and natural gas will become obsolete, except for minimal natural gas at night. The second is the stark reality of global heating, mainly caused by human activity. So burning less carbon fuels is an imperative, along with halting pollution from the mining and processing of such fuels. Fracking, then, is actually unnecessary and counterproductive. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Channing Hillway
2418 Hopi Lane
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan McInnis
39555 Se Park St., #213
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ackerman
530 41st St Apt 6
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Perry
3625 Kemp Drive
Knightdale, NC 27545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Dicke
3564 Willis Creek Road
Winston, OR 97496
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Roncskevitz
1985 Cedarmont Dr.
Franklin, TN 37067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kline
425 Penn Ct. #5
North Liberty, IA 52317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pete Kieffer
2022 Maynard Ave.
Waterloo, IA 50701
FR: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Thomas
401 E Magnesium Road Apt. # 3
Spokane, WA 99208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adrian Cordero
22991 N. Stuart Place Rd
Harlingen, TX 78552
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Biel
3709 W 82nd Place
Chicago, IL 60652
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Cornell
80 Mallory Rd
Chemung, NY 14825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Alexander
11214 Lowell Ave
Overland Park, KS 66210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Dupree
60 Huckleberry Hill Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Labore
1897 Feronia Ave
St. Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Bowser
3708 Cactus Wheel Ct.
Las Vegas, NV 89129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Mosher
4316 Clemson Cir
Eagan, MN 55122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kim Ferlazzo
17171 Roscoe Blvd
Northridge, CA 91325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ramon Reyes
823 Nordale Ave
Dayton, OH 45420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Thompson
123 11th Ave Se
Rochester, MN 55904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krystyna Grzelak
3440 79 St. 6d
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Stipe
14722 Wheatfield Ln.
Carmel, IN 46032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Griffin
22 Essex Road
Chatham, NJ 07928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C. sabathne
12367 Whispering Winds Drive
Roscoe, IL 61073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kristin Van Wave
2211 W Hickory
Denton, TX 76201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin McCabe
9797 Good Luck Rd Apt 4
Seabrook, MD 20706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian edwards
66 Poplar Street
Bridgeport, CT 06605

CREDO Action 7917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Swisher
Rd.
Knoxville, TN 37922
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Csere
268 Middletown Rd
Colchester, CT 06415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Standfast
8056 31 Ave. N.
St Petersburg, FL 33710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Iannantuoni
1901 W. Huron St. #2
Chicago, IL 60622
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Robertson
3105 30th Ave Se
Puyallup, WA 98374
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Bezecny
3500 Rooney Place
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rye Matthews
2224 General Taylor St
New Orleans, LA 70115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rishi Freejoy
111 Marquette Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Jorgen
Hc-64, Box 2802
Moab, UT 84532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Littlefield
7224 Se Knight St.
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Chapman
12 Minden Ave.
Binghamton, NY 13905
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Hamilton
6031 Old Fredericksburg Rd
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If Labor may not cross national boundaries then Capital ought not be allowed to either.

Sincerely,

Jim Williams
362 Fulton St.
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Slate
34 Westmere Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06853
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Pena
92 Ogden Ave
Warwick, RI 02889
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Simonsen
13 Ramsgate Way
Vallejo, CA 94591
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Anderson
648 W 13th St
Silver City, NM 88061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Johnson
6246 Dello Street
Durham, NC 27712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jovan Malik
1500 N Hwy 14
Mexia, TX 76667
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kirkeide
950 146th Ln Nw
Andover, MN 55304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cullen Kappel
1842 Valley Lane
Lake Orion, MI 48360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry lorence
3242 Nw 19th St
Cape Coral, FL 33993
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas shatterly jr.
131 Loyola Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Grall
Po Box 1566
Pahoa, HI 96778
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Jackson
21520 Avon Ln
Southfield, MI 48075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shane King
1962 Preuss Road
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Colletto
Po Box 1342
Somerset, NJ 08875
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Rivas
707 Q Street
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Goldman
Po Box 982
Portland, ME 04104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R M Moreno
18 Sioux Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Nuwer
947 Amboy Ave
Edison, NJ 08837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Obermiller

1660e 2550n
Layton, UT 84040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Gobeo
20 Roberts St St/Apt 3
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myron Khatheer
84 Inverkip Ave
Ottawa, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Smith
1822 Leedum Lane
Quakertown, PA 18951
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lynn Grant
7750 Twin Eagle Lane
Fort Myers, FL 33912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Szwajkos
843 N. Orange Drive #3
Los Angeles, CA 90038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Robbins
Po Box 1002
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Surgeon
6 Angela Ct
Savoy, IL 61874
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Bedirian
505 Se Jackson St.
Pullman, WA 99163
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jagat Sheth
10158 Springwood Dr
Saint Louis, MO 63124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Astrauskas
9015 South 10th Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Lowe
8396 Vincent Rd
Croswell, MI 48422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Companies claim that it is safe when done properly—but we all know quite well that oil companies will not be doing fracking properly, because it decreases profit, and because fines are so small. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anie Thompson

—

Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nichole Larson
10740 Poppitz Ln
Chaska, MN 55318
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Baloga
14930 Moorpark
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doreen Leary
428 S 4th Ave
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Upham  
P.O. Box 1016  
Tum Tum, WA 99034
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Maloney
1721 W Barry Ave
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miranda Hall
2885 Havasupai Ave
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Rutland
229 New Mexico Dr
Portales, NM 88130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sun Gatto
600 Arrowhead Pass
Wimberley, TX 78676
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Erickson
5648, Road 1070
Wolf Point, MT 59201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Loseke
3904 Witherby St.
San Diego, TN 37919
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Swanson
9043 East Shorewood Dr
Mercer Island, WA 98040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K cranney
212 Jay St
Albany, NY 12210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Kaller
2521 Mahala Lane
Chattanooga, TN 37421

CREDO Action 7974
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J G
3144 29th Street
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Travers
202 Hurley Dr
Hackettstown, NJ 07840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vinsen Alessandro
721 E Court Ave
Winterset, IA 50273
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Alderman
3003 Lake Ellen Lane
Tampa, FL 33618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Tomkinson
1527 Lehigh Sta. Rd.
Henrietta, NY 14467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Murray
172 Forest Street
Saugus, MA 01906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Farideh Razavi
Yerton Ct
Charlotte, NC 28213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabe Herbert
Po Box 30691
Seattle, WA 98113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Stevens
53 Butler Street
Kingston, PA 18704
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fisher  
801 Heights Drive  
Fort Worth, TX 76112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Galer
720 Hendren St.
Phila., PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Montoya
2845 Altura Ave.
La Crescenta, CA 91214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Euclide
3106 Adams St
Two Rivers, WI 54241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Bright
8530 White Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Raps
5526 Brubaker Road
Eaton, OH 45320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Cespedes
439 Sherwood Dr Apt 207
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jay Pretula
Vancouver
Vancouver, WA 98660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Pedraza
658 N. Angus Loop
Palmer, AK 99645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Threlkeld
60002 Cascadel Dr. S.
North Fork, CA 93643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Shubitz
4 Windermere Ct
Livingston, NJ 07039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Krista Boyce-Goulette
118 Barre St Apt 2
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Sunada
4709 Chippendale Dr.
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myron Koziol
830 Hartman Ave
Temple, PA 19560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Anthony
Po Box 857
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J, Martin
111 West Monroe Street
Chicago, IL 60603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard E Cooley
10343 Oso Grande Rd. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Can we really be thinking of putting American families and their children at risk in order to make money exporting gas to other countries? Allowing other countries and the gas industry to benefit from poisoning our country and people is now the way to help get the USA out of debt?

Sincerely,

George Powell
448 Universe Dr
Martinsburg, WV 25404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jill Kon
46 Ocean View Drive
Wakefield, RI 02879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garry Francell
1504 Halekoa Dr
Honolulu, HI 96821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Balant-Campbell
159 Whangtown Rd
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ben Simpson
310 Lindale Ave.
Ashland, OH 44805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. The priority should be to end fracking’s exemptions from the Clean Water Act, the Superfund Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act, and federal right-to-know laws that would otherwise require reports under the EPA Toxics Release Inventory. Until then, all applications to export fracked gas should be rejected.

Sincerely,

Susan Campbell
9401 E. Fowler Ave
Thonotosassa, FL 33592
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Miles
8321 Lake Ave 504
Cleveland, OH 44102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dick Stailey
225 Country Club Dr. A211
Largo, FL 33771
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda ihle
269 Burns Road
York, SC 29745
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gail Miller
10780 Telegraph Road
Medina, NY 14103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia MacCracken
643 Kendale Lane
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jordan
184 Cragmont Road
Black Mountain, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geralyn Leccese
685 Albin Ave
West Babylon, NY 11704
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Bacino
629 Simpson Avenue
Ocean City, NJ 08226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Vevera
5000 Se 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Boden
3870 Bell Rd
Seville, OH 44273
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Kiva
1245 N. Michillinda Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Kuch
302 Baker Drive
Lincoln University, PA 19352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Zadroga
75 Front St
Middletown, CT 06457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Kuryla
14 Cedar Lane
Cornwall, NY 12518
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Castillo
19507 Chimney Creek Rd.
Helotes, TX 78023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Huether
2358 Monica Place
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Hector Salazar
14502 Roundstone Ln
Houston, TX 77015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Rehberg
10315 S.E. 16th St.
Bellevue, WA 98004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Injecting toxic chemicals into our groundwater is absolutely irresponsible. Nothing should be injected that is not safe for people. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Amos
65a Laurel Hill Road
Hollis, NH 03049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Imhoff
5135 Commercial Avenue
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gregory Coughlin
1050 Putnam Ave #2r
Brooklyn, NY 11221
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Wilson
626 W 9th
Ada, OK 74820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allie Gonino
3601 W. Verdugo Ave. #1-101
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Abigail Merrill
850 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Robb
1006 Lincoln Heights Ave.
Ephrata, PA 17522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smullin
955 S 9275 E
Huntsville, UT 84317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Singer
231 East 10th Street
New York City, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nate Tepper
2368 Yakima Ave #415
Tacoma, WA 98405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliza Peralta
1025 Floridase
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Maserick
6121 Hocker Dr.
Harrisburg, PA 17111
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Near  
3601 Benson Ave. N.  
St. Pete, FL 33713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Stalcup-Finch
47 Sparrow Dr
Hamilton, NJ 08690
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Rice
301 White Marble Way
Ball Ground, GA 30107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Pate
67217 Kaliuna Street
Waialua, HI 96791
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Camille Fasanella
919 South Main Street
Manville, NJ 08835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Stockslager
111 1 St.
Rogue River, OR 97537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Neher
1535 Stanley Drive
Erie, CO 80516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Roberson
1612 Horselake Rd.
Wenatchee, WA 98801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Donovan
546 College St. #4
Jasper, TX 75951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry Hall
2003 Vichy Rd
Rolla, MO 65401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margo Brent
2884 Pleasant Grove Rd
Westmoreland, TN 37186
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Recchi
6202 Watchtower Rd Ne
Tacoma, WA 98422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Raquel Martinez
200 Wayne Ave
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Thoma
326 Spirea Dr.
Dayton, OH 45419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bryan Brasher
1924 Verna Ln.
Boise, ID 83706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Roger Hoover
12067 Guerin St #202
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hilary Seeley
1936 Channing Way
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Frank
3174 Clearview Way
Blasdell, NY 14219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Stergos
3849 Secretariat Dr.
Florissant, MO 63034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elise Moody-Roberts
Box 4118 Middlebury College
Middlebury, ME 04107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emilianne Slaydon
3721 9th Street Nw
Washington, DC 20010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Stears
311 Parkhill Dr
Billings, MT 59101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Cole
8195 Rich Rd.
Mayville, MI 48744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. When will this destruction of our planet stop? How much more of our children’s future must we destroy before we learn our lessons?

Sincerely,

Julie Luton
1516 Timber Edge Drive
Mckinney, TX 75070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Raby
1919 Manhattan Ave Apt 4
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Steele
998 N Slope Along Way
Cochise, AZ 85606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet De Lu
38 Thorrington Road
Christchurch, New Zealand, VI 00822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Denise Taylor
2 Belmont Circle
Trenton, NJ 08618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Ostroy
527 Soft Shadow Lane
Debary, FL 32713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence DANASTORG
1125 Dr Martin L King Jr Blvd 4f
Bronx, NY 10452
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrei Rozen
1066 47th Ave., #3
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ramirez
118 N. Annin Ave
Fullerton, CA 92831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Brusin
73 Edison St
Quincy, MA 02169
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lydia Jennings
30 Camino Sudeste
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Fesler
8445 S Las Vegas Blvd
Las Vegas, NV 89123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Nonemaker
1246 W 30th St
Los Angeles, CA 90007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela dumond
601 Water Witch Way
San Jose, CA 95117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sean Giroux
5711 Sagewood Dr
Murray, UT 84107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Theo Peters
365 Boston Post Road
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste machristie makin
7239 Souder St
Philadelphia, PA 19149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Krasinski
Don’T Want To Provide This
Yonkers, NY 10707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas that don’t completely address all concerns about aquifer pollution affecting millions of US citizens.

Sincerely,

Richard Carpenter
107 Wiltshire Ct West
Sterling, VA 20165
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue And Larry Frahm
831 Grape Street
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harris Tinkleman
109 Krewson Ln
Cheltenham, PA 19012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Any money received by the sale of this gas will not be enough to pay for the damage done to the (limited) water supply. Please deny these applications. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Alexander
17 Springwish Lane
Flint Hill, VA 22627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Hagerty
2008 Saint Anne Dr.
Allen, TX 75013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Johnson
33439 71 Street
Jackson Hts., NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Josie Hopes
2106 Beacon Light Ln
Fresno, TX 77545
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rivet
4340 Cimarron Ct Nw
Rochester, MN 55901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Yadira Mota-Rosado
1520 West 9th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas!

Sincerely,

Jamon Hill
42 W Campbell Ave
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Debra Brandis
13470 N Hwy 89
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy Wahl
23 Ladue Terrace
St. Louis, MO 63124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quintana Welles
227 Anza
T, CA 90505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Whippo
1879 M St. #14
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael langlais  
62 Roberts St. Apt. 404  
West Warwick, RI 02893
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krista Miller
3236 N Sacramento Ave
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lindsay Compton
63 Osprey Circle
Westbrook, CT 06498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Perry
15970 Hwy. 271
Tyler, TX 75708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marie Stone
131 Liberty St
Hackettstown, NJ 07840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felix Gallo
345 Rosebrook Dr
Pittsburg, CA 94565
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Heyman
70 Arnold Ave
Cranston, RI 02905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mecca Williams
285 Classon Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11205
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennell Parr
14675 Orchard Lane
Guerneville, CA 95446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Lesley
11054 Tamberly Lane
Tujunga, CA 91042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Maughan
5836 Buffalo Mt Rd Sw
Meadows Of Dan, VA 24120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Wichmann
16424 660th Ave, Po Box 385
Conger, MN 56020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Freya Colonello
1310 Sigel Street
Pgh, PA 15212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Christine Duffy
6506 Fleming St
Everett, WA 98203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Coleman
1882 S Hwy 61
Lake City, MN 55041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Busch
"1332 Sheridan Ave., Apt. 2"
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mattison
505 N Figueroa
Los Angeles, CA 90012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Grant
2925 Ellis St
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cole Thompson
20340 Nashua Road
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Goldsand
3707 Lakeview Drive
Winnebago, IL 61088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Courtney Kalapinski
2425 Indiancup Dr.
Florissant, MO 63033
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mar Massar
2164 Genova Drive
Oviedo, FL 32765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melodee Corne
761 Christian Creek Road
Swannanoa, NC 28778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa Fuller
6554 28th St N
Arlington, VA 22213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quinn Sullivan
4004 Se 28th Pl
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernice Fishstein
7234 Avenue M
Brooklyn, NY 11234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jon love
1009 Kiska St., Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rae Madigan
1995 Ball Hollow Rd
Pulaski, TN 38478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ash
205 W Post Rd Apt En
White Plains, NY 10606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Carpenter
331 Cherry Hill Dr.
Ellisville, MO 63011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita Finn
9530 Main Street
Remsen, NY 13438
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Bogacki
1316 Wessex Place
Princeton, NJ 08540
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Payne
3213anderson Rd
Orlando, FL 32806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Easterbrook
126 Va Pelt Place
Little Falls, NJ 07424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Collins
212 Elm Lane
Little Elm, TX 75068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Teague
12652 Se 160th St
Renton, WA 98058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Rodriguez
P. O. Box 14565
Scottsdale, AZ 85267
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Riley Vittitoe
1379 Union St Apt 2
Schenectady, NY 12308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Stephens
1057 Regent Park Dr
Birmingham, AL 35242
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Hoyle
785 Niagara St.
Carol Stream, IL 60188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gil Graham
40 D Lake
Winchester, MA 01890
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Campbell
1528 S. Robb Ct
Lakewood, CO 80232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kadie Winckelmann
83 Bowers Street
Jersey City, NJ 07307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald FINKELSTEIN
4160 Towhee Dr
Calabasas, CA 91302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pennyrae Radosevic
2610 Park Ave. #804
Cincinnati, OH 45206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Will Knapp
140 S. Buena Vista St
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roscoe Jackson
20 Silvercrest Cv
Jackson, TN 38305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Exporting will also hurt American customers by driving up prices. We get higher energy bills and more cancer etc., so that the fossil fuel industry can get even richer while they destroy the planet. Absolutely not. You are public servants, you are supposed to be protecting the public interest. WHERE ARE YOU??

Sincerely,

Susan Clelland
37 Bellwood Ave
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Frank Toner
88-19 Billings St
Bellerose Manor, NY 11427
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Belle Miller
6811 Cannonleague Dr
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joshua Lee
16102 State Hwy 285
Conneaut Lake, PA 16316
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kahan
3601 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am very supportive of clean energy, solar and wind power. I have a drilled well in my backyard in New York State and do NOT want to have it fracked for health and safety reasons.

Sincerely,

Linda Finch
83 East Sullivanville Rd.
Horseheads, Ny 14845, NY 14845
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rich Clark
335 W 23rd Street
Houston, TX 77008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Monahan
145 Thorne
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Sands
71 Ridge Dr.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Vaz
1134 Cielita Linda Dr.
Vista, CA 92083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Dibartolomeo
1203mercury Court
Forked River, NJ 08731
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In your Inaugural address today, you mentioned that we would address climate change. Hopefully more fracking is not your intent. Please stand up to the big business lobbies. We as a people will have to figure out something to do for energy, and there are several back up plans waiting to take off. But Earth is our endangered home, and if we don't change our ways now, there is no "back-up" planet.

Sincerely,

Gail Southern
21146 Railroad Ave
Freeland, MD 21053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Anderson
Msc03 2170, University Of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sarita Nissani
5205 Se Tolman St#3
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Pons
P.O. Box 451073
Kissimmee, FL 34745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Savage
Brewer Ave
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sven thesen
314 Stanford Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Watt
1990 Mcculloch Blvd.D150
Lake Hqvasu City, AZ 86403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Harris
1987 Stratford Court
Raleigh, NC 27604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Black
1580 Monterey
Seal Beach, CA 90740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Adreon
Po Box 1064
Santa Fe, TN 38482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinda Gray
4414 S Van Gordon Way
Morrison, CO 80465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Seymour
600 Partridge St.
Elmira, NY 14904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnold Nager
79 Cliff Street
Hastings On Hudson, NY 10706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emanuel Schnall
1668 Forestdale Dr.
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debra Cosentino
13721 Fern Trail Dr
N Ft Myers, FL 33903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Cosentino
13721 Fern Trail Dr.
N. Ft. Myers, FL 33903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Forman
61 Patch Lane
Lake Placid, NY 12946
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heidi Anderson
8878 Partridge St
Littleton, CO 80126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Burns
Orange St.
Selinsgrove, PA 17870
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hellmut Wohl
12 Long Pond Road
Housatonic, MA 01236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hank Broege
5 Albert Ave
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanya Bethurem
120 Debra Ln
Jellico, TN 37762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Walsh
265 Main Street
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Ahlen
713 Woodrow Ave.
Festus, MO 63028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Olson
860 Meridian Bay Lane #142
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Bolen
492 9th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M C dornan
9190 N 107th Way
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. How long is this supposedly great, progressive nation going to cling to old fashioned ways and deny the future where energy us concerned? I guess as long as the wealthy have their money in the past and in the pockets of those who pull the strings. Yuk!

Sincerely,

William Hudec
5944 Glenwood Avenue
Maple Heights, OH 44137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Flyer
24 Country Road
Callicoon, NY 12723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Shaw
860 Stoker
Reno, NV 89503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Rocek
6909 Red Bud Dr.
Flower Mound, TX 75022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John MacUmber
439 Cordero Dr.
Ivins, UT 84738
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tyler Witheril
3017 Meyer Ct.
Racine, WI 53406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Dellers
1402 Palmer Drive
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steve Cika jr
102 Limestone Ct
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christy Charles
Xxxx
Xxxx, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Di Marco
80 Starlight Dr.
Hopewell Jct., NY 12533
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hayes  
4546 N Damen Ave  
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hansen
29 Woodside Blvd
Lexington, OH 44904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Masters
1490 Betty Brook Rd.
South Kortright, NY 13842
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicole Hull
606 Outagamie Court
Appleton, WI 54914
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why is this ok?! Why is it even remotely ok?! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Claude
255 Cr 4104
Call, TX 75933
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Wolfe
3967 Herman Rd.
Mantua, OH 44255
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lilly Moskowitz
13 Harrington Drive
Columbus, NJ 08022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Gloudemans
723 Chinook Place
Lynchburg, VA 24502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dru Hardy
556 S. Fair Oaks Ave
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Rosen
7 Hollow Court
East Setauket, NY 11733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Wolz
3204 White Oak
Paragould, AR 72450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelsea York
2024 Kessler Blvd N Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Eneix
824 Saddlewood
Gardner, KS 66030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Odelkis Barrera
4794 Howard Street
Montclair, CA 91763
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Cadieux
7160 Fairplay Rd
Somerset, CA 95684
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Parker
101 Sweetshade Street
Oceanside, CA 92058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce-Robert Pocock
660 Shearer Ave
Jacksonville, FL 32205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray keane
870 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Hayes
1509 Tupelo Pl. Apt. 3
Columbia, MO 65201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Roberts
813 Monroe Avenue
Plainfield, NJ 07063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raine Dyani
19625 Se 150th
Renton, WA 98059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Kotch
597 Third Street Brooklyn Ny
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice Sisco
4175 E 178th St
Cleveland, OH 44128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Kapp
900 Country Club Dr.
Midland, Tx, TX 79701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel G. Hooks

1023

Sauk City, WI 53583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Cyvas
482 Henry St./ #4
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Madeo
1321 19th St
Columbus, GA 31901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Rosenthal
9186 Saddle Ridge Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terence Major
P.O. Box 404
Atco, NJ 08004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Smith
25960 Quail Lane
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia King
5316 - 35th Ave.
Kenosha, WI 53144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tiffany Evans
5740 Martin Rd. #4319
Plano, TX 75024
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,

Norman Jones  
7040 Avenida Encinas #104-36  
Carlsbad, CA 92011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Hoza
832 Phelps Ave.
Canon City, CO 81212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Longfellow
26650 Cricle Drive
Mundelein, IL 60060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gail MacKenzie
Pob 1421
Pauma Val, CA 92061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Mathison
1396 North 10th Street
Lake City, MN 55041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Rogers
1008 Starfield Circle
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Herrmann
N. Broadway
Lexington, KY 40507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Honnold
609 Malvern Hill Dr.
Madison, WI 53718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bonner
5103 Interboro Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Wilkinson
8 Wolven Lane
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Stancak
4315 Tara Way
Granger Twp., OH 44256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fayette Krause
2315 Madrona St.
Pt. Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ulises Alan Rodriguez
1466 Natslie Rd
Bakersfield, CA 93307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Zehringer
22 Rear E. Fifth Street
Bloomsburg, PA 17815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard O’Donnell
Street Address
City, NH 03894
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adriana Popescu
16 Belvedere St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mayahuel Weisser
3449 Gull Harbor Rd. Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reginald Lemire
13560 37th Ave S Apt 26
Tukwila, WA 98168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Moore
Po Box 947
Johnson City, TX 78636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Tarima
4576 N. 105th St.
Wauwatosa, WI 53225
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Smith
199 S. 15th St
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carrie Hogaboom
928 Cheyenne Blvd
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Bolyard
310 Galilee Road
Bruceton Mills, WV 26525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hitesh Soneji
34a Cumberland St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Dailey
50306 Island Lake Road
50306 Island Lake Road, AK 99611
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith
27475 Ynez Rd Pmb#309
Temecula, CA 92591
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,  

M Besselievre  
13381 Magnolia Ave Spc 160  
Corona, CA 92879
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Schisler
316 2nd Street
Oak Creek, CO 80467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Lucich
4524 Norris Rd
Fremont, CA 94536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Wright
Milwood Ave
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Fitzsimons
801 Confidence Dr. Unit 11
Longmont, CO 80504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Estrella
4817 E. 18th St.
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Descault
13 Union Pl
Manchester, CT 06042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julieann palumbo
4550 38th Ave Sw Apt 415
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi Maxey
18012 4th Ave Nw
Shoreline, WA 98177
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice M McVey
503 Ash St
Clarksville, AR 72830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Veltri
309 Mcclay Rd.
Washington, PA 15301
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Humphrey
175 Santa Rosa Ave.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Won Ha
827 Warfield Ave. #11
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cara Morris
4143 39th Place
Sunnyside, NY 11104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diane Wilson
138 West Street
Litchfield, CT 06759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chryste Rogers
2225 West Frye Road, Apt. 2016
Chandler, AZ 85224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Svadlenka
1375 E Grand Ave Ste 103 #117
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Juan Villalpando
858 3rd Ave 256
Chula Vista, CA 91911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Black
3234 Mission Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzen Labelle
3000 Eugene Ln.
Aurora, IL 60504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexia Rivera
4312 W Drummond Pl
Chicago, IL 60639
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thelma spotten
P.O.Box 573
Exmore, VA 23350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rocio Prado
319 Spencer Ave
Upland, CA 91786
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alysia Farina
324 Whittier Ct
Sewell, NJ 08080

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tiana King
48 St. Nicholas Place # 37
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Lagerquist
P.O. Box 22
Hansville, WA 98340
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Beiler
6 Winters Landing Dr
Oakland, FL 34787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josie Russo
8087 Bridgetown Road
Cleves, OH 45002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There are other forms of energy that we should be using. Let's help the planet, not hurt the planet.

Sincerely,

Misty Lynch
2013 Kings Drive
Flower Mound, TX 75028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Lonsway
Gibley Park
Toledo, OH 43617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Bowser
1351 Castillion Dr. Ne
Warren, OH 44484
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer SESE
157 Alta St
Arcadia, CA 91006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kellsie Guadagnoli
8513 Fulton Ct.
Orlando, FL 32835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois doll
1044 Downingn St. Apt. 907
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willard Barry
711 Yorkshire Drive
Richmond, VA 23224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Anderton
145 Winston Avenue
Poole, OH 45069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Crane
31330 Ne 178th Pl
Duvall, WA 98019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Martinez
1825 N Lincoln St
Wilmington, DE 19806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Shafer
7coulter School Road
Greenville Pa., PA 16125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillippa Royal
19508 Navajo St
Summrrnd Key, FL 33042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Portis
102 Sweetwater Ct
Lagrange, GA 30240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trina Aurin
19 Masseir Lane
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

C hansell
2317 Walker Lane
Holladay, UT 84117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Prickett
2215 Hwy 25 N.
Evans, WA 99126

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam MORAN
No Mail Please
No Mail Please, NJ 07506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth-Anne Schuelke Leech
184 North Gould Road
Columbus, OH 43209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Robinson
6810 Kempster Ln
Fontana, CA 92336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Landmesser
1327 11th St., #3
Santa Monica, CA 90401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pilar Hattori
5592 Cerulean Ave Garden Grove, Ca.
Garden Grove, CA 92845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Michelson
202 Hopkins Avenue Apt.2
Jamestown, NY 14701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Gardner
1007 Westmoreland Ave
Syracuse, NY 13210
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Brady
3634 Deer Park Rd., Port Angeles, Wa
Port Angeles, WA 98362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Faith Keenan
58 18th Ave.
Sea Cliff, NY 11579
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leda Mance
219 Beaver St. Apt.1a
Sewickley, PA 15143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Malavazos
30 Nutmeg Square
Springboro, OH 45066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Blagen
10386 Rich Rd
Minneapolis, MN 55437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marshalee Champagne
1822 State Hwy 345
Madrid, NY 13660
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Eloise Twombly  
827 Legare Rd Aiken, SC 29803  

Sincerely,  

Eloise Twombly  
827 Legare Rd  
Aiken, SC 29803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Lockshin
200 Mcneil Lane, #208
Newport Beach, CA 92663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth McCaughey
12324 Chalford Lane
Bowie, MD 20715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Loretta Koehler
101 West Archer Place
Denver, CO 80223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Gavin
8828 Pleasant Ave.
Chicago, IL 60620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Jones
137 Union St
Uniontown, PA 15401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom McCalmont
4083 El Cerrito Rd
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Hendry
12 Mountain High Ct.
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn thompson
2219 5th Street #112
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Bonnetta Gregory
3160 W 71st Ave Apt 107
Westminster, CO 80030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Callaham
3489 Birchard Dr
Fairview, PA 16415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine ricci
P. O. Box 25687
Albuquerque, NM 87125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassandra Hudson
1029 Burnham Ave Apt 304
Calumet City, IL 60409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Fiske
1384 State Highway 3
Morris, NY 13808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steev mcguinness
222 Main St
Hulmeville, PA 19047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley Waltman
755 Los Alamos Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Camilo Doig
53 Hamilton Terrace
New York, NY 10031
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Wolfsong
522 Long Acre Road
Rochester, NY 14621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Greene
4637 N Congress Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Busking
4223 N. Marmora Ave
Chicago, IL 60634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Mirigliani
638 W. St. Andrews Drr.
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Alexander
9802s 450w
Sliver Lake, IN 46982
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. R. Baron
3719 Meadville Dr.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Totally opposed to this! For the smallish bit of gas that is extracted - the ground is torn up, toxic chemicals are injected at deep levels that reach aquifers and wells, and the process itself oftentimes feels like an earthquake to neighboring homes/towns. There is no way you can justify this environmental offset! The way to be free of foreign oil isn't to damage Mother Earth(!) for Chrissakes! It is to demand that car manufacturers make only hybrids or better, that folks use solar or wind or gravity as a source of electricity! This is so basic. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Moira Sullivan
308 Walnut Street
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Iopardo
702 Chicopee St
Chicopee, MA 01013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Swensen
11 Holmes Ct
Sayville, NY 11782
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Binder
5589 Rainier Ct
Parma, OH 44134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tess Hurley
25 Diane Ct
Nesconset, NY 11767
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dimitri Almasi
4653 S. Tewkesbury Ct.
Mapleton, IL 61547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My community is being adversely affected by fracking. People have lost their homes and livelihoods and water. Please stop fracking!!

Sincerely,

Karyn Ames
P.O. Box 1095
La Veta, CO 81055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Kitts
None Given
Albuquerque, NM 87043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Town
2105 Raintree Path
Round Rock, TX 78664
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Fassbender
834 Carolina St. Sw
Calabash, NC 28467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Gilbert
14000 Se 17th Pl., #J1
Bellevue, WA 98007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Putnam-Scholes
20 Fairway Drive
Barrington, RI 02806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION TO THIS MATTER.

Sincerely,

Phillip Webster
236 D R Barnes Road
Erin, TN 37061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kujiawa
5236 47th Avenue S
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quillan Roe
2405 N Kirkwood Ln
Plymouth, MN 55441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael McKeag
1190 Morgensen Rd.
Mosier, OR 97040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Mazur
205 Dulcimer Lane
Zebulon, NC 27597
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thea montella
P.O. Box 356
Pebble Beach, CA 93953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Dodson
16121 Se Ten Eyck Rd,
Sandy, OR 97055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate and the environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is time to protect the environment as well as the present future health of our ecosystems and ourselves and to stop catering to corporate greed.

Sincerely,

Linda Adams
626 Frederick St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rupinder Singh
210 Elm Ave
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise nyman
2231 Buttonwood Lane
Millville, NJ 08332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Greed vs common sense environmental practices. Who is going to win? I stand against Fracking and exporting Fracked fuel.

Sincerely,

Gale Petti
1925 46th Avenue
Capitola, CA 95010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Pytlewski
22718 Maple Ave #1
Torrance, CA 90505
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mena Smoot
291 East 162nd Street
Bronx, NY 10451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Davis
102 Collier Lane
Greer, SC 29650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Bach
Valley Place
Durango, CO 81303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Hannah
1040 Duncan Ave
Yeadon, PA 19050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nanette Johns
Po Box 1670
Topanga, Ca, CA 90290
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morris Wills
115 W Vince St
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Maclowry
1951 Nw Newport Hills Dr
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Biroschak
16313 Mock Rd.
Berlincenter, OH 44401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Fuller
235 Leroy Weaver Road
Nacogdoches, TX 75961
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elise Champe
828 Tenacity Dr
Longmont, CO 80504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cheyanne Imbriaco
4380 Hardgreaves Lane Memphis
Memphis, TN 38125
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine Mammana
6 Carolina Road
Douglaston, NY 11362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Leibold
41 Bay State Rd.
Boston, MA 02215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Luntz
287 Boy Scout Road
Evans City, PA 16033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Persons
13135 Birmingham Hwy
Milton, GA 30004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Weaver
54 Moorland Rd.
Scituate, MA 02066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Gise
90 Southgate Circle
Massapequa Park, NY 11762
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Redwine
2005 Santa Fe Trail
Grapevine, TX 76051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sim Smiley
4469 Sedgwick St. Nw
Washington, DC 20016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Terrell
1 Concho Rd.
Minden, WV 25879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Haven’t we destroyed the earth enough?

Sincerely,

Leila Bowie
78 Terrace Ave
Jersey Cit, NJ 07307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jose Aguilar
2828 Grasslands Drive, Apt. 1113
Sacramento, CA 95833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Lefohn
P.O. Box 196
Clancy, MT 59634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Germany is providing over 50% of their energy needs through solar and wind. Not a novel idea, but certainly a precedent that could be a model for all. Let's go there! Let's turn the table on the use of fossil fuels to a green mantra. Lean Green!

Sincerely,

Christine Ehmann
5125 State Rt. 21
Alfred Station, NY 14803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Newman
201 S. College Ave
Dixon, IL 61021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ron Spies
3640 Rocky Creek Ave.
Depoe Bay, OR 97341
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Powell
321 Kings Hwy
North Haven, CT 06473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Camp
203 7th St
Richmond, CA 94801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rimone Newman
10218 Avenue M
Brooklyn, NY 11236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrice Dilorenzo
38 Beach Drive
Key West, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. THIS IS NOT RENEWABLE ENERGY, which is what we need.

Sincerely,

Wendy Doucette
352 Morningside Lane
Abingdon, VA 24210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob McKinnie
1713 West Northstar Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Megill  
266 Merrimon Avenue  
Asheville, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony vanoni
1095 Buena Vista Way
Carlsbad, CA 92008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Tomlinson
602 24th Ave N
St Petersburg, FL 33704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Walker
865 Bergamont Dr
Henderson, NV 89002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Morrison
Po Box 30
Ashford, CT 06278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Gehrmann
3102 Great Valley Dr
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Bingham
602 E Seneca St
Manlius, NY 13104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please put the health of the environment above the lure of profits! Thank you, Mary Fletcher

Sincerely,

Mary Fletcher
Po Box 54
Shutesbury, MA 01072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Forrest
23411 Stagecoach Rd
Volcano, CA 95689
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Bocek
2424 East 9th Ave
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Farid Naderi
2110 1st Ave #2310
New York, NY 10029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Gorall
4760 Edgewood Tr.
Honeoye, NY 14471
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Hitt
9730 N Lydia Ave
Kansas City, MO 64155
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micheline Carver
1000 Corwin Place
Hemet, CA 92544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Lavaggi
165 Wittenberg Road
Bearsville, NY 12409
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail EAGER
2639 Daisy Ln
Fallbrook, CA 92028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Dailey-Arndt
900 Washington Ave. Rm. 523
Minneapolis, MN 55414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Van Sickle
713 Old Montauk Highway
Montauk, NY 11954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald And Mary Drewes
411 Lakeview Blvd
Coleraine, MN 55722
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
John Van Hercke
221 N Water
Olathe, KS 66061
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Steinhauser
5842 Eagle Cay Circle
Coconut Creek, FL 33073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tatiana Kiselyova
1284 Bradley Gin Rd.
Monroe, GA 30656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing the export of fracked natural would be a step backward. We need to focus on clean energy.

Sincerely,

Shanti Beard
1624 Johnson St
La Crosse, WI 54601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Demic
1316 Meehan Rd
Bristol, VT 05443
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathy Young
Po Box 287
West Point, PA 19486
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Cheng
201 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Peacock
149 Colonial Rd
Rochester, NY 14609

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Nelson Petrie Broad Street, Denver Co 81611

Sincerely,

Nelson Petrie
Broad Street
Denver, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Maijala
1132 W 9th Street
Upland, CA 91786
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay And Fred Turk
3301 A St.
Rock Falls, IL 61071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Burch
396 E 2nd St
Corning, NY 14830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie D
13 B
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mickey Garza
455 14th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Allweiss
14270 Sherwood
Oak Park, MI 48237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zachary Fleming
524 Georgia St
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn OSBORNE
3220 E Midland Rd
Bay City, MI 48706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In addition, if we are trying to be energy independent, why would we even consider exporting any of our own sources of energy IF they are safe enough to use. NO EXPORTING. STOP FRACKING!

Sincerely,

Janet Smith
669 Essex Rd.
Williston, VT 05495
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Sullivan
No
Way, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gundersen
120 Dahlgren Road
Valatie, NY 12184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Fisher
880 Ne 69 Street #5n
Miami, FL 33138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please reject the applications; our planet is in enough trouble already! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Haddad
11 Linda Rd
Wakefield, MA 01880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael O'Brien
57 East 2nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Darren Battle
2406 Willamette Road
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Whelehan
62 S. Union St
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Brasher
21101 Bon Heur
St. C Shrs, MI 48081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Finley
1102 Hunters Creek Dr
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Smith
Po Box 1459, #119
Cave Junction, OR 97523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Christie
339 Jay Hakes Road
Cropseyville, NY 12052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nadine Larsen
484 Street
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Fairbrother
4280 Stone Bridge Rd
Morrisville, NY 13408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in Pennsylvania and don’t think the oil companies have a right to continue to destroy my home for their profit!

Sincerely,

Patricia Wenner
432 Pine Ridge Road
Lewisburg, PA 17837
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patrick noyes
22810 Sw 92nd Pl
Tualatin, OR 97062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Klemm
4 N. Point Dr.
Sheboygan, WI 53081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Penny St. John
397 Sentinel Firs Rd.
Port Hadlock, WA 98339
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Huber
128 Adrian Pl
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Aiken
3800 Risher Rd. Sw
Warren, OH 44481
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kornacki
Bayshore Drive
Barnegat, NJ 08005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan McGrath
18 Island Rd
Franklin, MA 02038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Finally, fracking for natural gas has been touted as a way for the U.S. to achieve energy independence. Approving multiple export terminals directly hinders this goal!

Sincerely,

Laura Griffin
102 North 39th Street, Apt B
Harrisburg, PA 17109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Pittillo
10696 Montrose Ave. P.O. Box 202
Garrett Park, MD 20896
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micki Meredith
30350 Seaview Rd.
Cazadero, CA 95421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sue Goodrich
3729 One Way Ln
Shingle Springs, CA 95682
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Halley
805 Cardinal Lane
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Juarez
317 N 17th St
Adel, IA 50003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Walters
1113 8th Ave Apt 2r
Brooklyn, NY 11215
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Atkins
40 Prospect Avenue
Voorhees, NJ 08043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Marquis
215 Woolper
Cincinnati, OH 45220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hernandez
20295 Verta Street
Perris, CA 92570
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Young
445 East 1800 South
Bountiful, UT 84010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Dannenbring
25 Valley Heights Dr
Enterprise, OR 97828
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Sparling
1832 Pine Circle
Bellingham, WA 98264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Packard
3821 Ponce De Leon Blvd
Coral Gables, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Dwinell
1522 Ne 175th St., #204
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt R
149th
Flushing, NY 11355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ned Gray
82 Shays Street
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Wright
3 Factory Street
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Santa
216 E Madison Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Stimpfle
828 W Duke Drive
Tempe, AZ 85283
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Martin weinberg
3203 Portofino Pt. Apt B-3
Coconut Creek, FL 33066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joan Ring
40 Tanners Neck Lane
Westhampton, NY 11977
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Barnes
1434 Bismarck Lane
Brentwood, CA 94513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. this is just another example of corporate greed. our water supply is poisoned while fuel companies make billions. remember you are drinking the same water. we can live without gas, but we can not live without drinking water. SHAME ON YOU, dept. of energy if pass this bill.

Sincerely,

Virginia ARADIO
1301 Pinetta Circle
Wellington, FL 33414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Plantamura
9670 Caminito Del Vida
San Diego, CA 92121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vernon H
5370 Nw Lawrence Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jane Gulley
1981 Crump Ave
Memphis, TN 38107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Berryman
2202 Hartrey Av.
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matthias Foellmer
8416 85th Ave.
Woodhaven, NY 11421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Kelly
1908 Deancroft Road
Sarasota, FL 34235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Ostrowski
6 Floral Dr.E.
Plainview, NY 11803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Firecrow
162 N State Street
Chicago, IL 60601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Evans Imbert
2312 3rd Ave S
Seattle, WA 98121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clara Bowe
3201 Saint Paul Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Orlow
569 Senator St
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Wilson
3099 Kirklevington Dr #118
Lexington, KY 40517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Bransen
128 1st Street
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kileen White
5405 Spring Pines Way
Raleigh, NC 27616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Friedland
6504 Orchid Circle
Centerville, OH 45459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Petersen
3651 Low Gap Rd
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karlie Roubal
1505 Martin St Apt 5
Madison, WI 53713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chloe Legaspi
10385 Hite Circle
Elk Grove, CA 95757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jewlz Wearthlight
Nonya Lane
Palm Coast, FL 32164
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Flora Drescher
7955 Magnolia Ave
Riverside, CA 92504
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Walding
3691 Ridge Cluster
San Antonio, TX 78247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Dow
3573 Nyland Way
Lafayette, CO 80026
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emily Spencer
630 Orchard Dr. Redlands. Ca
Redlands, CA 92374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darvin Schild
118 Arlington Blvd
North Arlington, NJ 07031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lee Shade
10062 Deerfield Ct
Twinsburg, OH 44087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Kromberg
10622 Lake Dr Unit B
Seminole, FL 33772
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oliver Austin
1620 Yearling Trl
Tallahassee, FL 32317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimberly Classen
21722 Ne Couch Ct.
Gresham, OR 97030
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G Niditch
Na
Prairieville, LA 70769
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Crocker
30 Hilton Ave
Exeter, NH 03833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Crawford
1900 Scofield Ridge Pkwy
Austin, TX 78727
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Boesl
137 Ne 109th Ave
Portland, OR 97220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Baum
6532 Peridot Ave.
Alta Loma, CA 91701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Trevino
1015 Barkdull St
Houston, TX 77006
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi Ferine
18 Regency Dr.
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Eaton
650 Mary Drive
Molalla, OR 97038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Phelan
2151 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ora Henderson
Shutters Landing
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Tucker
12144 69th Ave.
Seminole, FL 33772
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Keys
Po Box 3034
Hailey, ID 83333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz McNamara
1034 Pisgah Church Road
Lexington, SC 29072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Dobson
4060 Porte La Paz Unit 38
San Diego, CA 92122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Climate change is the biggest threat facing our world. The Obama administration needs to reserve its place in history as the ones who turned around our race to catastrophe, not go down as the ones who speeded up the race. Fracking is a toxic threat to the climate and to American communities. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Tague
Po Box 37
Idleyld Park, OR 97447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Cameron
6301 Montecito Blvd #14
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bethany Lynn
Po Box 501
Concrete, WA 98237
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Keys  
451 Nathan St  
Burleson, TX 76028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Airoldi
1201 Glen Cove Pkwy #1011
Vallejo, CA 94591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Reynolds
79 Clifton Place #2e
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zachary Palmer
3501 St Paul St, Apt 334
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Darnell
401 Dolphin St
Panama City Beach, FL 32413
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Sims
6201 Misson Drive
Orlando, FL 32810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Heagy
6 Sussex Place
Lititz, PA 17543
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Bauer
1025 Kentucky St
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Herget
11120 Carriage Hill Dr.Unit 1
Port Richey, FL 34668
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Belisle
744 W 11th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Hart
122 Mayfair Drive
Leesburg, VA 20176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Kozenko
47 Flavell Rd.
Groton, MA 01450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Saeema Saunders
2014 S 64th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19142
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elaine Lechowicz
49 Brooklawn St, New Britain, Ct
New Britain, CT 06052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Stephens
1698 Myersville Rd.
Akron, OH 44312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Kutscher
790 Antelope Drive
Calhan, CO 80808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Sibinga
896 Smithbridge Rd
Glen Mills, PA 19342
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathy Dowd
3450 Wayne Ave. 27 A
Bronx, NY 10467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Conner
7632 Blaisdell Ave
Richfield, MN 55423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Simon Liau
28 Windhill Way
Holmdel, NJ 07733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marianne Yusavage
1830 Anza, #4
San Francisco, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jason Granados
2775 Sw 34 Ave
Miami, FL 33133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Tipper
62 Overlake Park
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brandon Patak
718 Kaw
Perry, OK 73077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Brown
78 Hickory Ln
Hudson, OH 44236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Exporting natural gas would do nothing to make our country energy independent—in fact, it would just deplete our resources as fast as possible. 100 years, 200 years, is nothing in the life of our country. Isn’t somebody thinking about the future...our children and grandchildren? In fact, it would be treasonous to purposely deplete our natural gas resources and thus weaken our economy and our defenses, wouldn’t it? Fracking is also a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I urge you to stand up to the fossil fuel industry, which doesn’t care about the future of our country, and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lindsey
Stucker Mesa
Paonia, CO 81428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Kirkland
2887 Santa Claus Dr.
So Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Reed Turner
4311 Royals Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy OBrien
20 King St
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Mullaney
7431 Maiden Ln
Sodus Point, NY 14555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Burnham
26531 Cornell St
Loma Linda, CA 92354
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Penn
4073 Madera Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Healey
2841 Grand Ave
Bellmore, NY 11710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roman Fruth
5143 Grovehill
San Antonio, TX 78228
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheilagh Mulderig
29 Arborough Road
Roslindale, MA 02131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Morris
Po Box 7152
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Geddes
121 East 4th Street #3
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diane Sapone
70 Tamarack Street
East Northport, NY 11731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Strother
3351 S Elm St
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Rushfeldt
1600 3rd St. #311
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Wittmuss
1092 County Road 1600
Dorchester, NE 68343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beata Rosen
27 Robert Rd
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Barton  
9237 Forest Trail St Nw  
Massillon, OH 44647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Judah Joy Easley
27000 Ne Ring St.
Duvall, WA 98019
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Loran Pittman  
2400 Soalmont Dr  
Austin, TX 78756
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Groh
6206 Sand Hills Drive
Goshen, OH 45122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Skip Clement
620 Tennis Club Dr #106
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Woodward
860 N. Woodbridge Hollow Rd.
Jacksonville, FL 32218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margie Borchers
401 E Micheltorena Street #2
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Moorehead
P.O. Box 425
Black Mountain, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pierre Williams
5649 Lake Lindero Dr
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cyndi Thompson
67 Keksey St
Wellsboro, PA 16901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Reily
210 East 15th Street
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Pack
8026 Via Latina
Burbank, CA 91504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn McClung
1305 Atlanta Dr
Irving, TX 75062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Agnes Sievers
3496 Buelow Lane
Junction City, WI 54443
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amy Reese
949 Sheffield St
Cambria, CA 93428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Arenholz
308 Riverside Station Rd
Riparius, NY 12862
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Goyer
509 Smilax Rd
Vista, CA 92081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Long
26559 Climbing Ivy Ct
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate wolf
11333 Barnett Vly. Rd.
Sebastopol, Ca, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Alameda
P.O. Box 632373
Nacogdoches, TX 75963
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Baus
4070 Ruth Rd
Lake Worth, FL 33461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faith Chase
67-1252 Panalea St.
Kamuela, HI 96743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryane Cox
2560 Obrien Circle
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Scholl
514 Prospect Ave
Neptune, NJ 07753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Kammeyer
719 Champion Ave
Collingswood, NJ 08107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Atkinson
814 Santa Margerita Ln
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Harry McNally
211 Terry Ct. #2
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Siekert
365 Suncrest Rd
Talent, OR 97540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stephanie Drescher
8445 Promontory Rd
Indianapolis, IN 46236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Canning
17909 Vista Del Mar Drive
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Nelson
26401 Via Galicia
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Laura Carroll
792 Arlington Ave W
St Paul, MN 55117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Morrison
6521 West 69th Way
Arvada, CO 80003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Bowman
2201 East St.
North Manchester, IN 46962
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Jones
5826 Beauvais Dr.
Corpus Christi, TX 78414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave gliva
313 Emery
Joliet, IL 60436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Brahm
9307 Grandfield Ln.
Huntsville, AL 35803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Reynolds
1376 Jackson Branch Ridge Road
Nashville, IN 47448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Sheehy
6 Carriage House Lane
Brookfield, CT 06804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dia Paxton
1905 Nw 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Cook
38 Pine Street
Hamilton, NY 13346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Cummins
1850 Iris Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Pick
4036 Bristol Rd.
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis selterman
305 E. 24t St
Nyc, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Burdick
2278 Burgundy Ter
St. Petersburg, FL 33714
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Will Freiert
721 N Washington
St Peter, MN 56082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Omar pedraza
8301 Comet St
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Haff
14 Elmwood Pl.
Mims, FL 32754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bjorn Sjogren
12301 Blanco Road
San Antonio, TX 78216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Thomas
103 Haffenden Road
Syracuse, NY 13210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Friedland
89 Forest Green
Staten Island, NY 10312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joanne Angstadt
3081 Rowena Dr
Rossmoor, CA 90720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mitchell Dunbar
12191 Nutwood St.
Garden Grove, CA 92840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Otruba
96 Thornapple Lane
Mansfield, PA 16933
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Cohen
1025 Barnswallow Lane
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Grogger
3994 N Parkside Dr
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ritter
2111 Bradford
Orange, TX 77630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Venar
422 Redwood Ct
Pittsburgh, PA 15202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Bode
2219 Grelle Ave
Lewiston, ID 83501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Adler
11 Oldox Road
Delmar, NY 12054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Everett
11229 Hallstrom Dr Nw
Gig Harbor, WA 98332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Bell
10415 Monaco Drive #12
Jacksonville, FL 32218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Peterson
1030 Piedmont Place
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

FRACK THE FRACKING !! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PK

Sincerely,

Peer korb
7300 46th St
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Marks
63 Morris Ave
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Garratt
666 W Ferry
Buffalo, NY 14222
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara spinrad
269 Moreton Bay Lane, No.2
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Holcomb
182 Bevins Lane
Mahtomedi, MN 55115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Holly Bolt
5125 Guion Rd.
Indianapolis, IN 46254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Brooks
1910 N Superior Street
Appleton, WI 54911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Williams
6661 So Race Cir W
Centennial, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt goodban
3150 Beech
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Griffith
1043 N.Midway Dr.
Escondido, CA 92027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Show
181 Share Drive
Morrisville, PA 19067
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean McCullough
6520 Delmonico Drive #303 Colorado Springs Co
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Palmer
2412 Thorn Pl
Fullerton, CA 92835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Zaslow
1917 Sunset Drive
Raleigh, NC 27608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Pelunis
32286 South Roundhead Drive
Solon, OH 44139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Converse
2390 Palisade Ave
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Fitch
484 Jasmine St.
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Epstein
200 E.41st Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Greyn
26442 Belshire Way
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jacob Awsome
1600
Omaha, NY 12457
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Claire McAleese
2502 30th Ave. South
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elisa Leonetti
170 N Gardner St
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Danny Hole
110 Suffolk Street 1a
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ella Shively
1119 Grandad Terrace
La Crosse, WI 54601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Jones
99-30 59th Ave
Corona, NY 11368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Makram Abu-Shakra
Mabushak@Yahoo.Com
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cia Toscanini
64 Parkway Rd
Bronxville, NY 10708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Kopish
704 West Shore Dr
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natasha dyer
445 E. 5th Street
Long Beach, CA 90802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Whinston
1116 Se Miller St
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan J Watterson
919 Jet Drive
Glasgow, MT 59230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris carey
9 Colton Dr
Buffalo, NY 14216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Holtry
5100 Walnut Ave #234
Sacramento, CA 95841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn shup
208 Willow Point Rd
Beaufort, SC 29906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Cannon
2770 Faith Rd.
Salisbury, NC 28146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Preservation of available natural gas for our own needs in coming decades is much more valuable than a 'quick buck' for our present fracking exploiters. Please, conserve our resources.

Sincerely,

David Straus
14 Amani Drive
Gardiner, NY 12525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Maniere
16415 Squirrel Prairie Rd
Masaryktown, FL 34604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Carlberg
323 Loquat Dr.
Barefoot Bay, FL 32976
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalyn Rohloff
4450 Holman St.
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sybil Jones
803 Broadmoor
Bryan, TX 77802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill & Laurel Howatt
Po Box 700
Rutland, MA 01543
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Messer
2295 Vadis St.
Columbus, OH 43223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff Simms
Pob 501
Canoga Park, CA 91305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Gabella
6654
Kent, OH 44240
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Altschuler
2601 Nw 7th Avenue
Wilton Manors, FL 33311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

W m
N
L, WI 54848
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fram hormel
4229 24th Av S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Faus
41299 Periwinkle Trl
Laporte, MN 56461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amy Sherwood
233 Bainbridge Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Fleming
228 Worthington St.
Spring Valley, CA 91977
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Buffy Hake
49591 River Rd.
Pendleton, OR 97801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What happened to breaking our dependence on Foreign oil. I oppose fracking, but if we do it shouldn't the gas be used here?

Sincerely,

Edward Thompson
518 Spencer Lane
Warminster, PA 18974
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Viva Vivv
1o Old Colony Drive
Larchmont, NY 10538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A. J. Smith
4100 Windsor Dr
Farmington, NM 87402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Benoit
95 Johnson Lane
West Gardiner, ME 04345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Ely
801 Baker St. #8
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabet Asch
508 Majorca Ave.
Coral Gables, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willa Pendergrast
535 Ithaca Dr.
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Jelinske
3543 N Murray
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melvin Armolt
185 Conodoguinet Mobile Estates
Newville, PA 17241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Roemer
85-10 151 Ave/Apt 5j
Howard Beach, NY 11414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Doug Currivan
2308 Eagles Watch Court
Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Kitchens
140 West Broadway
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Weaver
1636 South Third Place
St.Charles, IL 60174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juli Schaefer
18 Shore Rd
New City, NY 10956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Rupe
203 N Woodwind Dr Apt A Attica Oh
Attica, OH 44807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Deaton
715 W 8th St N
Newton, IA 50208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Gruen
148 W 94th Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elise Moser
1200 Water St.
Sauk City, WI 53583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Keaney
514 Wyoming Avenue
West Pittston, PA 18643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Smith
18 55 Suydam St.
Ridgewood, NY 11385
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Post
18280 Ledgeside Dr
Strongsville, OH 44136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen carleton
5 King John
Norwalk, OH 44857
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Witsen
1150 Glenwood Court
Vineland, NJ 08361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Savageau
5418 Cowell Blvd
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Maendle
20 Portola Ave
Point Reyes, CA 94956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Kozak
220 Sugarland Run Drive
Sterling, VA 20164
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Pinkham
908 Chickadee Lane
West Chester, PA 19382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Sandwell
1910 4th Ave E #159
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Dsouza
7 Doble
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emilia Spes
42276 Pond View Dr.
Sterling Heights, MI 48314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Davis
8120 Glenpark Rd.
Kittland, OH 44094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Reynolds
6734 S. Center Rd.
Franklinville, NY 14737
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Crump
7675 Osceola St
Westminster, CO 80030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Waite
67 Ward St
Salamanca, NY 14779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lozano
2465 Grand Teton Cir
Winter Park, FL 32792
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianna Damkoehler
19350 Woodland Trail
Bloomington, IL 61704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Riecker
10517 W Lupine St
Boise, ID 83704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Moss
506 Overhill Drive
Allen, TX 75013
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  
Donald Isbell  
999 N Pacific St Unit A307  
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antoinette Ambrosio
225 Hermosa Ave. #104
Long Beach, CA 90802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Oldham
21 Ormond Pl.
Shirley, NY 11967
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annick Richardson
420 Lewiston Rd
Dayton, OH 45429
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurian Edan
993 Sylvan Circle
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

We need to end our addiction to fossil fuels by investing in (subsidizing) the development of alternative energy sources. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant Silverstein  
171 Benson Ave  
Mansfield, PA 16933
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Sudol
Po Box 235
Clarkdale, AZ 86324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ivan Gobenko
2350 East 21 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karine Matevossian
6259 Coldwater Canyon Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Robin Busch
Po Box 585
Lakehurst, NJ 08733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Brian Mathiad
East Harlem
New York, NY 10029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Thomas
206 East Twin Falls Street
Yacolt, WA 98675
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susi Hulbert
530 Hillcrest
Longview, WA 98632
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Delanoye
20 Woodlawn Ave.
Asheville, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Wolfe
1014 Andrews Peak Drive #A101
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bishop
75 Caswell
Sedona, AZ 86336
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keiichi Yumen
484 W 43rd St Apt 45f
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Conner
19741 Highway 78
Ramona, CA 92065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachael Romero
55 Broadview Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Neves
7 Howard St
Port Jervis, NY 12771
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Mayer
2468 Spanish Valley Drive
Moab, UT 84532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Goings
44101 Bear Creek Dr
Springville, CA 93265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Bischetti
541 Muskingum Ave.
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Gibbs
13252 Salmon River Rd
San Diego, CA 92129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Dannenbaum
Lincoln Street
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Suter
16 Mill Rd
North Branford, CT 06471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Kruse
12235 Cochise Circle
Conifer, CO 80433
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Harsma
460 Baja Ct.
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Nguyen
26 Avellino
Irvine, CA 92620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tricia Potter
4852 N Glenn Ave Apt D
Fresno, CA 93704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Laughlin
1527 Chestnut, #19
Canon City, CO 81212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denis Nawrocki
712 Linden Street
Clearfield, PA 16830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Ockerse
37 Woodbury Street
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gerry Randolph
4277 Estrella Ave.
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darry Carlstone
614 Downing
Tahlequah, OK 74464
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Poulos
12885 Quito Road
Saratoga, CA 95070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joshua Mann
1426 Underwood Ct.
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Mack
347 Chippewa St
Lester, PA 19029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Castro
4020 Uniontown Rd.
Lotus, CA 95651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzye Ogawa
245 W. Fir St
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Ernest
464 Parkview Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Austin Watson
170 Colony Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE NEED FULL DISCLOSURE OF ALL CHEMICALS USED.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Ewing
4531 Seair Lane
N. Captiva, FL 33945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Michno
68 Pacecrest Ct.
West Seneca, NY 14224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jay Challinor
1406 Jane Ave
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Fischer
1127 12th Street S.E.
Bandon, OR 97411
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Ramirez-Aguilar  
5868 S. Orchard Creek Circle  
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duponte Bullock
2057 Central Ave - F
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Rockhill
75 Nightengale Ave
Massena, NY 13662
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hamilton
78 Moraine Street
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bates
108 Searight Drive
Baden, PA 15005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Hersh
7915 Camino Real, N-218
Miami, FL 33143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Eskenazi
1304 Jaffa Street
Lakeland, FL 33801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathryn Cooper
507 2nd Ave.
Castle Rock, CO 80108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Longworth-Weil
3418 Halderman St
Los Angeles, CA 90066
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Shulof
Abode Road
New Lebanon, NY 12125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Hackett
1613 Allen St
Charlotte, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Rosenthal
1382 First Avenue
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Munoz
5672 River Heights Crossing
Marietta, GA 30067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Crystal Hites
315 Monroe St #3
Jamestown, NY 14701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Adams
830 Olive St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Cox
Po Box 1313
Elephant Butte, NM 87935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mosin
21317 76th Ave W #3
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Cromwell
P. O. Box 130412
Brooklyn, NY 11213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason HARPSTER
105 Magnolia Ave
Pinehurst, NC 28374
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Aric Kuester
9995 E Lincoln Rd
Traverse City, MI 49684
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I’m trying to fight fracking here in NC and having the federal government overlook the dangers will make it all that much easier for the state to do the same.

Sincerely,

Carol Kemmler
Xxx
Browns Summit, NC 27214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myrna Mallek-Roth
10728 Reva Pl.
Cerritos, CA 90703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Everhard
1501 Indian Ridge Trl
New Richmond, OH 45157
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Hudson
4752 Eden Road
Bozeman, MT 59718
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Sullivan
516 6th St
Oakmont, PA 15139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna WRIGHT
447 Seymour Hills Rd
Harpursville, NY 13787
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Clarissa Estrada
291 Cerritos Ave
Long Beach, CA 90802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Swiger
5850 Meridian Rd Apt 502c
Gibsonia, PA 15044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Barker
9191 Garland Rd Apt 1126
Dallas, TX 75218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice fryer
10 Parmenter Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Fryer
1007 Wind Trail
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Schmadel
7201 Princeton Ave. #10
College Park, MD 20740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Lynn
11 Nevada St.
Worcester, MA 01602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lincoln
556 Quaker St
N. Ferrisburg, VT 05473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Buckman
3040 Nw 94 Ave
Pompano Beach, FL 33065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve gibbard
11881 Mcgregor Blvd
Fort Myers, FL 33919
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Hill
8030 South Wildwood Drive Apt 202
Oak Creek, WI 53154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Rogal
1222 Jefferson Ave
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingeborg Haddox
109 Len Court
Spartanburg, SC 29303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francisco Salas
1309 W Park Western Dr
Apt 12, CA 90732
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julius Salinas
95 Stillmeadow Road
Esko, MN 55733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gissette Rodriguez
20053 Nw 55 Ct
Opa Locka, FL 33055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I am very concerned by plans of the fracking industry to start exporting oil and the green light that the U.S. government is planning to give them. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Channon
1013 W. Lawrence Ave. #3
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Phillips
5192 Dumfries Rd.
Warrenton, VA 20187
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robyn Squyres
3607 Las Colinas
Austin, TX 78731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Spencer Johnson
415 Harrisburg Ave
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephen Behee
835416 Painted Church Rd
Captain Cook, HI 96704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonny Rio
24 Blue Spruce Dr
O'Fallon, MO 63366
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karin Bradford
1321 Gold Dust Lane
Saginaw, TX 76131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Plachy
619 N 3rd St
Thayer, MO 65791
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Eckhoff
261 Woodstream Ctw
Langhorne, PA 19047
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelo Jannuzzi
B 786 Bronx River Rd.
Bronxville, NY 10708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Waddell
5896 Beaudry St.
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol toroomian
Peary Dr.
Brunswick, ME 04011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam campbell
2015 Belvedere Ave
Havertown, PA 19083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Brown
1656 N. 60th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tarannum siddiqi
3320 Brians Pond Drive
Plant City, FL 33566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela MacLeod
7625 Lake Adlon Drive
San Diego, CA 92119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Mickey
12755 39th
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Crampton
17148 Ne Flanders Way
Portland, OR 97230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Baird
613 New Gulph Road
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Kane
8541 Tolbut St.
Philadelphia, PA 19152
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Zike
3956 Calle Mirador
Las Vegas, NV 89103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Guel
12113 Metirc Blvd
Austin, TX 78758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Kolber-Grebe
3460 W. Alamo Place
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Fedyniak
7344 Woodyard Rd
Hudson, OH 44236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blanca Uribe-Barley
489 Gerhard St.
Philadelphia, PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melody Packard
2610 N Flores # 1
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erin Leonard
8 Somers Dr
Moorcroft, WY 82721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why are we debating a practice that is destructive at the drilling site, and reverberates throughout the entire area?? I know Somebody is making money here, but how long are we, as a country, going to tolerate ravaging environments, communities, national health, and at least the presumption of ethical governmental judgement?? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Kerr
Pobox 234
Kinnear, WY 82516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dane Isner
5431 Ne 30th Ave #1
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is just plain wrong to destroy our country with serious pollution just for the sake of corporate profits. Money is NOT more important than our environment and the people of this country. There are surely other ways to create jobs that would help our economy that are not so destructive.

Sincerely,

Susan Stone
3346 Limerick Rd.
El Paso, TX 79925
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Taravella
6839 Sw 15th Avenue
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Schultz
50 Stonehenge Place
Mankato, MN 56001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hayes
3130 Tanner Park Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Gerard
18 Mohawk Circle
Little Rock, AR 72207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Tolleris
14100 Ramsey Court
Chester, VA 23831
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe kerka
3289 Woodling Way
Medina, OH 44256
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Perrette
8420 Goldmine Oaks Drive S
Mobile, AL 36619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Pabich
5 Ocean Ave.
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Stayton
1009 Fairwin Ave
Nashville, TN 37216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Chan
3310 Blanton Dr
Scottdale, GA 30079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Wall
100 W 89 St Apt 5c
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Kestenberg
117 West 123rd Street
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlindo Pereira
2015 Gless Ave. Union
Union, NJ 07083
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Baran
2890 Waterfront Street A201
Astoria, OR 97103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary josund
24370 100th Ave Se
Kent, WA 98030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fellman
Po Box 1432
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cara Cotton
1631 Sw Yamhill St Apt 108
Portland, OR 97205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stina Permild
145 South Armijo Lane
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike Fox
6541 20th Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Support our real future in renewable energy which, if implemented prudently on a large scale, can create more jobs and show our leadership again tackling the world's biggest overall problem - climate change.

Sincerely,

Larry Snider
69 Burdette Drive
Cheektowaga, NY 14225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Badura
3334 Payne Road
Medford, OR 97504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Alvarez
208-17 15th Rd.
Bayside, NY 11360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelita O’Connor
1602 20th Street
Galveston, TX 77550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Maxson
103 Whangtown Road
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacueline Poku
18944 Birchcrest
Detroit, MI 48221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Autry
12 Hard Knocks
Familyviolence, NC 28304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie McLaughlin
822 E St
Springfield, OR 97477
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Hamilton
823 E Monument St
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Golden
303 Greenleaf Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Myskowski
1155c Arnold Dr #271
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marissa Navarro
1599 Lietz Ave
San Jose, CA 95118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Sias
309 Locke St
E Tawas, MI 48730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cara Person
6121 Sierra Grande Drive
Taylorsville, UT 84118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kc Cunilio
969 12th St
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Damia
Woodhill Road
Chatham, NY 12037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Green
3233 Yosemite Ave Apt 1
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Len Mooney
422 South Fourth Street
Bangor, PA 18013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Castronuovo
112 Mayflower Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As a resident of east Texas directly in the path of the Keystone XL pipeline—the southern section granted fast track approval— I am already seeing first hand the destruction unleashed by reckless energy expansion on our own soil. The destruction is literal in the miles and miles of cleared land, forest and riparian habitats disrupted forever; but the destruction is also cultural and social. There is no excuse for the off-duty police hired by Transcanada that pepper sprayed a 75 year old woman involved in peaceful protest; how should we feel when those hired or elected to protect our community are bought and turned against us in the exercise of our 1st amendment rights? We don’t need more pipelines. We don’t need more export facilities. We need a coherent energy plan that actually focuses on phasing out polluting and toxic sources of energy and supports renewable, clean energy.

Sincerely,

Daniel Riser-Espinoza
235 Leory Weaver Rd
Nacogdoches, TX 75961
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We in Pennsylvania are all too aware of the dangers—to our health and the health of our environment—caused by inadequately regulated fracking. Please resist all pressure from the fossil fuel industry to make unwise choices!

Sincerely,

Bob And Carmen Riggs
1113 Prospect Ave.
Bethlehem, PA 18018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sari
Po Box 109
Sterling Forest, NY 10979
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sasha Stim-Fogel
4015 61st St #5b
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Carden
4104 -24th Street # 535
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Switzer
6203 E. Camelot Dr.
Mesa, AZ 85215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Riffat khan
2073 Mountain Iris Drive
Ere, CO 80516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I think this states it simply enough: Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Zaso
8065 Tinsley Place
Culpeper, VA 22701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Creel
362 Ironwood Lane
Talladega, AL 35160
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We do not need to do this for our economy and it is another false solution that keeps us from the need to transition to sustainable local-distributed energy.

Sincerely,

M Clarke
436 14th Street
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian King
1147 N 4th St #3b
Philadelphia, PA 19123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Reiss
529 French Rd
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Nikolsky
21 Skyview Drive
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

CREDO Action 8870
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Dickerson
1483 Echo Ave
Parma, ID 83660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is time to acknowledge that our business-as-usual approach is leading us down a one-way road to ecological disaster. Please don't frack us on this.

Sincerely,

John Mitchell
2325 Three Mile Creek Way
Boise, ID 83709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Adler
2622 4th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Brocke
13749 Spring Grove Avenue
Dallas, TX 75240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Harrison
6618 E Calle Betelgeux
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Lawton
12 Stage Rd
Westhampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ed Marshner
354 Fargo
Buffalo, NY 14213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Perry Malen
617 Hibbard Rd
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Wyatt
3350 Midway Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Delaney
203 Haystack Rd.
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Brisson
P.O. Box 3037
San Diego, CA 92163
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Anderson
744 Lockwood Hill Rd
Mount Upton, NY 13809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Rose
Berthoud
Berthoud, CO 80513
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Bevilacqua
964 Finch Rd
Franklin, NY 13775
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dannielle Lami
48 King Street
Westfield, MA 01085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Haven
28995 Oak Creek Lane
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Goldsmith
29 Hilltop Road
Southampton, NY 11968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I do NOT believe fracking is safe as currently done (with secrecy about what is used!). Selling gas lines the pockets of the rich and boosts the economy with jobs and at what price? It could very well destroy our water supply...how long can we live without that? This is wrong for the environment...it’s NOT clean energy! Stop allowing them to pump toxic chemicals underground and cause earthquakes! This is a betrayal!

Sincerely,

Caro Anderson
306 Leatherwood Circle
Mountain Home, AR 72653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Quinn
66 Jacobstown Rd
New Egypt, NJ 08533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dustin Coyle
625 W. Day
Pocatello, ID 83204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shannon Haworth
2829 Cuervo N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Fairley
2079 Delaware St. #23
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mat Allen
3400 S. Lake Mary Rd. Apt. 7101
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Boyle
1479 W Remington Ln
Round Lake, IL 60073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Taylor
1249 N. River Rd.
Greene, Me, ME 04236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jacob Gould
284 Claremont St Ne
Albany, OR 97322
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cara schwartz
511 Temple Pl
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Ferguson
3513 Us Rt #20
Sloansville, NY 12160
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sfeder21a@Verizon.Net Feder
69 Rosalie Ct
East Meadow, NY 11554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live just north of one of these massive gas fracking operations and we had an EARTHQUAKE last year...I've lived here for 40 years and we've NEVER had an earthquake in San Antonio, Please help save our precious groundwater and make the research happen before this gets more out of control than it already is!

Sincerely,

Alison Schockner
537 Fulton Ave.
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Reubens
4214 Burch Road
Ransomville, NY 14131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Duggan
617 Whitworth Lane S
Renton, WA 98057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Casey Shorthouse
55 Taylor Terrace
Hopewll, NJ 08525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Snyder
306 Newark Pompton Turnpike
Wayne, NJ 07470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael parry
23720 Lucas Dr.
Sun City, CA 92587
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Daurelle
1470 Sandpiper Circle #145
Salt Lake City, UT 84117
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Coughlin
The Bronx
The Bronx, NY 10470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mercedes Herriott
525 S. Caroline St
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heather Earp
7902 Lincoln Way East, Fayetteville, Pa
Fayetteville, PA 17222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert VERBRYKE
12213 Lagoon Dr
Curtice, OH 43412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Coulter
1403 N Washington Ave Apt 104
St Peter, MN 56082
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Anderson
2119 Allegre Circle
Naperville, IL 60563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Quileza
1363 Darwin Drive
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cora Flynn
2837 Huntingdon Ave
Baltimore, MD 21211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Evanega
85 Conklin Hill Rd.
Marlborough, NY 12547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olga Subbotin
2800 31st Street Pl Se
Puyallup, WA 98374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer hoban
2425 State Highway 28
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James O'Shea
21 E Crossman Ave
Monroe, NY 10950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene matulac
74 Hawthorne Ave
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Durko
165 Fawn Valley Drive
Mcmurray, PA 15317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please reject applications for export of fracked gas outside the U.S. Please renew your focus on renewable energy sources that reduce our carbon footprint. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyle Snider
2500 Perkins Rd.
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of damage. Let's wait until industry learns how to do it more cleanly.

Sincerely,

Neil Frazer
112 Haokea Drive
Kailua, HI 96734
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valjean Lueking
116 S Oak St
Hoffman, IL 62250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking has proven to be a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Recent research summarizes that fracking emissions may be worse for the climate than coal. By giving the US fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets by allowing fracked gas exports there would be a dramatic increase of demand for fracking in the United States. In addition, the process to export it produces even more CO2 released into the US atmosphere. I ask that you follow the lead of President Obama, who spoke of such environmental concerns in his Inaugural speech, and stand up to the fossil fuel industry. Deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Ennis
108 Tidewater Drive
Bradenton, FL 34210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Rau
30801 Carnelian Ct.
Lebanon, OR 97355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rohrer
93558 Hollow Stump Lane
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francesca Bevilacqua
964 Finch Road
Franklin, NY 13775
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The world can get along without fracked gas. Please don’t allow fracking in the U.S. Constance L. Stallings 160 Central Ave. Ashland, OR 97520

Sincerely,

Constance Stallings
160 Central Ave.
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Tonachel
1184 Liberty Corners Rd
Towanda, PA 18848
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Griffith
7130 W 29th Pl
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Jenkins
3082 Heartleaf Place
Winter Park, FL 32792
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Wistner
2608 Black Lake Blvd
Winter Garden, FL 34787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Marker
4 Harrison St
Clinton, NJ 08809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If fracking wasn't toxic for the public, the water and the environment there would not need to keep secret the substances used.

Sincerely,

Cesar Torras
474 6th St.
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Rosine
1401ashland Ave.,
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hull
12339 Vintage Leaf Circle
Houston, TX 77070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Smith
1381 Springview Circle
Seymour, TN 37865
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Holwager
707 North Cambridge Rd
Cambridge City, IN 47327
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Zavala
25334 Jade Rd
Barstow, CA 92311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christie Jacques
119 Cadiz St Tallahassee Fl
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Skinner
10606 Huntley Place
Silver Spring, MD 20902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Weidenhof
Broadmoor Lane
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Herman
3347 Valle Vista
Chino Hills, CA 91709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Brown
Edgewood
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Bolker
Xxx Main Street
Middleburg, FL 32068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cody Ann COOK
435 Etna Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Hissem
1029 Fossil Ridge Rd.
Decatur, TX 76234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michelle Costantini
9360 Vanderbilt Dr
Naples, FL 34108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

J Myack
1600 Pennsylvania Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11239
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charmaine Frost
336 Summer Grove Circle
Roseville, CA 95678
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay hibbs
34 Oak Leaf Ln
Doylestown, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Tan
531 Plymouth Rd
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reason Jacome
1142 Texas
Redlands, CA 92374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andreas Wittenstein
P.O. Box 570
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Corbelli
1121 Monterey Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Lowry
400 W.43rd St. #21f
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Cowan
1740 Mudlick Rd.
Julian, PA 16844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. “The claims that fracking will increase employment and other benefits to this country have been shown to be bogus over and over again. The claim I'm listening to is that if we let the XL pipeline proceed we can say goodbye to any hope of controlling climate change. This is a claim made by an overwhelming majority of climate scientists. President Obama, you must listen to them. Any hope you have for a reputation as one of our great presidents will be out the window if we eventually are destroyed by fracking you approved. You will be remembered for the destruction you caused.

Sincerely,

Diane OLSON
521 Montana Ave. #305
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Zuckerman
9840b Clusia Tree Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tomas Gonzalez
10034 Clybourn Ave
Sunland, CA 91040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob McCaffery
225-A Main St
Farmingdale, NY 11735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Sheppard
2136 Faulk Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Flynn
117 Michaelian Way
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Keisch
80 Beekman Street
New York, NY 10038
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jodie Dale
2401 Central Ave. #16
Canon City, CO 81212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Perkins
8800 Sierra College Blvd., #813
Roseville, CA 95661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margherita Maggio
410 Nw 43 Str
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ledesma
5062 Grey Wolf Place
Broomfield, CO 80023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin And Kathy Casey
317 Shasta Ave.
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Loren Johnson
17281 La Mesa Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Martin
110 Cathedral Dr
West Seneca, NY 14224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Amos
1695 Woodlands Rd.
Beaumont, CA 92223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Baron
160 Jewett St
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Ward
1771 S. Quebec Way #P202
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Diulus
4940 Carlyn Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonia Montez
614 49th St
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Schettino
15
Pon, FL 32205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy peri
10 Cypress Dr.
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandr Xrom
Str.South Street
New York, NY 10038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonia Hussain
7441 Wayne Ave. Apt. 5d
Miami Beach, FL 33141
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hackman
573 Spencer Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E Mendoza
51-29 48 St.
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is so bad for us & our land. Please think about the fracking facts. (pun intended) before you do something that irreversible & toxic. We are so pleased that you have the foresight to invest in clean energy. Please keep that going. Thank you very much, Gail huscher

Sincerely,

Gail Huscher
2329 Eagle View Dr
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Garcia
7001 W 35th Ave # 307
Miami, FL 33018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kirt Dow
300 Lakeview Dr
Boulder City, NV 89005
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Cook
8502a Route 54
Hammondsport, NY 14840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Schear
5460 Carlton St.
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Thomas
9248 Sw Line Dr.
Cornelius, OR 97113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis DeSantis
811 Maine Ave
Bay Shore, NY 11706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Lykins
6575 Chantilly Place
Colorado Springs, CO 80922
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francisco de Vargas
Juan De Peguera, 116
Barcelona, NJ 08026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s time to switch from carbon-based fuels to “clean energy.” Remember, “Mother know best.” That is, Mother Earth.

Sincerely,

Paul Wortman
12 Braemer Road
East Setauket, NY 11733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Landry
7885 N. 73rd St.
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Jones
334 East 3rd
Nyc, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Woodard
1979 Nw Penney Lane
Mcminnville, OR 97128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Von Rosen
813 Oregon Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maris Zilant
11111 Bisc Blvd
Miami, FL 33181
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Hoagland
8505 South Tropical Trail
Merritt Island, FL 32952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ayodele Maakheru
303 W152 St
Nyc, NY 10039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Martin Pantoja
1900 Nome St Aurora, Co
Aurora, CO 80010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joey Westhead
4645 Eldridge St
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Fojtik
5220 Brittany Dr. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Dvorak
1370 Broadway
New York, NY 10018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Lord
2400 N E 1st Lane #412
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Canales
6001 Palm Trace Landings Dr. #215
Davie, FL 33314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Manz
P.O. Box 361
Ingomar, PA 15127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Deegan
37 Aldwyn Lane
Villanova, PA 19085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy long
53 Second Ave.
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Allard
331 Ridley Creek Lane
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nate Buckley
438 Massachusetts Ave
Buffalo, NY 14213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbie graper
P.O. Box 982
Templeton, CA 93465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray wheeler
140 Simpson St
Delano, CA 93216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Crystal Morabito
55 St.Charles St
Johnson City, NY 13790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tila Moreno
Po Box 13922
Reno, NV 89507
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Harshberger
2759 Breckenridge Pl
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry MADIGAN
1219 Route 83
Pine Plains, NY 12567
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wardel Fenderson
902 Westwood Ave
Staten Island, NY 10314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katya Surrence
330 W 47th St. Apt 1
Ny, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancee Hirano, RN, MS,, ANP, AOCN
1271 Washington Avenue, #332
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American land, communities, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Beigel
Po Box 16379
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

American Woman
740 Minter Ave#2
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Mackey  
171 Salina St.  
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Brodie
1442 Blackfield Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William (Bill) Chockla
3145 Fish Creek Rd
Estes Park, CO 80517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Garrett
1593 Wedgewood Dr
Eagle Point, OR 97524
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Brunini
17483 Wolf Mountain Road
Grass Valley, CA 95949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Harley Rowan
34 S Holman Way, Apt. 2-F
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shanna Mott
Po Box 2804
Frisco, CO 80443
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Bowman
637 Sw 6th St. #1
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Franki Grau
P.O. Box 414
Lockwood, CA 93932
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is nothing safe about fracking; it is pollution on a colossal scale. The oil and gas industry needs to be held to the federal clean water act, which they are not and that is just the beginning. C'mon Mr. President - we are the ones who voted for you. Now is the time to act on behalf of your constituents.

Sincerely,

John Flores
3515 Tail Wind Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80911
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tina Germain
8767 Wonderland Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Saucier
6175 Melvin Ave
Tarzana, CA 91356
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alaine Cohen
296 Cass Street
Dix Hills, NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Klebl
7175 Sw La View Drive
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard DeNeale
3221 Essex Road
Willsboro, NY 12996
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julia Keefer
408 E 78
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jan Fisher
400 Chambers St
Ny, NY 10282
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sean Leviton
4417 Winje Dr.
Antelope, CA 95843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Anderson
4001 Shadow Rock Court
Bonita, CA 91902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Pickell
5859 Niwot Rd.
Niwot, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan BRIDENBAUGH
1200 Overlook Drive # 106
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brita Hazell
804 Twin Pines Circle
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Deanna Caracciolo
13 Sunny Rd
St.James, NY 11780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Raich
439 S. Quay St.
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Lock
125 Vine St
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Williams
16870 E. Amherst Ave
Aurora, CO 80013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray narayan
109-67 134st
S. Ozone Pk., NY 11420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Easton
860 Crenshaw Blvd Unit B
Los Angeles, CA 90005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hollis Berendt
2918 58th Ave
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CA 95020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I do not want to hear or read that people are being swallowed up into the ground or anything freaky like that because of this Fracking The Earth for Competitive Gas. I have submitted a request to Physog to post a thorough explanation of the disputed technique in a Story. Mr. President/ Sirs/ Madams: Do not take us into this Just Because. Thank You. RQT

Sincerely,

Roy Quijano
415 East 151 # 3b
Bronx, NY 10455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Messina
13583 Albion Eagle Harbor Rd
Albion, NY 14411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Vladeck
1419 North St
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I've seen what fracking can do up close. It ruins the ground water on my friend's farm. Please.

Sincerely,

Chris Hager
9211 Sw 36th
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy mcalhany
328 W. 86 St. #11a
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Exporting natural gas from the US does not make sense environmentally or economically. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry like you have promised you would and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Herron
101 Drummond Dr
Wilmington, DE 19808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Terzano
5fairland St
Lexington, MA 02421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Clemens
13133 Decant Dr
Poway, CA 92064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Reilly
7302 Broxburn Ct
Bethesda, MD 20817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is ridiculous that there even has to be a petition against this since it's so obviously a very bad idea for the planet and everyone on it. Exporting fracked gas should not be an option, period. In fact, fracking should be eliminated from this country and the world. NO MORE FRACKING. This is a huge presidential, governmental and department of energy FAIL.

Sincerely,

Janel Rodriguez
230 East 90th Street
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As well, why on earth other than for even larger oil company profits would we export our gas? Supporting this is bizarre when it is well known the effect this technology has on the U.S environment.

Sincerely,

Rick Young
3763 Wonderland Hill Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Myers
244 High Street
Oak View, CA 93022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron reck
620 Pollard Road Apt 4
Ashland, KY 41101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Hurley
1550 Nw 14th Ave Apt 621
Portland, OR 97209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helena Boskovic
280 Ocean Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daisy Kounce
18 Oak Valley Drive
Paradise, CA 95969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It destroys habitats, poisons water and kills plants, animals and humans. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let's make POSITIVE investments in national security and environmental safety instead of detrimental ones!

Sincerely,

Michelle Luncsford
1720 Melrose Pl
Knoxville, TN 37916
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keala Stephan
1621 Chapala St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

CREDO Action 9069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The gas companies seem incapable of thinking long-term. America is not leading the energy efficiency movement these days...in large part thanks to the oil and gas behemoths. Martha Keeley

Sincerely,

Martha Keeley
16 Lakemans Lane
Ipswich, MA 01938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Lisa Jackson, our EPA administrator who is voluntarily stepping down after Obama's inauguration, has been public enemy #1 to the Coal industry. As a Chemical engineer, Ms. Jackson has succeeded in implementing policies to reduce carbon emissions; most of which won't be evident until 2015. She has also validated that environmental pollutants are contributors to high rates of asthma, bronchitis, heart disease and cancer. I feel Ms. Jackson is one of the few policy makers that advocates for both the environment and public health. It disheartens me to see Ms. Jackson step down and I ask 'why'? Is it because she refuses to be financed by the oil and gas industry and their "economy first, screw the environment mentality? Perhaps Ms. Jackson can become aligned with the anti-fracking communities across our nation that refuse to see our efforts for sustainable, green economies derailed by the present, unregulated, environmentally- exempt natural gas boon occurring nationwide under the premise of 'energy independence' when evidence shows the oil and gas industry is seeking to export and sell this resource at three times the cost to China, India et. al. I urge you to exercise policies that will BAN Hydraulic Fracking in America.

Sincerely,

Maria fenty
315 Canyon Ave
Ft. Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Hitchcock
2622 Grandview Place
Endicott, NY 13760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianna McKittrick
Po Box 13922
Reading, PA 19612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Buckley
126 Sycamore St.
East Aurora, NY 14052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Smith
100 Chilpancingo Pkwy., Apt. 1200
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

With all the problems with fracking, the last thing we need is to allow oil companies to export gas from fracked wells.
Sincerely,

Donald Rohmer
729 N. Maple
Muenster, TX 76252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Perez
6205 Greenbank Rd
North Little Rock, AR 72118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Davies
1226 B Street
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bachrach
P.O. Box 2828
Homer, AK 99603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jc Herrera
5217 Del Rey Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Burtch
10617 Ashton Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susie morey
5415 Cedar Valley Dr
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dan Fisher
283 4th St
Jersey City, NJ 07302
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I know that natural gas will help with our fuel problems...that being said, WATER IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN FUEL!

Sincerely,

Shannon lindberg
3123 Eastlake Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pete Bosanko
17 Stormy View Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Gilmore
317 Parkridge Rd
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please, fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Charwat
108 Windsor Rd.
Horseheads, NY 14845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We can’t frack, it’s crazy. My family lives in NYC and has just survived an unprecedented weather event caused by too much atmospheric carbon. Nobody needs more fossil fuels, we need to teach ourselves to use less. There is no local or foreign climate, any fossil fuel we export will return to us in the form of unpredictable, damaging weather, and in the case of fracking, earthquakes. Don’t support short-sighted money grabs, recognize our precarious position in human and environmental history and reject fracking and the export and consumption of all fossil fuels.

Sincerely,

Josephine Ferorelli
105 Sherman St Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Jarrett
1200 Ronald Reagan Dr
Quakertown, PA 18951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Junior Rodrigue
231 Main St
Binghamton, NY 13905
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill concannon
944 6th Av
Crockett, CA 94525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cndy POMEROY
24100 Chesley Trail
Hampton, MN 55031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Murphy
6188 Ansdell Way
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Virginia barta
216 Alexander Ave
Montclair, NJ 07043
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please help protect what's left of the earth. Sincerely, Sarah van Ouwerkerk

Sincerely,

Sarah van Ouwerkerk
132 Crosby St
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Olson
24 Mt. Vernon Rd.
Montclair, NJ 07043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gillian Fisher
18 Second St.
Delhi, NY 13753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Clark
573 12th Ave
Slc, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Ramsey
5641 Forrest Rise Ct.
Indianapolis, IN 46203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Eloich
2207 South Dennis St.
Kennewick, WA 99337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Short & simple: We can live without oil and gas, but we can not live without clean water.

Sincerely,

Starr Watson
3720 Merestone Dr.
Wilmington, NC 28412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Schmitt
1838 E. Legrande Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Burbury
512 E Broadway Ave
Medford, WI 54451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joann Keiter
423 Mimosa Drive
Haysville, KS 67060
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pesko
224 Ellwood Beach Road
Shell Lake,, WI 54871
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Herman
87 Hillary Lane
Penfield, NY 14526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jordan Gable
4130 47th Street
Sunnyside, NY 11104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Russell
22 Linden Place
New Rochelle, NY 10801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Morton
2072 8th Ave #3b
New York, NY 10026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Johanson
72 Laurel Drive
New Providence, NJ 07974
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Everett
1 Shadigee Creek Road
Starrucca, PA 18462
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Viana Jr
6 Skidmore Pl
Valley Stream, NY 11581
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dustin Coffey
666 Park Avenue
Ny, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Gillespie
2888 Sherman Hollow Rd
Penn Yan, NY 14527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark DeAngelis
78 James St
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhonda MOWDAY
Hibernia Road
Coatesville, PA 19320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth w
81 East Third Street
Corning, NY 14830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Harriet Shugarman
295 Zachary Ct
Wyckoff, NJ 07481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gay Dalzell
Po Bx 75
Stewart, OH 45778